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' ■ • \ ■ A B S T R A . C  T " ‘ -. '

. The purpose of this thesis is to describe the prestige 
ranking of groups and persons in an urban African local community*

’ On the one hand, this system of stratification is largely \ 
based oh the normal urban differentiation of migrants into ; 1
occupational categories, . ’

On the other hand, rural tribal structures alter the precise 
nature of the system between migrants of different tribes'. ' v

Migrants of politically uncentralised, segmentary lineage
' ■ V  •tribes are distinguished from those of centralised tribes*

, Among the former the strong agnatic principle defines relatively,
highly solidary groups of kin, clan, and fellowfribesmen.

Among centralised.tribesmen a more bilateral kinship emphasis.• 
renders these groups less solidary and even insignificant.

This difference in group solidarity is reflected in the existence 
of segmentary structures of formal voluntary associations among 
migrants of segmentary tribes, and in the absence of.such associations 
among those of centralised tribes. *.

There are other associations which are multi-tribal in composition 
and non-tribal in their aims. ‘

The point is taken that most ordinary migrants do not participate 
in formal voluntary' associations, . ' -
; Yet,s all these associations, both tribal and non-tribal, appear 
to symbolise the local system of stratification. They themselves; 
are variously/ranked, and appear to reflect a ranking of the groups



'■ ;Vv-... in whic.ll, the'’ ordinary migrant is involved. ^
■ / 1 -  . \ • / • Thetvexis'tence'- of Turban tribal, associations among segmentary .

'j :./tfibespeople-is additionally significant in so 'fax’ .as it indicates' 
f-,;! .-.itHe':"sometimeslyerylshfbng .obligations’ obtaining within, c o r p o r a t e ...
“ l-V ■ ;gtpups of kin.land, fellowtribesmen. ’ • : , * ”v;

• v : ’■ :'v A segmentafy tribesman who aspires to higher 'urban statuses , 
.experiences;more, frequent and intense conflicts of role-expectation 

.••Vi .than\‘a4-;ceniralise_d'- tribesman.- . ' ’ , ’ • 1,
:’ i/ ! . -Nohrthibal associations are commdh to both these sets of
. tribespeople. in this and other respects they reflect norms of
• \ /; neighipourhood and locaf relations.. .

v>>L1. 'Networks of neighbourhood and local relations have special 
> ;; significance, for ,a. status aspirant of a segmentary tribe. Firstly, 

■y: they ..provide' Him withTa cross-cultural yardstick for evaluating his
... : obligations ;to. kin-and fellowtribesnien* Secondly, they are the.

• ■ means 'hy;lwhiCh ;he ̂ ca.n;rilLd.ic'ate-,-his lessening pi ̂ such; obligations as
he rbecomes.-socially mobile,. ,■ ; '-■‘'■h y • ■
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chapter i " r ; - '"T ' . . •,

Ir-TTROPIICTION ' ■   ; V
a) KampalaTs Origins and Development , ■

The three/ East African nations , of Uganda;,' ICehya; and' Tanzania 
share mope than ■ a common political rpasti .1- - They share a system •. 
of railways, apd coimunications , of ̂ currency,land, among other.
-things., of int erhal labour migration *; - By means, of the! sometimes 7: • 
extensive/migration, of people;lo iowis/or cash., crop estates, persons 
of, very, distant tribes may come, to know or. hear/of each other.'i , ;
. Many/of the East African towns are Structufaliy.'ahd. historically. ' 
highly :distinct* /;\ .But a common factor to^ each j whether inygreater ,';//7 
or lesser .degree;V : .is:'the immigration.-into towns .of ;.rural»bdrn 'and. ■ 
-based tribesmen? /This, of coursey is .a primepfekture of most 
towns . in dev.elbpihg Africa,. /The historically: recent .admixture of 
dif f erent: tribespeople in single ■ urban- areas-poses/ many px’ob3/ems of - 
sociological: enquiry./ 3 in;Vs.iinple/--terms-,• two ;questions/may be,- asked: 
how do ti^ibespeople ; from rural areas; react or adapt: to urban'.life,; 7- 
arid' how do different -;tribespe:bple: Within/a-single urban/:area react 
or adapt ,to each, other ? ’ Kampala,/ Uganda,. iS;'ohe;mich't'town', where \
this. admixture "has . occurred'. / ;■ /.   '7\7‘77; : ■■'/; 7 ;':/̂'

, Kampala lies jiist iiorth of the Equator, to the north-west of 
Lake Victoria, about'six miles from the Lake itself. It enjoys 
an altitude of some 4,000 feet above sea level and a p l e a s a n t ■ 
equable ‘climate,' a ..dominant feature-' of which is' the sometimes. : , 
frequent showers of; heavy pain,. The seasonal variations'are slight;.



There are no real rainy seasons, and temperatures rarely rise 
above 85.9E. ..during/the day or ■fall below 60°F. at night* Kamx?ala; -, ‘ 
and its environs are .amply provided if'ith green .' grass and lush ■ 
vegetation'all the. year round, 7 -  , .7' - ' ,

- .Since Uganda’s index>endence in October, 1962,, Kampala has 1

been;:the nation1 s official, capital. In effect, it has always been
■ Uganda1s commercial capital and, through the years, has gradually 
assumed from Entebbe the position of : administrative, .capital,

At independence, too, Kampala became a city. Though for some 
months my fieldwork was conducted while Kampala was still a 
municipality, I shall refer throughout the thesis proper to Kampala 
as a' city. 7- 7. -

The city may,be regarded as one of the two-main' areas which 
together make; up Greater Kampala, . The'11 other ■ area is what is called 
: the Kibuga, which, means capital in the: language of the local tribe, 
Lugahda. .The Kibuga is. in fact a sub-countyin/it, the parish 
of /Mengo, is the. actual- administrative capital of the Kingdom of 
Buganda• • ‘ '

The' Kibuga lies to the west and south of the city. Though 
adjacent,, the Kibuga and city.are socially and administratively 
highly distinct.: Residents in the Kibuga do not receive the.
service benefits of residents in the. city. The Kingdom of TBuganda 
is ̂ n.e 'of the, four provinces of Uganda and has its pwn -provincial; ' 
government. Largely du/e to historical and cultural reasons ..this- 
government enjoys a relatively high degree, of autonomy, lb is this

■ government which is. responsible for the seiw.ices and general urban 
facilities .of residents in'.the '-Kibnga#-' ’ ■' . . 7 : ' - 7



The ■ settlements-, of the Kibuga constitute part of what' is often 
called the peri-urban fringe of K a m p a l a T h e s e  settlements have ' 
arisen- spontaneously to accommodate a whole range of migrants from . 
professional to unskilled, with a high predominance of the latter. 
With certain exceptions life in-the Kibuga' is unsettled. Many 
.people are mobile, tending,to move from one rented room to another. 
Though much/of the labour , force of the city propjer. is drawn from 
the' Kibuga, many residents a're uelf-employed and contribute towards 
the.Kibuga's partial'.economic and-social self-sufficiency. Many 
of. the Kibuga;1 s. residents are of the local tribe, . Ganda, whose 
customs and institutions have come!to- be'accepted and imitated by - 
certain !other tribespeople, As 71. have stated already, the Kibuga 
residents do not enjoy the same, level of material conditions, public , 
services, and housing'as that, of city.residents,^

ITshall shortly describe a city ward in more detail, showing" 
how,its Af rican jpopulation -is- generally well above the ..socio-economic' 
average of the Kibuga.'

The historical reasons for the social and physical separation 
of the city and the .Kibuga gb back to 1890. In that year Captain 
F.D, (later.Lord) Lugard.of.the Imperial British East Africa Gompany 
established a" fort- oh, what is now known as Kampala Hill, Aroiind 
this fort grew; the -British -administrative headquarters, and a centre 
of commerce which wash mostly run by Asian's. M n  founding his fort, 
Lugard had firstly made;a' forced march on the Kibuga in what was

 ̂ A.W* Southall and P.O. Gutkind, 19971 "Townsmen in the Making",
East African Studies No.9, Kampala, have.analysed in detail the 
relationship- of., the Kibuga to the then municipality *



• 7 - t y / w -  1 9  '

;claimed to he a- fespbhsebtp' a plea biy':Mwaiiga' Kabaka,” or King, of - 
Buganda,- for, .-..British', protect ion, *; Kabaka? w-Mwhnga1 s. palace was on 1 
"Mengo. h i l l I n • a .sense Kampala.; and< Mengo' kills -each-looked out - 
on each, other a. .-Like ranch, of "southern/ Uganda, the area of: what is 
' now/itr e a ter -Ksmipala eonsis t e d .of: small - hill s-- '• infers ected ; by, swamps. 
The -hills , of the - to'wn have. tended’ to become residential quarters,. - 1 , 
while;■ much/land" has/been;: reclaimed;., from.-the swamps and, now ' ; ; -
. ’accommodates biisy zirbah coTmnunities a
: • '' In - Lugard'* s- time and. for some, years afterwards, the general'.
• urban .-agglomeration - around/both , hills was called Mengo/ By 1906,' 
with greater - administrative; and-- commercial, development beside the -7 

hill on which the fort stood, Kampala was superseding Mengo as a . 
general, term of- reference for' the 'whole -urban .area. . At the same 
time, Mengo continued to - told the Kabaka*s palace and came to be 
regarded by the,people of Bugarida Kingdom as their capital. Mengo,
as- an urban nucleus, gradually spread out into the Kibuga, Kampala
itself, which progressively evolved as a statutory township and 
then a municipality-, came to be regarded, as alien, the foreigners* 
capital. The foreigners .were.. Europeans and Asians, Africans 
were uninfluential -in .the affairs-of Kampala municipality,. even 
though they were employed there *. .
‘ : Buganda Kingdom was formally responsible for developing and.

improving the amenities of its Mengo and general Kibuga urban 
-p.opiti.a-ti:on.• ‘ The . successive, township .and municipal authorities of 
Kampala, were r e sponsible .for their*, urban populations.. For various



1 6 . - : . " ' .

reasons the Buganda -government was unable in the Kibuga to.match 
the provision of services' by. the municipal authorities in Kampala, - 1 

Stated another way,. this.meant that,- since the residence of Africans 
b£ a13- tribes was regarded as primarily the Kibuga*s responsibility 
while Europeans and Asians were primarily cared for in Kampala, it 
was African’s who suffered the most obvious deprivation of housing 
and other conventional urban facilities, ■

Politically, Europeans and Asians Were dominant in Kampala.
Ganda were- dominant in' the ICibuga«■ ' - ’ 7
•;i ’‘ ’ lh‘ /the-.. years: -immediately • after the Second World War, housing
...estates to: the. east- Of Kampala municipality were built. They were... 
established on Crown'land and administered by the Uganda government..
'In 1996 they.were brought into the municipality itself. This 
extension, of the■municipal boundary most'clearly marks the beginning - 
of.what is at present a rapidly.increasing political and social 
integration' of "Africans’- 'in'fef. their nationT s capital. • : •'

. The second' magor/ historical; landmark in this . process of integratioi 
was-; the, decision in'. March,/. 1962, by the . Minister of Local Government-, 
of the then'internally self“governing Uganda Democratic Party that - 
a--.larger .'proportion, -of...municipal councillors were in. future to be .. 7, 
elected by' popular yote. Up-to this time -all toim council members / 
had - been.appointed by the Governor, or by the Minister of'Local 
‘Government, .during Uganda*, s. short ‘ period of internal self-government.
Now there'. Was "to be the' election of councillors:oh a.political party... 
basis.. The/Uganda political" parties- are the Uganda Peoples Congress . 
"(U.P.C . ),. the present ruling party, and the Uganda Democratic Party 
(D.P.). The Ganda Kabaka Neldia-party :(K.Y. ) coalesced with the



U . P ,C:. -’'during the 1 9 6 2'national elections,
: ■ z , Foxr. the' purpose of. its council elections Kampala v/a,s divided 
into three wards, .Kairq:>ala South,. West, and.East, The- two former1 

are still mostly European and Asian high status residential areas, 
though an increasing number of high: status Africans have taken up 
residence, in them,/ .'" //Kampala East /is the .one ."dominantly African
■ area". It ..is the area, of.• the! housing' estates, in .the Kampala 
/municipal elections/of .196.2 , .the potential- power1 and effectiveness 
;6f/Kamxiala East is/population as: leaders and voters was obvious* .;
■ African candidates1 and elected were in .the majority for/Kampala 
East,' while Asians/were; :still in .the,, ma jority in the other two wards i 
In Kampala';- East, : Kenya African migrants/had provided much of the ' 
drive in this ward*s political, activity.

z By the/time of/-the. Kampala city,: council elections of January, 
196^, all-persons who/were not Uganda citizens were disfranchised. 
This disfranchisement included not only European and..Asian non- - 
citizens but Kenya Africans- as well. The city elections.of 
January 196t, therefore, concerned a much smaller number of people 
than in 1962• All. three/ wards were indeed represented by a greater 
proportion of Afi?leans/ to non~Af I’icans, though the political, drive 
and activity of 1962 Wei's lacking. . The poiiit remains, however1, 

that the population of Kampala East, as it stands , , is one which is 
'aware of the .current demand for the greater political and social 
,Africanimation of a town like Kampala in an independent. African 
State like.Uganda. In contrast, with'the .exception of an 
indeterminate number of,mostly .Ganda of high status,' the people ox 
the. Kibuga are largely , disinterested fi'om and, perhaps , uninterested



in the' problem of lib*/'quickly"Kampala “Cityjmhy--'come, under the 
greater commercial /and■■ social, .as well as political, control of 
its' African residents.; "■ " . - - . - . '

■Why should the Af.r.lcan.; population , of 'Kampala East ,, most of, 
whom, live .in city,. Council housing. estates or areas, be differentiate 
in this Way? " •. ' " ." ■ - . . ■ ■ . / •
- ' In.1996, Southall' and/ Gutkind noted the popularity of the
estates in the long'waiting lists for houses on them. They noted 7 
also that the. population in the estates was' above the.socio-economic 
average for the African population in,Greater Kampala .as a whole. 
Their Hypothesis was "that the estates'will in the long run cater 
principally/for the.non-Ganda whose skill and income is above thb 
average level and who appreciate a more secure and conventionally 
respectable existence., than is at. present possible, for. those who 
rent rp.oms .in suburbs, such ,as. Kisenyi: or Mulago (the two areas 
intensively described and analysed by ,-the" authors)  ̂ . Eight 'years 
after ■ the/statement , "atleast, it is'possible from the evidence of 
zmy "data".to say that this .hypothesis'has been borne but. . -

• , " I describe the estates in"detail'to illustrate this. Firstly, 
,1 describe some ;quantitative and. other/features of the whole African 
: pomilation of .Greater Kampala.,, .This provides a general, background 
against/'which the /residents ■-of two--estate's "in. Kampala- East, which' ‘‘
I studied, may be.seen, '



. b j /Qreater/ Kampala. *

According . to"‘the 1999 census the - ■‘total population of Greater . 
Kajupala; v/as. 1077O9B* ' / According to .the census 01 1.948 it Was 62,264. 
Even-allowing, for the fact that -Greater Kampala;.in 1999 included 
the extension into. Crown:land of Kampala East, the overall increase 
,ih population, is. .reasonably pronounced. ' The increases in non-African 
population .are , from l4,324 in 1948., to 26,800 in 1.999 for Asians, and 
from 1,497,to 3 ,3 3 9 for.Europeans. The increase for Africans alone " 
is . from 46,443 to ,76 j719* This, thesis is concerned with the. African. 
population,/.of Kampala Bast, 'Therefore, while not denying the 
obvious, inrportance of. the non-African element in town life, including 
the sphere of race relations,. I now, concentrate /exclusively on . 
figures concerning: African .populations. alone * ■ •

The increase in African population, from 1948 to 1999 is largely 
due. to labour migration. The officially enximerated Kampala labour 
force itself increased from 29*381 in 1992 to 38,023 and 3 6 ,6 3 3 in 
,1997 and 1.9.9 8, declining to. 2 7 ,8 7 8 in 3r96l.:̂ While the population 
' of Greater- Kampala, has: not dropped, and is. probably even higher; than 
tlie- 1939 census figures, tlie number of wage-earning' employees listed 
;by.: the government department ,/,of .labour had dropped considerably . ;
arid" y/as continuing ' to drop when I left the field in 1964. Fewer 
. jobs /are how.'available:,,:/and ' the wide-scale unemployment has already ' 
given cause.forv;aiarm*' / , : . /
■ ; Yet, ; iil: hhete states.'of .Kampala ' East,.. the ■ number-- of unemployed

/̂ : From the .Uganda (Protectorate) Annual Enumerations of Employees, 
Government’Printer, Entebbe. . - '



is relatively low. Few household, heads are unemployed, and it is 

relatives who are. seeking work or have jxxst lost jobs and who may 

be, lodging with them who are likely to constitute the majority of 

unemployed i n ' the., Ward. ,

. The 1959 census' also gives figures indicating the distribution 

of persons according to age groups in the municipality (tlie present 

city), the Kibuga,' and for Greater Kampala as a whole*

: " V ■■ ■ % '■ / v,. '■’& ' ■ %  '■ ■ V
under 16 16 - 45 over 45

Municipality 25*8 69.0 5*1
Kibuga - 'p 51 *8 57*9 10 *3

Greater - Kampala - 2 9 .9 6 1*5 , 8 *6 .
Uganda '(e stirnated)m • 43.5 ■ 43*7 1 2 .8

■ ■ As might be expected, migrants in Greater Kampala, in' the 
municipality * more- than the Kibuga, fall mostly, in the-16-^5 age gr’oup 
This is the working age group. .

i'Within this age-group the census records the proportion of . 
males to females.

- "i 1 %  ' ' ,
Males; Females

Municipality . 69*9 50*1
/Kibuga 60*6 39*4

- Greater Kamphla 65*8 56*2
Uganda . 48*9 51*1

.The proportion. of males to females is significantly higher 
in, the municipality than in the,Kibuga. Yet, as 1 shall illustrate, 
on the ,estates X have studied in Kampala East, there is much less 
of this imbalance* .



.'.'./■'-\Tlie- average 'length of residence., in .Kampala; by migrants is.
not/given in;, tfte;'census, but Elkah puts it tat about only .two hr t
'■ /• t i' ' ■:/■/'//;■’ /'/’ ..; ■ ' ' ' - / *'/ - 2years* vi-:Hitc'hell'--putisi it/ at.-eight years for Luanshya in Gambia. \
As. I ; shall sho\v} ; the people of/Kampala l^ast ar e; generally well -
above..the city's- a.verage in iength oi,urban residence and may be
regarded, therefore, ' as including .those with; the most vested
-urban interests* . /'i’ /. ' y /■ , ;

. The figures gained from the,rcehshs .vn.th regard, to. the tribal.
distribution; of'Greater Kampala^s.vbopulhtion■■ (Table 1) give a ;
general: picture/- of’- the categories -.represented,.vthough :s.ome
.- important ‘ tribesv.a-re. riot specif led. /l-zHot/all the,-tribes indicated'.
bygthe.census figures are. numerically highly, significant in- the
■housing --estates ;>of; Kampala East V: AjX/Shallydiscuss those tribes ■ ;
which are ./significant, both niiraericaily, in; the. estates and .for. . , ' -‘
myfstudy. hipme'nt, -i ̂giye;/a';;genera,l': -description ■ of' the , ' *
irnain■ tribes, represented 'in./Gr eaterKKampaials population,; A '//- ;/' p./
;htphasising partiouiarly:' the /nature'of it heir rural 'origins.; / . yy

• i .Elkan, /i'960:,; ''Migrants and Proletarians , 'Oxford. .University
■ ,;/, t r e s s f o r  -East African: Xns'titute. of/Social .Research, p. f. :-

^ ' J.C. Mitchell, /1954,'.African-.Urb.ani.satioh, in "Luanshya and 3M6la:, 
\ /'i v^vif/Rhodeis-Livingstohe; Communication N6 .6’-,;--'Rhodes«Livingstone :// - ’/
• i' V\h]:/Xnstitute^\/Lusaka. / / - ' ; ■ V /. tf./////;'.'' . • " • ' -
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c) The .'Tribes . ■

\ : ; ■ TABLE I , ,

' Distribution of Africans 'in, Greater, Kampala

' %  of African
Tribe , . . Total Population

GANDA '• ■ I :"1'::/ 37,161 18.8
t o r o  . i ':; 3,832 ; 7.6
lijo , " i ■ ■: > -... 3,3.11 7.2
RUANDA . ;2,829 3.7
KENYA n.s.(mostly. Luhyal . 2 ,8 1 8 3.7
a n k o l e , 2 ,1 9 2 ;:A 3.2
TANGANYIKA n.s.(many Hay a) 2,163 ■ .2 .8
ACHOLI- I :■■■ 2 ,0 8 0 2.7
KIGA . ; !■■ .. 1 ,9 8 2 2 .6
NYORO • 1 .9 2 0 • 2.3
SUDAN n.s.(mostly Nubi) I: . 1 ,1 8 3 1 1.9
TESO . 1 ,3 2 1 . 1.7
SAMIA . - .-.''I' A 1 ,0 7 0 . , 1 .1
BOGA ■ , . : 1,009 1.3
LUGBARA . ‘I-: . 911 - 1 .2
CONGO : : 826 . '• . 1 .1
Other f: , v : l l  'Av '■ 1 ,9 8 2

TOTAL ' ■ - y i l  - 76,729 99.. 9

. Following the 'cohVentaphal^vlihguis_tic. classifications/ , * 

.Kampala's African population raay! be divided into Bantu, Nilotic', 

Sudanic, a n d •Nilo-Hamitic groups, with the Nubi,;originally/from . 

the Sudan-,' of indeterminate classification but,'including mostly 

Muslims* The Bantu;and Nilotic groups are by :far the largest,

' OverlaiDping these linguistic classifications/are those based ,

. on national;, origin. Thus, some Bantu1 and Nilotes are from Kenya 

. as well as Uganda. Some Bantu, are from ..what was formerly Ruanda- 

Urundi and from Tanganyika a s .well as from, .Uganda , and Kenjra. .I ■

. To, some .extent- cultural, traditional political1, and social 

.. . characteristics coincide,with the linguistic -.classifications*



/; Thus /-all ;the .Nilotic, _Nilo-Hamitic ahi-Sudahi.G groups•- ar'ê .;‘or\ ; ■ ;

! were .• traditionally/- politically '-unc'e'utralised 5-..;cliaracterlstically ‘
■ failing into the'‘‘brpad category; of segiientary'-lihaagel ̂ pcieties.;ip// ;-1 

.So, too, are Some--Bantuy like/the; Kiga (sometimes'"-sj)eit vplga/::and: ■ y;l 

'Ipronounoed.chigai) ,-/Samia,;,and ,;Luhya*/;

;• Other Bantu, yiike" they Ganda,' -Soga /fNydr o'‘'y;;Tb.rp:,:* Ankole,/and'' t f  1/1
Ruanda/,/are'.-pdlitlcaliy centralised,.; but-to'-varying':extents.Vyi,; •„

'. ■ ‘ Yii.tualiy; nothing, is 'known regarding migrants:'-fr6m;the'Cbngo Till ; ;
■ : . beyond;. the fact that - they : art Bant.u* =-;. l-uy *■ '/yif ■; 1  t

■ //The- Bantu- groups‘y-In.;.tlie/■■order,; In.-which they are, listed' in
■ \T,able' X-,fare'Ganda,;; Tprp, .'Ruanda,' iinkole, Buhya, ■“ NyOro.,. Hay a, Kiga, 1 1  

•• , Congo,' Soga, and Samia* ■ ; ■'■; ‘“'ft , '-L t-.yf';
• ■ . The Nilbtes are .--Luo, ; Acholi, 'and, subsumed in '’otherstr, Lango,
- Alur , Jonam, and Padhdla, ■ X iiention these latter , tribes even,. , "/ ;

. though they ' are not.listed In . the "census^based . table',1 because. ' ,
. . . ■ they are significant In,.my. analysis.- pflCampala. East*; / ...1 

."'V The -Nilo-Hamites in Kampala are .almost exclusively Teao* ./
. There are .very few .Nandi'.-and’JCaramogpngY'''---.
' . ; The.Sudanic speaking groups are predominantly Lugbara, together 1
with', the closely related Madi* / ' ; • '■ - ; ; ; I

Of the Bantu, the Luhya" and a quarter, of the. closely related,. < 
Samia are from Kenya. The Luhy;a. really consist of autonomous but,; . 
.very close sub-tribes'who have come to constitute -a single htilbe't .i 

; soiily- in recent times- for. political and administrative purposes/
•.-•.About, three-quarters of ..-the > Samia In 'itampalavcome' ;f rbm-, the- Uganda

•sijde: of the border. with 'Kenya* ■..... The; Bantu Raya aheIf-r omtTanganyika. ’ -1;.-



; ' : Of the■-Nilo.tes, the.Luo are.from Kenya, Together, the Luo - "
and . LuHya, . plus .the relatively small number of- Kenya .'Sarnia., have 
exerted .considerable influence in post-war years, in the development *■ 
of African urban'-institutiohs- in Kampala. Kenyans generally may 
be' said to have experienced a more disturbing impact .of. the related .. 
forces of colonialism, 'urbanisationand' industrialisation, than \ 
Ugandans, .This.experience has to some extent been diffused into 
Kampalafs institutions. ; As a .group; of■singular influence they are 
only surpassed in some respects by the local Ganda. All other 
Kj.lot.es ■ are from" Uganda. Tile most numerous of them are. the Acholi 
and. Lango, . ; - \ ‘ ' ' . ' - .

. Tile SudanicvLugbara and -Madi, •. and the Nilo-Hamitic ;"Teso are ' 
all from Uganda. . . ■, ■ ' . .
v '- 1 now. describe the main tribes "more fully, .... - ■.

. The ■ G'anda.;are the -tribe local to Kampala, • Buganda is one. of 
the .four provinces of Uganda, ■, But, only about, two-thirds of the 
people in 'Buganda /are Gaiada, ' Most of. the non.-Ganda are immigrant, 
labourers who have either, come- to work for Ganda landlords or.have 
.been given, permission by‘them, ,ih Return 'for, a fee, to occupy and 
work land themselves , 1 But..,. thef'Ganda" themselves . 'number over ’ a. million 
Their, kingdom;has '‘always ; enjoyed a,-considerable degree of autonomy . 
even under British .'rule-.;'"' - .The extent to. v/hich it may continue '.to 
be. allowed to - enjoy,.internal autonomy in the independent Uganda state 
poses a difficult arid delicate'.problem for this nation, -

;■: Und'er .the British thisy antono'ray derived, f rom the recognition
by the colonial power of the'nelative -political advancement of the 

Ganda kingdom', when Lugard first ■ made hj-s claim over hit, ■ Considerably
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modif led, ' 'though- ’in ‘-.many -ways even more institutionally entrenched,- - , 
"the . Ganda ''’kingdom- endorsed its political; and , social, complexity 
Junder-the British. The' traditional system of land tenure had been 
at the basis of the' .feudal-like system.of social.stratification, 
There- were various legal 'enactments.; v/itli regard to land tenure at 
intervals-from the beginning of the■twentieth century onwards.
There’was' .also, the, introductionof the' cash cropping of cotton and' 
coffee and immersion in a cash economy. These innovations put 
. evenhigher material .-and status value on individual land tenure, to* 
some extent’-ownership. The resultant factors of individual and 
tie fa*cto- freehoid .1 and tenure, more; or less so in different regions, 
more ihdividaValistically ‘based ’ and .achieved social strata, and the 
subsequent physical-.dispersion of people made the system of - ;
stratification- more class-like;and less based on, among other things, 
agnatic .kinship affiliations 0 ̂ - The,--situation now>'is ’ thatthough . 
the Ganda, are still referred to as npat^iiineai,,, the transmission-, 
of property, including -,land, • authority; -and, status’, is-passed.down 
through .women as. well hs males,. - 1 Patriliny is a relative concept 
and,■ ■-compared with -certain >t'r.ib.es; of East Africa, Ganda kinship ' 
affiliations • may nowadays . h.eregal'd.ed. as bilateral in -.many respects , " 
not 'only in the txvansmission . of . property and rights., . but also in. 
situations, of expressive and;-;instflua'ehtal,- co:-activ±ty.7 . Lineages 
and,-clans hre1'.generally not;'localised-. -h

' ;ii'i A.: -Falle-rs, 17*6̂1-, The King1 s flen, O.U.P. for ;E. A.l.SfR.



■ .1 ’■ ■ ■ ' - ■ ■ ; • ?The Toro in particular, and, to 3,essex>, extents, the B oga“
f **5' ‘ - 3 1arid- Nyo.ro share'many ' characteristics of present-day Ganda social 
qifgahis:ait ion# '  ' •«. ’ ■. .. ■ ■ . .

Tlie ,-four’ .'tribes fall into what are called the Interlacustrine 
Bantu ••all. o'f y/hiolv ha-v.e; been- referred to - as- patrilineal. ’ --The " £  V- 
Toro and Nyoro aî e . two : tribes of "the Western Province. Like the 
Ganda, they have: •!&/. supreme -triba.l ruler or-;king* called ' the:- Gmukama.■ 
Both tribes . have;.’preserved, or. have'been’encouraged to preserve, 
their ‘traditional>fairly highly .centralised political systems,' - 
. The- 'Goga of the ■ Eastern. Province consisted qf a .number of petty 
kingdoms , each ’ highly 1 centralised. There was no supreme Soga 
ruler. Nowadays, the Kyabasinga.is constitutional head of the ’ 
whole Soga tribe and district. ■• 1,. / •

'.■■I Among these tribes there' have been few legal enactments over . •
the years relating to land. But cash cropping has developed on 
appreciable scales, particularly in Busoga. De facto freehold 
land ‘‘tentire, or*-at least the acquiring and holding of land by 
individuals rather than minimal lineages, has developed in some 
areas, particularly those' close to t o w n s nTithesn payable to 
village 'headmen or sShiefs for the use of land are in many cases 
Considerable sums of cash,.' Kinsmen, including agnates, are commonly 
physically dispersed.,- Aspects.-of a5 more bilateral kinship system y 
have -emerged. Lineages and clans, like those of the Ganda, are .. . '

 ̂ B.K. Taylor, 196.2, The Western Lacustrine Bantu, Africa Ethnographic 
Series, , O.h.P. . for international African Institute. • ; ;

;2 L . Fcilldrs, 1 9 5 6, Bantu Bureaucracy, Cambridge, Ttf.Heffer & Son.
' for E.A;.l.S.Rr-p, ^

■ ? j. Beattie, i960', Bunyoro, An African Kingdom, New York: Henry - Hoi
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generally not localized/ -■ -•I'i; • 1;'\

The Ankole are alsp ■politically centralised., They have a ., 

supreme ruler ,, the Onmgahe. - 'TJie -- .traditional caste-like division . ' 

between, ruling pastoral .Hima : and ̂ .agricultural',* se^'-like Xru: has .not 

broken down' completely f, . ; Unfortunately little ■ is; known-about.'-the 

present..day' kinship andi’local. organisation ; of the Ankole.^ 1 But 

the Iru appear, to be .settled in pat.rilineage-based local communities 

and do hot as yet seem;to have acquired the characteristics of the 

centralised tribes above. It is only the Iru.who are significant 

in Kampala Vs. labour f orce , according to the statements .of Kampala 

Ankole ' themselves. For these reasons;, it-;would. be ;un justif iable 

to regard the . Ankole who work .in Kampala- in' the same light as the .. 

Ganda, S.o'ga, Toro and Hyoro, Moreover, they are numerically 

insignificant in--Kampala-'-East • ..

The Ankole I r u ,do seem to.shape much, in common with the Klga*

The Ankole and. ICiga are, adjacent .tribes.of the Western Province.

Like the four tribes described above, the Ankole and Ifiga speak :
Bantu languages‘which, in their case, are mutuallyintelligible.

The Kiga appear to.-be organised similarly, into localised agnatic. . 

lineages and clans, ..though the genealogical, depth of tftese units ■ 

is still not knoivn... ; ... Kiga traditional .society was politically 

uncentralised. : Modern Kiga society has none , of the stratification 

Of the Inter-lacustrine-Bantu kingdoms. ,

V  K # Oberg, liv,M.Fortes and'E.E.EvansrPritchard, 19^-0, African ' 
Political Systems, O.U.P, for I.A.I. . ■
The late D . J . Sterming . had dpne considerable .fieldwork among the 
Ankole but was unable;to publish his findings....

2 , .M.M.Ed6p';;i95?,, The Chiga of ;Westei\n. Uganda,-:0;U.B.for',I.A.I.' - _ 
a n d :P . B a x t e r ,  in A.I- Richards Cedp, 1959,...East; African Chief
Faber for E.A.I.S.P. ;' 1



TheEuan da..do not originate from Uganda, though a number 
:have., settled and . in some cases were horn in Buganda, where*-; they 
have; "migrated, in large; numbers to work for Ganda landowners.^’'
- The'- one-time Kingdom- .of - Ruanda lies to the' south of- Uganda. (It - • .* 
was ;pblitica3-ly centralised*; Its system;of stratification was 
caste-like, consisting,of a division between pastoral; Tutsi and: 
‘'agricultural Hutu, and was; thus more;^similar to the Anltole system 
than that , of the other.. Inter^l'acUstrine-: kingdoms Most of the . " 
/Ruanda x̂ ho .have\migrated to . work in Kampala- -itself.. are said to be 
Ihitu,; thougii the; fact that a significant though small minority of ... ' 
•TutSii! are in the tdwn is evidenced, by the ..existence, or, sometime, 
existence, 'of individxxal and separate Hutu and Tutsi Kampala tribal 
, associations. . -■/' -. . / - ; '■*
’ / The. Haya, or Siba as they are.alternatively known in.Kampala, 

were.'also traditionally politically centralised* Their language 
is’ similar to the dialects of the Hyoro, /Toro, and'Ankole, though , ’ 
their political organisation into .autonomous petty. kingdoms is 
similar to, that of the Soga*/ -

■ ../Ah impressipn is that most of the Haya who have migrated to. "•
. Kampala are'self-employed and unskilled workers. . Many of the < 
migrants are txnattached women/who are widely reputed to be traders,, 
raai'ket £tall holders, and, especially, prostitutes. Like the 
Kuandat most of whom are also unskilled, the Haya assume many Ganda

1; ;/• A';.Iv Richards tiC e d . 1955 ? Economic Development , and Tribal Change
• : .Cambridge , - Hef f er & Sons for E.A.I.S.R* •
^/ij.J.P.Maquet, 1961, The Premise of Inequality in Ruanda, Q.U.P. 
:/ t ;fdrtlyI;,A;TV' ■ . ./■
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. characteristics of behaviour: and,.- to-, some extent 7 ,have entered the 
lower . cadres of Ganda, life and.even of the .Ganda population. A .
• feature of Ganda/rural, society. is its easy /assimilation of strangers.*- 
■There; are ' very; few Haya in the' housing,-estates of Kampala East.
/ ' -The Nil otic. Kenya Luo ;have linguistic and cultural affinities 

with the Uganda Acholly : Alur, Jo ham, . and Padhola. ,, All are highly 
patrilineal. 7' The Lango are Nilotic speakers, their language being .. 
qixlte: close to that/of the Acholi,.though it. is, likely that they ; 
were once Nilo-Haraite.s who assimilated Nilotic-.speech and- customs 
during the southward..migrations of the Nilotes., ' 7 • . ..
7 : The Kenya Luo most closely approach-the ‘’classical” uncentralised

segmentary lineage society as instanced among the Niier, another, -7 
more distant, Nilotic; tribe and as. described, by Evans-PrItchard.^ 
/Among the Luo, localised lineages of increasingly wider levels are 
numerous. Sometimes they are not- localised. Very frequently, 
they are all highly corporate;. Clans: and maximal lineages are also
generally localised and.exhibit a relatively high degree of.
.7-  ̂ ' 2 ■ , ‘ •' -corporateness. ; ■ •

,'Tlie Acholi are also an uncentralised segmentary lineage society
. based on strong principles of agnation.',1 But aristocratic lineages.

■7 - ' - -■ - 3have developed among and co-exist in . the same ,rdomaintT with common
lineages. In the existence of these very slight aspects of -

"i - . ' . . ■ . 1 ■ 'M. Fortes and,7E.B. Evans-Pi"itchard (eds) , op.cit*0. • • ' ■ - ■ 7-., ■ .. . • . - - ■ ■ " . 7 ■
7 E.E, Evans-Pritchard,1 Luo Tribes and Clans, Rhodes-Livingstone

Journal, 19^9y und, . . 7 - 7 7
A.W.; Goutthall, 1952, Lineage Formation among the Luo, I.A.I.

;/- Memorandum No.XXVI, Oxford. 7 7 '
^ F .K . Girling, The;.Acholi of ,Uganda, H .14,S,0. ....
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/./'7y7 yVi.;77. :'cehtral'isatibn;. over, and' above agnatic ally defined local, groups .,7 Y/' 
7...y/y: ■ ' ythey/hayeyso^ ;tn . common with their western neighboursyythe-Y-/7
7,' •7/77/ 7. Alpr-and .Jonam. J!/ -7; 77 17/ . .7 7 ‘.I'""/ '-.7’ 7 -■ ■*■'77'.’ ' ”7 :'"-7'
7 - 7 7. . 7 -.’The Lango’ hre7aisp7U^ 7/The.-..primary basis ; of . their ; 7. ’
7, ; 7/7 7:-y 7so;cial' organisation.was7;and'. Is ■ the Segmentary* .lineage system,’ though, .*7 

7 77/Y/to;/ what extent and/in precisely;, whatyway /-is unknown; The Padhola, 7V 
7;; ;; ../7 , V/or Dama(as they are ( some time s .calledrby/heighbpuriiig' Bantu, •. are; also’- 77 
7;-i ( uncentialised and' based on ’a.’ segmentafy lineage .system, . .* Insuf ficient?

( 7 ■ '77;lii;eTature;is available on thb/Badhoia, though it would s eeiii, that; i - 7
’7*;-7 they have ;much in common with the Kenya L u o 7 YY7/Y. • : 7

-Y( -..7: •• 7,/ *■;'•/ 77Xn..Kampala, these Nilotesycbme'to, understand, each-others1 7 :(*
7V  7 ; 7/77' dialects7-:7-'*'-’A loose •super-fraternity exists between them especially .. , (
: . ' 7 ’..7 sinceInt'eb-lacustrine .Bantu* often indiscriminately, refer; to them 77 7
.7 ; , •; :7aiiya^ or ‘ !,-fore:ignersn, Casing the Luganda word abanamawanga

.7 : ;/The :Lugbara,-are also politically uncentralised. They are.
■ organised: into relatively shallowvpatrilineal, descent groups"and ' 
have been1 designated as one .of at least three types of. .segmentary ■

7-1 . . ■ society 7^ 7 Except/for tbe. Hadi, the Lughara In Kampala, are unable
Y' . to establish a/’wider-fraternity • of -• tribes speaking similar languages-*.. 7 '

: . . 77 They, are not; a large category of Kampala/s‘ population and are :; /7 '
7 - -7 7 ’4. somewhat.: 'isolatedkint-pany.-respeets from’ other tribespeaple ... ••.1 They7' ■ 7
j 7 ■/., /,; are..perhaps7/the most ’Inv^ard-looking. bfianA/niajor/.tfibal '.groupings - • • 7

7-77 in the city, V For/all /this., principles of. social organisation,

'7 7/ 7^7 y; ';A,:¥.. Southally; 195^,./Alur.';Spc'ietyy7Cambridge':1 Heffer & Sons fory"7/(
E.'A7l/stR;;7':7';?;/:/..—  y. '7/'-:;t'-7:'v:'*?'//;>;̂  ■' ■ ’Y 7Y7 . 7, , - 7-7 Y

■ (eds-?t' Without R u l e r s ■... . • y-
.7/; 7.1- y,,,// . ,Lphdou:/7'RpUtledge * and/Kegan 'Paul. 77 ; .. ; ' 7 7 ; y-Yf fy'7 . >'7 ■



; /deriving /from their7segmeht'aiy7ilneage7.syst.em give, them much 'in ; ‘ />-./ 

cqminon;,. from.1 the: observational... point of ..view, with the ’other-:-5 Yh'y

/•segmentary lineage tribes <77 '. ' 7y / ' ■ . : "' --t-' y ? 7 77/? '

;;7. ' Little . is-;known7abputybhe7' Teso. in their home,?.countryy - They, - 

stress the',existenceyof:;.!b-lansr7"r that;'Is, exogamdus /local units.,/;/ 

and-., are certainly 'strongly/ patrilineal, /though/the (extent to which? /'.

--say , ̂ minimal,/ minor 'and'--■.major lineages, also; tend to, be’ localised- is : / - 

unknown;*-^;- • As 7$j.Ilb-Haraibes, ,it/;may.\be- supposedhthat the/Teso/ 7  .7? 7 

enjoyed;'a dominant .age organisation; wliich/.may have militated ’against - . 

clearly delineated- lineage. segmentation, but, nowadays, age ?// Y ’’" ; //

organisation-is' hotsignificant» ' The Teso, almost'certainly bhce7? >.7- -;

. pastoral, 'are' now' /settled:.agriculturalists witli a /continuing/high 7' 7./

. interest 'in cattle 7  ' /' Teso District favours the growing of cotton ,

as a cash crop, .The’ district enjoys a- high per_jcapita income from ;, - 

its yieldsv ;7 / / /'?';;.-/•/. y 7, : - ’ - -7.-7;'?'.

■The. B'ahtu/Luhya-of Kenya • are uncentralised and, at clan and- -.,/?■ 
lineage ' levels, have;, imicli7 in common with the- Luo. 7 *' .They have a’ - . 7- ■ 
-segmentary lineage/ organiSation. within each .of" the .component Luhya 7 - /,
- sub tribes,/^ .-.-But:' beyond? the' level of/ subtribe, there: is no, ;tr.adit ion/7 ' 
of the/: past fissioii; of'larger/groups, ./-̂.s I .stated above , the luhya //I / 
have : c.orae ■ to /be 'regardhh/'as^a; single/-tribe with- internal sub tribal* ?;: 7 - . / 
.divisions only :ln7recent7times/ Ind.-Mostly for . administrative and / /

7 political... purposes* Tho’.; Luo/ion thebother”hand, •conceive of -their .

.,/• ■ A,C.7 Wright',-yNot.es.-on-.1 teso?'Social Organisation, " Uganda Houfhal/- •' 
. vol *Ik , 1 110 * 2 ‘ . -.

/.h.,;• Gunthh’̂W^^uef'j-/Vo 171,• 19^9- .ahdyV.ol*2,199^? The Bantu of -North : "
'-/ 7; /3iavIrpn<3b,'?7Q;.ijf/p?;lbr"' I, /; / 7 7 . '  . /■• . 7 -
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respectlye subtribes^as related in some.way and as deriving from 
the fission of a smaller number of groups♦ .Their myths of origin 
refer to the migration from ■ the north, . that. is,, from the Sudan, of 
the. Luo as one 'people. For' all this, at .the local lineage and . 
clan level and, superficially, - at the tribal level, the Luo 'and ,.?(/. ? 
-Luhya share structural similarities..

Jiost so-called .Sudanese^ state that they are Mubi, a term referring 
to. a. number of 'tribes in the southern Sudan.. Most Nuhi have been ■ 
settled- in Uganda, for some generations. • They are' predominantly -. / -
Muslim and have (developed a. particular acumen for retail, trade and a 
• other commercial, .ventiires, in' common y/ith many other .Muslims. ■ ’ / / ..
:■ .Wit_h._ thbv'oxe'e lotion -/of vtb(e, Nubi", Ruanda .and; AnkoleKampala's ' (
African population can be divided(into two■super-tribal categories.

, on/ the, basis of the' distinction .between traditionally centralised, - ' /(
( and uncentralised segmentary, -lineage societies . SUch centralised 
Tnteyl.acustrine, Bantu as/.Ganda, Toro, .Nyoro , and Soga/constitute--- 
(pne category., while the : uncentralised/Luo, Luhya,. Acholi, -Lango, / ■
Lugbara.,.. Alur, (Jonam, Padhola and Teso constitute - the other- . " . 
■(category, considerably internally/ distinguished/-by geographical /:- • .;(/ 
" situation,/na.tional ■origins, and language. - •
(' The four /Inter-lacus trine kingdoms' exhibit a high degree of -/ :

‘ .political',;, .social. and economic similarity. Linguistically, -
culturally, and* geographically, they are close.* The'segmentary/

( V  E.E, Evans “Pritchard, 19^9,' bp>cit. , designates the name "tribe11 y  
for- .each of the large., - separate , local entities which are nowadays 
referred to as locations for..padministrative purposes. As the Luo 
regard themselves as ultimately belonging to a*.single collectivity 
or tribe., ■ it seems appropriate to refer- 'to these divisions as 
suh~tribesv - ■ .; ,. ■ . •



(/I ?r?v7‘(v ? iyiheage* tribe s:: may 7dlf.i er; In'-all-'these respects. :Eve-h. 'the //:, -Y- 
7? Y ̂  77 Y.(y. classification 'Yugmehtary/llnehge vlrlhe"‘disguises' rUdigal / v? /-.YY 
; Y/7 //Y /. ...{Y differences , In ’ type" -and ' e x t e n t . -/,;//■' '• • ■ / - "7 / '••■//■/■y-
.> :,7Y N7y 7\- 7 ry What/, /then,//Is,(the -significance; of/■ bringing out this, dual ./ .7,. .„•■/./-/
"/('  ̂7'// ■-distihetlbn ? ; • 'A./'similarrdistihctipnyhas';heeh'made : by.%Soiitha0.1';'and 777.77
/ '■ Y ;- /;/- /-. f 7 Gut kin d . who :. liad, cause to conmieht . more than- - once' (on. thetribal// - . " / 
7/, Y (7,//;Y(prejudice/based7bn//the/:'linguistic '.and/.cultural affinities: of the Y' :( . v;-; 
7 77, ' 7 -/7 / -Interlabustrihe/Bantu/yis-a^Vis the.:YeshhYy/ It need not be ’ " 7 y ? Y
/ 7" .7. ' , - elabbrkted/./that/'the'I'distlhctlon/i.v:have7(b.rpught out' is. hot merely. .77

; . 7/, - " . ohe /of ,ppIitIcal/YhS^nisdtibh.,-. (■ (.As-, is. now. well,, established, (in. many ■/:
-///•y? ■ /:r,e*la t.i-vely..small-sbale? societies/political. relations/ are ofte 11 •.? Y'/' ’(y?

.'./7- /’reflections of/"clan-Y'-î -11̂ ^ 6 ? family,; general’, kinship, 'and'land. 7 ; Y ■ /
7 / // tenuro'(and'other ;.econbrnic .relations,.-’/' The significance .of this -:///

;7 / /:- ■/distinction, then, (is - the (way in which persons . accustomed or even . ; 7
7 ‘ ; tied to tlies'e different/sets of rural-based relations are similarly ’

7 // '/• differ.entiated/ih/their urban relations. In Chapters .11 (and--III/ /?.
/.y 7 . • . 1/attempt/ t.b.-‘confirm, the bases of this distinction. • -
/7( ' ’ (••*,. . . ■ ••-/‘’'■’'Nbne .of - this- is. Intended to suggest that I regard an urban -. / . /.
7(,-(// ' - ; migrant ' s' tribal-background per se as a dominant determinant. of • / (/....
/ , /;7 , 7the( xfature; and , content, of. his urban relations w, In the, study .of; -• //• . (
'Y/,.-/^ many (spheres of . activity, as /Epstein has pointed out, rural tribal ././
Y ;' 7 / 7 (/•■-cuiftire. and/- institutions are irrelevant*^ - ‘/But -sometimes, as in 7 //'■' 
y d . , , the distinction cited'■ above-,,. the anthropologist/In. the field- sees/-'-- / •

Y/'7 -/■ Y'u:-/.A/W'i/SouthaIl7and P.C/WYGutkind-,/ op.cit., p.t>3*.-./ ‘ .-.7

y ’Y-Y/. ■. • 7 Y >. . (A 1L7/ Eps t e/in-; ‘'':'I9S / ’ Urban •■Communities’- in’ Africa,?- in/¥> Glu'ckraanfy / / /
77 ' /' : ■ ,/ 7; ///and E/ 7Devbhs/(eds v),, Cloaed-./Systems and. .Open ;;Mindsy:Oliver SYBoyd>7 ■ '



%  (7a/sometimes.-glaring,(contrast in certain modes.(of urban relationship. 
7(yy./,/ I consider .this distinction' In those '.relationships ( in which it ' is. 7Yy - 

,7 ( •( y .7/,-7relevant ,/.not. for , its; own/sake, but because the observation of / r * * ;
Sr .7 ■; /1/c.ef tain, empirical, data warranted 'if y ■( - •: - . 77 .. - ■ 7. . 7. . ■ : .
■\ 7(7 7 Y;?-.;;' 7 (The Ganda-are , ‘of course, ddmiuant; in.Greater Kampala,,' /They
7 7: , . . constitute A8 *8/Yof* the7AfiYcan,..population7of Greater. Kampala.. . In 7
7 / . 7:7., (7- /thevlCibugY/itsel'f7 the/--_propbrhiph:7 .•i's".6.2:*5%e ‘ BUt in the .. :/-■ 7-
v7(,. / - city alone iheir/njumbars ; are ..considerably/ reduced and//constitute 77 / ;f y.
(7/ /( " only 1 8 *8%, ofythe/poY^lAtioh.' 7/Thia reduction of numbers/ also:.; *: 77  ’ 7 -7

7 : (/-•: •/.; 7/applies'%to: the( ptheiicentraliseY/Interlacustrlne, Bantu ./: (.The ' proportion
7/ :/7/7/' //(of yon-Gandafis/. oi/cpurseYIncreasedi1-- The 'Ganda/and Bub are in /.7 /7,7 . 7 
Y y  77/7 , 7mahy ways . the' key fribes./in/ Kam/pala, .no|t7sb'5'much. numerically /as' 7/ ... 777
7 ,7 ; 7 .? ' influentially • . ;' In: • the. Ilibu-gh;7;and/Iu\7Gre Khi£ipa3-a7as a whole * 7 "7 "
7 : 7.:. ■. .Luo are far outnumbered by the / Gahda.7 0 7But ; in the//city 'the .two / . /
7/77.77. 7 ,/. ././/tribes./are.'.'more/of ■ less, equally, represented, Luo: constituting 
7; 7 /7':;,7 7/:iA>'3̂ "'of .(the city's African* population/to t-he7 Ganda •• 18 .'8$,' . It' py/7 '-..
7 ( 7 /.'■'■■ 7/yls(ln 'the two housing estates studiedyin./Kampala(East' thatybhis . 7((7/7

7 /.equivalence of. Gandalandvlpip-is mosh(closely approached, though /i f 
/ ((herO' -it • is the ■ Lud :who?-'have assumed , dominance f Very/ loosely, y 7 ’7'7/7(7/ 

/ . 7 ? ' then," Kampala East is (something. of a?-microcosm of the///city in .-• - .7, 7 7/ .
, 7  ( / the presumably future goint. participatioh’/’ih its affairs by local- -
/y.-7 ,7 ■ /(, (ahd7migrant(tiibesv -7(-/ 7 '7/i i7 ( /''/ ‘ ( . '.. / - 7 / -y‘” . ■..fy./Y'- .
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- - , ‘ d) Kampala; East' /hr '' 'v’-.ri-/ / I,'/1

v;!.; i \.'C : • ’ Implicihiiril/the foregoing has been, the separation of -Kampala-- h- ;/:
■ ''•i-.;.; ' ' East,- in particular-ttlie. populations 'of - the -housing estates- compdsing i*//

' the ward, from tlve rest of the city. rTherest of the city cpnsists '
mostiy;;:ofpcommer:ciaij}:i\ahmiriistrative' and high ̂ status residential 

: ./- . ar.easi 'Most residents/,are still . Asians arid ;Europeans, ’ though an,-\ /■/; /
p  .- ■ . increasing/nunibar of iiigh .status -Africans have moved Into the ' ’.
•1// ■i/rv//.7 residential areas/ • v--//,/- ///■'̂//■-., ' - -■ v‘- . / i .// /■
//////' //.,//.tv/-Eurthar/'->the/city,as .a whole Vis separate, in .tjiet.manner.'"de&cribe'dy,’/
/ ’VVv ;/• v. frdmithev Kihugai- /sV;Spme ;areas 6f;: the;- ‘Kihuga which are occasionally; /
//V / / ; : V ' preferred to In' this-- thesis ;areICIsenyi/plCrbu3.i, Mengo - arid Katwe. /I/.- , ’; ;
: :,-/i,1.1 "A-’Irily.±5|w/.of/hheir perllurbari: nature;,;VI-shall 'call; these areas Kibuga /: v ;./••

-/.//////I , - suhurbsv ; -There-:ahC/£ vfe*r Vsocially-:;cqriparable • areas in the ' city;,/..///.;;;- 
v, /itself.such' as lhriLagd//:Wandegelal.;kahereretl'the /villagehot'- the '/; // 
•/ • .p.uhiverslty ̂ cbllege:lv-:,pl,‘Distin'ch/lhom :ihese;"hihuga;/and':.'cltytsiiburhh:- -I- 

v- . - / /are the hlgb/stairslresider^^ of the city,/: such as Kololo / fvP
'■Vpb ; p ari d te shallrre.f cryvlovVas/such, / .There are other ‘'./V/ //',

' : areas -both in. the:: city and Kib.ugri:y\i;but/I do no'tphaveiQcpasionltpI''V'i‘'l 
:/ A 1 /refer ;.t.oV,t hem. ' ;/"' , V ''/1/i/C//■-///- ' _ t- / -.//-Ar//A;
A t /; ///I'/ /A;//A In'-Kampala East -itself it, /is/ the various housing .'estat es-‘ .w&ichi 'I;-,/ ;•

' have/rjustif led its,' being' established .as ’-a* ward and" have made/it'a ’ *■ V/A
/V/;i ■ very;/important, -increasingly integral;;part of the city.. .• I,/'
; /:/ / 1/A-/-A...../' "’'The history- of-the' estates is/only recent^ Up. until they /■•'/•/
/' • 1.1illv. .we;r.e,• • estabiihhed. • shbrtly' after the Second World War official policy.

■-. /:.:-//'■; Southali and. Gutkind, 195.71 op.'cit:. , refer to Kisenyi and; Ilulago; 1 ://
.-'■/: '/I- 11̂''- as suburbs * p -■ ; :  ' -i - / ■ \ -I;:/;’
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did riot specifically provide for the accommodation of African, 
workers. , Thus, a distinctive feature of Kampala and other Uganda 
' towns .was .the tendency of its migrant workers to live outside the. 
municipal boundaries in the suburbs. . In Kampala and Jinja alone., 
where the; need, was greatest, employei’s were, not' obliged to house 
their employees. .. These factors.’in.-particular' helped-.along the- 
••considerable'' spontaneous- urban- development, both; residential, and ’ 
commercial.which . sprang .'up.’-outside Kampala municipality and 
outside the', town!s control/ ;.
■ In 19>8 and 19,^9> two Kampala, municipal housing .estates for :V .
Af T ic ans we re e st ab11shed.. These were Naguru and Hakawa. In■t he 
Uganda .(Protectorate) ...Statement of. Policy, on African'Urban 'Housing, 
published in -.195 '̂ ,̂  official policy/stated .that n(Naguru) provided '
.a 'better “standard .'of housing for the higher income' group • of wage .
■ earners, while' (Nakawa) ./provided housing mainly for unskilled 
.workers,r* It was ,only;later realised that n(this) sharp geographical 
• distiction between low and high income groups is not de six'able
‘and that grades of property and population should be shaded into 
each other and not.so- abruptly divided, as in the case of these two' 
estates11

. Still later, two other 'forms.of residence for Africans were 
established. - One was the home “'ownership scheme estate at Htinda/
The intention■here was to encourage Africans to buy or build their 
own permanent houses. The.capital needed for“a deposit on'such 
a house was and is. 20% of the value of the house. This might,

1 .* ' ■ • • • , . '• . ■ ■ . - Government Printer, Entebbe*.



- mean an -Initial payment of Shs.1000- - 1500/-*  ̂. Only a small /.'
number -.of. people could/afford this'. The second' of these later- / •... . 
forms . of, residence, was the' Temporary .Housing Development scheme.

. The idea was and- is to encourage -a,...man to build a ' temporary house ,A-' 
which would be inspected'every five years by the Public Health and 
Housing authorities, and would- be. repaired if necessary*. Such• a 
scheme, operates at ■ ICiswa and Katalih In both these s chemes , house’ ■. 
letting by absent landlords has developed. -. Rents at Ntinda may 

, be She*100-200/- .a month for a lioiise, and at-iCiswa and Katali' A / 
Shs .30-^0/- a month A/o.r. a room*

- • Letting by absent landlords has also occurred in the suburbs ' ,.
referred to above. A brief random sample, survey made during 

October. 1962 in Wandegeya Mulago , Kisenyl, Katv/e , . Kibuli,. HsambyaA- ' 
and -ICinyoro, revealed that -over two thirds of the rents were/in. . "V-.- 
the Shs. 20->0/-* range* In these suburbs, the. normal urban A 
amenities and facilities are - negligible ,t 'and though /residents,- are, /A ' 

' . not subject' to petty restrictions,’.the lives, they lead' are; generally, 
Insecure* .. - , . y A A :./• '■AAA ' - ’ . /■ . A ■' ,./AA'A

At the government . estate of.Nakawa, rents range from Shs.,7/- ‘ A 
for- a bedspace, to Shs.I7/~ and'23/v for houses. ' Amenities, such A - 

' " as/street lighting, -a'fair ■. number, of; water ..taps,. daily 'collection ' A a / 
of garbage, and, in admittedly only a few Shs.23/" houses, electricity, 
seem' to. offer 'most people better/value: for their money than / •’ . -///:/ 
residence in most of the suburbs. •,' .-Even such forms: of self- . ' ■ ‘

1 " 20 East African.Shillings■= £1 /Sterling. (100 cents = 1 East 
African Shilling)-,/. , . ■■



A ///7/7‘ / a/a '’ :,/a.a: /; /^S/^aa'' /"a--//.:, .:/t///77:' ‘ .7 /7'7'-r -7;:a
employment'. ,â  'bailor ihgi/isho.e : mending;,-- -'fish A vegetable- A

' or ;charcoal'/seXliaig7 beer .brewing, arid prostitution,,; though officially .. .;
■ ; ;discoupage.dAif they are carried/on"-.‘inprivate; houses, ,-are entered A -
A /into by-'-.a few' residents,';::. ; • V*. , . • - .. .* ’ ' _ ./ ”-v- A.-A •.
;A/:A a A:/t; NaguruA/theAotiipr' .government/ estate.^' amenities* are greater ';.: :A;A;,- 
; A . and reitts; ate y, ;genetaily/ ‘.considerably higher, ' ' -A' ;e' AA
a A AA Residence vat/Kakawa,- /therefore.', stands ..’put as the most ./A.
/A eCohomic ';cho'iĉ .'̂ 0'ri‘the, migrant;worker'- who'. intends to stay . for some' A ' A 
hdAtitieiinsKanipala. .and, ./..to • -re«q.uo"te part;, of Southall and .Gkitkind*s ■; A;V, 
■'*, hypothesis,; nwho appreciates a -raor-e secure and conventionally respectabl 
-A 'existence/than is at present possible for those ..who ; rent rooms in 7 A
:;,/ SuburbS;:such: as Kisenyi and Mulagof% . The’ recognition of this’‘v' vA. ';•;'/ 
/ . better v.Wlue for money'has encouraged many workers whose skill and ■
A AA/dome. .are above the average level, to apply f or houses or bedspaces' /‘A 
77''a.tr’-’Nhkawa• Since,’.-there is a waiting list, of about two years, one ■ -.A, 
;A';c;ah assume that mo»st' householders are people .who have decided to ' - / 
•P.-t eoiiiniit'. themselves top a .reasonably; longer period of employment in - town I;/: 
A?v; i’f;/Fitr t h e rmbr e t.h.e s'e people may-have spent most; of their time’. ;;A/
'■ ’ prior Jtp; moving :to' Nakawa in. any /of /the Kampala suburbs or at one ■' .-,77; 
;;::df the:, temporary housing areas .of Kiswa or Katali* The scarcity ,; : ' ,
/ value of, residence./at' Hsikav/a together 'with its better amenities.^ -A.”--. .
>f> ,;corif.ers: a; hlghei’:.'resi'dentia3: :status ■ on. the estate-than that accorded V.

■ • This is; not to rsayA that ...the; amenities, are either abundant or of'.
■ ;.-;ufvery. 'high. standard A’ Residents ; const ant ly;:'grwmbie about- the’ -lack ■ .
' ' ’"ofAthem compared with Nagurii::ahd --Wtinda estates,;'\arid .some of .-the .; f s 

r'̂ e '/t'-ahehs/hearer;The city ;ce.ntreV.-?;But,..'compared- with the suburbs-,;';. A-1" ;
A -hthey:.;axe :xeht.ainly better */:-:A ;'-̂ i A:'-- , ’'.A- i ’. ■' ; a -Ai / A "



tofthe other two --.types • of locality, the suburb 'and temporary 
housing area...' From Hakawa, however, persons may.aspire to residence 
at -the,better and more expensive,estateof Maguru,.and from Haguru 
to the estate of Ntinda, where many residents are among the most 
affluent of Kampaia's nniiddle class11. , ■

There.is, then, a hierarchy of some Kampala.localities 
according to residential status-. Residents range from -the fully 
unskilled to - the relatively high*wage-earning migrant, with a ■ 
preponderance of the former at the lower orders of the hierarchy' 
and most of the latter- at. the higher» A Moreover, as persons achieve - 
status or generally better themselves in town, they move from lower 
to' higher- status/estate's. - ‘ - ' -  - . - . :

This movement.from lover to higher 'status estates,, or■ localities 
as; I. shall call them and certain'divisions of them, ' is of central A 
interest to my thesis, concerned■as it is;with systems of social 
sfratification and-mobility’ in a single,:-, city ward. ' ‘ ■ v - v  ; :

' The/berm, and .initial concept ofv-locality are taken from • ...
' A. LA • Epstein- who: - describes some .-aspect s.; -of; n the -'social' relationships 1 
.associated with.neighbourhood. and localityn . A He draws an important 
distinction .'between neighbourhood .and. locaity stating .that, ;”v .... ' 
neighbourhood shades into locality. . Each part -of the town, and -
each division or/ward ' of, the location is distinguished by the ;. A . .

" ’ -■■■' ' ' ' - .  ̂ .. . . - ' name conferred upon it by the local authority”. This dual
distinction'of neighbourhood and-locality,, each specifically,defined,

^ A.L.. Epstein, 1-961-, The:Network and .Urban Social Organisation,
The Rh odes“Livingstone Journal’, Ho .29, Manchester /UniversityPress 
for Rhpdes-Livingsfone Institute. ' A; - , -f ■■



is itself of central usefulness in■my analysis. I suggest that 
the social units designated as neighbourhood and .locality provide 
among the most effective contexts, .of.change in urban relationships, 
when the physical establishment and administration of these units 
rests with external authorities, as is the case with public housing 
estates . ' • ' ■ . • .

My‘study is concentrated almost wholly on the two estates, 
of Hakawa and Haguru. I shall describe my fieldwork techniques 
and methodology in the next section of this chaxxter.

: For the moment 1 describe, firstly, the physical characteristic 
of the two.estates and their immediate environs (see Map 2, page 35) 
and, secondly, the quantitative breakdown of their populations 
according to tribe and.income, occupation, length of urban residence 
and marital status. •

Hakawa and Haguru are roughly divided by the main Kampala.to. . 
Jinja road* Haguru is slightly ,:set back from this road. It 
occupies an area of about a third of a squqre. mile and has 645 house 
Hakawa occupies' an area of about an eighth of a square 'mile and 
has 823 hoiises. arid bedspaces. Hakawa-is not set back from the 
Kampala-Jinja road. Its boundaries adjoin this road and also aj
turning off it called the.Port Bell Hoad, This road links Kampala 
’with'Port Bell, six miles away on Lake Victoria, from where the 
lake steamer ferries migrants to vario^^s ports .around the lake, a 
chief, one of. which is Kisumu on its Kenya coast.
- The triangular area formed by the junction of the Jinja and 
Port Be11.roads and immediately.facing Hakawa is called Kwaziba,



/yhich'in;^waiiiidviiie'ans; r,at the place; '.of .the 2iban./ The Kiba, or 
Haya as' they; are alternatively known ̂ are,-;a tribe in Tanganyika to 
the/south-west- of Lake/Victoria. Their women have a reputation 
iriy.-Kampaiajran'd elsewhere for prostitution ♦/ A AvZiba prostitutes and 
prbstittites/Aof. other tribes carry, on - their business- in small mud 
.-aud/'tyat̂  ..atkKwazibav ■ Glose to,'their., huts and,.sometimes ■ ' .
.interbec.ted-/by them are make-shift stalls at -which .trinkets and
a v.7/■*: - - - ■ // i ’ ■ ' '' -./ :cheap/finery are sold. "African1* beer is brewed at Kwaziba*
The./liquor- calldd waragi is distilled there, though 'illegally, 
bAfrican" beer, waragi, and prostitutes are, cheap,, the . 3,atter 
asking only two shillings for their services'.. 'A Tribal ...drumming 
'and.;:.dances/abound in spontaheous fashion. Kwaziba is; a thriving . 
p3.ace' of /recreation and leisure, providing facilities which poorer /
urbah migrants can afford. /.. ■ -A ,/i A

At. a Tittle distance from Kwaziba, adjoining the Jinja road’, 7 / '/'/ /; 
but just outside the city boundary is JJakawa market. - The- stails . A--,
of: . this market are let ;on Hakawa gombol.bla^ land‘by the 'Hakawa - :y 
gomboiola chief for/fifty cents a, day./yA All traditional tribal A - /A/A/; 
foodstuffs; are hold'ah thebe: stalls/tribespepple usually catering;/7y./: 
fpr A-their-’respective..members;. / • There, are . as-- many women sellers as /■ v, ' 
men, / /. Foods tuffs include, banana plantain,, dri.e d '.fish* m e a t a n d  ' // /.

/Thisv ihclude.s/paiilet b e b r wh i ch  has nutrient; qualities and is A 
- /often, regarded.:as:much- a food as-\a drink* A-./--/A- ■ . - . \

A" Hakawa/gomboiola is a sxib-couhty of Buganda/;and,; has to be --distinguish* 
, A physically*/administratively, and socially.from Hakawa housing estate, 
‘•/A/tlidugii the/latter. , doe's, ;,of. course, derive its .name from/the 
, -;./gomboiola 'khich - once . included the area which.' the estate how occupies.»



v e g e t ab l es S i ti i at  eel as, .it. is, closer,, to Naguru.'than to Hakawa, . 
y e t. b e ar ing the 1 at ter1 s name , A t he: marke t has c oie. to be r e gar de d ' 
as providing for residents of both estates • - . -■
■// To the . south-east, of Hakawa/estate, and separated from it . 

by the Kampala-Jinja railway line, is the temporai-y housing .
.development- area of. Klswav /, Kiswa is-divided into its- upper ’ and ■- 
. lower areas.. People talk of -Upper . and Lower Kiswa. - Upper Kiswa . 
Is ; the area in which plots of land are sold by the city council to 
persons' wishing, to/build' houses, : ■The bouses need not be' of 
; permanent structure, though, officially at least, : they should be 
inspected by the city, authorities, every f i v e / y e a r s M o s t  of the . 
houses, which may have.four to six rooms each, are let. ' , Each 
room is let to an individual or family for from thirty to forty 
shillings a month. A large proportion of residents are prostitutes 
or just entei'prising women of -self-employed status, who charge 
considerably more for their services ,than, the women of Kwaziba.
Male residents of.'Kiswa,-whether unmarried or with their families, 
are mostly unskilled or semi-skilled, though there is a highly 
mobile, smaller proportion of men/of skilled., artisan and, clerical 
status. These latter frequently express their dista&te of 
residence in Kiswa and attempt to move to, Hakawa or Haguru.

Upper Kiswa has 'many . so-called/European” bottle-beer.bars.
This beer is, of course, far more expensive.than "African” beer. 
These bars are semi-permanent/dwellings', seemingly modelled on ■. 
the European-type, small - "clubs”./ ;,CThey carry such names as •• '//.
"Moonlight Bar” .and/"Superjet”. The,barmaids working in them live 
in Upper - Kiswa andarealso •■■‘the/’prostitutes ref erred to. The ’•/■



..'prices/of beer are- fixed, and the/vpr oprietor/cfflploys a woman as a 
- barmaid and no..-more., . She carries; on her pwnibudiness of prostitution 
„■ privately, outside working hours y-and /decides -qri the charges, for - 

/•/ hex*, services; herself, - ’ The ...fact/is'/that':h';.thq.u'gh/residents-..in'' -■ ■
■..Upper Kiswa- • are • mostly • of relatively vlow ..socio-economic uttatus', 'as 

... ’ a* place of recreation offering t;he ,more//expensiye.:;,b6ttXe“beer bars ,
and womenUpper' 'Kiswa: attracts a', clientele :/of/.higher': than' average' : A: /// 

■ ■. socio-ecOnoiiic; status'who are/lhemsClves/hpt/resident sa. ■;: / . ’ ••/.
/ , ■ ThoSe: persons///owning the- land plots.,•/houses; and bars .are / A. '

als.o of--’high': socio-economic ,status... ; -/They/are /the/ estatelq/landlords/;/: -/. 
The .number 'of. landlords/:i§/.2;23 A ..arid;/iheludesj.T.%1 :pf:/the/local .tribe /A,. 

; ■ Ganda, arid /44 Luo * / ;/.. , .'■■/’ A ^ A ''-■/■ A A A / A •/.,-/A.// A*'A A. : /// ■ A-
;//■ / ■ / ' Rower Klswa/'a's a place of recreation ' I,s. .quite' distinct; from. : ,/• • : *
A / Upper/Kiswa and'.has.fin.uch’ in;/cbjaimbii-'>{Itii/kv/hzibav>‘; The; same/pepple'AA'.

■ tend, to .goto feaeHv/ Thjd :jtqqms./theife''''aipe( ‘-cheaper', and; the /iiquseS'' • v ,./•'.„/ 
leas/ Bubstaritial:,.; some/of -,them/of purely temporary /materials'like/,- A A ’ / A 

'■/ . . • mudv'arid: watt lev/. /Lower -.Kiswa ‘/accommodates the cheap;/”Af I'icari” .-AA7 // -A
‘■f //. bejer’-‘ stalls, "‘A -These stalls' are ■ ont./in-the* open. and/vc.Onsis.i; of *' // •; ;A ■

;/ tables and/benehes- arranged' -iri/ on-facing, squares *//• H o 'stall has/' - ■/ 
•; .,/ any particular, name-//though, .proprietors are , distin’gi xshod;from//

each other , :/ A A  ' / A/A-A// /'/•' ' ~ 1 / ' //'/■'://'/ .. ' AAA./
; / .//^bakawa" estate.-, itself :/has ;vqry. f £wl recreational / facilities: •‘.//•;-,;A • 
There''Is-./prie bptt.iel'beer' bar̂  which,Aptobably because 'of Its ibolation/. 
/fr^mgther/leisure ̂ activity,-.is/never .Well/patronised. •>.' There .is-11- ■ A : 

' . A' /alvery small building, called the community '/centre-, which is a /A-/ - : :'-
' /fraction of . the size of the' 'community: centre at/Haguru, - -/A .//;/



• '*: "The'/estate' .has/;a; small general store , a tailor,’ s shop, and 
. a .small clinic, which Is used: exclusively for childcare by , ;
trained nurses .'who'..;visit. the: estate a couple ■ of/'days ' a:-w.e.ek.: :///
///--/At the. centre'ofeach estate is the ' estate:,manager is office • ...
The/ estate.' manager.;i‘s‘-a full-time public .-employee.̂  , directly . .
answerable/ to t hecltyrc ounc11 -housing, committee,' -:.' He has two or A//// 
three' assistant managers working under him in the office*' His main/ . 
tasks are to/collect tenants r/rents, 'which . are brought to him at 
his office by the tenants themselves, to evict tenants who have ••/•• 
fallen behind,with their payments.or who. have violated-the lives of. . , 
other residents , and,, .ostensibly, to settle- tenants 1. 'grievance's * .
He . is' also... responsible for' the allocation Of . houses according■to the 
waiting list which :he has to draw up, ’ .‘ For both/Nakawa and Haguru, 
the/waiting lists were always between .seven and eight hundred persons. 
From the time he applies, an applicant./has to wait from, two to three ■; 
years, before- he is: .offered a/house* ' This system Is handled fairly. •
on the whole by the. estate manager.,, even though it would seem
inevitably to' lend itself to graft and bribery* '
•y- Each estate is divided/Into about thirty groups’ of from ten 

.to .'over' sixty houses./ The larger groups are arranged in on-facing, 

.squares* A smaller group is usually either a single line of hqUses ; 
or./two facing lines with a narrow road .between them. The groups . 
arranged in on^faclng- squares - are more-,./common at Hakawa. thanHaguru*. 
Except "for fav single /.main ‘.road’ .running through/ the estate , - .roads' at..„ .;'
Haguru are .also harrow.- /Some Haguru tenant s ’who own cars -state

^ : ’Comparable \ '/pr esitmably, . to- the'" Location ' Sup.er int endent referred /'./ a  ■ 7 
to by Epstein,: I964>. op. eitv .■■/'• ■/'- ; . .. .



that .those who. designed the layout of the estates, "never realised 
it would one day. be possible fop Africans to own cars11*

The cheaper houses' at. Hakawa and. Haguru are .Usually f oiir-terfacedv- 
Progressively more expensive houses are semi-detached. Nakawa lias 
a.number of what are called bedspaces,. of/which there are usually 
four.to a room* Short-term migrants.normally use -these at a cost 
•of Shs,7/" a month*. , A„ few men. with families, however, have taken 
over, a’ whole room for 28/-, >"/■ ‘ ,

.■Each estate is divided up into different rent.zones. Like 
>Kisvra, Natawa; has its Upper and Lower areas. ' These terms.,:,of, . 
reference were coined by the residents, themselves, not by the housing., 
authorities, . I discuss the distinction in detail in Chapter I K * '

.Naguru.Is also divided into different rent, zones./ A few residents 
; talk '-o'f "upper.” and "lower” Haguru, but 'the term is not commonplace 
as among the Hakawa residents.- . Presumably the fact that the 
'majority of Naguru tenants are of relatively high' status and can,' 
as it were, look down-' on the majority of Nakawa tenants as socio- ,
economic inferiors/.precliides much, stress on-a distinction of this 
sort :within their own estate* .- • ;

Naguru has a large community" centre and a comfortable and well 
supplied bar. There are. usually a number of dances at’ the centre 
throughout each week* At weekends the centre, is often visited by 
persons .living in the higher status residential areas of the city 
and. Ntinda* . Talks, lecturesand meetings are also carried on at 
the’centre.



7  /A/ f eature of-both Hakawa and.. Haguru.. is the' existence of a 
large/mango/ |ree at a little distance /froni. the estate manager ! s ’of f ice * 
At/Haguru’ this/ thee; is at/the centre of a.pleasant-stretch of lawn.
At; 'Nalcawa litv/'stands; sbiftewhat/-awlovardly ' towards • one-, cornier of an ‘ 7 
onrfacing square > of sixty-eight cheaper :/f.our-terraced;hOuses;. . The; 
general-meetings of some tribal associations and of/the respective/ 
estates1 tenants1 as s o ciat-iohs are of ten held under.; the mango ■■ tree,:; ... 
/People/spieak5 of /’the mango ■= tree11 as/;,a-1"point/;of;ref er. enc/e,-; to indicate ,77/ 
sayy/pf ecisely .where a . .dispute: tookhplace-, . oh -to; direct /someone to/7. -7 7 / 
an address, '/ ..Heedless.: to/sqy,(.;the/mahgp/trees' long, preceded the estates, 

Mpst/RoUses at. Hakawa' -have neither, -piped , water/nor■-..electricity, / : 
/though/ a//few- lh/0ppe2 Hakawa -, hqve ■ the/Tat/ter * Water', taps wllh://7y / >7 -
laundry, slabs-- .serve, about ;slxkpr./eigh^ ' . Nowadays ? individtial/. , :
/pit latrines areprovided-/for each house./. //Even /more recently-, a V / - 
few; Water/ /closets: - have' /beerihlhstailed" to ;-f epl’aC cAtliet original/;- communal; 7/ 
latrihe.s/ of,- the iedspaces/y''vdjich had caused" ■so/'much mutual /disgust/ 77-/7/ 
among tradespeople. with!.' 'different sanitary //habits* . There is /'a -./ • ’-A/;-'/ /
firep3:ace f or burning /charcoal:'in each kitchen, which in ; the Hakawa -,. /// 
houses, is more/! bf,/a./.sDiall /cmpboard-cum-outhpuse *//-Some ' people, prefer 
to coolt on pfimus/stpves by paraffin* ; .
/7////Hakawa houses have one room, in addition to the small kitchen, 7 
Most home s.-have a curtain7 drawn across the. - part, of / the / room oc cupied 
by the'husband and wife1s. single-sized bed, separating them from ■ /,
/other."members ;of, the: household sleeping: (usually/on clothes, blankets/ 
dr Cushions) in the: room* /The psychological” difficulties of /
cohabitation experienced In/these conditions by a'man and wife with 
children are obvious* / When there are more than "two or'three , .
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.children of-"more ‘-thanla few years of age,, it is5 often .necessary'7 
for.one or mote to. sleep in the, kitchen rather than , in the■rdom itself,; 
"Brothers11' and lodgers . also, frequently sleep in the kitchen. '• ; , ' .

Though some Haguru homos experience these problems of congestion,.;/
, more householders are more comfortably accommodated - in their- often -': -77
‘' considerably more expensive, houses*:, - ;VA 3.arger. proportion of Haguru' 7777 
; houses have piped water and. ele,ctpicii^y, as * well' as more than one r o o m ; 7  / 

, :/.:0n both Hakawatahd HaguruV hack gardens are -dug:, by either wives
or husbands, and crops7used/ih .the-;preparation of /traditional., tribal7 
foods are ’ grown in them. A few Upper Hakuwa. householders grow, flowers: 7 
in, their'front .gardens./ A larger proportion have'done so' at' Haguruit/ /; 
On both estates,. front, and; back gardens are usually open, though. - V> . ■ :: 
some householders-..demarcate their gardens by* growing hedges or --7 7  
banana, trees.; 7. . ,77 7 77 7/7 > 7' 7/ -  ”  ,, 7- 777 .. 7/77 7 - .7/

7 : Bus services from7the7e‘states7t'o - the city, centre are Infrequent.
People /complain about this and abput the fact, that they have to walk / 
to, their jobs in the city centre or in the 'industrial .area, - which / 
is nearer Kampala East but/still half anr hour1 s 'walk, . / . ' '77

A final important, descriptive feature of Kampala' East 'concerns, 
the languages whi'ch are used; in general Communication* Against the * ., .

//.background of individually different tribal tongues, the need for■a; - 
; common** language emerges *• .//For- Kampala East, with its-.major population 
division between .Inter-lacustrine Bantu/and the rest, and with an 
overlapping division between "educated11 and "uneducated”, three 
major common languages7.emerge These.' .are Swahili,TDuganda and-English.



;The fact that-'''Swahili is spoken on a'wide scale among sectors 
of Kampala's population causes both surprise and scepticism to those 
who have.not investigated the, lohenomenon. The .scope of the language 
is also questioned, Elkanvgoes so far as to claim that nSwahili,
as. it is spoken in Uganda, is a code rather than a language

• ’ . a , . . .k ’ ■■■ q ■and its sole virtue is that it is easy to learn for all GOncerned",
The-first, part of this statement was made with reference to a group;
of workers!in;a single:workplace and obscures the possibility that :
in a common local community the scope of.jSwahili may be greater,
especially among specific sectors of, tlie populatioh, I would not .
dispute that the language is easy to lear.fi, I; *
: 1 ‘Many. Kenya‘migrants come /tb .Kampala with"a" reasonably good -'.

command of a‘ brand; of SwahiliVk The Swahili may' "not satisfy the ;
purist's or be approved: of by ..coastal people, * .But 'it' is rich in
vocabulary and expression,. ' It is definitely not' a-form of "kitchen .•
Swahili!1,' / The Kenyans constitute a key grouping In. Kampala East
and, in this ward at least, their brand of Swahili has been'picked
up 'in varying proportions by some non-Kenyans, - Its use is far. more
widespread in Hakawa than in Eaguru. The Nakawa tenants1 association
general meetings.:are held in Swahili, and the proceedings are
trknSlated = into ;English, At .Naguru',- the association's meetings are
hell.-in; English' and translated into both Swahili and Luganda,
Eakawa is very htiuch more ; of a. Swahili~speaking community than
Nagunu .. Naguru is more of an English™ and Luganda-speaking community
But Maguru, .like' the rest of Kampala East, does have a high proportion
of-.'Swahili speakers.

,W:.; -Elkaii', o p , c 11, , p,o7o



The 3_anguages\ of the Inter-lacustrine Bantu are in some. cases . 
closely related to Luganda, ' In some district's, including a few 
non-Bantu, Luganda lias in the oast been taught in schools. The. 
Inter-lacustrine Bantu, in .particular, hut also Kenya Bantu, find 
it relatively - easy,; to pick up Luganda, so that a high proportion of 
the ward's population acquire varying; degrees ' of fluency in the; • • '
language. The " larger, number of. Bantu living at Naguru, particularly 
Ganda,. is reflected in the Addition-.of -Luganda as a  language in the 
estate ! s .'tenants'1 association .proceedings»' ' - '

. Though.some Ganda show•a reluctance to speak .Swahili, even 
when.- 'they have been taught it,.-.other centralised-Bantu acquire, again, 
varying-: degrees of fluency in the language} which falls into -the 
Bantu.category. Conversely, a remarkably high proportion -of non- 
Ban tu liave acquired.- some, fluency in Luganda. The Luo and Alur 
in-particular, and , to a lesseU oxtent the Acholi and Lango, show 
great enthusiasm'.to: learif the language , a’few even attending, evening 
classes.' More usually Ganda on Bantu friends, especially■female 
friends, provide their, sources of informal instruction in Luganda.
But, unlike the Bantu, these:Eilotes continue to speak Luganda 'with 
distinctive accents. . Some Teso claimed they had been taught Luganda 
at school. .1 cannot explain why the Nilotes should appear, relatively 
eager to learn Luganda, 'except that they’may'.feel' their chances-of 
success in a .town, largely'dominated by Ganda are greater if they' - 
aspire to speak the language of this tribe. Additionally, of course, 
they find'the language -useful'in casual relationships with Inter- 
lac us trine Bantu, especIal3'y women, in the town. The Lugbara and
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! ;Madi, in 'contrast-, • show -l.ittie desire to learn Luganda.. This is 

probably derives from their comparative isolation from all other 
.tribes, -both Bantu and non-Bantu, - \ ;■

' ' . English is seen as the. .prerogative, of those designated or
.’'regarding themselves as deducated;!1.®. This designation is not, just 
ba.sed on the number of years : t5f :-f ormal education a man has ■ received.

•'V.gIt-, particularly refers-'to a personas ’general: manner and bearing, . •
.- and. the . extent to which’'he''uses English in his world-and leisure. •
". Generallypersons with seven . or. eight years of . formal school education 
can'speak English with a reasonably, high - degree of fluency, though !.' 1 
their ’standard, of wr it ten. English hnay be- low. -Below this level.
; of-'education, { people, ten dpt by lack..-fluency. But there' .are many 1 1'-vf 1 - -
.. exceptions to this. ,/ ./- .. . -' - ; .
.* . The ability to spesh English, the ability to-, write it, and. i, ..
employ - it-' in a job requiring its use, are 'some ■ of . the criteria hused 1 
in ̂ assessing a person's.general socio-economic status. The better / 
paid jobs tend to be those requiring the use of- English, They ' . 
usually require special .dress, 'such as a tie,1 white "shirt, long

- trousers (rather than shorts), and' leather shoes, and so diacriticitlly 
mark their, owner off from others in .dissimilar jobs.
- ' Naguru has more residents of this "white-collar, English-speaking .
■ category.. ■■■■ ’Some- Ijakawa 'fesiden't’sp refer to Hthe English speakei's 
of ilaguru't • But Nakawa does have a substantial number of English 
..speakers-. . As- .’a whole, KainpalapEast- may :be said to have more’.I 

. . English speakers/than any other,major area of dominantly African 
residence. ; ■ . M-;-. . '



■While; SwahiliLuganda,'. and: English are. undoubtedly the most 
important,languages of'general commuhidation, - the'use of their . 
respective, dialects .among'Nilotes ;of seioarate"tribes .ranks as a much 
less efficient but fairly widespread medium.of communication. The 
languages, of the Alur ‘ and Jon am of north-west Uganda .'and the Luo 
of Kenya are very, similar. , There is., a degree of mutual intelligibility, 
This applies, to lesser and varying extents, among th,eiAcholi, Lango,! _
and Padhola. In terms of address, in the casual exchanges of
categorical joking; relationshipsand : in general brief.discourse , 
this relative muttial jl'ntelilgibility .of' language among-urban Nilotes. 
reinforces a loose-'sense ■ of, fraternity. 1 ' . . ,

This, description of Kampala East has illustrated: some’ general 
physical and social, features of, the estates, and has Indicated,- also, 
the important distinction.■''inthese, same'rfeatures between: 'Nakawa and. 
Naguru. U t  lias also shown the general functional .relationship, to
each .estate * s population , of such areasas. Kwazi'iba', .Upper ’ and Lower :,:
/Kiswa,. ..aii'tl'Nakawa; market. ' ■ ; ' : '
: X .now.;-present.pa’’ quantitative description of the - two estates, -
using figures to,‘.show, in. what ways .they differ .from each other and ...' * 
commenting- on their, general differences as population^ of -Kampala •/•••
East from, the ’ populations of the suburbs , of Greater K a h i p a l a I n  . .
-the. following ,section I state how ,1 .obtained these figures, and the 
-smaller .sample of f igures used in following chapters, ■ Throughout,,;
I use the present tense, although my fieldwork-was conducted'between- 
. July, I9 6 2 , and March, I9 6A, and .1 had .to-■'rely- on even older 

documentary evidence. , . . ‘ - . . .. . .



e) Ihe people of .Nakawaand Naguru _

At one count taken in September,' 1962, there were 2,157 adults
■ • '■ 1 ' and 1,012 children residing atiNakawa, Practically all the

adults fall into the. 16-45 age!: category, . The estimated population
of Naguru is no more than 1,500 adults and 600 children. Adults
also fall into the-l6r45 age'category. .
1  An immediate-criterion distinguishing the general..: socio-economic

statuses, of.the iieople; of liakav/a and Naguru . is the monthly median
- ‘ , ' . - ■ - 2 - . wage of 'the' household, heads, of ■ each estate. For Hakawa the -
median wage is Shs,164/- per.month. W For N a guru it is Shs,319/" ><•
For both estates taken together it is Shs,243/50, According to
the government department :of.labour assessment, the. median wag e for
employees in Greater Kampala is Shs.ll4A- (in 196l)», . In I963 the
legal, minimum, monthly wage payable in Kampala was increased from
Shs,.75/40 to Shs. 120/-•■; . My figures were collected before this
increase and probably continue to have comparative value.

The differences in the rapge of occupations enjoyed by each
estate's household heads also illustrate the general socio-economic
contrast between the two. estates.

I was in fact co-opted onto this count by members of the Nakawa 
..tenants' association', who needed, the figures t.o present to the 
- housing authorities, in preparation for.the allocation of free 
meat and drink to celebrate Uganda's independence.
X'regard as household' head the member of a household family or: 
domestic unit who. is responsible, among other things, for the 
payment of the.rent. .'Such responsibility normally lies with the 
father of a nuclearior. compound family, or with the. senior "brothed1 
of a household of siblings or friends. A small number of mostly 
Ganda and Toro women are household/heads. They are unmarried or. 
divorced, with.or- without childreni • .A small' number have "temporary" 
husbands, but the house is rented in. their, name and they contimie 
to' regard themselves as household head.
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TABLE 111' .. . .(d).NAGURU ESTATE "A'A y  ^ V
Household HOadS according’ to Tribe and Occupation

• Oc cupation G ate gorie s
t r i b e;.; 'a.A-- 1 ' A;A.; 2 5 h AA .5 :'y Unknown yA TOTAL.
Luo ,. v'/y'4 a lA A 52"" ■ 6o 21 A 9 ” 5 1A6 ; ;
G a n d a' : ''‘AA'. 21(4f) 69C5f) 18 (to) 15(2f) 2 3 128
LUHYA Al. "j-ppk 20 8 7 2 68 .
TORO ; - ) '. . . 
SOGA )' 
NYORO ) .

2 A^i(Af) 9 2 yAA ; . -
23) . : 18) " A,
x3T;ivy;;yhv::-

NUBIA- -.A/;; y 1 ■ 2h ■ 7 16 1 - ■yA k9 A'" :a;a :
ACHOLI -'- A - " ;\ l 17 11 '■ 2 y y , ' t o  o■ • \ A'":-A7': ■a A 7 35 \  A
SAMIA/GWE \A - v.,: , 17 k ' '- ■ ^ a - A ~ ‘ 25, . A
TESO y y A -■A -: y 12(11) 2 ”"a ■'1 ''.A A.-yAy-' -A ; 15 y
•LANGO -A: A''.-."A'y A A 7 # 5’ 2 \A>A:: ' r-'"•"AyGy: ■ ■ 13 • ;A:
LUGBARA ’ y.. - A-A:# aM ; a 'y"5yA A 5 5 , A,:' -AA y A- 13 y. A ‘-y
Others 10 A 'a 5^y:^y:;19 9 5 t7;# Aa.AyA A99. y :
TOTAL A V 5 7;a 527 .' 158 78 5^ llA -" 645 . a-
Total in % ;|.74y 5a 70 Idt-.5.0 12.09, 5.27 1.70 100.00

f $ female hdusehold head. ...
O c c upa tion .Categories \y;
'1 a=A Prof e.ssional, Technlcal 

A and. Highly Skilled ■. • ■
'Lawyer-:' ■ - •■- :■■■ ■■ a. . a 
: (.Trainee ) Accountant 
Draughtsman .
Surveyor
Teachex- ■ . .
Journalist
Clergy

;3 ~ Skilled not requiring .
■v'• use of English
Mechanic

/.'Carpenter
; Plumber ; y : AA ' y . ; y  y A  . AAAyAA-yA^ 
• Electrician .. v "-AAA 
,tiSl d e r/Ei t-t er v/Jo in e r 
■ 'Bricklayer . A , ~ ■
Tailor A A. ■
A - Semi r- Skill e d ■ A
•.'Self“employed '.traders, sliop- 
A y  keepers, etc. l y ' , AA-,-'
••'Drivex*. ' y . _ •' '■ A -v ’■ . A - A 7 A-7..:
Machinist, AA,v»A.A-A A:A'-;AA, : AA
Paint ox'’- . A y  A A A.,.; . vyA": .-AA
Bus Cond u c t or ; " A ' * :yAy;, A:
Headman (of labouring gahg) 
Housoboy/girl / Cook. yy

2 - Clerical' 8A Skilled, '■ A A
• requix^ing use, of English A-.

Assistant Manager*
-Clerk ,y A a A A  ; Aiy- \'"y ;A
■.AgX’icultural Adin.inis that ion .
Civil Service Administration 
:Welfare-,;WorkerA. A ; . A .A
Px’inter Py-' Ay-' '
Telephonist, A-A A y- y  , yy' A-,.- A 
Salesman -A A7 yAAy, - A AA A y • A a 
''Storekeeper; A A A " . . - . ,.y- A.v
- Steward - Barman y  .- A-;' A - .- y,'
•Postal & :TeleA-.Engineer A. A A-;. y y  •/ 
Gov’t I Co.Engineor 'A- A ■
. Radio Br o adc as ting ■■ & Programme ■ Planning 
Bus Company Inspector 
Meti’e Reader* A ■ A"Ay:< - 'A- a A

5.= Unkltilled
■ Of fi.c e -h oy/me's s enger 
Askari/Vatchman,,../ ; '.•• 
Porter
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T A B L E  I I I ( b ) ' M A I C A V ' J A E S T A T E

H o u s e h o l d - 7 H e a d s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  T r  i b e  - a n d  O c c u p a t i o n '
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1 = Clerical A .Skilled,
requiring U se of English

Clerk . A ' ' 17 A - . ’ A ; ! - ■■■ ■
'.Teacher-- A- ' yyA777'7y .
• Dr an. gh t sma n 7 : - y -A" ■ 7 
Surveyor 1 s assistant 7 ■,
Laboratory trainees -- 
Librarian ’••• .; - ■
Welfare Worker- -- .' - ~ -1 -.
Printer; (Compositor)
Telephonist-,.
Salesman y  ' A- ■ - ' '• - • : " ■- - ■■..Storekeeper ... >
Metre-Reader,- ,- y . ■ Ap
. Barman; y v-A- A. ■' 77- Ay. 7A7 7-7
3 e . Semi-skilled - ■
Self-employed/{trader, shopkeeper )- 
Painter. y7 y yyA'yAyy vA-.- .'A-.-..
Machinist - A A7-.-'Tyre/Tube repairer .. ..
Bus Conductor
Driver 7 . ' 7A Ay ■■ - 7 '■ a • "|:Hoitseboy/girl /Cook ■ .;
Dobi (launderer)
Headman. lo.f . labouring gang 
Nursing Orderly At 7; AyA A' - i -..A

8 ” Skilled;not.requiring use - of English •
Mechanic v-A- A'
Carpenter^ : A,
Book-Binder ''..'A■Plumbery, y-. ;, . - 
Electrician • A- A- 7' -7 : A7 Tailor A-..- -y .
Watch - repairer/maker..-. /• y. 
Stores assistant - .
\Ic 1 der/Fi11er '7-A 7
Cable Jointer AAAyAAA ;
Bricklayer ., .- 77’ ' A A7y:;yy.y.. 
Shoemaker/repairer A : . 7' 7. 
-Barber. ' A7"-A 47'yr: 7 A
 ̂■ A' Unskilled y  y yA4 .7 7 . :

.. Of fice-boy/messenger - . A- 
Turnboyy yy.-. ! ..y'y -A ;
.-Askari/vratchman ,.y A.A, - y. A 
Porter r'A y.y-A A,',. 7;yy7,y K1 a-.;. • C i t y -. C o uric il ’ c 1 e an e r



Ay . 7In; Table's :II :and'■ III I'7illus'traAe:'these;y6 ccupabi'onai'Adif ferences;,- 7 ;7y
A- - '-"'.'A land At ho se ; based; bn income', Tin.' conjunction ,;with; the/;dis;tributionby -A .Aaaa'v 
:yv-" i\.7A A-A1yribe7-of -the; estate'* s :household^;he;adb;* :/a a  A:,, 7'' : 'AAAA; 'A" 'AyA,Ay;
AAaA a*a . yf ■ y: 7f he, imrne diate ■ implication s 70f these: tables isyiheA^yalidation - , yAy;''A:7 
■'y.A 4 . 7 V: ypfApaft7 of -Sovithalb'and/Gutkin'dls^.yl^pothesis,7 n-that the' estates will-7; -777 
.. A:yA-:7:A'-7Ain7theA-iohg7 run- 'oat'ef .-principal 1^3 fpny theiThpn-^andaAWhose- skill and- 'A' Ay 
7 7- Aincome is", above;. the -averageA leveiyivAAf '/''AAyyyAy. 7 y ■ A7:y;. 7 aA A ;A.l;'y
yy 7 . 7 , ,, Ganda account ■ forAonly ;,il%. of; all houspholdy heads on/both Ay. y y A,y

7 7 ; 7 estates,A which, ; considering the Ganda..arpy the. ipcaly.tribe , ^IsyprobablyAA A 
■ , ; . low, inA cbraparisioh iwith''the percentage of localptribesAon housingA,7 v 7 y

. ; 7 -.estates. ■iirpfher African f ownsl; 7 , Ganda have Aa,. reputation for ■ ŷA >7; ;; 
white"cbilarAworky and^ significantly, Ihey areAmucb ;more {numerous yi.-iyA ■. 

■y ;, 7 A A; y in the, higher status'‘estate ■ of Naguru A'thair, in'yHaltawaa. In contrastT, A' 3 
A y 7 ■ Southall and GutkXnd's earlierA.findings- indicated that, the Ganda;
;7 . - 7 - - tTappear: at, the . estates ,in7ia#ge7pumb ers pniyJ .ampng the most unskilled' ;; ;
. y-, ■■ Ayy: y7and. transient7-groupM.. w. A-> 7yAAA AA.AA3A -y. . y_.y A'y.y,y ■■' a -AA ■AvA'A"' - =7A-;AA.AA
‘ 7; ;.v; yAy7 ;AA;:A::ibe7; skills .'and inabraes a#? the;.Naguru Apgpuiation 7are7 higher y AyA.y; y7y7 a 
A y‘ ? 7 yA than those of I'Takawa, Abut, combined. and s’epara'telyY' the/residents, ; a Aa-v7 >, 
A;- - -:7’y'>A.of-'7bothkebtates;Aare above ythe- Gh^atef ICainpaTaAaverage. in skill, and , 7 - A, s; 
;7- 7 3  A; ihcbraeV A-..-A At' the-same ■ timeryAhouse-hold headsyiall, into occupational:A yy Ay 
A7 ;;.’ *"1 Achtegories ranging from :unskill;bd:and 's emiA 'skill ed to/more 'highly;' A,'A 7v77':;
;A.y A^ unskilled * clerical andypfpfessibnal3y A;. This pronounced’ occupational . A;/7 a A; 
•y; aaa y A Aheterpgeneit^ is ahAimportahty factor7ih 7definingApat'tern's; of - A; a ,A:A 7y .7 yv; 
AyA7 a ;y; yAhelatipnships among."* residents,, y73 A -yy U: 7 7y;:A A ' ' AaaA/A-aVa a. 7 ;;AA

7A '-A - y Soutliall':and Gutkihd, op.cit. ,yptt:8 , 7 A ̂Aa'aa/vA 'a; AAyyA::•>’7'



Of those tribes heavily represented in both estates, the Luo, 
Luhya and Acholi figure’ most prominently, Tb a lesser-degree, it 
is the Ganda, Sarnia, .Nubi, Teso and Lango .who are found in quite 
large numbers in both estates. By grouping them together., the 
Inter-lacustrine:Topo,VSoga, and Nyoroare also fairly numerous on 
both estates. But, like the Ganda, they are more numerous on the 
higher status, estate-of.Naguru. More of them have skilled and 
clerical than unskilled occupations. No other tribal grouping 
constitutes as much as 2 % of the households on each and both estates*

. The-Luo and Luhya show a- wide span of occupations.-1 This is 
partly a result of their large-numbers, but is; also prbbably derived 
from. the generally-longer . and more; extensive. expeilence of urban ; ;: 
work which Kenyans have had. -It is the Kenyans who have provided y\ 
ft he bulk of. the artisans, and, *: in the past especially, clerks,. : i - 5 '
Additionally, many o f  them are unskilled workers. In common with 
other Niiqt.es*..and with the LiVgbara ancl Teso, the Kenyans, are renowned 
for their, large., muscular physiques which particularly qualify them 
for heavy.unskilled labour. Most of the Uganda Bantu are. generally 
of smaller physique and slighter stature. Those of them who are 
unskilled tend to be employed; in jobs in which the work is lighter. 
Differences in diet seem to account for these differences in physique 
during the course of many generationsf

The Kiga, Lugbara, Madi,.'and Kuanda are mostly unskilled 
workers. ..Most of the live.at Nakawa. The Kiga migrate in.large •

\ W. Elkan, op.cit, p.86-7. . ■



,numbers from Kigezi, their home district, either todo unskilled ■ 
work in Kampala or to work in rural Buganda for Ganda. landlords. . 
Kigezi suffers from high population density and land shortage. 
Lugbara and Madi districts also have high population density and 
land shortage and many Lugbara and Madi are forced to migrate to. - 

Kampala and Buganda. :Few Lugbara and Madi are fn well paid jobs* 
Bo, in addition to their linguistic and cultural isolation, the 
Lugbara and Madi suffer a certain socio-economic isolation, in so . 
far as fex*/ among them are represented in the higher occupational 
categories. Many Ruanda,., almost all of them apparently Hutu, 
have come to. Nakawa not directly, from Ruanda but from Buganda, . . 
where they have worked for many years* Some are- the children'of . 
.earlier migrants and were bOrn in the Province.; -

I have already .indicated the linguistic, -cultural and national 
categories into which the various tribespeople in Greater/Kampala 
fall. . These, and the additional socio-economic categories just 
illustrated, necessarily overlap. The people of Nakawa and Naguru 
are thus .comprised’within the! heterogeneities of tribe, income, 
occupation,, (;and,.by extension, education)., language.,, culture, and.
;national origin. >.-But, picked out from these heterogeneities' 
people discern categories of interaction in situations of free 
association. , Because the criteria on which these categories are 
based sometimes cross-cut, they provide some interesting situations 
as in the f oil owing -ill stance, where membership of each category 
ox^erates according to, the . "principle of situational selection"..



6 1  »

I underline each significant reference category.
. . - . A Kisii (Kenya Bantu) commiserated with a semi-skilled Luo 
(ICenya Nilote) in Swahili about the discrimination in employment 
against Kenyans in Kampala. Together they blamed members of the 
local tribe, the Ganda, for this discrimination. Next day the 
Kisii went to the house of an influentia3. Soga (Uganda Bantu), who 
had a temporary Ganda wife, to ask him in Luganda if he could get 
him a job as a messenger in the Post Office where he (the Soga) 
worked as'a clerk* The Kisii stressed the fact that he was a 
Muntu (singular Of Bantu) and urged the Soga to regard this as 
being more important than his not being a Ugandan. :

Even within this extremely, brief description of a. course of 
action taken by one man, eleven different reference categories are 
.indicated. .Each reference category is of varying significance, 
depending on which best suits ego's purposes.

I have stated, that,Elkan estimates the average length of stay
by migrants in Kampala at about two years. The table overleaf
shows/periods of residence for household heads on the estates alone.
It does not account'for the time they may have spent in Kampala
and/or other towns as a whole. As I. have stated, there is a waiting
list- of from two to three years for a house on the estates, and
people have usually.worked some time in Kampala before they apply..
To.the average length of residence on the estates, which is

. 1approximately four, years ,-must be added about two to three years

in fact, it is greater. than ; this, since many Naguru householder's, 
have previously lived at Nakawa,. . 1 have been unable to include .
in my table these .extra,periods of residence, which would have 
raised the average, for both estates. .
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'residence ‘ in- •KhbVpa.lav prior to-raovihy to,, either- o.f: the estates.
This g-ivhs six .to;’-seven, ye'ar§. as a very.approximate -average .of •- •
.-total .l.e.ngtlv of,, residence.'i'nv'Kampala bypeople living', on the estates.- 

. However. _approximate - this 'and -Ellcah * s, ■estimates', are , .-the ' . ■ / ’ • 
differences in:'average.'le'ngih of residence indicate' -that-the .
migrants- of the estates /;and:' of .Kampala'.East generally, .-.are workers./" 
whp , if not committed to-ah :r,rban way , of/life., certainly iiave - a / 1 , 
better' than average-' acauainiance with it :,As distinct from the 
majority proportion, of- short-term target workers- in the total 
Kampala' labour.. force the -people 'of Kampala East figure among those.
- who' -mu s t' close 3.y a-ppr oach the pos itio n .of • prolet ar i an s. But, even 
.so, -, most of- them do not-regard .urban' employment as an exclusive 
subsistence source, and- contiime-'to rely, on the rural life, either 
for the - immediate. or more distant future. •

' In .comparison with some '.other 1 East African towns, and' especially 
"in . comparison, with ."many - southern, -central' and -western African -towns, 
■the average' .length., of stay by migrantsi either in 'Greater, Kampala- 
or even in Kampala/Ea.st.,v appears -slight• . ■ ..This major difference * 
would be ;oarticular3*y important, to,"anyone , using length of .urban 
residence as a criterion of- urbanization. I must emphasise that.
'my primary concern-is not with-urbanization, that,is, with measuring 
the; processes and, criteria^by-which tribesmen' become. I'urbanised"«;
.. .. ,1 '^do'not belittle' 'the -importance . of studies , concerned with • 
problems -of ■ this kind. /---'But, very'/simply, --my/' concern is to study.'
' how pebple interact in. town. 3". take -as .an important .given fact" ■- 
that . their, length of;m/baivresidence, ..'aii:dr,'.hence','' the extent of



■ their acquaintance "with urban/institutions and -norms, helps' 
determine hovr.-pe.ople. act. ■ But, to., utilise' an arbitrary distinction', 

•this- thesis seeks to-illustrate aspects of urbanism, the way of • 
‘.life in town, rather -than, urbanization.-,. the processes leading to , -
.■the.integration of' the individual into. this, way of life.. The 
...special position ̂ of Kampala East's estates in respect of residents1 • 
higher than . .average length of residence is one important given fact 
-in my concern with urbanism. / k • •

The;figures relating to length of residence were -taken in 
October,, 1962g My .fieldwork ended in March, 1961, - shortly before 
-when I .-collected: the. figures .a. second time. in this way 1 was 
.able to test th'e stability of the' estates,* populations over the 
intervening period. ... General stability is, of course, a characteristic 
of the'estatesf 'populations. . By March, 1961, only ill .household
heads, vless. .than 10%*9 had moved away from both Nakawa and Naguru.
This figure does not include the number of household heads who moved 
from Nakawa to Naguru.: . It■ includes, some who moved to such higher ;
status -residential areas, as Ntinda' or Kololo. Even without 
accounting for the number of household heads 'who moved to, say,
Ntinda,. Katali, or Kiswa,' the. figure indicates that relatively few 
of them, out.of a combined total of 1,168 for.Nakawa and Naguru, 
left Kampala East in the period of, nearly seventeen months. Stated 
differently, the,present rate of defection from both.Nakawa and 
Naguru, is ;. only about, one person in .' ten every seventeen months..

: ■ There are. tome '.interesting correlations' .of/tribe and length; 
of‘residence;in Table IV.- I have stated that proportionally.large

"V Ralph. Beals, 1991? Urbanism, Urbanisation and Acculturation, ’ .
- w/American Anthropologist./ , . .. - 9 t. . '



'numbers, of Lugbara - and ;ICiga are imskilled and serai-skilled. In
Greater Kampala, also,-' these.,'tribesjjeaple are mostly of these
occupational categories'//' The Kiga are .mostly short-term'migrants, - 
This is'reflected in. that h-2 of the 6l household heads at Nakawa 
have resided on/the/estate for nb;more than a year. Conversely,- 
3b .of the &5 Lugbara at Nakawa, over a half, have been 011 the estate . 
foui-years or more, . - Similarlyll ■ of■ the. 2l Madi, who are closely / 
related ■ to the Lugbara'j' '■ have been there■ this long. Neither-' Kiga, ’ ’ •
Lugbara.' nor /Mddi ..are parfciculai’ly numerous at Naguru. / / /’

The. Kiga. and,/Liigbara provide, an .interesting comparison. Both 
tend to be mostly unskilled-'and semi-skilled workers. Both suffer, 
/from/land shortage at home and are consequently forced to. migrate 
in'r.eiatively lai'ge, numbers. 1 Whereas the ICiga' at Nakawa mostly 
reflect-.'' their 1 ellowtribesmen.in\ Greater Kampala in being short-term 
■mi'grants: as, well as unskilled, the Lugbara at Nakawa are 'long-term 
•/migrants, ■.longer., . inde'ed,; than most other tribesp;e.opie in Kampala 
East♦... in contrast to most Kiga/..who are without their families 
and:■■occupy';the- bedspacesy/the.’ Lugbara. have . brought, their families' . 
with -them’* The Lugbara. at Nakawa recognise their .difference from 
. the. jbulk of tlie.ir /felloWtribesiuen. in Greater .Kampala. They attribute 
their longer residence and more permanent urban interests to the 
fact that land at home is so scarce that they have already lost 
.effective land rights. Or, they say they find it more-'profitable 
to eelc.out.' a meagre urban living than an even more meagre rural ohee 
Though mostly unskilled and semi-skilled and lowly paid, they are -■ 
Slightly above the average in. these ■ regards for their tribe in 
Greater Kampala.as- well as being above, the average in length of



- 6? -V; /;, ■/%' V.yV- ';;'liy-■ . Vy

urban- 'residence. -\yMiddle.t;6n,- from / file .'rural end--.of -Lugbara*;; "■-'' .
.migrancy, reports a., certain , estrangement between "traditionalu .
Lugb ara an d the' ■ N ew .People. (Baodlru) . T  -as s.ume that the; -;" ‘ : >
.difference expressed.about themselves by Nakawa and.Greater Kampala 
Lugbara is a partial reflection ' of this estrangement• .

for each of the other major- tribes, and tribal,: groupings at i 
Nakawa, the proportion of household “heads, who have, resided on the :
estate four years or,more varies from a .little'below, to a little,
above a half» ‘ --i ■■ -. ' . / . ' . - 1 ' yik

For most-of the- tribes at Naguru,. generally over a half of 
the respective'-'‘household., heads,-have resided less than four years. 
Thisreflects the. lower median length of residence by household 
heads at Naguru,-against■-which it must be', remembered that a 
substantial proportion of Naguru householders- stem from Nakawa.

Their periods- of residence- at Nakawa are not -included in my ' 
figures , -nor is the'time they' will ‘have; .spent' pribr . to- moving to 
Nakawa,- waiting'; for/a'--house to*'be allocated., . This sonic' Naguru - 
householders have been in Kampala East much, longer' than my figures
suggest. ... ; '/ -.

 ̂9j'.JV;Middleton, , i9 6 0 , ..Social Change among th.e. Lugbara of Uganda, - ■ 
Civilisations, Vol. X, Ho. 4'-,. in twerp*. •- ;
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TAELE V ■
Marital Status

. Total No*
Married. Married .Household

TRIBE Unmarried No children with Children Heads

NAGURU ESTATE
LUO . 19- 11 116 (2 *) 196
GANDA . . 30(13f,6+c) 13 63 128
LUHYA 1 0 . 7 51 68
TORO';) 23)
SOGA ) 17 (9f) 7 3° 9 • 1 8 ) 39
NYORO) . 9 13)
NUBI , ■ . 7 2 90 (2 *) . 99
AC HO LI . -, 8 .9 . 23 ■<■■■ 33  ,SAMIA/GWE ■ 6 ■ 2 17 ■ 23 -
TESO 5 (3-r) ' - • 10 . 13 -
XANGO ■ '2 3." - : ' :8 13 -
LUGBARA ■1 3 9 ' 13
Others '29 9 "  8 1 ' ' X 99
TOTAL \ 139 . 61 > 3 0 - ' , 693 ■".

Tot al ■ •%' 23,87 - 9.96 66 *67 ' 99,90

NAKAWA ESTATE
LUO ‘ . • 22 16 ' .1.93 (9*) • 183

“ . ACHOLI ■ 13 (If) 10 83 (2 *) 1 0 8 .
LUHYA '6 - ■ 10 - 63 79
LUGBARA 9 . 8 98 63

/ KIGA 93 9 12 61
SAMiA/GWE ■ : 3 3 33 91
GANDA 7 (3*+c) 6 23 (If) 36
IjAN GO 9 , 9 23 33
NYORO ) 13) ■TORO ■ ) 3. 6 ,, > 3' 21 13) 32SOGA ) 6 )
RUANDA - ’ 7 9 20 31
NUBI 3 . 1 22 (1 *) 26
MADI' 2 3 ' 19 . 29

. ' JONAH ’■ . - ■ 3 1 . X 18 ■ 29
TESO"' v'' 3 3 16 • 29
ANKOLE 9 2. - 9 ; 1 0
Others 12 7 ■ 27 . . 96

TOTAL 137 87 379 'V 8 2 3 .. ■

Total '%■ ■ ^19*71 1 0 * 3 7 70*33 1 0 0 *6 3 .

Key: ■* .'= "wi-th - 2 or more wives
f- = female household head 

■+c'. - with, children.



' Naguru haspa!-pro port Tonally; larger number of'unmarried 
household heads than Nakawa. . This is at first- sight surprising' •"
in viow of the-lar.gef houses and better amenities existing at Naguru, '■ 
;The. explanation is ,tha|;,many'.high 'Status Ganda, in particular, including 
women;, liaye not yet . contracted what, they; regard as legal, customary, . 
or. .’’permanent’1 marriage. ' .They are, able to:; afford the more expensive
Naguru houses by dint of their generally higher occupational standings.; 
Mahy>. migrants ,\»rhpse need'for.'larger. housing is much greater may simply; 
be ■unable to afford the 'higher rents' at,Naguru. So, lacking other.1 
applicants.',; it ris. those high 'statusibut unmarried; Ganda," and persons ■ ;-' , 
of other tribes also, who .obtain some of the Naguru houses. In 
practice',.- there, is ;.no f aycmritlsm or graft at work in this allocation 
of houses, at Naguru. But the sight-: of 'relatively- ernî ty larger ' ■
^Naguru 'houses, embitters many'■•Nakawa..tenant with iarge ' families-, "and ] . 
serves, even more;.", to- set 'apart;, Nakawa‘-.and .Naguru residents, •

Immediately impressive, are .the high-proportions on both estates 
of Nilotes, Luhya j Samia, and -..Lugbara,'' who /axe married, mostly with 
"children'.. . ■ , ■; vr ' . .."

The Kiga, as. short~term: migrants, are mostly unmarried. Many 
■ of them have migrated for the very purpose of acquiring enorigh cash' 
for bridewealth,

. Greater proportions of the Ganda, Toro, Soga, and Nyoro, 
especially' at Naguru, are -unmarried, ̂ or are. marriedi-hfeiiT bhildren.
.lit; the following chajbter I shall give a smaller sample of residents 
according to; marital, status. The breakdown will illustrate, that the 
.distinction between ’’permanent11 and ”temporary” spouses particularly 
applies to. these four tribes and makes any cleai* assessment of their



mar-it 3:1 status" difficult.- . It. is hot only in degree but also in 
kind that marital--.status among these; tribes differs, from' that of 
the. Nilotes, Kenya Bantu and Lugbara* A feature of these latter 
tribes, which"'is not generally, shared, by the former, .is the regular 
tendency to. send wives' to the rural home twice a.year for spells 
of.about three months during digging and.planting, and harvesting 
times* The Interlacustrine Bantu women, especially those of 
Kampala East, but also of Greater Kampala generally, characteristically 
refuse to do this*. Indeed, even When they are married according 
to civil law or custom, their husbands commonly do not even ask or 
expect them to return periodically to the rural home. It is possible 
to generalise and say that many Interlacustrine Bantu women have, 
successfully rebelled against the rural expectations of the woman’s 
role, while the other tribeswomen mentioned above, including also 
the Kiga, have not even voiced, rebellion..

The total number .of - household heads at both .Nakawa and Naguru 
is .1,468.' 1,137 of them, or 79%, are married. 1 ,009, or of
these married persons have children. This general approximation 
in numbers of men/and wives' stands in Contrast to the less balanced 
male/female ratio in Greater Kampala. This is yet another factor 
marking off the.estates,.and Kampala-East in general, from most of 
the rest of Greater Kampala, ' A'

.In an urban area in which most men are married and have their 
wives, with.them, it is inevitable that the■general pattersn of 
relationships established.depend in large, part on developments and 
changes' in. conjxigal relations. This fact is highly significant



other significant facts - are: those relating: to residence, in V.4 
nearby city housing /estates, . including the bases, onwhich houses - 
are allocated and the nature' of local groups, those regarding tribll : ■. 
membership, and, .finally* those deriving from,differences in 
occupational status. .,-/

In my description of Nakawa and N a g u r u i n  ..the -city-ward of \ 
Kampala East,, and in my quantitative assessment, of their household 
heads, I have incorporated the, illustration of these' facts.
In following, chapters 1 analyse each of them more fully. .

. 1 now .illiistrate ;hpw X Obtained the data I have presented 
■ so far. ■ • , ■: ' / . v . . . ; . V . ./

f) Fieldwork Techniques . . ' . ' ■-/ , . ■

: /;; I began fieldwork in July, 1962,,. and completed it in March, 1964,
with a month’s break in October,I9 6 3 , spending altogether a b o u t A  'A
nineteen months in the field., .:

As well as/showing how I obtained my. data and insights, I ■ 
hope the' following may serve as. .a' minor - contribution, to the development, 
of"fieldwork methods in African.urban areas. -A
: My method'of investigation was that: of -participative observation.

. In addition, I have used figures to give general; pictures of.
Greater Kampala, the city, and, particulaxALy, the two housing estates 
in Kampala East. I.have -also, used them;to back up certain 
generalisations based on empirical impressions., . . ...

1 did not collect the figures relating to the.housing estates 
by means of a door-to-door, extensive survey. For a single



_■] anthropologist to. visit 1,468 households in this. way xvbuld have 
./been a formidable,, highly time-consuming, and probably impossible 
task. I was, of course, directly responsible for the collection 
of qualitative data,, including the recording of observed and 
recounted events;diaries,,and life histories. But, with regard *

, to the -fliore obviously quantitative data, such as the collection of 
a; wide sample of figuresithe, limited time and resources available 

’ for fieldxvork force the anthropihlogist either to rely partially on 
paid assistants or, i f .this. is hot possible, on what documentary 

’ evidence is available.
For m$- quantitative data relating to the 100^ sample of 

household heads, .1 resorted to the latter by investigating what 
are called, the personal record cards of each household head on an' 
estate. These cards are kept by'the Estate manager.; When an 
]ar>plicant acc.ep.ts an offer of a house, he is asked to provide certain 
personal,, details'-which are , then filled . in on hi s.. card. I have '-vA 
collated and assembled these details in: the abqv.e<; tables, ' ,A
• ''/-.Because a household, head or/meraber; of. 'his A family is required]/;/:.., 
to'pay the rent every month'to the.'estate manager; in person, the - , 9
latter’gains sometimes intimate knowledge of the tenants and their : 
f amilie.s : under; his nominal;;/juris die t ion. He does, it may be , •
remembered, actually live-' bn/’t he- ./estate among the tenants. ' ' vA-Ln'i

.Occasionally , there; nre. instances,vof ’illegal” tenancy, as when;-an']
■ acknowledged tenant, turns hisA.h'bus.e "over t e a  fr.iendvor relative and, 
leaves : the' estate without notifying the manager„ "-•-The manager, with
.or without, the' aid of/ his assistants, . is 1 usually able to detect the/ 
.illegal nature of, the hew tenancy. A He may be suspicious of the



''' 9'': A • -", -A.■ 9 y ’“ 75 - - 9 ‘ ; .9^^999;/9 -/9 ■ ■ A] a . - 9-':'
of /the .appearance/ipf/gA^ the/montCLyArent *■ ..and
of the.■'.man "or--.. childt;s/>eemingAighprahce-/of ,the iegal/'tenant^s9.y ' -9 

• f a m i l y H e ]  doeOAnot -normally'.need/to Ares or t.At o /more surreptitious 
, investigations , though:--:he - is abfeAhoAdo': so 'thrhughAhid"assistant $99^1 ■ 
who also., live] onAtie-.estate , ' Like the headmaster: o f- -a/large school 

A/ who manages--to;:gain.;.aAclose.-knoivledge:;. of his jnvpilsy-/the ,estate 
• manager cornea tb/lni'ow personally. arid ••inL-.sbme]t.diie;sv.; surprisingly 

gre.at/cdehail ...the /tenantstheir f amilibs., Aand.,t]heir.Abackgrornds .
' A -With/their.null agreementtherefore,;:<I,;:was able- to Use:' they- fy 

A. two-' estate - managers1 relatively ' intimate /knowledge.' anaAask them to: /.- 
; confirm oh bring up "to'' date the . facts; as '• given on.'tenants 1 -personal, :AAok 

. Axecord 'cards'* ’ ‘ In . otherpeases X]checked on:] 'the'::f ah.t sA-my s eIf•> This A AA 
A system Was- certainly-not planned as.such but 'was' 'developed/simply- ■ 
because it ‘sebmed better to haveAs-ome figures of a 1 0 0$- sample -than,

. to rely solely o r . a/much/smaller -sample * Clearlythe/ systera-, has A ; '9* 
‘>many* deficiencies /andAinisome cases*, the ]figures; were -riot;-up-to;, date-/; . y  

„ though, on- the whole;* would/claim/that'..they were la.rgXly/'c'of rect' 9Av:/
., at the time, of/their collectibnA-and/./cb'mpilation .-which, ext eiidedA over A A’ A-A;' 
"‘August/ September and ’ Pctober, 1962,- ate the same,., time- is .m'ore A 9/ -/
. ''intensive Aanaly sis *, A Provided./they] give ‘a.' ge n e r al '.pi c t ur b,A: kh£s e 4, •’ 9;-;,'. 
figures will have Lory.e.d their-, x / u r p ' o s e : ■. • qiAA.; ,/ A9Aa:9"9*.

.Other,;-’figutes which' are included in the f ollowihgAchaptars... \A,‘?9 '' 
are 'based on .smaller, samples of i/us;e- them to support /Certain ./A ./ /As/-.: 
generalisations /based /on-.-empirical - impressions, ;■ v They /A;t6o ,rwere .A A y  ]

. gained not. by do dr.- to-do or survey's. but throizgh .*int-ehsivb‘-VA open-ended;,-/- .A 

. • informal discussion, only, after -relatively well established.. rapports;. a; 

had ‘beehiestablished 'with,' informants’. ■. .. .. ' -/A]-/ 'A’ -A9  A/A//: •’



///'///'/’ may -iixustrate’ my fieldwork techniques .and difficulties" ..
./s, //’. 1" by /describing the/-stage's .through-.-which 1 worked, ' //'/
'/■ /•' • V ////,;.- Having’ decided' o.n ,the two, housing- .estates of Nakawa and ̂ agur.uV//' ;
//•' ’’ /./ / • /ah/my specific fields-. of -studyI .set out to discover' the possibili ties 
,; * of/'permanent : residence"on the. “estates;. My original plan was .to/ • ;• - , •
■/. ' '//-•,/ -d>k'spiit''my .'time • evenly between. Ifafeawa\an<l''Naguru• . A high; .ranking 
///I; / ., "’I'Sgbyernuient:-: housing ' of fleer., then; Pointed; out' to me -the -fact that, the 
/,-///.'/ ,■ I’/ 1 long /waiting. list/of: ;bwo;yko':threo.yearh'.,would prevent.''my. hoping to ; A. 
-i.///‘; ./ /reht. .a house, in'. thd/noi’mal .manndr/'/-. ;f; would /have to'.-receive ;' //i

///////" '̂ ‘-privileged/treatment’ and jump,'.the- queue,..- -Apart from the social/, ,//’:■ ■/ 
p//,:/; i-/-' -/Jihjustice-of' such .anlac.tion9-vit -is ; doubtful'whether'-':it would" have, ’ ; '//.;'
. , ', been fairito. expect the: hpusingiaU.tKorities.toye hgihe er matters :wit h/i/ -1
/>/" /-/ /-■'//- tile- respectiy.e' estate manager's. an/my/behalf , 1 .But,/.I' ’ de,cided " that. //:/( ; 
/,//:/ /’the; cruciallf actor1 against;;my’■ attempting1 to r ent;- a -/-house, was .-the ’ ;
/i/;/’' /. , advice/given ‘me by sotie.- widely/r.especte‘d- tenants" who ; were acknowledged
V •. . . / . as local f/ieaders 5̂ by the iehahts ’ generally../ /The advice was 'vety/. /, / 
;/// ’ 'sound, aiid pointed' out. -that, apart from-/themselves,,' ,1 ' was an unknown:/ ;/
//,.,n / ' ' .quantity tbltlie; '!population. /'/It' would have, been- obvious that I. had’/-
:-/ - ; heeii "given 'special-treatment ...if/I 'rented a house// Such'pro judices/ '//-/
'./.- . --could ’have-■made/my introduction to the local community disastrous,-!;:-;-/'"
' ’* /yinste'ad/ the1 leaders'-suggestad,/ vit/Would .'be .better- for myself*and/ -:>,;// '/ 

, :..my. wife to participate in as * many - of ’ .-th/e''-recreational (activities. / ■ •/
■ . .-.as .possiblemaking/friends, .being invited to /.their homes, also , to /
///,-. ////their. rural/hontes, without 'worrying/too much at " this stage about :;,//.
/ ,•// ••' buiiding/u-p/data-’ around'- my problem/ / It was necessary to commute - ■

daily from the/East" ' African/. Institute - of Social. Research to the . - />. .•!// 
/ ’ ’/ ■ estate's in Kampala_ East//five..or six. miles- away„ - .,//.■...-/■ /•'/.:/



' .-,/ /, So-, for the/initial six-months of the ' study , '/apqrt -from. the ’• 
collection of the, above figures,- we..spoke at' debates went'to dances,'

■ community, shows, beer-parties, bottle- and'"African*1 beer bars, . ' 
football matches,, . at tended or helped run clubs- and societies, and'"' . 
became de facto’ tenants,: on. several occasions being called upon to ;■ : - 
speak at- tenants1 association, 'meetings on/behalf of the tenants and ’

. rather, against, the authorities* . . > y ’
' - ' ' ' inevitably, special .friends emerged. . One of these literally 1

gave us complete and absolute open, house, We regarded, and others 
came' to regard, - this house, which- is/situated in Upper Nakawa, as 

: ;our/ central base. , y ; ' - /■ ,/ '/ - 1' ’ - ; /' . / ■ ' 1 ' ' . ■
- One is in danger at;...this stage/of., firstly, becoming associated' 

too "closely with, one tribal/and one. local or- neighbourhood grouping, . -/
, I, tended to become too /closely associated wit’h -'the. 'Lii,o; and- with .
1 Upper Nakawa to. the ̂ exclusion of. .other tribal groupings and -Lower -. 
Nakawa and Naguru,. It ,was necessary' W."extricate.myself/ carefully;
■ from some gr.otips/ahd /relationships-:in', which- I - had' become/deeply’■
' Involved’ and to', ramify‘my", ties more'substantially to : other tribal
and-.local groupings * Ihe ‘ second ' related .danger .'-is that,.of-’developing • 

/empathy withkln one * s'/I'eiationshlps aid" of, tending't'o"lo.se one * s /
, powers of objectivity. In situations of conflict .I/fpund myself 
'tending to support; ".my” side, or the side seemingly closest to me.
I was once obliged .to favour a friend b y .acting as his checking 

' agent when he was a candidate at the city council elections and,. 
beforehand, of /he 1 ping - him ■ campaign... this could have co 1 oured my 

; ■ analysis .of‘ the, organisation/-stirrounding competing, candidates-, but
1  believe I was aware of the. danger at the time and aspired to be -

. objective. , • / .



I/then- began 'to structure my observation of facts and .
./.‘incidents accprdihg to .developing lines of - analysis. . I . had come 
' to .know some two/hundred - households' on/any thing . from very close 
to casual terms. - I was impressed by the existence of separate 

/.' but- ;bverlappihg ;'trIbal,';local and socio-economic .categories- and ’ - ;
■ fo.&b'se.d- ;my/’attentionon about forty/ households distributed throughout' 

/ these.̂ -.categories'.-.- It ■ was/from; some: of/these households that I 
/ .obtain e’d-my .smaller sample.- of. quantitative data..;. '„•/
•/'" ////• BUt it was qualitative -_ data which’ were .my • main- interest. I 
e'b'tablished close/relationships., with, these forty households. /. !

//Relationships within some households,, or with members of them, were 
much closer than ‘with others.. It is events within;. Oxy, 'concerning-.

. these' forty households which provide the. bulk -of my. cased and other'., 
//data'. • ;•./. //-.'/ / - / / / . / . ,. . '/■, " ; ...... '■
,. . / //X had '.received a /thorough; training .in"■ Swahili at the same. • time 
as 1. received, my. .instruction in anthropology at the School of 
Oriental and;'-'-’African ''.Studies. ;This. training/extended over three 

. '.years * /■- • My /J,stauiardn,;Sv/ahili,; had to '.be adapted to the Kampala East 
dialect /but this provided y.ery few difficulties. / If became.useful 

.^during the/course of. fieldwork .to"learn some DhoLuo to a very 
elementary standard, and to. learn Luganda to aii even more elementary / 
standard. . More than anything,. -the value in having a rudimentary 
/knowledge,: of DhoLuo and luganda, ip addition- to. a more, or less fluent 
knowledge of/Swahili,,was to indicate my. willingness to become 

/ingratiated into the- company. of Nilotes 'and Uganda Bantu who form 
Parts of two main "communities0.' Swahili and English were, of .course



. the languages spoken most widely, but., in some cases,-.the -specific 
use, of either Dholuo. or Luganda, -not just-with Luo or Ganda, made, 
the initial establishing of a rapport much easier. ■

g) The Problem and Concepts Used. •

-Very simply, ray.problem is to understand some-aspects of the 
'system of social stratification and processes of mobility open to 
the residents of Nakawa* and/Uaguru/: -/I regard as- highly-significant, 
tlfe fact ‘ that these two 'estates'' occupy/-.a/special position in Kampala 
by constituting the basis of ; the/cityfward 'of Kampala East * . It 
is not the macroscopic picture of sys.te.ms of stratification and 
mobility which" I'seek to undershandy/iyi■ am. more interested in-.how!' 
./persons • iii; specific situatiphs'"/and. relationships areuaff ected by 
changes . in' their status- hr ̂ Ih/Hhe/pta/bus/ of * thoseiwith whom' they / 
normally; interact■* ■■ 'My '.ass.uiiptidh ’is./that /s.ucliV syst'eniS' . can ’ ■ /' 
only b.e discovered-by a-..study, at- the ievel.,0f ■ small .groups, ■
neighbour ho o ds; and;'close ,ne tworks ; o f ; so c ial relationships'". ' This-1
approach is by no means new,/yet. it--has to be restated as such in 
defiance of any tendency to generalise about life in .African towns,- 1 
or any complex society for that matter.

I suggest that by understanding.the overall urban status, system,. 
such terms as individual .urban "adaptation" and "integration" become 
more meaningful. Ifpersons are involved in an overall urban status

 ̂ A.W. Southall (ed.), I§61, Social Change in Modern .Africa, O.U.P. 
for I.A.I. , p. 1 *
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system,:then presumably they hate come to accept 'some of the norms " ’ 
of - the. particular urban society. This accexrtance of norms defines/.
.their adaptation and.integration. The more,involved they are.in 
the 'overall, status, system,, the more they accept the peculiarly . ■ ’ 
urban norms, and the more they may be said to be, adaxited and 
.Integrated into the particular/urban society. ■ Putting, it even more 
strongly, .1 contend,that any. such/problems as adaptation, integration 
or even urbanisation, and the now disreputed detribalisation, can 
only ,be studied in: full ultimately by reference to the ;prevailing 
urban status systems;, and that these systems must be studied in 
their local and sectional as well as wider scale contexts.

VI now define certain concepts or terms which I use in my thesis. 
At the most elementary level of abstraction thei/e would seem 

to be only two basic, determinants of social -alignment * They.may / 
be studied from various angles and in. various human disciiilines.
They are, firstly, -the aff 13-iations of family, kin, and tribe or. —  ■ . 
ethnic group., and, secondly, the .ties , brought/about through .residence 
in a ■ common- area-. In' my . study I refer to’/each-/of: these as ; the./ ''• 
tribal and local orders.- Accepting that they'are of a "primordial" 
rather than "civil" .nature'̂  , I call . them primary, orders,

In' relatively.•complex, societies', the nuclear family and-small ■ 
kin group lorovide-. the' usual context , for the/first cluster of/ /' 
affiliations. V In less ./complex and .technologically" underdeveloped ■ 

societies' the wider kill group: and, in plural social . situations//..the

J  . E;; . Shils , PrimordialPersonal, Sacred and Civil Ties , ’ British.. - 
Journal of/. Sociology, . Vol.8 , 1957• ' V‘



whole /tribe, provide additional significant contexts. .Among, the' 
urban migrants of Kampala-,' kinsmen and fellow tribesmen merge as 
one basic reference category. At the same time, the traditional 
internal differentiation of some tribes is reflected in a like urban" 
differentiation of its members. A tribefs urban populace may then 
be said to be divided into sub-groups.

-Local groups are not necessarily co-incident with*kin, tribal 
or. ethnic.-groups. In the ■technologically underdeveloped and usually, 
rural societies commonly stiidied by anthropologists this coincidence 
is often marked, though not always entire. In technologically 
advanced societies'this coincidence either does not exist or is 
/slight and constantly liable to separation." Among.Kampala's urban 
'migrants, population movement, relative scarcity of accommodation, 
and the co-existence, of different tribal.groups discourage any 
coincidence of kin and local groups,even though.there, may be this 
:general coincidence in the particular tribe’s rural homeland.
Indeed , ‘ urban; local groups, ,inay /.eraerge; iii which, persons resident in 
/a specif io ./and Ademarcatedlrgsidenti.al area have assumed some degree 
of corporate identity regardless of their tribal origins. This is 
the case for those urban areas, such"as the housing estates .in 
Kampala East,, whose administration, inhibits the development, of local 
tribal clusters, and whose allocation.of dwellings is based,on 
criteria other than tribal membership. Persons , so constituted inay 
‘come to regard themselves as members of residential groups and 
categories, as well as- those of tribe. ■ ■ .

e , Bott, 1957, The--Family/and Social Network, Tavistock Publication
London. -A



In urban society, or ; in the situational contexts of an urban,
- Metropolitan or quasi-national cdmplexyla. third' less basic and less 
coherent, set of social alignments becomes effective*.-;. These' .; 
alignments are made through affiliations, of what:I call a civic. .; 
order* The affiliations include observances of the urban or: 
national written legal code, includingall forms of : ,;of f icial" 
administration,.observances of:the demands Of^Workplace and the 
occupational structure, and interest -or participation in supratribal 
political. and quasi-political..,bodies* ' Occasionally, \as among the 
politically complex Ganda,; the civic affiliations .overlap considerably 
with the tribal and even, kinship affiliations.. But even the Ganda 
are no longer a purely autonomous tribal state and., in .the relatively 
neutral zone of Kampala city especially, the.civic order of law, 
administration and Workplace is /for^the :most par t .^distinct froiii the \ 
Ganda tribal order. ' . . . '
.. Both Epstein’s and Banton’s major studies^ indicate to me the , .

wpys. In. which affiliations of • the tribal;.and;kinship• order 'are 
adapted to an urban.civic order. ,:I attempt to show,' in addition, 
hov/ affiliations based on common residence' are integrated'with'and . 
adapted to, the civic order, and how: they contribute towards ■’ if. ...vl-..'

Especially, it seems to,me, the two primary orders of kinship/tribe 
and common residence are . always; "compromising." with the.eivic order.
It .is' "pieces" or "parts" of these tv/o/.primary orders which are. 
received by' an ever-widening’ ■■ growth, of ■ civic affiliations .' The ’ 
civic order , never gives./ It... just receives.. I state this

* A.LA Epstein, 195.8., Politics in an’ nrbanlAffican- Community, ''M.'U.P* 
for, Rhodes-LIvingstpne Institute •
M.P. Bah ton, 1957..J .West African City,. O.U.P,. - for: I. A.I. : •/



metaphorically though,unscientifically: to, illustrate a general 
picture of contingent yet,relatively independent orders.

None of this,.,is .,to say that the three orders are not conceptually
nor situationally isolatable. Both in my description and in
behavioural fact they are* .1. attempt to prove their relatively
independent natures,in describing the two primary orders In the

A . 'Hu-to. ■ : '■ . - ■ A ’"". .
following/four-'Chapters * . Then,' in the foilov/ing chapters (,Ch.Nil)? •
I .show the way in/-which .people try. to,, -integrate them into. the . A ;
somewhat diffuse/civic order. They do this, by formalising certain :
activities which are' specific to the cluster of affiliations within
:an order. . They establish voluntary associations, with/leaders,
titled . offices., .constitutions, and declarations of -aims. Inadvertently
and usually unconsciously, policies of exclusion regarding membership
develop. Differentiation, often of a segmentai'y type, then occurs
in the associations. The policies of exclusion, and the segmentation
and-other differentiation of .the associations, ar..: Invariably based . ' -,
on socio-*economic\grounds, though they , may be expi'essed through the
internally differentiated natures. of .the two primary orders. A
typical' example is of a clan association consisting, of.poor men,
while the full tribal association consists^ of wealthier men, drawing
its leaders and. members from all clans of the tribe.. Another
example is of residents of the lower status housing estate establishing
associations .specific to the estate and/differentiating them from
the associations 'established by'residents of the higher status
estate* This is /what. I meant by "pieces of parts" of these'two
primary orders being received by the civic, since socio-economic
affiliations are essentially of this latter-order*



r 'Thus far,- through hdiat may he' termed, "structurd!11- analysis 
I describe, the Internal; differentiation of . tile two primary orders, 
the ways' they' are organised-formally‘and..so contribute'to the , diffuse/ 
civic order, and how the -latter may be defined, ' A it... , v* ‘ \

But there • are .pieces.\ bp. parts' of the- primary orders which are 
not accounted for 'in' thlsAanalysis of organised adaptationand 
.integration. - For-example ,, -Ifnough clans In- some' /bribes, may receive-'.': 
formal expression through, the establishment of a clan' association,-'
-the. fact that clansmen"- are.'./also family men.neighbours , or .workplace 
"•associates .escapes coherent -and. linked analysis.-.-'In some ..tribes, A ‘- -/A. 
clans receive no such formal, expression’ but remain .diffuse, non-; -/./ 
corporate 'entities whose'''members are dispersed* . so• that a-whole 
sector of-.an urban tribal populace is left undescribed,. - Similarly, ■ - 
residents of a common local, area' are divisible into, leaders./ theAled,/ ! 
and the Indifferent, The latter especially escape analysis, and 
•’the former-are only described in their leadership and membership;;;. ̂ 
contexts,. -In , spite of - t-he frequent Interest shown in them,, formal 
voluntary associations constitute only a small part, .of,'African urban 
■life-. ■ .,

1 therefore find it necessary to progress to a deeper level 
of analysis bjt observingitho, ways in which- personsyinove or do not 
move through; statuses/based .variously according to the - internal 
differentiation, of. each order..; y.. -This is. done by analysing persons’ 

statxis-sequences and the -s.e-ts- of" role“reiatIonshius'~ In which any 
■ one such- sequence involves them* . ; ; /- A - ' ■-/ -

y * f P. K.-.Merton, 1957 * Social/, Theory -and. Social 'Structure ,-.Free Press-,-'
■ Glencoe, Chicago . : j y.A*:‘A ' /;A : * I- *’ ' :A

A  A.W. S.oiitRall, -1959,- -An.tsWat-ional .The,dry of Hole, Hiuian Relations.



This is ■ to .say" that each urban. order .is internally differentiate 
by major .'demarcations of - formal Organisation, • . The basis of this’.'.-./ 
organised dif f ex'entiation is' the socio-economic differentiation-. 
off-persons.,. Thus, ' each order, is' seen, .as/hierarchical' or stratified. 
-But . .for the.-urban /tribal order this is so. for segmentary tribespeople 
only, arid'not for ,-centralised tfibespeopie., I The reason for the - 
difference between-tribes- at first sight rests on. the major ’ .... -
‘distinction in their1 traditional tribal structures. For the.local, 
and;civic, orders the stratificationior formally organised activity ; . 
applies’ with, increasingly less distinction .to all .tribespeople. ;
• In describing"these orders and their lines of differentiation 

■ and .stratification-* I am really describing independent .structures 
or sub-structures . "Structure"., must surely/..now be regarded as a
concept, ref erring' to . a relative level of abstraction. Nade‘1 ■ has
■ - ■ ■ ' - . . . ' ' . . considered the problems 111 defining social structure, . ;His. -

definition emphasises the relational aspect of persons rather than -
the positions they. occupy in a static , status system.,, He appears -
to .’follow Parsons in this relational emphasis, I use the word
"order" in preference to."structure"-merely to avoid the many ,
different connotations ■ and. ambiguities of, the latter, . ..

The orders;.-I describe are structures of a low level oil
abstraction.; 'That is to say, they refer to groups, collectivities!.
;.and-. categories which‘may ' usually be divided into •-sub-groups all of

V  . 1 '- - - ' . .. . 1 2which "are made-up, of .people in determinate, stable relationships" „

 ̂ S,F. Nadel, 1957? fhc Theory of Social. Structure, Cohen and West,.'
2 . ■ : ' ' i. Nad el, OTo.cit,, p* hi ‘



'.Thusc'er/fcain of//fc he relationships Ain which any individual- is- ./ -A.

involved are' conditioned/wholly oi\,par.t.ly by his membership of a 
group or category. or>division of one of these.' This is .especially 
the case when activities are .formalised', through, -for example, the 
establishing .of voluntary associations.- But many relationships in .. .1 

/which the individual-is set are not immediately referable to a.
.group or. category of "which he is a in ember. This is . especially the. ■
■ case for persons whose tribespeople ..do not formalise their urban'
/co-activity through'establishing voluntary associations or for 
■persons'who, are indifferent to or excluded from membership’ in any 
association, whether Tribal, local or civic. The.civic order 
-especially, I have stated,., is not'/generally divisible into corporate,
- common-interest groups. ' Much, more than , the two primary.orders it

. - ' . . ■. . ,j - ,is characterised by single-interest-relationships. ;. between individuals 
in categories, .The two primary ordersespecially that of kinship/ 
tribe, are characterised by a larger proportion, ofAmulti-purposive ’
• relationships; between individuals inAgr'oups/ ■ ■-' ••

f  An intensive look at. the order's;/through role-analysis ... -
accommodates deficiencies in this general structural ana3,ysis.. It 
shows -how an individual's' role-relationships are indeed .bounded for - t 
much of their content.-within a .group o,rvcategory-within/an order,
'but. shows how they are interrelated.with.any of his"other role- 
•' relationships within a: separate order . >. Persons may be. differentiated^ 
from each "other-by assessing whether.a concentration’of'role- 
relailonships with/in. pne order affects'the- nature and content of their

 ̂ The ferm "single-interest: relationship." is taken from F.-G., Bailey/ 
1964y Politics and' Social Change, University of California.Press.



relationships within other orders, and - how they are .so affected.
■ - Some studies in "network analysis" have shown the differential

effect role-relationships may have on each other,. / Bott has shown
that differences in connectedness in conjugal role-felationshios
are determined by differences between couples, in their netv/orks- of. : .
occupational and-leisure-time relationships. Barnes shows how
distinctive networks of economic and occupational relationships define
status or., class affiliations," . My. concept of order’* or structure
is similar to . the-.latter,’ s concept of "social, field", .though I am
interested in ’showing, firstly, . how . such orders are'internally ' '. ; •
differentiated into groups and. categoriessecondly/,, how these.y / •
diffei'entiations affect the chamielling-out . of; Vrole-relationships
by 'selected persons, and,, thirdly, the 'distinctive networks that • \
■emerge,'-'-". .. ■ ■. • ; / •.' • •' , , ;

Networks are; ego-centred and do not normally coincide with ...
groupsthough occasionally They may do so. But, In. most cases, ■
the members of. an ego’s network belong to .more than pne group. And-'
so does ego.. .Role and network analysis .allow us to follow an. ego’s .
relationships without specific reference to any particular group*
At The same time,.in.following these relationships, the significance.
of group membership, either for ego himself or for. his partners,
will be noticed, where it exists, 1

Groups are corporate, though the degree of corporateness varies.
Common member shii;> is acknowledged and members of a.group exhibit
1 ■ ' -A ' ' \ 'E. Bott, opecit. '

J„A. B a r n e s 195^? Class and Committees in a Norwegian Island Parish 
Human Relations, Vol*7i No*2* -
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consensus of norms. Ideally , they acknowledge ■ each other.’s rights . . 
'and duties, . Except, in so far as it is. usually, headed/by a leader*...
a .group does not -depend for its. ..existence on an ego. If a person
leaves the group,-, he may be replaced by another/person and the ; ■
group continues unchanged in structure. Since a network is centred 
around an ego, it is dependent for its , existence on that ego, / The ' 
network ceases to exist once ego is removed. In practice, of course,’
members of a close-knit network may still interact even after the •
removal of ego.. But, whether or not they form.a group, their 
respective networks are distinct both from each other and.from that 
of the original' ego.. . ■ - ■ • • .
• . The distinction between; group and network is, of course,
analytical. . But, empirically, we can : discern tje- existence of a ■
group by the coming-together of/its; members, and their more or less •. 
concerted' action*. . Networks are less easy to discern empirically, , 
.'especially, when they.-, are loose-knit. Moreover, over a" single.-’! 
issue members of- a group may be mobilised as a network when', as I.
illustrate. in the next chapter,/they■ have a connnon interest in
rallying.round one of their fellows* One may go so far as to’ claim 
that a group is always potentially; a he/tWork since it ■ can , always 
be mobilised around an ego, but a network, is not a group, since 
there is no corporate action by.its constituent members noî  is there 
necessarily consensus of norms. Networks may,- of. course, become 
groups. .This may happen-if the constituent, members of ego’s network . 
come together, either by chance.or through"ego’s instigation, establish 
a common interest, and then agree to associate with each other more 
or less regularly in defence of this and any ensuing common interests,./



Implicit in these' distinctions;/between group and network' is/ 
the fact that the latter-is unbounded.while the ofrmer has a boundary* 
Because, a group .has a corporate identity, it: .defines: its..methods-of /'.. 
recruitment and membership qualifications-* 1 This is what Bott calls 
the "organized group" as distinct from "categories, logical classes/, A 
and aggregates"* "In an/organized group, the component individuals 
make up a larger social whole.;with common aims, interdependent roles,' 
and a distinctive sub-culture*/.. In network' formation* on the other .
hand, only some, not all, of: the component-individuals have social

. ‘ j ' ; - / ■ ■relationshiiDS with one another". The ginoup. is thus bounded as to
its personnel, aims, and organisation. But, at ego*s invitation,
‘any-.person may/join/ a network without the, knowledge of its other
members,, who do not consciously share common, aims nor regard themselves
■as organised. It is-in these' senses that the network has no "common
boundary". I need hardly add. that I. do not regard group and /
network, as conceptually and .empirically mutually '.exclusive . /■ t

Networks and groui^s each have probably an almost, infinite 1.. a '
number of respective - properties *!., /, The analysis . and .'enumeration : A / ;..--
of these jjroperties, and the./theoretical relationship of the network A
and^'oup /concepts provide possible' problems., for/extensive study.; ; ' ..
In regard to the latter, for instance, .a simple hypothesis is that
in small-scale societies onore of a: person*O':Relationships derive*' !
theii". normative content from groups/ rather thaiy netv/ork's, whereas /

'V E. Bott, op.cit, p*58 j footnote. •
p ' . /.■’ ■ • • ... / • v . .‘Merton, op.cit., p*3.1 0 , for a .discussion of some group properties.;



the sifuatioii becomes, reversed^in Aitibre complex societies/!: ! But -ilA'AA' 
do 'not consider.;;these '• ’other .possibieVpi’o.blems* A : lAmerely find /the .' 

ahalytical-.distinction betWebi: groups.- 'and; hetv7or!cs-,A ;as ̂ I -have cbfined -
,.tiiefiirAuseful/ in- my present, analysis, A- ■ :A :.-

- : A ' In {this 'thesis ,A I attempt - to show /that, the urban kin,a tribal /
'vand '’iocal-'tgrpups '-to .Which segmentary,tribesmen in'Kampala East '/ . -
belogg, tend ' to-,exhibit greater solidarity and: impose greater V a M ;
obligationsAon the:individual than the;urban kin, tribal and local , -
groups..to which 'centralised, tribesmen;;,belong. 1 illustrate this by , *
,.ana.lysing /formal vvoluntary! associatiohs and their leaders. 1 then.- 
go.- oh to argue that,-theseAassociations and 3.eaders. represent, almost - 
symbolically, the same overlapping groups .so constituted as to 
delineate Systems of, stratification and mobility. Though there r - 
may be. no direct;-, interact ion between .leaders and non-leaders, including 
non-members, -1 'sxxggesi that the. 'ba-ses-' oh which they each, establish.. - 
their p.i’ogressive adqixibitioh of higher status and greater prestige.., . 
are . similar in ' many, re'.spec ts, ; They both may/ only pass- up into and A - 
through . groups by manipulating successively -.and'.successfully -their!-A’ - A. 
positions-in .more ,.pre;sti’geful networks.;of • relationships. T h u s / .
in/a sensenetworks link structurally '-opposed 'groups* . Morel 'a.-7
inultiple' performance . of role-relatip.nships within networks’' is 
-required'by se’gmeht'ary-;/than- centralised tribesmen* ••• . ..
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CHAPTER ' II , • . •: ■ ' ■ / ■ p /' ' -' - '" V7/ . ' " ‘

'■URBAN.-GROUP FORMATION ' WITHIN-VTHE' 'TRIBAL.'ORDER ; ' A. A'.

;AA -'.in' this chapter I describe .the nature, of urban kin .'and -tribal ' .
groups, and illustrate, how ■'they may vary among segmentary'and 
Centralised tribes people , . . 7 -
A I outline .differences land, similarities in-rural tribal 

/structures and-show how- ’they' affect the-formations of groups ' in a- 
.general, urban context;■ 'Because! of these rural and’ general urban 
references, the- area and; pe'ople 'of Naguru add Nakawa are mentioned , 
less in this than in'other:chapters, though all cases, cited are of 
residents of the estates,- * I. shall, show, that these general 
..ref erences. are necessary bef ore I begin analysing the'; .functioning 
/of" dt'in,' tribal and .other groups In- the .more specific local context 

of‘/Kampala East*:;'./' ' '■ -'A •• A - •; -.
.. I make no 'prior ' as sump t ions, that ■ Buch groups -exist. But I : 

may, safely - assume ;that any, urban migrant is the'ego - of - a- general . ..
,network of‘social‘relationsvlocated ,in both town and country.. To ■ 
show that such groups exist;, therefore, I.,describe a 'case - which is , 
centred/ around.;/ anv ego/,/ /Th.de scribing--'the' case I' shall also be 
•'describing1'- a ;hetwox’k;:-;of'-.relations., .-.-.-'In • analysing.; this: network/I - -V: :'
make. 0tiier.. safe .assumptionsi' that .a. close-knit network may approach . ■ 
the /nature of/a'group, or/ quasirgroup^;:. and that' a loose-knit network

J.' '/.A. C'-. Mayer* ,1963p . The ,Significance, .of Quasi?-groups .-in the Study .A '
7 7/o f. Politics, unpublished ..seminar-•> paper., S . O.Ai S.,, University of

'Londonr '/A quasi-group -is: a .notwork/which is ’ activated by an ego -:
. for, a specific purpose, and on a: specif ic : occasion,. Its constituent, 
'members, act more or less collectively ...on that one occasion, which,
■ in .the -paper cited', is- a .municipal-election, /They do not normally



is, much less likely to:become . or. be' 'mobilised as a group’*/'

a) The initial Case : ; / .

A characteristic feature/of:the migrant labour force of any 
African town is the process whereby new migrants'. come to the town 
at the suggest ion' or through /the help, of close kinsmen, af fines, 
clansmen, or fellbW-villagers.' /.The newcomers receive food , and 
lodging,' and, in turn, perform/.the ' host T,s domestic chores'. / The. 
dependence of the .newcomer on .‘his. host M s  reflected in- these 
reciprocal rights • a n d ; / d u t i e s ' 7 A .*•'• -■ / ; • /

■ F.or .those migrants who do;.not stay-long in town, the rights 
and, duties will' persist .and, the.:.relationship' between;/■the-;"brothers" 
is not. likely to change. . .. • / //’ - A .-a ! - • A'

; There ar'e/hhose; .migrants/,,''however * • v/hp stay for longer periods 
in town. .and who, during their-, period/of urban residence , marry and 
bring their wives and children; id /live with .them. It is such ■ 
migrants who are characteristically residents-.of Naguru.and Nakawa* 

The sheer, fact/of .longer, urban/residence means that each 
dependent newcomer, while lodging with his kinsman host, has more 
time in which to evaluate himself according to the typically nrban 
.criteria .of prestige. . In Kampala, some of these criteria appear1' 
to be individual economic , and ;.social- independence, the quantity and 
quality of material, goods acquiredthe capacity for leadership, 
and educational standing. ' . ' . • ' •

nor regularly act collectively and may only be so.involved by the 
ego, Who must have appropriate; sanctions or powers./ In Mayer's 
paper, the ego. is a patron and the members - of the quasi-group are 
linked to him through various client relationships* :•/,/ A:
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Again, it is characteristically residents of Naguru and Nakawa 
who are likely to make positive self-evaluations according to these 
criteria.. They are of*-longer'than average urban residence and / 
have a stake in,.-understanding and subscribing to norms of urban living.

. A dependent, in- a quest-for; this /urban -prestige, may move from, 
this initial state of dependence on'his kinsman to a state of A 
relative.individual independence.

This movement is.both physical and social. , It is physical in 
that the former dependent must find alternative.accommodation. 1 He 
either, rents a house in his own name,, or lodges .with an unrelated 
tribesman., often .someone Whom he has met through his occupation.
Since a man must Wait at least. two years for a house at Naguru or 
Nakawa, he usually does lodge' with someone, either in the suburbs.’ 
or in Kampala East. , ; A ' a ■' A " . . . . ' -

The movement is also social*. It is preceded by self-eVaJ.uatiion 
on. the part of ■ the ...reluctant dependent., 'who will choose accommodation
• and.a neighbourhood which he- believes is in keeping-with his socio- . 
economic;status. He recognises, that the sanctions of- opinion in
. the /.neighbourhood unit are strong and that a poor man living in/ a . 
.rich neighbourhood can have as uncomfortable a time as the rich man 
living in a poor , neighbourhood. ’. '

.. During' the time that the migrant . spends in town before and 
aftern the movement, he progressively widens his range of associates.
• In the alien- environment, of a town like Kampala, in,, for most migrants, 
a foreign tribal' district, those associates who are.in any way 
related'to him become particularly significant as members of a field



of /’interaction# He will already have known some of these associates
at home. ,’With them die will share a1 locality of. origin and the 
.social', ■ ideological, and . affective,' commitments that go with this.

• Other associates or acquaintances .may., be' of the same tribe 
but unrelated. They may also be of-a different tribe. Such 
•acquaintanceships may be born out of occupational' or. neighbourhood ' -
relationships in the town. Except for those who are members of 
the same tribe, the migrant will not share ties of common local origin, 
‘with these associates. The closest rural local ties are characteristic 
ally those between kinsmen. It is useful to.distinguish analytically 
the kinship-aspects of■the urban network#

: * Some ‘migrants have'a large number of relatives in.the town.
Others may have very few. The extensiveness of any man’s urban, 
kin network is of course determined by the number;Of relatives he
tas ,'in town.' But the extensiveness of a migrant's network is a

. - a .different thing from its,effectiveness, i.e. its acting collectively /
with a-common objective’,. or as a common need, arises. It is when
a network more or less.regularly takes on these qualities that it ■
may be regarded as having assumed ;group properties. Such effectiveness.
of an urban kin network/..seems very inuch related to the nature of the
tribal society from. which members of/the.network come. Where
members,are strongly united by common interests at home, there are
more, occasions on which they are likely,to. act collectively in'the.
town, often in defence of these, s-ame common interests. Conversely, .

 ̂ A.L. Epstein,, 1961, op.cit., in Which':he,"distinguishes .the 
.'I- extended and effective networks. ' • . . .



the absence or lesser significance of'.these rural common interests 
diminishes the likelihood of urban collective action among the 
same people.

The following case«study- shows how, ego, a Luo called Onguto, . 
acquires the urban individual;independence discussed above, and how, 
at the same time, his activities become.both prescribed and 
circumscribed by his kinship network, or-at least .by sectors of :it♦. 
This prescription and circumscription of activity provides the 
boundaries defining the kin and additional groups# y
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■ ; - Ochen's sister (a), as the eldest' girl of the family, was .
• the first .to be: married. She was also the first,, by virtue'-of

hei’ marriage, to leave the Luo homestead and go to town. Her 
husband, of Clan A, chose to go to Kampala and, after' some time, in 
a suburb', / rented a Shs. 1?/-■ house ,at Nakawa. This was in 1955*
An 1 9 5 6 Ochen, 'through/correspondence, .arranged to lodge ,with this 
brother-in-law -in.,Kampala fox' the purpose of finding a job. He 
was given food, and accommodation free of charge until he found a job. 
after'.a few months, at which point he began paying’ his contribution.
As an educated man, able to find a good job as a clerk, his.income
was. immediately .much higher than that of . his brother-in-law. Both 
for reasons /of self-esteem and in a quest for .less crowded accommodation, 
he opted to lodge with ah unrelated bachelor!at .the more affluent 

: estate .of. Naguru'-j ..in a, far more expensive house* . After a year he
himself was able . tot rent ..a /Kbuse-back at Hakawa. ■ . His .. brother, Amos, 
immediately .junior .to /ifim,; but / some. 12/ years younger, joined him ' 
then,, in 1957'• ‘ • He/was II years of /age ♦/. He had come to /receive -< 

/-education.'At tha- time. Man Mau disturbances in. IMnya madeMhool /
7 . attendance hazardous,: so- it had been thought better by 'his father. -. .
;!. that the/ boy come to Kampala for . his . schooling.- ■/ It ..fell on Ochen ‘

: \ ; as .the /eldest. son.,in employment to , pay his -fees-.1 /'//;' t •
• • '- ;r/!•:/•; Ohguto is-Ochen's patrilatera! c"ro s s - cbusin« In 195,8*/Ochen

-was this‘ time', obliged/to: accommodate, Onguto who had come. to find .
. '•employment. 'OhgutO/was sixteen at-.,the- time. . His,.father, an 

/•; uneducated man, had/refused to continue paying his . son's school fees,- ■ 
and had/bought: himself-a,.1 ourt'h wife - and shop., ‘ • . .

...Onguto, after sorae/15 -months. lodging with Ochen,' found it -
/ convenient/to lodge -with a series -of, unrelated' ',tribesmen with whom!
. he had made 'friends, '’mainly/ through /his- occupation' as a semi-skilled - 
storekeeper' in .the , Ministry-;:; of .Works-. • . It had been, convenient to
■ cease lodging;with Ochen, as the latter now wished ,to bring his 
vAfe/and children to; live',in the town* ,■ .,/



/',-- 7 7  ’ While Onguto;Mas:̂iodgjyigaat .kakawa'- with ’one/of /his unrelated i// /. ■■
.v ;; ' •;/ Luo;'-friends',, Okello, ■. he , r.ece ive.d . a me s s age,, fr ok his . kins folk at''hpme/77/ 

: a 5 ■ that. .'‘jhis y f ^  ' daughter', -Ester- had.' eloped to/'Kampala'7- '■/;!!'■ /
7 . with /another/huoiv j.;;No/arhangemehts for.- marriage , lie* the p/bridewealthy.
.O'. 7  y and /c'eremony;,//had•*-- be:en;iia'&’e *'• - Hhe.:giripwasp his • • paralleldpu'sin-j; ' 7'7 yy/'

• , : and of the; /satie clan" (C), anM it'Aeli/on-On/guto/to ,persuade -the 7 y 777/7/';
girl' to leave the /man and: return'-.home. 7/-ihis/he .did* ’The girl’s/7-7y7,

' fiihi, iparentB,,; .(i) ;and -:Ce.)-, 'realised -that, through this .elopement',' the/*- '777 7 7  
■/ / / 7 7 * girl ’-.s/marrying: -value/-at ’ home/had /diminished# / They 'trusted/-the, 7 .. - 77
■: 7 7 : ‘7 /girl:/to' Onguto.’ s/: charge ’ and left/it, to;/him- to fihd--'her a* husband! ,7’ /-/!
,7". ..-b in-.'Kampala',.:; sin cel.she •hbw/hadf/thelJ^ser/s.t.atus of a ! town; girl1 *' • 7-7/
; v -',:pkelloy like Onguto.,* : had. alsb7foUhd .‘disaffection with his 7 7  . 7  7 ;-

V;y" . father •'(!.)• for "not ' giving.,me inbre/hdii cat ion" and; (2) for not 77 y-
777/.7'-. giving /him bridewealth. .His : father : had’/said, -"lou earn money" in '■ /■ 7/ 
.'f--■; 7--7 ' the town,' .. You* cah pay for the' bridewealth" * . Okello had. twice* 7  -7".

w7/!*7 1 .previously tried 1 to /arrange., his* -own- marriage ,* on the. first'occasion ’ /,
77/ 7' by sending;,:money direct to -the , girl1 s'- parents/,/... on "the second occasion ■/.-/-.

, by sending/the:'money, to'his* sister. * On both occasions -the money :* 7*7 7 
y-y - . 7  ’ was.’ consumed h  / Okello * s; disaffection with his father-had by then';.' 7. 
7/7./ :■ .. ' extended-.to ‘‘ail-'-his 'close ‘kinsfolk,./, so that. without their support^ 7.. .

i; .../ /.-he was unable-to.-reclaim his money#- Onguto,' therefore, as. Okello’s' /
close/,friend (they shared the similar grievance of -being only half--/-- ./ 

-I ■ . educated), regarded his-charge over Ester as ,an opportunity - for. ■ •
7. ‘ - providing- ..the'' luckless Okello with a cheap .wife. Neither thought..//;- -/.•*'•/•.

?*"*■** '/.v ; /the- bridewealth would be/as' much-as usual'. in.. view of Ester’s lowered,-/:' ;/
. / .7/: ' urban status,. ’ Okello/'-and/Ester/agreed to. the • arrangement „ , 7  7 " 7 ‘-*7.
./.•'. -.. '7 7 . . ..-At the/sarr/e//time' as Onguto 'was making.- these . arrangements , . the,-* ‘ . ‘ '///;
/,/ s •/.. larger-■ subtribe 'association 7  whose chairman ,w as ■ Ochen, and which"-,..': "* -77 
■ /. / ' ./embraced members;-from clans A,.Byand C ,■-■/and; some- others, felt, it, -its-., . '
.- 7* / /_, duty/to heal-’with/the girl’s case', . and resented-Onguto’s individual'"-/ .; 7

.; /'/■/!'■’: /•■;,/.handling of the, mattex*, in- spite' of 't.heii'aiter ’ s' protestation that 77. 
i7//7/// ////he' was acting* with’./the girl’s/parents-’/.conseiit <, ' The., association j;/-/'.
/■-■ /;.../ ..** ..!,-ih'/normal, ’fashionwanted' to,- send5/tdTe/waywh.rd- girl, home . But the'; . -/ ■ • ..
- yivv _ / /'. per sbhai/appearance /and ih.t erv'eh t ion.j'at.; .'Kampala of the, girl1 s-- parent Q̂ :.\//;* 
°'-'/’7- ' ;■ ■ /all.dwe’d .01ce3:lo and -Ester to-, start , living together. -// /. - ;. .. ;-7 ' '///
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Ochen, . as chairman of this subtribe-/association, had'-,- in'' 
this. conflict between .the association and Onguto , regarded the -
younger classifiestory brother1 s ’individual’- handling’ 'of the case. .. 
as m!proud" (i.e. "uppish")y. This had later consequences., for their. ; .
■ r el at io nship •, e • g.v ,('l)- they'broke- tip the partnership "they .'had -Ah. 
running a local shop, (2) Ongutoistarted a small, clan association' 
in town in. opposition; to' Ochen and to, Rhe larger ' lubtribe...association* 

7 After 18-months1 /"marriage", no bridewealth had been raid by 
Okello to' Ester’s parents! - Onguto was. therefore called.upon to, 
persuade Okello'.' to. hand over'the money .for the . necessary ■ cattle.
Though, this conflicted with .his obligation to-Okello a.s a friend,- 
he chose to carry out the wishes of his'kinsf olk at-home * ,

■ In-19.6 2 , Onguto welcomed his patrilateral parallel'cousin, / 
Orayo,' toiKampala* - They.are-close agnates and, of course, of. the 
same' clan (C)« Onguto; managed to find Orayo ,a "job as a porter.
Some months later,- Onguf.o was -himself /dismissed - from his job and 
spent many ..months unemployed,, ' During, this time.it was Orayo who 
kept him, . though' the house ■ :aild furniture were , of course , in Onguto ’ s 
name, and he continued to be,'regarded as "householder". • ;
: The-Clan association .which.-,Onguto ,had.- established'-,ceased, to 1 -
exist as-a constitutional entity, i.e. with a. committee, membership 
book,- -and it he formal -.convening of meetings, 'but . interact ion between:-. •/ 
•the- clansmen continued ,-to---befrequent.. For instance, a- clansman, 
hisltwo - wives',' .six .children and chickens descended ion ...Onguto ! s.':-: 
house • and- ‘hospitality and stayed for' a' week. Their settlement.'near: 
Port, Bell, a- • few .-■ miles:. f r cm-.; -Kampala, .When e they had - be.en -:wo r king,' - ’ 
had been -badly ‘ damaged by - floods * '■ No: prior warning or--invitation. .
to Onguto’s' house 'was/necessary, -"since; -they ah.e ..clansmen and have 
a right- to. be fed, housed, aiid helped - in' any other ..way.’1

At the same time-,the conflict --’between Onguto ..and ''Ochen bec-ane.>. 
resolved..”' ' Onguto had;-a dream in’-which 'his dead paternal grandmother ‘ 
had bese'eched:'him- to*"'reconcile the -dispute. . . She .-had-'said that it . 
was' "immoral"' for Luo,-"fbr6tliers!1 -to be-in enmity, and that "if Luo ,’v 
brothers are not.- united. what will come of the name' ( the patrilineage )"



/Having yhe'ede'd/ the-';;draam:vV.ph'gut.6', ‘as ego;-, .was now" in-.interaction; ■’ 7  ;
. Wit'h/later.al; kinsmen7affinesi ' and}by extension ,fcin7 o.f the- latter, - ; ' . 
/and;"patriclausni'ery/allhof/whom constituted his urban .network of-;/ ’
"kinsmen"; ; ' ;V 7 7  7 , 7 7  \ ; 7  ' ■ i ‘ / • ■='

b) Group -Aspects, of/-the Urban 'Kinship Network , • . 7 ■
■/ , What has been/describedtis a network, since throughout it ■ . " ;

■■wat; centred around/ahego:, Onguto*/. / ■ But /now let it be-considered :
:as;; far7/as/PpsBiblb./as' a grop-p/-or-- seriespoi'1 groups, remembering that" 7  

since.; the. ,ca'se .cbncerned Luo comment s'will!, for the moment confine.'/■:77 
.themselyo'S/ to’ -thislthib'e V -7 7 7 .-- • 7" '/' • , l//
- 7 7  V T h 7 hat/ extent/does.; the'• casef-exhibit; bounded' systems/ of 7 7' ‘‘ 
r.eiat'iohshSps^'fihtwhich./"th'e'Same7.pers6.ns/interact more.-or less 
■reguiarDy.*'/ sli-aRe/^tgeheraJ* .consensus;', .of/’norms and acknowledge' '7. ■ .-.■

Oommbh'-membership;! 777/./ 7 / 7 7 /  '/77- 7 .7 ' ■ • ' '■'•■7";7 7  7
■ ;/v;;777eafi77/there;7hRe7-distahc7 ’’fields’./of corporate, action. The ./ -k;-- 

;hetvf6rl7;descrrb6dis trip t liierely'\ohe/v incorporating. kin ;alone7 - Clan-/ 77 
membership; isildistihguished* -and /the:’ case/ illustrates - the ' significance 
of /.clanship f o.r''//members. iir town, - - Common • home - ori'gins/7s "evident, / /■ 7 7 
.-especially im the' fact;.that there -is an--.urban- subtribe association,/.
■ wlii/c hj'. foUndecl. /on' the: admin is t r at iv e. sub tribal areas, at home \  . .at t eampt s 
,to/bmbra.ce/in/ an authoxMtarian./manner 'iiieBib'ers of the1: clans A,: B' and G 
p̂ hll.e-’ithey.'. are in /towh •;/'./ At:-homedistinct .clan areas --are ■modern . 
adminis.tr ativei.diyisiiifis of the sub tribe';./ .But in town clansmen 
; try to .assert//their, aiitonoiny and may form their - own voluntary formal / 
association. / -Eyeh• without such associations, clansmen in town. are.-•

3 /The' Luo /s.ubti’ibepis: a/modern administrative .unit called a ■ 
location/in--Kenya!/■■/’ /■ . • - ; 1



involved in a. reciprbc/ity. ;of- obligations,which imitate .those., 
between' kinsmen..- y ■ ■ . \-‘d.‘ '

.-Also distinguished as .fields of corporate action are-male 
siblings^, other, agnatesand'lateral kinsmen, din theory and in 
practice there is' a. limited or bounded number of male siblings and 
agnates. As with, clansmen and fellow subtribesmen, - the patrilineal 
principle ideally.defines the limits of the group made up of male 
siblings and agnates. . Other bilateral kinsmen merely constitute . .
-a-network- of - relationships around any egoQ Lateral kinsmen are . ,
not necessarily all of.ego Vs clan.. In the case ,; two of Onguto's 

! three cousins, are members of. different/pisns. , . -
•' ;But as- within the groups.- of inaie':.-siblings and agnates, there
is a reciprocity of obligations/between lateral kinsmen. ■:

’ :y:kd/';;;W.ithiii; the-'tiale sibling; ground these obligations are the, V V /.,
provision of accommodation, .school fees, ..and authority on the. part . ,
of/the • elder' brother in ..return, for-the .performance of domestic 
chores ’by /the.;.younger *V• dTh.erbd.ri'ay bed a/temporary breach of this 
relationship’following -the assertion of individual independence by •’ 
the younger, brother. In the :case'.,d this 'was eventually repaired.

Similar reciprocal obligations may.-obtain.-in a household - of . / 
ncxx-agnatic lateraldkinsmen,.especially cross-cousins. I have. ; 
recorded, rio cases SRiohg the Luo of a household of matrilateral-d- 
-parallel cousins inNakawa . orNaguru.-, '. /■ The obligations . between . - 
members1-, of a household of lateral kinsmen are ,* as one might expect,. ■.

 ̂ Male sibling seems. a more precise term than brother, since-, among -
English speakers -at Haguru and Bakawa, nbrother11 may be used to
refer to any male "'lateral kinsman as well as to male full and

■ half-siblings o..;;/. ■ - y'y .



Vld'Vd/'/d - /Nd-tyi'/;/ t y i - y .“; y :; V  ,, ,d/-- • //did/-; - : ' ' d̂ /:■;: ■-

‘,V.̂.■• ; likely >to be less strong Athah;/fhbs,e/%etVe eh •close- agnates.; / lor * -
■' - instance,,/. in, ;such a* household, . ityistunlikely- that the senior . i

•/■; /• , kinsman.-.will regulhriy^.pay-hchoolf‘fees :f or a.'younger. .This .. ' V
//d V/' , / obligation', ‘which maydhe regarde.d:;:'as:.how-rwell integrated into Luo- . ./dv/d/ 
,./• -'d/ d a. .expe'ctationhd remains: the; duty-of^VhU/Olderd-fullyor .half•“Sibling/ //'- d d-/;
-d: /l d' . dLat'erai<'fcirismen ;.ofddeparate/households maintain intimate contacts, d; v.d- 
/d;, . _.yy frequently visffcihgdbne.; anbth'e.r;y^ financial aid in emergencies,
. ■ - - .:v“; •.. ;ahd;; ac ting, -'of ten - in / addition - to; ’ ahdydis tinc t /from an individual* s .

■1 //agnates/and'yiansKieny.’as-/advisers;.'/' dBut, as I- shall illustrate, -" . -r d,
/ / there; ara ;.coimiidn/interests uniting ;tile .segmentaryovOrlapping ‘ / ., :

. - - - ; groupsdof/maledsiblings,:agnhtes ;and.-clansmen-, -Whereas' there are no ; /.
dd d:/d 1 /sudh', interests': 1  * ;• v •;
d d /.-• / - '1 / t : i-A. reciprddity/ox'.obligutiohs'/mayyalsd b'btaiu/between affines./ . /' / 
1  -/, ' Ochen/f. irstllqd^ed;.;bndtwas/kept;/byvhis /brptber“ in-law.. - Gnguto dd . 1.
y c r e a t e d /  an/affinal; relationships/bymarrying Ester; blf/tb Olcello, /d- - ‘ .//
’ _/■, ‘"'’d/d;■ '1 his :friendtdd...Ther.fe,Vare-;instaiiceb-t^ibq',; of men ludtoVm accommodating

\ , - . ,y ;and/Lpayingithd/.bc;hdol:.;fees'-‘fdr-. y'oungerd'brothers«;or ̂ sisters-in-law";d '% ■
•*' /-■.// .dd asdparVbbf /tfcird'j? rid<3 We alt hi bb ligat x'Qiis >tbv- -their" Wive1 s, kin, ■ ,  ■ " ’/.'/ ■ - ‘
/ ,rd;;/ ' 'V / '' ‘/-’ll' must;’;t'e;'remeiiibere:d;dthat'';kffines,,.-'; as/’-distinct from non-agnatfc d. 
dyd v ' ; -.I' lateral'^ihv;/-d6d;c%is.titute/:a;''groupt/albeit- ’a''non-membership group,/d-/ d 

d "That; is to ‘s'aygiihia/highly, sdgmeh^ary/line^ge. society like the- Lucy -- d 
; dd - - admair and ■ his/wif e . are --eachybmbers/afdxs uinet/'natal patrilineages /;//. ; !

/ yj.hicfoare‘ "capable, of,,.def inihg; t.heir ’respective’ boundaries and' /-/. - ■ / ■
";■ /./ -. "dd opposing each,. other..-/;/;Just.;as Onguto!sipatrilihekge.,. clan, ,and /■-’■ /;/'
„d // ■- . subtribe, were' capableof .acting/cdr-porate3.y;/to/-saf eguax'd their-. / -./?
//: -d’./ y,. , interests regarding,Esterso-, the’ respective'.groups of Okello',- herd", -‘d://d



husband,. were likely to act in the same way. against'Onguto and his 
kin if they felt-their own interests were in ,/jeopardy. Indeed,
a couple of years after her mari'lage-, Ester did run away from Okello. 
Okello' s close .agnates and some clansmen in Kampala vigo'urously 
demanded that she return, Ester ’.s respective . groups claimed that 
not "enough bridewealth had been:paid to warrant such forcibly made 
demands, though they did "recapture" Ester and reinstate her with 
Okello,/presumably in continuing anticipation of more, bridewealth*
., /Suffice. to say that, w h ereas among- the Luo, marriage is 

regarded as a transactional affair;'between, corporate lineages, a 
man ,regards- His. wife’s affines as-a clearly - 'delineated-.urban as ■ 
well as rural group*- -.-■■■

/vbriefly distinguished, then,;.by their different levels of.' 
corporate action in town as well ,as at-home, are the groups of 'male 
.siblings, agnates, clansmen, subtribesmen, and affines. The 
individual has/permaneht.-aiid ascribed status in. the first four, while 
in the latter he has some thing . approaching, contractual statics, ..
, ///."Among urban,.Luo the .. sibling groxxp is the most obviously 
cpfporate,,- as one might expectv , Common home interests are of : 
immediate mutual concern. Brothers jointly inherit: a father’s - 
"property and land. The common home.interests are reflected in an 
urban pattern of -obligations which are often.as strong as those 
between them at home. There appeal's to be no significant difference 
in the nature of the relationships'of full and half-brothers in tovra, 
though, in the. rural district, the latter, as the respective sons 
of .their father's co-wives,, are said-to be divided by a sometimes
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:"intense -rivalry; ’-:bn6ng\ t;he; Luo, nyiego, specifically refers to - ''*■
. jealousy between half-brothers* . In Kampala, I have, heard this 
term used/to refer to ’jealousy beteeery,kinsmen of .all categories, 
and' also between unrelated fellowtribesmen• :

■y/Respective*'urban groups of agnates, clansmen,• . and, to .a, much 
■ lesser extent, subtribesmen,.are concerned with such, practical ; 
matters as collecting money for sending home a deceased member’s 
corpse, and sometimes forming mutual aid and sports associations. 

' T h e y  also voice*"traditional" tribal ideology and norms, and may 
v assume ritual significance. ; , 1  :
V: / . , Largely; dependent -initially on the extent ,to: which the group
• ; ' is corporate./And. localised is the phenomenon, whereby new 

;migrantsespec-ial^ their common membership. ' In its
diminished sisie and more specific operational scale, the group is 

. • . likely to become: even more, corporate, in town; than at home, and to
/ - . have its objectives cQns.cloi\hly oriented to the solution of urban 
,// problems. *, / / '' - ;/ ./ -■ / /■<• ' - * *” "

1. c) The .Allered. Nature of some,"Traditional" Relationships.

. ‘ ' / 'Tlie uhdeniable -effect; that; rural; factors* have-on the above: y
Luo groups;-in town/is. not to be''takenr'as a statement that the 
relationships and obligations.' in.. them are m:ere transportations from 

v the-.rural context. . On the contrary, relationships iri town are 
...very much altered.,..;- Though/-rural’ .expectations- -‘are not necessarily//

. 'excluded,-, ur bah/expect at ions/become additional or fuSed,. or may, //■ 
-'-/cohfiict-.; y'//'//y'-/ , - y  y // " '■/■ ' ' ■■■ .'-lyy . -'
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/ y ‘ "Tlie; r ei-at io as hips' o f•brot hers - in~lawbn d. of male siblings t y /y-
/are/"instancesv / / -/.- ; . ; /:y: / - /■''

In the case ,/' Qnguto’ s/relationship to his "sister’s" husband .
/$Okello) takes, bn >a new tone in./’that/ the. latter ..becomes an affine 
as well as a friend^, .and; i3.iusti"ates,.ithe phenomenon of marriages 
. Of ten: being ■ arranged/betweeh/friends" in> town. /y,/--'/y_/■ - ;/' ■'/;;■-/
/ :y,// /Urban affinal relations hips r-ep/obar immediately'; sub ject to . ' y  . 
-soke iahange ./ I lor jinsfance, llir .a tribe /which/is/ -virilocal and • •' • / 
patrildeal -as- are/th/c/Luo-territorial/distance '-ahd,, the -.general 
'difficulty of transport and communications in the rural , district ' 
wpultj -normally resti let /ego: 1 ,s/visit/to1' his:; married sister, /and'- her '; y  

husband • and-;-'his/'-'k>n«. /■*/ In/the town//.physical proximity/.and/ ease -of -' ' 1 
transport puts, a/man /and/‘his/;married. sister / and1 affines 'into 'much / //•"'; 
greater - interaction * /; The;/dimihished'..'physical' and social distance' ■ ,/ -/ 
so/Produced may alter the/whole- /nature/of -'the. brother/married Sister/: 
/iand;' a-ffinds';.reiationship.y y  Ii% the,.rural district, the relationship / 
/between, affines is//largely f ormal, sometimethedged by enmity /between 
■/ego-hrd/ the/af fines./// Certainly.:.it :1s a .respect relationship. ///. - a//. 
The txigencies/.of/lif e:, in ' a/tov{n, /-and an .alien: one at that., preclude / 
.enmity * . . /'Mutual "aid ,becomes//the, norm-//-This ,- the ‘ lessehe.d/.-physical• 
/distance, > ahd ■ the/ wishes, afpa/sister to-, see her brother1, ./may'make- V '■ 
,f or:-‘f-riendship,,between a man./and -hib/.sister ’ s Husband, and the 
/latter-Vs'-brothers yu-tcyny;/Vyy./- ,
■ ./ /\ In; some’/base s.,;1/however-,/ the brother-in-law (ego’s sister's / 
Husband)/;'in’ay resent .this substituting of- a •respe.ct, by a ..joking;'--- 
telafionship./ These-' cases are not ./conf ined/ to' Luo;* / /. ■



A Kiga of Nakawa,. speaking -to ;ia kinskan, ...condemned' his sister's 
husband, . who, lived at Naguru, : f or. not visiting him frequently/'enough.,' 
and for "standing-aloofV when. he;' himself visited them. ! "Plow can 1 - 
.he keep-my sister from, me' ?" he./asked'*/ ‘ • .

Paradoxically, the brother'"in-law, by ■ appearing to preserve /■" ■ ' 
the formality of the' relationship, is condemned, though traditionally, 
i*e* in the rural district, his .action would appear the norm*

The .relationship of a. young migrant to his elder'full or ■ 
half-brother.' in; the’ town; is also altered!. The -elder brother assumed' 
full responsibility-'for the- younger. ./The latter1 s dependence on . ‘
the--"former , has already been-mehtionecV and exists in the f orm of •", / :
■accommodation, the -payment of .school, fees,'and the finding of. jobs*
It also exaggerates -the. seniority;,and authority of the ..elder brother 
who. takes' on .the role of -father* .-/■But this transference' .of. '-paternal _,’■/ 
roles is/not. always smooth. A/conflict of paternal" role-expectations 
may occur . between ..the fatherat) home and'the-elder brother-'-in the -(town,

Otieno, a sixteen/year old Luo, was living with his elder. .. 
full-brother, Thomas, in' Nakawa He. had/be.en attending ahi.earlby •’ 1 
school .for the .previous ■ four years. His fees were, of course, ■ /'
.paid by Thomas. ’ .He: had. now reached Standard- 9 (junior School .' 
Leaving Certificate) * • , if accepted, he would then be able. to enter ..- > 
a. Senior Secondary School., . ■ :His father very muc’h wanted.-his' education 
to be - furthered. - Thomasp who had only reached ’Standard • 8 .• himself, ■ ' 
was rather liealous at' seeing' the' possibility of his younger- brother 
becoming .'-a highly ‘•'educated man.* \ - In .addition-, he /resented having ' \ 
to' pay the- considerably higlieivSenior .Secondary School fees,- .and 
at first refused to do, so,'///There. was/ a period of disaffection - ... 
'between him and his father,' and/, younger., brother ', until., ..urged by ’ his-. . - 
father and other agnates-that,, ;:in-’the' town,' he- was ,himse].f'a ..."father 
he • relented and. agreed" to; payr the- .fees,. , ///■ . ' ■ / /



conflict of this'nature indicates that;.though the/male , 
sibling group is, on the one, hand, trii clo.s.est, it is also, on the 
other hand,/ a source of the-greatest occasional, f r i c t i o n ■■ f his/Vis- 
not the ..paradox it first sounds, Common’ interests unite "brothers; . 
in the 'permanent relationship*.. Intimacy' may be a product of the 
high frequency of interaction which such unity demands,-: ’Blit it is 
-probably an axiom of all intimate '.relationships that tensions are / ... 
generated .and find.expression through occasional disharmony^

■ V . Apart -.from , the--obligation ; to pay .school fees by elder-brothers -:
• /working in town there ..are - other /issues, responsible for’ occasional:/ -
■ friction! ., Some are' mihor. .’’and/rangey£r'6ni’'tlie. refusal/, oflthe" youiiger 
. brother to perform some of' his elder/brother! s/domestic ' chores awhile,
. lodging with him in town; . . deviani behaviour ..by!the ..younger brother * - 
e * gr kissing... school, or, ‘if he is working,"drinking and /roaming" v . " 
•with /prostitutes; ’.‘-and , similarly deviant behaviour by' the, elder - ■ 
brother and'/subs.e’queht'.attempts' at... correctioii "by /the,, younger, ,

. The_ most easily: observable issue-’responsible.'fb-r:/friction, is. 
the /movement in accommo.dutipii from an elder brother-’ by -a •younger.,.;-! 
more r’e'cfent urban- migrant*/’" This, indicates a striking out’ for r '.i / /; 
independence, by'the younger brother and/is /'potentially > a hostile '..’ / 
action, since, it involves, the latter•’s self.•■>eyaTUa.tion and a partial

■ though: not total,’ rejection of . the elder ' s;/huthorlty^^nd sur>e ri'd^S.y

! - This.-physical movement and!'striking'- outlfor/lh^^mhdehc.e,^nav ■ '•; ■” ; ■ . - .. '"// -, . "///'A-.,/ ' ' ;/ / 1 •'
-be a, cause of- disputes' not only' between "male./sib3:i}:pgs'llip/î ĥ lUnder • 
the; same roof, .but' .also .betx^een members of( the - patrilineal groups - \ 
referred to, merely .living, near to each .other , on the, same estate



■.' . ■. ' : ;/ . -' io6: -

or .part of estate, ; ...To"-"these Bu’o groups,' and to those of other ■’ • 
tribes .1 .shall mention,- such actions are - often- regarded as a symbolic 
’betrayal'of agnatic, .solidarity. This may not seem' a very pragmatic 
statement, and there .-may ■ not seem to be very much, rationale attaching 
to the cause of some resultant disputes. But there is a strong ' 
ideological tone attaching to agnatic relationships-, - often regardless 
of more practical, considerations, This ideological, content cannot 
be. ignored where" it._ appeal’s as. ;a prescriptive or restrictive 
determinant ■ of, behaviour. In/short, among some tribesneople, 
es-pecially when they ..are part of an urban tribal heterogeneity, -
'there-is a .good case for claiming that the idiom of kinshipumsy
persist' well, beyond’'the . many practical' economic - and political • :-V
demands,. At the same time, among the Luo, these latter, do unite- / 

ithe closer, agnatic' gr/oups. ’in.-'a. -"specific manner * ‘ . *v.-

d-)' Sexual and Conjugal Re 1 a t i o n shi p s' • /:* f •;

' The- fusion /or - conflict / of .rural and urban .expectations, and ‘
the /part -played-, in this process'./by stress or lack of streSs. oh 

;/the ‘agnatic principle, .are - especially/evident- iii: .the'.;patterns of- / 
..urban 'sexual and" •• con jugal", ■relationships.,. I describe the general;:...
/ setting..surrounding., these;relationships'-' before -discussing Luo:; aiid 
. ‘other . tribespeoplesf. expectations of'1 them, ' . . . -/

/-In most African towns., men outnumber women, often by. far, ,-'/.;
Tni, Greater. Kamx^aAa the man/woman ration. is nearly 2 to I,./'. :In -.
■Naguru and Naltawa the-predominance -of men over: women is less.//- 

. The-1 ^ 1 5 7 married male household,heads'usually.have their wives-



living With them in .the town for some of the year if': not throughout* 
Few ̂ men/resident'' on . the estates , except- for the Nakawa - Kiga, are i 
Shoftrt.eiyn; "target" migrants,-. / Most are above -the average .length 
of residence by migrants in-Greater/Kampala'and, exhibiting some 
-degree-of urban•permanence, ,find it .expedient to provide an urban 
home'/for their wives for at least some-months of the year* ; /.-.Wives: , 
.hre : useful ’ agents' of''communication with'the home people * - They,1'
■normally,go:to their husband’s rural homes during the digging, 1/1/ 
piahtiiig*’ .and"harvesting*Reasons• ■ ‘,But/in their urban,homes their... 
.domestic’ arid;-Sexual duties ■ towards-,- their.' husbands ..are no less ,,-/- i". 
••indi'spensabie/!!t:\Muohlis'i sometimes, miade;;of ' the ' great^availability / / ; 
oTv prostitutes in African towns! ! IT-heylareisome times-'̂ regarded. as 
redl/ossing- -the ihbsiaiic.epf .men/and 'women', by/providing the -former -; 
.with/sbxuai;'sa.tisf action, i/ ,f '••What‘*.is! often. ■f.orgp.tt pn is -t he/'f inancial' 
expense ;\oL /procuring, prostitutes', ; the'.widespread.. realisation . and/' / 
Some times,-fear o/f .-venereal' diseaseand the' half-real - and half ™ ---/.' 
^mythical; ideas : oxi-the connection .between promispirity:, ' prostitution 
and!infertility ‘in.-;both hial.es and -.‘females. -. ".-j ■ ■
' - • /With! regard !t,bvthe people-' of, -Naguru/and llakhWa, 1 may be - A /  

permitted. the' broad generalisatioxx that,' though they are above the 
Kampai abate rage- i n ' sopiq-ecoxaomic, status' and can more easily afford 
■it ,y they'/are even/less inclined t.d’make/use of prostitutes'. ' They /. 
■have-;.a relatively vested’interest'--in urban standards of- living and-' * 
Aspirations. ,/ -They resent heavy / expenditure on ..prostitutes- since / 
/this-..thwarts their .chances of acquiring clothes,, furniture, or 
a motor vehic 1 e , the possession of which-defines persons’ statuses..



They fear the social consequences of venereal; disease, as well as 
the physical. Many regard children as essential attributes' of 
their urban status/images, and fear, infertility • ‘ ‘ . ; • J -
./ The relatively large number of ..married household/heads at . ,
Naguru and Ijakawa who have their . wives living with, them for. a part :
■ or whole of. the: year have t.o be seen in the light- of this integral, 
role wives sometimes play in their husbands1 conceptions of urban 
status. The . "Western" reference -groupls, -norms-'-cQncerning the ■ 
relatively joint con/jugal role-relationsh'ip appear’,,t.o. have percolated 
;to, the. African elite,., so that it has become important for a figure 
of public.standing to be--monogamousnominally-at least, and to : /-
have, an educated wife who. is permanently. resident in to w n . Clearly, 
few. even of the residents of Naguru. and Nakawa can afford to keep 
a wife witlr theni .in.-town for. the whole of the, year, nor does their 
measure ’’of public, standing demand this. .But -persons desirous of / . 
upward social mobility go some way-in-this direction. Almost all,, 
married residents;are monogamous and, as I shall illustrate, in a 
later chapter, some of them attach special value to reformulating 
the conjugal relationship* . . -

Single men and/'women - constitute smaller proportions of-.the 
estates’ household heads. . Except for short-term, migrants and some 
independent female traders, these man and women have occupations 
requiring the use of English, are. thus of higher than average status, 
and mostly live at Naguru, 1 have already explained-why. they are 
awarded houses- originally birilt for a family. . Estate, managers 
state -that it is- often only persons of fairly, high occupational



status who can afford the middle and high-grade. Naguru houses and 
that, in the absence of a married applicant^-a single man1 or woman 
of suitable socio-economic status may justifiably be allocated, the 
house* - / ' - ' /  1 /. ' ' •

It is the single man, or woman, who ■ is most likely to-have - ;,/f 
kinsmen living with.'him and-.wholly or partly supported by him, , -/-.
When a' single man -considers/himself socially and economically • ■ i.// 
prepared for marriage .and if he has- spent.at least/ a. couple of. years; 
in/town and -envisages continuing in urban employmentlie is... faced:;/// 
with the:/typical choice, of either arranging - a marriage -f rom-/'among'-!/A 
his urban associates or'fo3.1owihg the more traditional pattern/by/./; 
returning.: to : the /rural •' home. and arranging f or. the:, c hoice /of.. partner/ 
and'fflarriagelthere,!/AXup . distinguish these two choiceis/ clearly/, -,/ 
though,- \ in'-/practicey.their ;'urban..arrangements' also accommodate . \ A'/ - 
rural-expectations,. ;- A ////•/-■/-/,.// // . ‘ / ; ; I':'.':

• .:./'.-hrbanyarrangeine'hts' for-'marriage be through ‘the--bridei-s-,
brothel's, agnates .or, other /kinsmen. w  ho . are known to. .the groom as ■ /
. workplace associates,/ neighbours , .or 'other regular -.acquaintances,
"The arrangemehts'jiriay-' stiii ifoliow ' a: /tr aditional .pat t ern- of exchange/ 
of/bridewealthf a/peturh/home/for a ceremony, and-,.c'drpbrate,;)interesi,: 
and--action by the., two kin/groups, Such arrangements typi ly/the/A/ 
marriages of migrants of,segmentary lineage.tribes’ sueh as /the/Luo«
A relatively large proportion of these' migrants'/exclude', all 'urban 
contacts in,their preparation for marriage and. specially return,to 
the. rural home to '.initiate ̂ arrangements, often not. ■returning to. town 
'until, months'; after .the'' marriage- has been established.



' / / / •• • ■■ n o  - "/ ' ■ . /• . • . . . ■ /

, /Alternatively , “the' 'single man. m a y ,exercise/far more, individual 

choice and strike up a strong liaison with a woman who is working 

or: studying in :Kampala/ After some period of .cohabitation and with 

the: birth of :one or more children the union may assume some degree 

o,f . permanence.. Eventually. the woman may be. taken to the. m a n ’s .. . 

rural., home, /though not necessarily. Both there , and among urban / ■

associates she may become regarded and referred to as "permanent 

wife"*. This graduation of a temj)orary urban liaison to a permanent, 

more socially recognised union’is typical of those tribespeople in 

'the estates’whose ideas concerning the status of women and marital 

arrangements are. flexible. and whose bridewealth payments are commonly 

of,little real value. Such ideas are wholly contrary to, those of 

Oven urban Luo and other segmentary lineage tribespeople and, as I 

shall show, characterise those of centralised tribespeople,

e ) ' Urban Agnatic. Qbligations, and the Underlying Rural Common Interests

In the preceding, paragraphs I have already expressed the 

.significance in role-relationship differences between segmentary 

lineage and centralised tribespeople. ' I shall show in more detail 

what this/distinction means in. group formation a n d .individual 

behaviour. I.first illustrate the basic common Interests which,

.still among, the Luo, unite migrants in the agnatically-based urban 

groups' described above. / * . . .

Apart from'the. •reciprocity of obligations, occtirring .within the. 

/groups and.relationships described, there is a series of. more' : /■ 

unilateral obligations of people in town'to/their kin at home-. / To
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the1 latter /urban migrants are , tin /the;; classificatory sense, the 
"sons'), "daughters", and "brothers": and "sisters" who are subject 
to' their authority or influence. : The home poe.ple include the
"mothers", and "fathers". The latter, in, particular, exert .their .‘ ' 
authority In.the name of family or l i n e a g e A m o n g  the Luo this 
claim to, authority is not merely nominal. Within the family, and,
/in some contexts,. within the. lineage of up to five generations depth, - 
rest the apportionment. of land, cattle, and other property, as well 
as! some ■ of . the obligations and arrangements surrounding, marriaxge * 
Within, the wider groups of maximal lineageclan, and subtribe, .
the - agnatic, principle ; continu&Sg to".be invoked for some .practical. 
pur pose a,-' in particular land- or bridewealth disputes, but also in 
ideology. . When, for,instance, disputes or .violence odcur between ' /- 
urban; migrants, of the; same clan or sub tribe, fellow members at :home, 
as well as .‘those already in town,' invoice the virtues .of agnatic 
solidarity and apply sanctions of disapproval. ■

Within the .'smaller groups; 'of - family, and minimal lineage, the 
home people expect 1"their children" in town ; to send money home by 
post, fox' younger, especially, male, siblings’ school fees,, or "to 
help the - parents". The latter expect also, to be visited, recognising 
■ostensibly at, least, the high ideological value in .the. constant 
reunification/of AhosA placed distantly from each- other by the fact 
of urban/migration! ,Eac.h.visit home must be accompanied by gifts 
of money to close relatives, and,.in many cases, more distant ones 
alsoo " ■ ' ‘ • : .'./-/ . . ‘ .. ■ . \



', ;/-• -A/Qn/eALtipAt^ free lift ’ home in another ■' :/'.
. maiis;-‘car .durlhg-;;an .extended^hatlohal .iTpiiciay. because.-;he /"would :: .-
•have.Ab,-pay the parents -a’.lot’1-of:froneyhV/ He preferred;to, wait A A/,.
=;until - his/animal' le ave; was - -due; -a! few, (months ’/ later.*- . ‘ : One ’ visit Aw -// :• 
home is cheaper, than two - or •three*’, a - . ”• - .'■/.. - A y / -AA,
- , ./;iSometimes/a;; father at home '/may .'app,ealv to: a (son’ working 'in /-.
.Kampala/for .financial -help-, in" a matter .which/the.'./father ■-regards as ./A 
much'“the concern;, of; the.. son as-himself «>, - ..-.Forin s t an c.e , a Luo of .A///.
.Nalcawa received a letter from -his.’father urging him' to. send money ' !-
>,needed .in a /Court^ dispute- Over; the famlly'1 s ' land...boundaries. Loss -7 ; 
of-• the court'/base ; would,. mean a reduction of., the family * s land...which / - 
did indeed concern ,the son, The son'sent some money as.quickly ■ • ' .
■■ as \ he- was Able A A He- did not let. the.! mat ter rest* there but co-opted/ A 
’ the /help of . some -patrilate,ral parallel/ c oxisins - who. .-were also/working A 
'.in- Kampala, , bxit AlhbAwere'/ resld'ehtially /dispersed throughout- the ■ city*; /- 
At/the first- • available,.''opportunity/,-/'the "son and’ two., of" the cousins - '• 
returned to' the son's "father's home- ahd, before the -formal' court. A A/ 
case',/ talked - with /the . jodongo (eiders)//. who are -presumed to.' know , A-.. / • .A 
better; 'than anyone the genealogies'/relating- 'to;/:ri'ghtful; landholdingr //./-•' 
;./.. (There 'are other'-cases where "brothers" in; town collect money'AAA..;; 
■and. delegate/one 'or/more/;among tliein .to/-return;-ho.me-,with .the/ money/, , / 
and '.so,/numerically * ap'*weii;/as financially, add/strength; to 'the. lineage.’s 
.representation-/at theAcou.rt> ,, ■ LaiidvIs/relatively’ scarce • in Kenya.//, ■' -
-and. every acre' of a'minimal, lineage As territory, whet hex* or not-" it-A "./A 
is' currently under its 'use ,/ is regarded/as'.-'vital - for future- gecUriiyi/ . 
-'A.- return t.p/ the', -land, -is/is till, the/intention "of most/Luo, either' in //A.A



/ahtloipaiion,'of; /an/parly Or./d/ate;/retirementA op A&AA,a-/ result Of '•- 
/such /immediate crises / asgUrbah Axhomploymeht-.; AAThis-' anticipation A A'. /■ 
; -haAfpf dnipted ■fifty ;Luo ■ q.ii AothANagfiru/- and Inlaw'd/to- start "buildibg/ 'A 
' or/already-.Ao have -‘built./"permanent^; houses 'pn;:;tlieiiv ."fathers T lahd!,/; 
.'that. Is * within’ or at'- a, short . /distance--from ; their natal homestead*/. Av 
As more -.ritualpreocctxpatlphjOiA'tliis'.^ahticipated-Afeturn’ to- the natal * v 
(lioms.tead area, is the sending.-hemeAof a- -migrant! s '.Corpse * ' .The cost.A' 
.of.- this 'may. be borne notAoniy^bytcioseAagnates: and clansmen-, /.huty / A  
in many cases j -.'also . by; .sub tribesmen ,.\.or by fellow -.Luo not of /the A A 
deceased! s--siibtfibe*, / A'AAaAA*-... - • / A'-. ' ' - ' A  A/”;;, r - A A A A ’ A-’A'!
. • A Two issxies., in the. rtijor/.case-,-(recorded -/earlier gin ..this ch-apter• 

also' Illustrate the linking of Ahte'rests, b e tween - town ./-and 'country--*
/.One is' the status of. the unmarried -woman' in' town. The other; is/ the- ; 
.assertion Of "urban clan,solidaritysand &utonpmy;-*l.-AA A;, p AA'" ,A: •///,- // 

In' theAcasey Esfer-'y-by eioAIh-gy^had) devlhtpd -from//file behaviour/ 
expected Of an-.unmarf led- woman®-;The /faclAthat- she.' eloped'’ -to -'tovma /-; 
.witii .-an ./urban/ migrant/ .worsened her' 'devlan'ce.,,,/: •. /0/chsny -representing- -’’ •• 
.her/Asubt-r ibe y . an cl /Ohgut b:,, b oh h /-as-/-/, a, vc 1 os ef -agne/t'e/ - and-'■ clan smah;, / ?e ac h, A; 
'took; it,upon .himsblf/hA correct/'/the/-/girl*■/.A/Qngut'o-. had/ther.backing 
-of'the /-girl.' s.^parents,vapd ■ became'All stlght dr of /and Medi/at 6/r/:I-n -her/ ■//:
* subs o.quoh.t; mar r la ge arrange} Teh csh-//-/ There./ Was/Aiever -.‘any /question -.of/AA 
allow:] rg bster ho act/independently <, She; as/ UAVtoman of- p/tamiijAo- - 
Aunimhl' lineage y c lab; / ̂n'd;-’iS.u/btr Ib/e Vims; [appair exit ly. /.'su/b qe c t • to-the-' •/ . 
.authority/:.of any of t-hese/A. AyA/yAAA ..A;;:--'AA'A:u-;;A//y/': ; A;//;' Aa A a c ;-'''
/AA-; '•-■ The/ import a nc ey1 dAt he/;/gir Ifs;/cl oso agnates of bridewealth in 
'thelmerriage trcinsac-tlo>is/;clearly.:v/af feeted '-the; -'girlAs-/ status ; ■- A/AA/v



The desire among urban-dwelling membei's of ■ her clan' and subtrib.e • ” " •*; 
to project themselves as moral: guides or- intsrp-reters- of tribal • 
ideology also effected slier status* , • - •

The assertion of clan autonomy was based on the contention 
among’ .Ester’s' urban clansmen that, in .putative agnatic reckoning, V
she. was more their '"sister11 tthan her sub tribesmen.1 s f *• / / - ■: v.
■ , - Thxis, Ester-1 s pai*ents and .other people at home considered, it A

•_ the ''duty. of Onguto*' as Ester’s pat.r ilat eral parallel cousin and as.
a clansman, to take charge .of her. He was expected to -dissuade.her:
from living with the man with whoiu- she chad e3.oped to Kampala, to
.arrange hex’’ marriage in town, and, later, to support ■ the ■ parents :in ' -
. • their- claims for • bridewealth* Onguto ’ s ' urban c.lansnren approved- of : 
.'.this ar’X'ahgement» ■-A ■ - " - , '. /. ...'
A •• The Urban .'subtribe . association, - which was .headed-by ,.0clie:u- and/ ;■■ - // ' 
which- embraced clans A,B,C and other.sy considered the- girl1 s case' - V 
..to/; be its own prerogative - and not, that/ af, an -/individual'./ .-Onguto •
- was. regarded as -a - deviant who rejected'; the .&ubtribe and- his 'elder ./
. /’brother ’ s!I authority in the1 matter!; p/But Oiigu.tp/ considered he had 
been resident in Kampala long /enough /to., assume- some urban ■ responsibiliti 
for some of his close afehat.es *•' ’ (Exce.pt'Nin so- far /as ,/they .ar-e ..members::

./ .of the same subtribe, -Ester _ is not, . of course'-,/, related to Ochen,; . ' !
• / • though’ the .-latter and Onguto are). Again, -Onguto .was supported / by. fy- •;/
. -his clansmen in this conflict- of expectations. •' '•'Th/e./personal: 
appearance of ICstex̂ ’s- parents in''Kampala and t.heir 'ruling. in the/, ' -/- - •..
matter, was', in fact, accepted .by; the. subtribe association.-; ' But, f':'A-A- 

■by then, the conflict between. Onguto.arid Ochen and the other subtribe
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.association leaders, had grown so’'intense/that. Onguto. ‘gathered aho.uhd : 
him Some clansmen who - formed "their /’own/clan' .association*' / *. Thus/ 
this assertion of clan solidarity and •/autonomy -in town' m/ay /'bring " •-
/about a'-process of...urban association; segmentation within the tribe* : /-
■ .• A ■ :The Overlapping, /segmentary, urban groups delineated as those. ,. f 
'of- vthe 'subtribe , clan, and of,agnates and.-, male ' siblings', are in, part : A 
based' on a. range of practical . hhd; ideological common; interests for A. 
related; tpimspeo.p-le ■ and .for-. the members of these grotips/ at home • /
•Also v, ab': •£ shall illustratethese groups inject/ other more. ' A//.;- ■ •' 
specifically urban’ interests ihljo' - their, organisation*. A But the ■ A,;.-
basic common interests stem frpni the . very . nature of the society
■ discussed*, The Luo. are'a segmentary lineage '-society, where'; in the 
rural.- context, most ■ lineages,-.are ."corporate landholding units*,*,A: • A::. 
They" carry general .social functions.*. ’’ ■ Each manages its. political, = 
jux'ai, economic, ritual and other affairs through a council, of elders . 
representing its /major segments and recognising, one. of their number
as leader, • Organised on a territorial - basis they are the units of .• A, 
primary;■■settlement* .... responsible; for thev acquisition,' apportionment., 
and use! of. -land, *0 Bridewealth-among'At he Luo is. high, ranging from. .A,/ 
12 to 15'"cows, / Urban migrants, especially,'are often urged to pay 
an. additional cash sum which in some .cases'-exceeds Shs.lOOO/-* ./- ,/'• A * /
. • - 1  have /described in • some detail some ..factors-.'responsible . for-A 
'the' formation of clearly de line a ted. itr ban Luo .-kin/and ( sub tribal ",
groups, I do not describe Ini similar' detail the /urban groups of... y.v* A 
those, segmentary linea!ge': tribes exhibiting the same, .general features • .

, 1 : -A,/¥.-'•■ Southall, 1952,? op Ac it* , A A y  . ’ . w- I . .;; A
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,as-"Luo' society* ■ I merely' -indicate'- such tribes . and state that', in 
more, or. less similar vein, \ the same factors .are. responsible- for the . 
delineation of; respective‘-urban groups,.,; Al do- Hot deny f he/ dif f ereinces 
in detail ..between the societies Of such tribes, nor between their .* ■
'respective-...urban grou.p.'f ormations.// /But I must largely -ignore them 
in. preference for . the ;more general ‘/distinct ion between segmentary 
. lineage. and’ centralised tribal;.Societies and their, respective ‘ urban 
populations'.- .This distinction, provides a bulky enough problem 
in itself* ’ • - . / ./' . : .

f) - Cross-tribal Comparison of the Xhtensity of Rural- Common Interests 
in Urban Group Formation. ; ■ ./

The other hon-centrallsed segmentary: liiieage societies numerically 
arid' socially significant .at Nagu-ru and Nakawa are the Kenya Luhya.. 
and Samia, including three-quarters of the -latter qfrom Uganda, the 
Uganda Hilotes (Ach.oli, Lango, Alur ,‘AJonam and Padhola)., the Lughaera, ' * 
and .the Kiga* The T.eso are non-centralised and segmentary though, 
apparently, less obviously. Like the.Luo, these.tribes exhibit in- . 
their home .districts the features , of high/, bridewealth payments and 
more/or less localised lineages, of varying genealogical depth and 
with varying degrees of, corporcsteness/A \ • Significantly/,' with they A - /
exception of Padhola and: Tesothese... tribes alone have .formal., tribal, 
^subtribal, Or clan associations in XCampala* . • . ' '

 ̂ . A.W. Southall, 1952A Alur Society, Heffer, ' Cambridge* Though •
. a ,"segmentary state",, the Alur. are not' so centralised'that they 
have ceased having ^corporate lineages,*.*,*regarded by their., 
members as permanently, .constituted, groups... .land-holding lineages**..
■ **.are equated by the Alur with.the localised territorial units 

. which-bear the -same names *."; " .-p#57i*" . .../•■•• / -,’■?
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•AX. . ... : / / A /man of any' of theseAfribes working . in Kampala may., during 
//;///'' A/dr / ‘after/ his*‘.period; /o/f /employment bull cl a-, "permanent" house on. his 
: / ( ■.. "father 1 s" land* ■ // Inheritance of both land' and/ property is shared-..
y:/' X 'by/all sons ,A though it-may be according to -primogeniture,, : A son-* s w . / ;/
/.A/x./ wife and .;children/are; ideploglcaily-the./wife and children of/ex/v //■ ' ./■

minimal/lineage.. A Alt is the latter, ox*, at least, the father/of an
• . .. extended- family .of-/the latter who is supposed to have paid his son’s.
a ,/f /-/ high;bridewealtli/p.aymentsv' : / In addition,- heads ,of local groups are,, a /-

• in most .cases, -still heads of dominant lineages, so that, together.
A Xwith the-control exercised; overXthem; by the eldersmembers of the , - A

. /a x  ' sibling .'group and lineage ..are sub joe t to . common 3.ocal jurisdiction, •
•y as are. members, of the same clan or equivalent unit* The ideal,

balanced oj>posiiion of lineage groups and segments of these groups,
-■,/- a , ,nohe subordinate to-fhe power or authority of another, confers upon' : /

such jbrib.es .egalitarian, pliilpsopiiies and institutions* “ •.
•‘•//These features of ;-the‘ segmentary/lineage societies referred, 

to' cohtrsist with/those of, the centralised kingdoms of the Ganda, . ... .
Nyoro^Toro, Soga, and Haya*. .1 do not consider the latter.?who are.

//'.. numerically, insignificant at Naguru and Nakawa* Taylor, in referring X
• '/< ,. X to/the. hTestern .Lacustrine Bantu , states that "All tribes , ( including- .
/.. /. /; the. Nyoro'. and Toro) ,./with, the exeeption of the Kiga, consist of

y small, shallow,. locally-dispersed lineages and widely dispersed, . .
;. x \ : tof emlc,/ exogamous -patricIans *"^./ Fallers , on the Hoga, refers to 
// //A; , the "wide. dispersion/-of ..jclans'"-' which//are 'never localised units, and
•; A.‘ states that Hb.oth'/ reCent/'/eypn'cs and. traditional patterns, of inheritances*.

■/./'/ " ■ \ ' /B .K. Taylor, 1962, Op.cit* , , p*15v//;My /brackets. A;■/■■■ ! /■ / /f /



: (i.e * to only one son) .-have contributed to population movement 
and hence to lineage dispersal". Richards, too, for the Ganda;,'- 
states that "neither the clan' nor it's major sub-divisions are 
territorial groups In the usual sense".^ Both the latter-writers, 
however, stress that claiis and lineages do have some corporate 
functions to perform, though the non-localisation characteristic of 
these groups must preclude corporateness of the degree exhibited 
'in/tlae "segmentary lineage societies. Bridewealth, for instance,/ 
though it is usually of slight or token value,-is generally not 
recoverable even .in-Cases'when it.is a- relatively large sum of cash. 
Patrilinity is a.relative concept and among the centralised tribes 
is not the strong determinant - of group formation. and social 
obligations that it is among the .segmentary-lineage tribes.

Among these kingdoms,, too, the head, of. a/local group is unlikely; 
to be associated with any significantly dominant lineageand, in 
most;'cases, has, his. authority arrogated, to him through the hierarchy 
by the.king. ' Butthe/point to be stressed.is. that the lesser degree 
: of lineage .ahd. clan; Idealisation and corporateness , and -the social 
and political hierarchies are interrelated with the land tenure and 
inheritance and, possibly, marital systems /of these kingdoms.

Some Ganda, for instance., are. reluctant to. settle on their 
father’s/land when they have finished, working in the town* As 
members of a hierarchical society, with.its division, among others, 
between landowners, and tenants, they wish to emulate the status of

B.A.AFallers, .1956, o'p.cit., pp.65.and My brackets*0 ■ .. ■ , - A". . ' _A.I. Richards, undated, Ganda O.lan Structure, E.A.i.S.R* Manuscript.
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their fathers.if these latter are tenants. One way- of achieving 
this emulation of one's fathers and of elevating one's status is to 
become- a landowner oneself. This is possible in.Buganda where y  
landowners have freehold over their, estates, and can make outright/ 
sales of their land. In the other hierarchical societies, too, where 
there is de. facto sale and individual ownership, sons may buy land • 
of.their own, either to emulate their fathers, or.because they are, 
or feed, they will be, victims of preferential Inheritance.

Nyajonyinto.no, a -Soga 25? living at. Naguru, left school 
in- 1906 after eight years of schooling. He then went to a technical 
■institute, in Kampala East for two years, after which he found a job 
with-a Kampala firm as a vehicle- mechanic, Towards the end of his 
period at the technical institute he came to know a Soga girl through 
her brother, who was a friend of his at the institute. The.girl 
lived with him, a child was born, their relationship developed, and 
five years after they.first lived together they had a church wedding. 
No bridewealth has been given to her parents. Two reasons were 
cited for this.-. One was that - the girls' brother had. considered 
his -friendship with.Nyajonyintono to.obviate the necessity for this, 
and the other was that the parents professed to .have sinroly come -to 
"accept, him as. a son, while he has. given our daughter a good hoiTieH.
: / Nyajonyintono comes from near' Xgang-a -in Busoga, but has built 

a,/house .some six'miles; from Ninja', the capital town of his tribal 
district/- He continues to work in Kampala and live at Naguru, 
regarding his house near-Jinja as an' investment and security for 
the.;.future as well'as:currently awarding him prestige. Three 
■brothers ' have also' built/'houses outside Jinja. ' But their father 
continues to live near IgonjJa. "He has much land there but it Is 
not yet known to-whom this land will go. Probably the three brothers 
who are 'still at school and are not yet.independent will have the 
land to helo them in case they.do not' succeed in their education".



' .A;AvA ' .Nyajobylht o no •' >xprP s'&ed;/the'/yi/e.w .t-lis't Asinc/e/uneduca t e d.,or* semi- , ■ :■
AAA;uA ■ ...• ' ' educa/b'ecl; Soga/cb!t3;d ea!rh> -reasonable Aioney ■lrr:'Biisoga on'their farms
A /',-. A /"' ■ •’ (.sliambas)--' through growing •'cotton, ‘’bananas '•'and, 'coffee, ’ only .the 
, / :.As A educated Sbga ' (i*e*.\with/no'less: than eight..ye ax’s A of Education),

• .. 'wlio could obtain .fairly .well-paid / jobs.,. /found! it-- profitable to
■ ‘ • havcA.sharnbas' near .the ' town ’and. ■ grow cash-crqps as well as
, ' maintaining-j.t he'ir jobs a / --a --/. ■■ .■ • • ;

•■-■ . The .tendency:' of , these- people/ tp!' save.- the "money they earn
' in town /and/to/buy /land, of • their - own in the tribal district results ••
• y not only" in. the .spatial separations of sons from their fathers but "•

A A// . ■ - also in/the " spatial separation of - brothers themselvesso that ties 
■ // '• of common locality loosenD Moreover, Afor-'the Ganda at least, 3.and A A'"
, •- .A ’ boundaries., are. on- the. whole 'indisputable♦ Landowners have ‘theirs’ 

validated by the., mailo-land.; tenure 1 system Agreement of 1900, and.
A A/ .' tenants1 boundaries are .protected by ,.the :Bus.uliv and Envujo Law of: 1927o 
'■Ax -. Most- disputes are not'/over boundaries but are over, land inheritance, ’
. which.of • cpurse”- disrupt the ‘unity of the sibling group* This.

/ y .. . .contrasts■ with' the' • situation 'among- ihost. segmentary lineage societies
■//u A .where,, land 'dispute share- usually over., a lineage's boundaries .'in face /-AAA- 
/a/ A--/ofA':c3.aims -.by. ah/adjacent. lineage". ■*;. Suchudi’spute.s '• .emphasise the ' ■' ‘ 1
'/ / 0-;/;•! a-'solidarity of :eaci; (competing/lineage'*. '.This solidarity' obtains A'-/ ■ /:.... 
./ ■ A;'-': ■ ./’ .: between/ member s/p f//b<he ■ Lineage - in. /fown/as:- much • as'-,, be tween ■those! at- ■ _ , / //
///,;■; A A1/- ■ ..home',.’' ’since land-; is/inherited' by .all sons, _ who.-.are 'therefore equally • ••’•/
y /////ponc'erned' if /-the -'dispute and. some/ land ■ are lost* ' -A , ‘/A-/ : .
/A A A/A's/xAyA ■‘Fo.ih.’Ganda,. Toi’o.y.-.Hyprqhpnd- Boga ;siblings;- or•'Ugnatesrliyihg Hn ■- - "- Ah/ 
•/. :f/A--, ;Athe !town A'lheh,'Atxre/chauc'es/.ot 'their -being/-united'' with a .common. ‘A ' / A .• :-"S 
A .- ; //;,.. . interest "in.- the/f amily /or' lineage'/land are; small/ " ' I do’ not suggest 
/A.-. ..', , / 'that "brbthersTtA‘ahe'f in/■■permanent disunity + ' since:-in/most ''cases A - a./



•rv/:,.:;.. A y A; V/y ■ - 121 »/ 'y ;;A V  / I/'- ' ' XX ' //LAX/X'
'.cordial' relationships between .them are the no run X But, as the y ■.!/’ ■ ’■ 
' same-. --Soga put ' ii‘,y "We-, dô  not' eexpect our brothers - or relatives to 
■ help, us .get' a job , though we know■ ;.a ; relative will help us if we are 
eni good terms Vith/hlia’ and If we' ask for his. aid*;- . We prefer/to / 
get bur job with the - education we have and make'our mark independently 
And, in the same breath, "You see, we are not like.these Kenyans ( 
(meaning the Luo and Luhya/Samia)"c \* . ■

The early dispersion of siblings and their'concomitant relative 
independence of eadli other, as illustrated in the Sogars case, 
contrasts ..with the desire of„Luo and other segmentary lineage- 
'•tribesmen to build "/permanent" houses on their father’s land* Like 
the,Soga mechanic, an increasing number of. younger migrants of- 
centralised■tribes have begun buying land in their tribal district 
for growing cash crops./ A Many Ganda-have acquired- 3.and much nearer 
Kampala,' or have built a "permanent" house in Mengo or a Kampala ■ 
suburb. Any of these decisions ensures.the territorial separation 
of-, these ,-people from their parents and siblings / while at the same - 
time they are able to continue in urban wage employment * - The 
possible development of such tendencies is illustrated in the case 
of. a middle-aged; Ganda, who has been working in:towns for the best 
part of eighteen years. yy-. / .

'X-Kato, lives inXa\Shs*73/~ house at Naguru* His father is a - 
kibanja' (leased plot )■, holder ■ In Mas aka District, but has only - a 
small/plot* . ICato regarded hims&lf as fortunate In having been 
given- eight year's of schooling* He left school in 1936 and joined . 
the ‘Uganda police in the same year as a-constable. He worked his 
wyy/Up to the rank of 'sub-inspector, and'in 1900 retired from the y,y 
force• Then, he invested the money he had accumulated' from his



wages in a shop* at Nakulubia in Mengo. After initial success with 
the. shop he-began to supply more and more customers -on credit.
This applied especially to a petrol pump which he had had sited 
outside his shop by an oil company*. .He referred to the customers 
as "big men" since many had high positions in the Ivabaka’ s 
Government or in commerce* His credit accumulated, but so many 
of his -debtors defaulted in payment to him that he became bankrupt 
in 1956« He .now shows bitter dislike ,for "those people at Mengo" 
on,both personal and political grounds^ .being an /ardent Catholic 
.and- supporter of the opposition-Democratic Party* After having 
to give up his shop he obtained a reasonably vjell-paid job as a 
clerk in the City Council and eventually moved to his present house 
at"Naguru.

While his.shop was still flourishing he had bought fifteen 
acres of land a few miles from Kampala and now refers to himself 
as- a mu taka (landlord). He' employed porters . and had coffee planted 
on.J-g- acres, reaping a substantial yield five years later. He 
Intends to develop the rest of the land when he permanently retires 
from urban wage employment and has sufficient capital.

His two brothers are;"just’ cultivating" leased plots which 
they obtained independently of each other and of their father at 
some twelve miles distance from each other and nearerito the town 
of Masaka than.their father’s plot. Kato is satisfied at having 
bettered them.

• His wife remains 011 his land with nine of their eleven children 
still.at school. Of the other two, both daughters, one is a typist 
in Nairobi and the other a teacher in Kampala. Both are unmarried. 
Kato.expresses 110 more than a concern that each of his daughters 
has "men friends" from different tribes.. / .



g) : Leo s eiiedA-Agna-tic'A/Sblldar-ity' among/di-jntrallsed Tribespeople " '

/ y ^The/claim /that /individual progress is achieved "independently" / a- A./:--
A' ’of.''■-Te3.ativ.es /is/certainly - more of; a value than';.,a ‘fact! at. an/initial “AA 

a ' stage/of a'centralised tribesman’ s .urban residence .'and' career .
■ He } like: any other migrant.,;. seeks -.relatives . living In . town- asr the 
obvious.'initial' providers..;Of ,board-.ah.d lodjglug. /A- But' there- pre : - t A

y many ‘cases indicating that 'agnatic Jlo.se.ness alone, may be a . secondary: A /;
factor of choice* . Many. /Ganda,- in par.ticu3.«ar, :.have. stressed the * /A

AAhighpotentiality .of 'fraternal, conflict as deterring-. the choice of. ; . 
A/Lre's-i'dence with even full brothers* .. Others "rationalise ,this and 

other .familial tensions.Aby referring to the "mother’s people" as 
'of-' kindlier disposition,, "for they know you are definitely the son / ; • 
of their daughter., for’/‘she -‘has >b£one you,- but youy father ’ s. people A .

: ’ ‘are/never sure if he begot.Ay.ouThis oft cited sentiment, mostly
Voiced by ■ Ganda. but; al’s*‘q by ;a few other centralised tribesmen, / V
■ alludes to the apparently -Increasing instability - in even rural . . !  r- 
conjual, and fanntly/relations among these peoples * . Life histories 
reveal it/he':; very .’many-’’'definite' preferences- -for! association with -■ / A' /AA'A
■ maternal kin-.by. migrants-:of these; tribes , both;/in childhood and /' /?-
3.ater years? ihA rural, distri'ct.yand-townw.^A ///_ ‘ ’ .- A- A! 1

, ■ , . Mothers and* fathers’ -are freeue'ntly mentionedAas.,haying• drun/yy.'/•• :.,
away" or ’ tleft * us ■ at/home" * :Where/a'’father has insisted on retaining..;A; 

A.; hie ’cb'iMreh‘vA-a/-right//t q;,-which customaxy law entitles - liim, .resentment; :

-/:/..;- ̂ “A'H.C* A. Somerset, .196̂ ? Home Structure", “ Par e n t a-i/S e-par at ion v and/qA pr- 
/ A, A •Examination/. Sue cess in/'Buganday a; paper present edybo the Faculty-of ; // 

A/X/y/Social. Sciences A '/Makfer ere -University College ,t also, reports/the; y Ax/A;
•'r,V'■'■frequency with'which'many Ganda 'schoolchiidren/.appear,to prefer -to/. ,

v ' A : live with matpikin after parental separation.*/ -;. ;.:p A ' ... X;‘* A / A/p.-p.-.



'ishfrequently expressed, by tlie children in;later.yearsf when they 
are migrants for instance. They state they would have preferred 
to ngo with the mother11, even though-it may have been she .who left 
them and their, father.. In..many cases,' of course;, mothers do take 
their children with them, usually with the husband'1 s tacit approvals 
The mother may return to the family of her parents. Even if she 
has. eloped with another man, iiertties with , her parents and kin are 
maintained, whereas;those, with her husband'1 s kin are broken. Apart 
from the presumably stronger emotional attachment.by the.child for 
its mother, it is'often.'she and‘her kin who; constitute, the only 
stable elements in the - childT s life.. ; ' '' , , ’
: These cases are. probably stillwr minority , though a "substantial

..minority of. urban migrants of. these tribes at Nagurufand Nakawa 
liave expressed ; these facts in .their life histories I; There is, 
however, ho evidence to. suggest that the rural family organisation . 
of these, tribes is . developing, along the lilies of' the mat.ri-f ocal 
household unit illustrated in British Guiana by:Smith^', though in' 
the: ICampala suburbs described by Southall and Gutkind this development, 
may apply in particular cases* There is also a very small number 
of unmarried women with children at N a guru . and' Nakawa for whom this 
development seems to apply*

■ The more immediate significance of the substantial preference 
for maternal kin is that it partly derives from loosened agnatic 
solidarity , though other factors are involved also w Gegmentary 
lineage ...tribesmen, frequently express amazement and horror at what

1 if.T. Smith,. 1956, The Negro Painily; in BritishV.Guiand:,' Roiitledge
and "Kegan Paul'* : . . i .



.they'view as the’."bizarre marriage and family l.systems of centralised 
tribespeoplek They claim ; that "if . they (centralised tribespeople,) 
cai'ed about the name of their fathers11, their agnates and affihes 
would exert pressure on spouses to maintain the stability of their 
marriages and family life, as they themselves do.' A,surprisingly 
large..number give the often negligible value of bridewealth, or 
the fact that it is not recoverable, as responsible for the development 
of such systems.

The lessening of effective agnatic ties involves the urban 
migrant of a centralised tribe in a larger number of effective 
matrilateral ties than occurs among segmentary lineage tribesmen.:

As in many examples of urban mutual aid, this is reflected in 
t|j© substantial number of centralised tribesmen who, on their first 
visit and migratory period in Kampala, lodge with matrilateral kin1; 
and, in exercising their greater freedom of choice, may opt to lodge

- ( • , _ ' , V

with a mother’s kinsmen in ^preference even to a, full sibling. This,
Luo tell' you, would never be tolerated.''among themselves. They. 
express further amazement-at this- practice, . They say, "If your 
fathers’ sons (I.e. classificatory brothers) are already in'.town, 
how can yo.u ever .'go to your mother ! s people , there ?" , . .1

- Migrants-of centralised tribes do;, of course, utilise..a large . 
proportion of agnatic.ties. . But they are less compelled,'.- either 
by material interest or ideology ,, t.oi utilise’" the®1- and forsake more • : 
profitable or gratifying matrilateral'ties. The substitution- of ■ •.
dome agnatic by matrilateral ties places the migrant at the centre 
of an. effective urban network of bilateral kin.:
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.In Table VI, all migrants and household heads are; male. All 

migrants are now residents of fTagu.ru- and. Nakawa. ' In. most cases, 

household heads, had first, been contacted by the prospective urban-, 

migrant from the rural district,. . The categories of, clansmen and 

fellow villager may. coincide,' esx>ediaXly among segmentary lineage . .. 

tribes where clans are /.largely localised. But this is not always 

the'case.' . • I;;' , . .

There are, .of . course, . many variable factors determining: the 
' selectionvby new-migrants of initial'urban,hosts. . I give this 
simple table,, .based, bn a leather, small sample, merely to indicate, 
the lesser -utilisatioxi;,of agnatic ties in a single context by. migrants 
6f the • four '-.centralised tribes. ... . . 1  -

..RelationshiT) categdr.Ies mkhich are defined h5r the ' patrilineal ■■ 
principle are full’ or half-brothei*, close agnate, clansman, ahd,
.in a converse -manner, .affine» . Thei’e is an intermediary, category 
be tween close- agnate;- and clansman, which I might have-called 
■recognised, agnate, which was not, however, significant in this.sample. 
I-have-regarded the range of close agnates as extending to those havin 
the same paternal' grandfatherand clansmen as having no more than.' 
putative genealogical links.

The maternal- links are illustrated,by the categories of 
cross-cousin-and matrilateral parallel cousin. The mother- of one 
of,\ the cross-cousins is ,his point of .reference for the' relationship,', 

'though-, for the other, it is his father who Is the point of reference „ 
Six of . the. e ight ■ migran ts from c-.entralise d t rlb e s -- who.. first 1 o dge d . -
with- a, cross-cousin in Kampala, had.utilised the maternal link, by V. •



contacting .-and lodging -with their, .motherf s ■ brother hs son. . ■ Thb other.
two lodged with cross-cousins who were' more distant genealogically..•' . ;
.- ■ .'-All'matrilateral' parallel ■.cousins indicated -are mother.* s_ ■ ,

■’sister.1 s sons,; "' Only one' such. link .was .'recorded 'among the. twenty- ..••
five segmentary lineage-- -tribesmen, while there' were, ’four such "links...
among centralised tribesmen." . ; :\k •;/> ' -p I"-. ' . / 1 •'

" -In all, - nineteen oiit of a ,possible.'-tv/enty-five patrilineal'
'links wer-e -utilised "by' migrants- of .segmentary lineage-' tribesi, ' The 1

corresponding proportion - for.migrants of centralised tribes if as nine..
Even 'allowing' for-such .other- variable • factors, - as'’the' availability ' ......
of particular kinsmen in Kampalaand for the small-..sample, this
discrepancy is probably large enough to -be of. descriptive, significance’*

Loosened agnatic . solidarity, lesser stability .of conjugal: and •
family, relationships-, 'and irrecoverable bridewealth very much 

the•different-determine/status enjoyed by .Ganda, Toro, Hyoro and Soga women to 
that: occupied- by-women, of' segmentary- lineage tribes, ",

'h) v’gtatus' of Women . -

In the cases of the Ganda clerk and' Soga mecIranic. this difference 
was immediately. obviousICatoa;.middle-aged man who may be supposed 
to be ’ a little more conservative" than1- younger men- of his tribe,. 
expressed, concern .that "his- two independently 'earning daughters had 
non-G’anda"men friends, .He'would presumably be' equally or more ' '• 
concerned-if -they married:.anjy.of.'/them,-, which, according- to the figures, 
I have' on/ inter-tribal -marriages"-among Interlacustrine Bantu (see 
page 126'). 'Was., certainly-hot unlikely„ -There, was' "no question, in



. ■' . / - h29 i b  ;'' -' .

his mind, .however ,'/of -the mobilisation..'-Of any kinsmen, agnates or , ■'
others, to thwart .such.'a possibilityr / The Sogaks -case illustrates - 
the lesser significance-of -bridewealth payments.among Centralised 
, tribespeople • • The girl * s .brother', .and. parents accepted.' Nya jonyintono 
•as a brother-’- and son-inhlaw not :somuc.h in order to .fulfil a 
contractual .agreement as to continue', a prior -, affectively' based . 
relationship with"him* , y/;.-. .' ■' ///"/'I' '//.-- -/h/ :. -'. , 'w V.'/i/ \’i

The high bridewealth: .payment s. -among, segmentary - lineage tribesmen, 
are recoverable in .the event- of. 'the.'-';'̂ giri"--proving-, barren, .leaving' 
her., husband, or: in some :way defaulting;in-t.he- -marital', role expected - 
of her. by interested agnates, and affineswhose stakes are material ' 
as.'well as- social* . The girlf.s , agnates', bring.-'pressure, .to bear on ' 
her, to, keep the marriage intact,/ . These pressures, are also applied . 
by interested agnates in .town- on' the wife of. .'a customary tribal 
marriage , who is living with-her '.husband"in Kampala , and for whom 
bridewealth has or is being paid;,■ ■ ; As-,-shown in the initial case, 
clansmen and ’subtribesmen, ,in . addition to '.close' .agnates, have. . 
ideological reasons for!.applyingtddh.ctiohs • - These- sanctions apply
to the unmarried girl -who has -..eloped--to Kampala as; yell as the 
unfaithful-wife living .'there -. These same/groups' may act as 
negotiators for a gir-1 1 s parents -and- - demand • adequate bridewealth from 
the man with whom "she., has. eloped,, or - they may 'arrange a/marriage - for 
her;• .-. -/ : . . ■■ - . , ' ■ ■ -■ .

- Girls and wives from. the ■ centralised tribes .enjoy relatively' 
independent status, I have-.- already _ explained loosehed ,agnatic 
solidarity and .less' stable.' conjugal and' family relationships as



causal :factors,- ; The irrecoverable- nature- of bridewealth is, 
perhaps,' the dominant factor, particularly among the Ganda* Often, 
the value . of the'-brideweaJ.th'is slight or nominal. Some families, 
however, particularly-those'whose daughters.are highly educated, . 
regard'bridewealth as a definite form.of bride-purchase and elevate 
its 'value accordingly *,■ ‘ Yet it is-still not recoverable* On the 
other hand, many educated girls resist the institution of bridewealth 
and'prefer an independent urban, life to customary marriage * Even 
many for .whom Urihgh -'marriages may be arranged are attracted by 
■ the -'chance- of earning and living in Kampala relatively independently 
of familial;- control-. • - ■ ■ " . ... " v .

As for many Ganda', loro .bridewealth' is not of .great value* - 
In 3.953., Taylor found, the major cash amount, to be only . Shs * 118/- * 
..Ganda. and Toro "daughters may be appointed as heirs*' Like the 
Ganda,.there are many Toro women in Kampala who- have not been 
prevented by. their families, ..-agnates, clansmen or other kinsmen 
from entering wage or self-employment in town* In view of the low 
or irrecoverable .bridewealth, an unmarried girl who earns in town 
is-of more, economic- value.-to her family at home than she is married, 
when, even if she continues, in employment, a'much smaller pro “port ion 
of her income will be. due to her.parents and younger siblings*

... I have abated'.- that of the women who have made their own ways 
to Kampala, or who are employed and. in some way independent of kin 
and prospective, husbands, the vast majority are Ganda, Toro and Haya *

33.K.;. Taylor, 1950-51, E.A.l.S.R. Conference Paper,



Men "from other tribes' often indiscriminately refer..to-such women 
as prostitutes' (using the Sv/ahili term, malaya). and it is true that „• 
most prostitutes ' are of these three/tribes, though, mostly . Haya«
However, many Ganda and Toro women a r e .employed in other occupations 

such as Belling’ at market stalls, "hairdressing'*, domestic service, 

school teaching and office work. ■ ,

. The independent status of these women, and the negligible 
value or irrecoverability of any prospective bridewealth to a 
family or lineage preclude or at least do not make it worthwhile for. 
an unmarried or adulterous womanfs network of agnates or affines 
in town to mobilise themselves with the object of sending the woman" 
home* This idea to most Ganda and Toro men, though it may be 
favoured, seems'ludicrous in practice. There is no doubt that 
most of these: men envy the greater control exercised by the Kenya 
peoples, the Uganda Ifilotes, the Lugbara and the Kiga over their 
women. All urban tribal, subtribal, or clan associations, where 
they exist, of these .latter peoples stress in their constitutions, 
whether written or spoken, clauses to the effect that unmarried and 
unaccompanied women and ’adulterous wives of their tribe living in 
Kampala should be sent home. They also state that girls who are
livihg with their fathers in the town and who are -impregnated there,
are to be married in traditional manner at home with the boy responsible 
if he. can be found and'if he is of the girl's, tribe, which, among
these, peoples, he usually is.

The status of the married and unmarried woman among the Hyoro
and Soga is not.so undefined as among the Ganda and Toro, though it
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still eontrasily;markbbiy;ruL^th-that. of 'a* woman/Lii; any of : the segmentary 
;:l±n'eage ; so.cie tiest' i.V- & ninall.;bui siibst ant-ialOnurab.er'- bx innmarried , 
‘Soga women -live in*Kampala•' v'. Beattie r from.;fiel;dwpTk.;'.conducted ■- in L ' 
:'1;951 ”*2,' -put'/Hyorb • biibewealtli-. at,no. more'' than ;Shs300 / ~ 8 - Fallers',' ’ 
foiythe ̂ Sbgay; ::from fieMwork'fcarried' out-.in, 1 9 5 0^2-,: states that. the - 
..bridef?eal'thbt|mayy  ̂ :■ tv/o /goats/or. a few shillings to
as\miibhtas'.8Q0yshillings11 He: feter.s'to miarx'iaga. .as ,ra contract . J
betWebnyfhe ’ fatherapr1 -guardian- of the bride 'and- the bridegroom11, not , ) 
it 'may,'be noted^t between ybwo yagriatic ■minima! lineages as would -be 
expectedgamong/ the :-Luby; Luhya, Uganda. Ifilotes.,/ ̂ am-ia,' Kiga andwLugbara, 
He:/'̂ lspv'say's/-thait,V.-nSoga -< custom , does \not. lay • down• •• ,a that certain
'' * ■' " ■ , -i '1 i ■ ■ . " '' ' ■ - •- 1 2 sixicS,kinsmen of the. Bride . Ms.t .receive a share of (the bridewealth).110 :

. In'the'same’ article,' -stress is placed on the’ high divorce and 
..separation rate . in ;Busoga, and with a\ high * level of- soph.istica.tion 
in the area,; this indicates how;, successful women may be -if they wish'. ' 
to strike, out'-independently. Among -the Nyoro, too, an association 
-called the Banyoro Bagu.ngu Ladies Cosujiittee, -based, at-' Hoima, the 
main town; oflBtihyoro, has largely .concerned itself, with the abolition- 
of the institution,,of bridewealth and.with-establishing recognised- -

■ -J-.H.M. ; Beattie", 1938 f ;Nyoi-6’'‘Kinship£‘:MarfiasgblV, arid ■ Affinity','. *• 1
' . . y , . . .■ •. t ■ ,.

^ ■ L • A . F a l l e r s 1939 f ;$ome Det erminants ; of:--Marriage ;;S:tability in / ’
.'Buspga,'./0;H;,3?;.h-for̂  X ; . A t l v ' :■ i - .. ;

'h jM.Mi ;EdeI, '1937y'-fHe:'••Ghiga:. of -¥este-r,n• 'iJgahda ,;yp.-.-XT./B"• for I. A.i.-'
’.The const r.asting ‘‘situation for ..the 'Kiga is. -stated by' Ed el thus, • ... 

;'i1^NegQtiatioxis..;fbrV the' marriage/-;are/''carriedoiftbdtweeh the families,
1 ;not:;:betweeh'the ,bride and: groom-/ ’ who' 'have ho ;say :in;hthe matter _.//,-■
‘ ,-'at7:aii.if:;,l--.Eafrll̂  Chi-ga /,
... society sis/;'pblys'e‘gmehtary# It :.is based .on; :a nary-'-linoage^:.
- :.sys.tem; -similar; -in many'.ways;. toV'that which ’/lias.;-b eon ''described:' for. .. 

■:l':;theiNuef ; and Other peoples :-ih'.northern-.East 'Africa,TI- 1 y : y-.. ..-y'

IA
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’equal, status. for1'women. It reflects a-trend to'which more and 
more Nyoro women are. subscribing, ■ , . 1 -

Thus, as a result of the combination of factors described,, 
and to varying extents, the activities of Ganda, Toro, Nyoro, and.'
Soga women in’ the town do not bring about purposive mobilisations, 
of their respective;agnatic or other, kin networks in Kampala.* This - 
situation contrasts,''markedly with that of the m o r e , highly segmentary 
lineage societies' discussed, among whom- at home' in-,the tribal district,, 
an extended family, corporate lineage, or, for ideological reasons, 
clan and subtribe, have vested interests in.the behaviour of their 
women, married or ' otherwise, and among whom this,' common interest 
equally affects members of these groups in townf .

I have stated that some girls of centralised tribes come,to 
Kampala independently of parents, siblings and. kinsmen. . Through ■ 
the gradually developed liaison I have referred to, many have - -
esthlished permanent urban marital relationships-with men of their 
own of Mother bribes, so that a girl1 s brother, who. comes to Kampala- ., ’
some 'lime/ after. his sister, may , be - introduced to a' brother-in-law.. 
whom he. has never met and about whom- he. has perhaps known, nothing.- ;;
In other ‘ instances -a girl-may .be- lodging with her.-full-, half-, or' .
■ classif icatory - brother in Kampala and, independently ’ of. his control/- 
or advice, -establish these premarital' and more■enduring relationships ’ ̂ 
herself. Centralised, tribesmen, as brothers 'and fathers of such - 
girls, often disapprove of such; freedom from-.control but rarely do > 
anything .about it. .r/.But' .some.- -men' have rationalised the situation 
by citing a .greater''dbme's'tic valuer in 'girls who have -come to and lived
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• inde pendently in-'tp^m. - In a conversation ’between! two woykmates, 
both'living at Nakawaf a Nyoro -expressed this view after ‘a typical 
pronoiincernent. pn- the* matter by a LuoV • ,"f'- • •

‘ tie ’-Luo. don't ma-r-ry-’ girls whom we .find in .the town mil ess- their 
parents or strict brothers are with- them -and have looked after them,. 
He fear disease and' do not like a -girl- who may have “roamed11 in 
the town.• with many.,men. and who vrill run away when .you .try to keep . 
her as.';your wife. ', I’ refer mostly 'to 'these Bantu’:women, but -even 
some-' Luo .girls could.-get' like this -if - their parents' - and brothers 
did. .not control them. - ■ , . ,
Nyoro:- I find it preferable to marry a girl' whom ’I’ have’ found in 
-.the. town'because, she is utcd to life in', the town, 'a-nd 'will not run 
away when.you marry her,‘whereas a girl who is brought from home 
will--find" her eyes opened up and will want to enjoy all she; sees 
in the- town and' will leave you, . .

This rationalisation by some centralised tribesmen of the 
situation-in which their, women in town enjoy relatively few parental, 
and'sibling restrictions, reflects -a;-conscious inability to. alter, 
the situation, . Xt validates, too,' the notion, that- the lesser 
economic significance of.-thoii* institution of bridewealth' does not. 
provide'an incentive for actively attempting a change. Furthermore’ 
this lesser significance of the institution-of bridewealth reaffirms 
.the - fluidity in regulations' to which I have referred, regarding the 
■custody" -of .children in the/event of marital.-disruption, - Whereas . 
among the segmentary lineage': tribespeople 'payment'' dr - non-payment 
of'bridewealth definitely determines, to.which spouse and kinsmen . 
children .go when .a- marriage’ is dissolved, \among.,the: centralised • 
tribes, especially.when one- or both partners are centred in the town
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custody -of the children appears "3:argely .a matter' of private ' ’
■ agreement' (or disagreement) between husband and wife, i-'

Kalis a', • a Nyoro, met a Nyoro woman -in Kampala, -lived with her ., ;
: ••; for two years and regarded .her as- his wife'. She bore him a child*- *•- 
- Her ‘parents ; asked'kalisa for what he thought was. the exorbitant ■ 
demand .of Shs. 600/h bridewealth* ; He refused to; pay' this and the' a 
girl,- mol’s -out.-of loyalty than '.submission ' to her’ parents left - 

•' Kalisa. • However, she asked- Kalisa to .keep the -Child at his- parent's* ; 
home so that, childless, -she would stand'a better 'chance of remarrying

In a par* all el case concerning a segmentary lineage tribesman,- 
•there was''no .such .fluidity in regulations' regarding the custody 'of 
children, • * 1 ; ’ - ,i •

-A lango' living - in .Nakawa'came to know, very well an'unmarried 
Lango • woman- lodging' with.-.her brother on the same, estate , The , . 'w 
woman started living with the man, who agreed with her brother and-;., 
parents to pay bridewealth for'her in the customary manner'* - He ,V-h
paid a special visit- to her parents at home* The'wife was by this •
time some months pregnant. After about eighteen months, the - 
husband was unable' to meet some continual and high bridewealth demands 
At the behest of her parents, brothers and some .clansmen in Nakawa1,-■. 
the woman and child returned home.. The Lango accepted without 
/protest the fact that he had lost custody of his wife and child 
until such time as he could r©continue his-',bridewealthobligations. ■ 
This he was able to do after six months.-,' - . His wife and child ' . .;
then returned to him'at/.Nakawa* ' .1 ’’’

. -These contrasting Conceptions ' of- .f emale status are reflected 
in the' relatively high' proportion - of urban inter-tribal marriages 
occurring among centralised tribespeople and the lower proportion, 
among -segmentary lineage tribespeople* . ■' ;



, Of ‘ao-random simple of couples drawn',.frcmNakaw.a ' and- ITagurii/ ■
some o-f. - Whom were oub'jec't/ to/partiohlar.ly close observation , . -27 y / >. 
constituted inter* tribal. and 113 infrattribal/unions/of;'some' socially/.,
acknowledged permanence/’ /Altiioughe2.0k' of, all spouses were persons ■"

/, .1 ■ n " ' '/only u- //, : ’ . , - „ :/-, / ,;
• of ' segmentary.- lineage" tribes ,'/10 .Were partners to an in ter-tribal " -
union*v.! 'These few, , and also others-who were partners to temporary * '
inter -“tribal unions', were , openly condemned by fellow tribesmen, ■
often through'the’ medium, of; a tribal'association* , Among centralised
tribespeople,- who constituted^ a larger proportion of inter-tribal '
marriages, there was virtually -no condemnation by fellowtribesmen
of- the union, and, more-freedom of -choice"-had been available, to women"/;

as. itell as men’ .in/ selecting., partners./ y Most intr.a-tribal marriages
recorded/wefe between -persons .of :the same:, segmentary .lineage t r i b e -
/ . The incidence of. separation and/divorce is much' Igw.grr ./for.: ■/ // •/
marriages' between ..persons of - the same lor, related '■ segmentary lineage' /
tribe than-for marriages in. which one or both-partners Is ofTa /;/.;./
centralised tribe/ In.this limited sense, marriages.between'persons /
of^t-hb/saMd-segmentary-lineage/tribe are the ■ most/ stablef Most,-' / - \,
Married■'-residents /ofNaguru and-. Naltawa are ‘ segmentary lineage ■ . "
tribesmen,' so/that , ' by dint of numerical preponderance-, - a further/., /./';
gehex’ai. feature. -of" Naguru- and - Itakawa1 s populations' "is; their relative "/; ■'
stability of marriage * This- contrasts - with the general instability'' .
./of ::maf r xage' ln.lt lie; ‘suburbs - of/.Kisenyl' and” Mulago.-,/in/which' the.- less./ -
..stable- urban*;.systems" of marriage of/the/Ganda and. Toro;, in particular,
prevail, :/■"-/- / - /-//■ '1 ■■//-w.I.///; .  / ' *■ . 1 . , / -’ ’ '

' - i/TheSe- figuies do not/include 'fermporary/unionsthe much-, greater/,;/ 
-/"-/■•pro port ion of/which: were c onstitixt ed/by, couples/, of centralised tribes
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i) Urban Groups and Sanctions on the Individual

Some of the general differenc 
between centralised and segmentary 
discussed may be compared and list

Centralised tribes
Low degree of lineage and clan, 
localisation.
Low bridewealth,, not generally 
recoverable, not regarded as tiae 
bridewealth -of the bride's brother, 
and not providing a basis for 
common action, among brothers and 
other agnates. ■
Relatively independent status of 
unmarried, and in some cases, 
married women, and their lesser 
social and real value to agnates.
Inheritance is preferential* 
Usually the eldest son receives 
a substantially larger proportion 
of his father.'s property than do 
the other siblings. But the 
father may choose another son as 
heir. Daughters and granddaugh
ters may inherit.
Tribal custom of stratification 
largely based on de facto freehold 
land tenure.

The local authority head is an 
agent of the centralised govern.-' 
ment and is unrelated by kinship) , 
to the majority under his juris
diction*

These factors largely account

s in rural social organisation 
lineage societies which I have 
d as follows:

Segmentary lineage tribes
High degree of lineage and clan 
localisation*/
High bridewealth, serving as 
guarantee and recoverable, regarded 
as bridewealth of bride's brother, 
provides a basis for common action 
among agnates.

Restricted status of unmarried and 
married women and their high real 
and social value to agnates.

Inheritance is shared more or less 
equally among brothers, the eldest 
receiving only a slight advantage. 
Daughters do not inherit*

Egalitarian ordering and conception 
of clan and lineage groups, with 
individual access to land vested 
within such groups.
There is no single local authority 
head. Authority roles are ascribed 
to elder consanguines.

for the formation of urban
groups of differing specificity.



■ -Among- the uil;ceiitrailsed, • highly.. s'e.gmentary lineage tribes.
•*fteierre’d'/to'//'lineages '-and he Ians a-thome;'are frequently localised: and 
corpbratb,/ and;-there;.' are. rural inter/sts. which /ar ©//common to urban////’ - 
and rural-dwelling members’ of/th/.'lineage ■ or lclah,//- , These •’•Interests' 
;’spring/f rdm/lhe' - 'statusand- social/and :;Teal value' of woken’- t'o.-.the ‘ 
liheage;/;.;l;he corporate .possession:: of /land, shared inheritance, and ’>•/•• 
subjectlprLtercommon local authority in otherwise'egalitarian, societies* 
Sx/ec-ific" groups of actual; and:,putative . agnates living in' town may' *
'be-',mobilised around, any- of--these: interests as they .may. occur* . .-‘I/
.:-y/;//Among/the/centralised Interlacustfine Bantu referred to, the 
comparable faofors are a ..lesser degree of ;iineage and clan 'localisation. - 
at-home, a: different'' value of women to-, the lineage, preferential, 
-ihhefitance ,’and; pat tpriis; of/individual-land tenure* ' These appear 
.all derived from or, -at - Id'as.t , /related to the particular established 
tribal hierarchy-,,; ;; These; factors ..do- provide the common interests 
-.among/agnates necessary for the specific and regular mobilisation 
of, urban groups * ,. ' , - 1

Mutual aid .obtaining between -urban .migrants. of.centralised tribes 
is'likely/to. be more .diffuse--and less;;connected with' life in the '■ 
rural home* It,is■unlikely to,be sought from agnatic much more . 
than from matrilateral members of the general urban.network. The ;
-persistence /in /toWn1' of effective/but loose-knit bilateral kin networks', 
inhibit Sy.t̂  specific,-.-urban groups or- at least does -
hot/&elineate./thejri-• ;as/'elebrijLy/as. -among .segmentary'lineage tribesmen, ; //;■/
, y .  /.The -more.-/highly /cbnporat'e-lhe- group, the greater is the reciprocity^ 
• o'f':'o;biigai;'i6hS;;;b'et.'wee.h;its.• members, Default/In performance of these.-.;



; -..obligations: i'ii'vo'kes;;• t ;he ’appl'-i ca-ti;on;of•. negatiye /sanetions '-by' -fellow :/•/.■ ■ 
L//,. members/qf/ the/groupyi,/:!; refer to/the existence/and mutual . •/*•//’ / //•.-.
// ;/ acknowledgement of--these : obligations /'hnd,'/Sanctions among group / ; .:- /// y. 
> -members/as 'd’efinihg/:the^-'grbu]?/s/solidarity,; ' - yi/f Z// y - y '/////’-

y- --Thus1, ythero/ls^eater /s.Qiidarlty: felt knd exhibited in the-’ 1  /• - 
.-• -/urban. groups of segmentary; lineageytribesmen than -in those ' of; -/ ../ 
vy-. centralised/.tribesmen'. yy; //;;v-/ /-V"-. .yy y//y ./ ■/j / ;r " /..-■/./-/

: , .. yy/, ideally,//there, .-are levels' of intensity, of solidarityrwhichy.y/•/’ '- /
correspond, v̂ ltli the pyraiiiidalystrricture . of a segmentary lineage. • 
society* A t 'the lowest/level, the/members of a lineage find their . /

// strongest obligations .to- each other and., at home, may act in- concord
against an'adjacent lineage of comparable size . over ./land,' bridewealth/ 
cattle, • or other causes of disputes’* Iff of /the; same - clan, however, - : : 
members of the "tWo/iLiheages may act togetheiy in defence of 'some' . 5

/ transgression/by/another , clan*; The solidarity" of clan members is . /
particularly strong in -town /and'/the;/, intensity of mutual aid between 

' its-' members is// often expressed 'through/a,, .formally ‘constituted/ -cian ./•"
■ //.association y/tbus' f orming ayse.cohd level/ of solidarity/.» , ---In, the. / /vp-/.̂
' town/; too/ a clan . Association-may ■ exhibit/rivalry With/another - '/;; -////' ’

.■/;/.-/■ . cl;an'.association;; . ../■'/ ./w--///yyy/': ’ . /./-• - ... /.■■■/ -■ /'
/ ■'//Furthermorey the Luo /and/' Luhyaiare/internally-;-.divided into y y./

/ • subutribesh/y'There; are some :2A;-bub-tribeSvamong/-the,.Luhya a n d ,-■;-/// 
;■// . y-sub-tribes uamong' the' Luo.: ://,Ih; Kampala .-East,/there/ara,/subtribe’'////'./y / 
y// associations / among ■theyLuyhaZand . Luo/which,.are/primarily -concerned - yy/yh 
:/,. ' With the -playing of soccer within respective;, tribal leagues/ y- The * ./
/ / ’ rituai/ahd. fervour surrounding, thebe ;:xnter-siibtribe/soccer matches;.
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reflects and affects the behaviour of members of these units one 
against the other ;and so constitutes/-a 'third level, of solidarity* . .
For the other segmentary lineage societies - there are-no units . 
structurally comparable to subtribe, so that, it is less easy to ■
speak-of this level of solidarity. . The/third or.fourth level of 
solidarity refers to that of the whole tribe and is evident in 
situations ..of competition, conflict or co-operation with other tribes. 
These Ieve3.s of solidarity will be discussed’ further in the chapter- ■ 
on associations. ' ’

Because every member of a segmentary lineage tribe must base 
his behaviour towards fellow-tribesmen at. one or other of these, ' 
levels of solidarity, I refer to the solidarity of/-the particular 
tribal collectivity as internally differentiated. The.norms of the.
collectivity are highly maintained and restrict the urban migrants 
range of choices of action. This is not/to say that new urban roles 
.which'conflict with what • are - regarded., as ybribal role-expectations ■■ 
will not be undertaken by members of the collectivity nor that 
. behaviour which is -individualistic will not be attempted* . Howeves?:, • v 
since such roles and behaviotir are seen as disruptive of the • ' -
collectivity’s solidarity and entail, subsequent negative sanctions, 
the migrant who does attempt them is .a minority person, regarded by 
members rof the collectivity as ' a (deviant. This deviance may however , 
be compensated for/by the tdeviantfs stressing of allegiance to the." 
collectivity.- Some: past\chairmen;' of ■ the ;extensive Luo and Abalmhya-- 
unions do not conform- to certain _widely-held tribal- role-expectations 
.but.,’, because of their sometimes merely nominal leadership” of their'-yly
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respective collectivities, are excused their deviance. Theirs could
be referred to as acceptable deviance. Other highly successful
men from these and other segmentary tribes have not exhibited any
nominal, allegiance at all and are wholly condemned, informally as
well, as formally, by their tribesmen. When the Kenya peoples in

1Kampala protested against alleged discrimination in employment, they 
also condemned those high-status and.influential tribesmen who did 
not appear to support, them in their protests, ■ This is unacceptable 
deviance. Similarly,' at lower levels, ordinary iirban migrants who 
wish to deviate slightly or greatly from tribal role-exiDectations 
are generally.careful to select-roles constituting acceptable deviance, 
i, e . by, cpmT^ensatoi'y nominal' behaviour, in preference to unacceptable 
deviance..- "■'/'/ . .. ‘ ■’

■■■ '.Solidarity does of. course obtain between member’s of the 
centralised Bantu tribes, but, in the .absence of an agnatic principle 
strong . enough to delineate and" specify groups clearly, It is not 
internally- differentiated and is generally less Intense. A certain 
diffuse solidarity exists among the Ganda in Kampala concerning help 
in getting jobs, . It reflects a reaction on their part to the large 
numbers .of “foreigners” employed In Kampala, for whose clerical and ■ 
skilled poations larger numbers of Ganda.are competing. Again, .it 
appears that there is-a Buganda-wi de 'solidarity with respect to-the

'] _ 'In January 19o3, the- Uganda Kenya African Union spoke out against
. what they considered was blatent discriminatic?n in the employment 
of Kenyans .in Kampala and other Uganda towns. They, claimed the 
- discrimination was-Inspired by the Uganda government. The latter 
replied that'it seemed, justifiable to give Ugandans preference for 
jobs .in their own country.
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position of the Kabaka* ' .. . Since, however, this does not .give rise 
to 'the common binding interests ox smal3:e.r-. groups of kin and clan 
within the collectivity and so lacks the pyramidally constituted 
solidarity of the segmentary lineage societies, it is unlikely to 
affect much the behaviour of the ordinary urban migrant of the tribe, 
To this .may be added disruptive issues as suggested by the Havejjere 
■movement'1, divided opinion 'Over the prospects of Bugan da1 s integration

■ _ 2into the proposed East African Federation", and, among all the 
centralised Bantu',' the general - absence of bases for common action, 
already referred to, deriving from the positions of women, land and 
sibling group, and from the lesser degree of clan and lineage 
localisation and corporateness.

.As I indicated earlier, the stronger sanctions to which a 
migrant from a segmentary tribe is likely to be subject are applied 
not only by the migrant’s urban group of close agnates but also by 
unrelated'.tribesmen in town, on the ideological pretext of acting 
in the interests of the whole- tribe. Their formal application may 
be through tribal and, more particularly, clan associations. But

J i ' *■

unrelated*Itribesmen may also condemn behaviour and attempt to arroly 
sanctions .informally.

1 1 -' ' 'This movementwhich was of very recent origin, purported to
represent the "common man” in Bit ganda and protested against certairi
aspects of the Ganda' land tenure system*

2 * ' 'Paradoxically, since': much of - this issue centres around the Kabaka1s
position in the Federation as against greater economic benefits
for- the people, the Kabakaship, inspiring solidarity, seems almost
-disruptive of it* -
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'/; Washika, /.a Luhya living'/at-ilagupu, -hadi been’. Trig Kampala since'/:/..; / 
19^9. He used.;,to; work for... Uganda Transport Company .and,- by!y:'•,* ’*"'■./ 
travelling a groat, deal, earned .a/fair••'•wage, in addition.1 to tips v ''-//// 
He; was• dismissed:/Jay -the company and, 'by -only .ge.t-t.ing, arivinferior- . -7 : / 
job’’as a- driver,’suns,te, experienced a-drastic reduction of income.*' '///. 
He .had. always ;re-fused', to marry -;so, that 'his/trib'esmdh--.cp3-leagues 
had given, up 'trying to persuade-liimy; saying, ./“Wdshika .will; never’p/k// 
marry now” * . Furthermore/, .lie was;-regarded as a heavy (drinker, and
it was common knowledge that .he had■ always spent , nearly. as. much as 
he, earned on “roaming” with > women' and prostitutes’/. He had constantly 
refused to join his ./tribal ■ Sub tribe, association -ink town/''-and, anyway., • 
did .not heed their"requests’'for better .behaviour* . /.Washika rarely 
went t.or.his rural'home but when he did, It was said he would never 
dare Visit his wazee*1 since.':they had heard of .his"misdemeanours - in' 
the ...town “and he ..would .feel /shame f before their anger1!,' . There., was , ■
.speculation as - to how,''/he' -would. eventually fare,/when . he was too, old , 
‘for work* ’ k a // -.,/ ' •'• ; ..

His two sisters.,..>nof.eov e r.; were bothin Kampala’ East and were :- 
reputed to be prostitutes*. One '■of' them was par t i'cular ly notorious / 
in this respect and ”'even associated with a European”* . Washika,- . 
as elder brother-, was regarded .as , responsible for checking, their- * 
behaviour,.but' it was considered that/he himself needed' correction* - 

■ Washika had a younger brother lodging, with him for most of his' ; ' 
later years in Nagufu// ■ This, younger/brother' went to a Senior ■ 
Secondary School Ih.ihe city and was/studying -for his ..Cambridge , //.,:, 
School Certificate / ,, Washika and other .siblings paid • his school, fees’/ 
But the boy failed -his/examinations* /. He. was' also accused of ' k: :
impregnating the daughter - of a Sarnia. sat /Makawa. but, after failing * 
his examinations, leftkfor /Nairobi to get a job,, never accepted 
responsibility, and-, anyway-, claimed his education-put him at too 
superior, a .level to consider,, the girl; as -a wife*- ' Though the ;girl .: / • 
.herself. was admitted, to' be rather-.coquettish,' the . boy was.; condemned

 ̂.Swahili term meaning'more than just parents, ■'■and .extending, xn this., 
case; to- a large- .number*, of-'paterna3..._.uncles ,• aunts: and grandparents 
of the- minimal or minor’ line.age../// v  ■ :k -‘ ■ :// - • •- ’’’ •/-’,-•

 ̂ Culturally and linguistically' 'related.. to the - Luhya- and soitiepxmes .
-' regarded fas a sub.tr.ibe*.' ' - k k k  7///1 /'/ ■* /. //■ /• ; 1
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not so much for refusing to accept responsibility for- the girl’s
■condition as for -somehow using his achieved education:for extending
the social distance between himself, the girl’s father and sympathetic 
kinsmen and colleagues .of the latter. He could, at least, they 
said, have offered compensation to; the'girl’s father. .By not doing 
so he had acted ’proudly’. Contacting him, which would have to be 
done initially through his unpopular and unreliable brother, Washika, 
was pointless unless the boy himself desired to negotiate.

The. whole chain of events and the family and .girl involved in 
them were regarded as a slur--on the reputation of Luhya in Kampala 
East, but people could no more than attempt to control the events . .. 
through sanctions of disapproval* . >.

This case is outstanding in that■it is often brought up by Luhya .
in Kampala East when they wish to illustrate how urban life may 
.lead to the moralddg'gra'dation of fellov-tribesinen. ' Among urban- 
dwelling people of Washika’s subtribe' it may eventually hold something 
of the qualities of a myth* ■ - . .

- This case contrasts with the initial one in this chapter in
that Washika and his siblings,do not fulfil their, respective role- '
expectations, Washika was guilty on -four .counts:■ remaining unmarrie
not joining his.subtribe association; not coii-tr Oiling his sisters.’
behaviour; and allowing his brother- to■ roam’ instead of. encouraging
him to study' for an examination. The brother, was guilty of using.?'"
his higher status to esca;pe from- obligations consequent upon his
makihg a Sarnia’s daughter pi-egnant* Washika's sisters were condemned
for their shamelessness,- though not as much as were their brothers,
since, being women; their activities were held to be so much the
responsibility of brothers, . The notoriety of this c a s e  and its 

i  • y  • .  - ■ ' v  ' x .

recounting by ̂ tribesmen, unrelated and perhaps even unknown to Washika
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exemplifies the concern by members.of' the collectivity for behaviour 
which goes against the .norms., and constitutes unacceptable deviance, :
One may speculate that, ‘had 'the;educated brother offered compensation. 
to the gii’l ’s father, he might have been excused the more normal 
requisite of marrying her-, on the grounds of his claim that she! was.- > Z ' 
too inferior1 f or him,. and. s o . wo ul d hav e been all owe d. t o defect f r om 
an.expected' course of action. This would have constituted acceptable / 

deviance* . ' . - ’’ ' .. ■■ -• zjk ZkY'.--
The fact that.-.'in this case the/sanctions to anormative behaviour 

were ineffective and that, because of. this, the case.,was outstanding, . .
■ conversely, illustrates that in • such/-situations sanctions are likely 
to; have some effect upon' persons’. actions. . This appeared-so- in - '. . 
the initial case when I;: described how common interests. mobilized • . 
urban- agnatic.- group’s-.. .It would appear so, too-,, when unrelated" .-]Zhu '■ • 
tribesmen, acting according to the - normative demands of the collectivity 
attempt to correctdifeviant-behaviour. Though, as one might expect, 
’unrelated1 .tribesmen will in most cases be* less able r to direct- - individual 
actions than- relatives. . That is to' say,,, the sanctions applied by 
representatives■of the collectivity are weaker than those applied 
by the migrant’s kin, especially agnates.' _ ’ " : ’

. Nevertheless, the sanctions and. general control, exerted over 
members of the-.segmentary lineage .tribes are- greater than those, 
applying to people of the/centralised, tribes*' /

Among the ’centralised peoples there is. in the first place a; lack 
of the bases for common action among agnates" relating to the’ 
positions of women, land., inheritance ■ and : authority ; ■•Clans -are
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dispersed* Within a few generations participation in a cash-crop 
economy has greatly increased* Sons have attempted to emulate 
fathers and brothers by nbuying,T land on which to grow cash-crops*
With .the subsequent spatial separation of sons from fathers and of 
brothers, there is.sometimes no local and corporate agnatic unit at 
home beyond the primary family.

As illustrated in the urban conjugal, affinal, fraternal, and 
general agnatic relationships of these peoples, urban groups, are 
not significant as determinants of behaviour through the application 
of either negative or positive sanctions*

But,.however vaguely delineated; these-urban groups are and 
however much they are-Intermeshed to fork a general network of 
bilateral kin for any.ego, they do provide for most new urban migrants 
the only personal-contacts and norms of behaviour with.which they 
are initiall5r familiar. .The longer' the migrant lives and works in 
town and the more his associates spill over into other tribes and 
more noyel spheres of activitythe.greater becomes , his awareness 
of the heterogeneity.of norms peculiar to.urban society. Urban 
status- systems are the. ordered aspects of th'is heterogeneity.

If the solidarity of a migrant’s kin and tribal groups is strong, 
as for segmentary lineage tribesmen, his apparent defection from 
such groups is regarded,by other members as likely to disrupt it, 
and negative sanctions are. brought to bear on his deviance.

Urban social mobility incorporates the achievement of alien, 
extra-tribal statuses and constitutes such deviance. The urban 
-migrant of a segmentary lineage tribe who aspires to higher status



is thus required to manipulate very carefully his.position in groups 
.of kin and felloWfribesmen in.prder to evade or .mitigate the force 
of negative sanctions.■ He mustselect, between those roles which• .. 
may.1 be discarded or retained! 'and''-between those new roles which: may■
‘be .played overtly, or- discreetly. ' - ’ ' " '

The comparable group solidarities among, centralised tribesmen; 
are less strong, and' a migrant’s out-group orientation is less likely 
to evoke-negative, sanctions; , He need; be less selective about, which 
roles he discards or retains in his attempts to achieve higher-urban 
status ♦ ■. ;<

-■ - For all-airban .-migrants/the iribal;.'order .provides an. initial ‘ 
ahdgbaSlc -ref erence;-group, - or; overlapping rseries of such!groups* '
■ These; .gi'oups are Startlngppointspfbr • greater.' .urban participation* -I 
The 16 c aland c I vie order s are in some par t s rem o v e d - and in s ome parts'*: 
connected with the tribal order * > Thus, there are neighbourhood. . • pVi' 
and. wider local groups - in which;the' ;relations 'of kin and- fellpwtribesme.n 
arehsignlficant in; .some;'context's but. npt,:i.n'. 'other's,: i. The r e/jar e,. '
what- i/eber; has called status-grolips, Including sectional ahd local ; 
".elites, membership-. of.Ilhichlls/ regarded/as/conferring prestige'* 1  /' ,
In urban/society, 'generally:',’ ..the /composition; of these latter groups. - . 
is determined bypthe.; socioteconomicistatus: * ofmembers,, In, these 
groups, too,//kin,; tribal, neighbourhood and local relations'may be 

more or less significant*- ' . ‘ . «
-Ali'these groups may overlap In their personnel. An-ego’s 

general urban, network includes -persons variously drawn from any 
number of : these./groups' Each-igroup’s members,'"by- definition, have - 
expectations of each o t h e r E a c h  constituent member .of, a network, ■



therefore,- has.lobligations • toInum'er duis,• gr6'ups*__while h may or may hot/V 
conflict with'-’his '-obligations to the central ego „ Such conflict s'1 
are presumably ;most" felt where group ..solidarities.. are- greatest!.* • r .



C H A P T E R  -.III .. ' . .

THE LOCAL ORDER: 'CONCEPT OP NEIGHBOURHOOD

Anthropologists are used to writing about the ways in which 
patterns of local residence affect and reflect kinship and tribal
structures. The emphasis is usually on a single tribe in.its rural

1 ; .homeland. •.
In any African town mostly composed of migrants these features 

have to be reconsidered, Kampala' exhibits the usual comparatively 
high urban population density, an admixture of different tribespeoples 
•and' .cross-cutting categories based on socio-economic achievement. 
People.living together may be of- different tribal origins-and belong 
to different socio-economic categories,. , ;.

Though there is, as everywhere, a tendency for persons of 
different socio-economic -categories .to live -in distinctive areas, 
disparities inevitably occur, especially, as I,illustrate, at Faguru 
and Nakawa. Different tribespeople might n’orraally choo;se to live 
in separate clusters, but this, too, is not possible at. Naguru 
and Nakawa, ' .

1 describe how tribal and socio~econom5.c differences affect 
neighbourhopd norms -and patterns of residence among the- peppie ■ 
of Naguru and N a k a w a A s  will.become clearer, choice -and implication 
of residency by a townsman contribute significantly to his urban 
status image.

1 ■ J.H.M. Beattie, I960, Bunyoro, An African Kingdom, New York,
Henry Holt, for a comprehensive chapter on neighbourhood in a 
rural, context.
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..Tire., most . notable general feature of the local order is that . • ! 

the distinction,'betypen/the urban groups', of -"segmentary and -centralised;; 

tribespeople .discussed in the last chapter' :has b iu g .1i , less- significance '" 

as aidistinguishing criterion of' role definition. ■ 1 _“ • • r : ‘ .

' ''"I-,;In- this■ chaptex' -I define and discuss, relationships- of what - 
I call the neighbourhood unit. In the next -.chapter !■ discuss;- I'- '
these.-relationships - in the context of -what I., call,; after Epstein*, ‘ >f.; 
the locality. -... ' . . . -ff .1-' 'f,'\ .' : y ff\ ’’y

a).; Denning the -Neighbourhood Unit - }\ . :y  a ; ■ ■

-ITace^fdeface reldtiqhships. di'rectly':..derivi-u common .
resi.cience-' in 'an urban local' group can; bef cons.iderp-diqn-?two extreme.. 
SCclle? S. * ' ; .. .. ;■ .. . f y  , - -1“ - • • 1  ; '■ '■

\ ;sl ffOn/the' narrowest fsc'ale are' the -daily relation S. hips. of'members' :y
o.f '.a: -small! group of’ houses ,■ closely situated. 't'olgeaCh other.-: The:
roii-expec t.at ions typical' off these, f,re,quent ' r e'lat ibnshlps' are ' based-'.-, 
to.- a' large, extent "oh personal .characteristics. ■ ; -v: •
..y,Oh the widest- scale are the "more, '.irregular'; and nucli.. less' 

frequent. relationships of persons resident in 'a .relatively large ' 5

locality. '• V'Gharacteristic of-these relationships is their cateadricai■ , , t/  , ~ v 4 * . • w  •

basis* '.'That IsftO' say, distinctive- tribespeople constitute separate- •; 
•categories of interaction, while a person1 s o m i ' .tribeconstitutes ; '
anything from a close-knit to loose-knit .collectivity, or group in 

-the general sense, ̂ , . , ' f ~ ' : '
In the-more frequent and'regular relationships,' persons assess" - 

their behaviour towards each.other by subordinating, the categorical 
or'' tribal hiembership . of role-partners. Role-expe ct at ipns are



; ./tv/ y, 'y; incf easihgly/ .Basad^acc or ding to the /Im'owledge-of ' a partner as a ’ '
■V ■ ' i "':' yy^son.; : Yet, as. Will be-yshown’,\even, v/ithin, this particularistic

■/ t* ;;i;situati on . universalis tic elements; off behaviour are dis c e r nabl ,e..
. ' ../■/ y , • These, daily- /relationships, -are. mostly typical' of'small neighbourhood 

groups0 ; ■ These adjacent and 'overlapping small groups 'of houses and 
• y ;.r /y.people,..exhibit; common aspects. .p'fysoclal relationships■ I refer

' yy; - "to such-a \grbu$/asuthe’neighbourhood' \init -and -shall define it in 
; * . more detaily,' / . y, ■’ '■ ,,y ■:< . ■■ /. / / ' .. y'y - / y

■. ;y-r. y . ''' ; An';arbitrary number', of. iipighb.o.urhopd, .units constitute a locality 6 y’
V. . -In towns f localities . ar.e -usually/'statutory "areas appr o pr iate ly nained, 
yy ".-•■yd-; though - they, may , vary ..in •' sise/h y/t tiave /already distinguished the

... -.y larger aheastyf/settlement.', incorporating such: localities in Kampala.*- • ’'
•" y'’ •- The'most/affludnfyand/high ̂ status persons live in the city in - ./■

/ y ; , , y  .areas' Ifke/lfpibio.;-^ _. /Naguru ’.and Nakav/a' ‘accommodate. . /,
/ / , the -greater ;humbbr/of/'the/ developing/ clerical■ and/; artisan categories.*
// f / • • y. . Ther;bulk of-the 'town'sy:/unskilled labour - force - live--'in the suburbs,..
// =•' y •’;!/•/;/• * A" significant.;fe.ature,:, of‘...settlemeht in these latter areas is
•y • •: /.. , /thatsince their/ growth, ists'bontaiieoils and. largely tihcbntrolled, ': / -
!:’ //•/ ,/y.it' has- beeh-/p6 ssible!f or "residential tribal-cluster's to' establish.;--̂  •'
//■.//' /!'////t/i:ô elves:fi///:'At iheyeommbrciai ynd/retail/trade*''centres- of these '. - ■
y / / y - -  /subUrbt.,;/po.pUlatiohy/itis. true ,ytehd:syt‘o be 'ethnically mixed*
/ :/ -v.' •’ '/But; loutsidbi’t he s ef. c-ent re s..members : off* iy tribal, group" find . security,/ /
V //•/• ,v; / in/an;alien/enyit'Qnmeht by living/in! clusters. ■ They -may .elect their 
/. /// .■ y  own /headman:■ aiid 'conform in ‘their/behavioury. In these areas the

/concept /of '■ neighb cur hood’ is.-extended, to/find; its -primary expression . ■ 
■//y/yy/'v ih/zthe/.ihteraction/of ‘ adjacent different.'tribal groups with . -
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intervening centres/of-.traded ■ y ■ 1 • \y " ’ . .

■'A /.In the 'housing .estates of /Kampala ’East, . I have.' stated, that-' y 
houses are allh.catecV not- according to tribe.,, but ac'cording.f.o, an /■'''■ 
individual's position on the waiting listy and. according to his ; ■ 
eoohoinicyst'ataisA 'Neighbourhood,therefore finds Its primary 'expression
in'thd/intGractibn' -of hear-.:individual .households-which ..are rotyy /'yy/y;. 
necessarily o f t h e ; same tribe*. -• " / ' a y  .. "yy
' y  /i;Ino\v .definethe neighbourhood unit characteristic of the. tty yi 
. estates.,/.restating' that - it/must-be distinguished/ from .the. .immediate*-,;,/ - < 
locality, ' : y-/y •• , /■ ' \ - . "

, The immediate locality is taken to refer to-any one, or 
rec'ognisably distinct part of the estates in"Kampala-East. Each 
estate has its own’Tenants.*. Association which, as a common interest,;- . , 
association representing the views of the tenants y  serves . to - y"-
establish the ' estate f s individual identity and so . die,critically- 
marks It/off jhomr,adjacent or nearby estates, Xir addition to’ this . .yy
there"are socio-economic residential-differences'between the estates*. 

Whereas one' may'/.cater. largely for the managerial, clerical and ■ •,/y /-■ '
/artisan ‘.class*’, another may cater for. a substantial number of; ! • -‘VA ,y 
unskilled "and ' Semi-skilled person's,' " Locality is thus seen in the • 
wav in which residents may evaluate themselves according to 'the 
estate on which they’live* It .is more prestigeful to live on one'" ; • 
estate than . on another „ Cliches such , as ltthe prostitutes of ICIswahp. A-; 
!*the; porters of Nakawa-U and 11 the big men (or clerks) of Naguru” . ;

 ̂ P. C .W . .Guitklnd, 19.62, Accommodation and- .Conflict in•. an".African- . y- 
peri-ur]ian";Arba,.■ Anthropologica, N.S. Pel* IV", No*It Institute of, .. -

t ' Social//Studies ,/'-The -Hague-. __ -. ■’ " / , "y / .  * ■ y- 1"



illustrate the mutual accordance of such prestige, according to 
^locality. Furthermore, many tenants subscribe,to the recognition., 
of these residential diffei’ences by moving to a more affluent /group 
of houses or estate in an attempt at social elevation. Movements 
of this kind .involve changing membership of neighbourhood units.

Though there is considerable variation, a'neighbourhood’unit 
may be defined as consisting of -up to and no more' than twenty 
juxtaposed and on-facing households. Neighbourhood units- are thus 
sub-divisions of the administrative; divisions of-each estate which..
I.described in the Introduction. . ‘ ‘
. . Physical .factors such as the size of a,house and its closeness 

to other houses clearly.affect the initiation and maintenance of 
neighbourhood relationships* Thus,, in some parts of the affluent 
estate of Naguru,' juxtaposed but detached houses-, with r>rivate 
garden's .and hedges between them, make for less easily initiated and 
maintained- neighbourhood relationships than in some' parts of' the' 
Nakawa estate, where small, four-terraced-houses, arranged closely- 
to each other in an on-facing square', not only facilitate but virtual! 
enforce quick and frequent neighbourhood relationships.

For the moment, however, I ignore these differences since 1 
perceive certain elements common to all neighbourhood relationships 
-within the specified unit.

I should point out here, that although It is of course impossible 
to draw rigid boundaries between one neighbourhood unit and another, 
it is usually possible to pick out some object which appears roughly 
to demarcate or define a neighbourhood field of interaction. A



■ focal point' of ■ definition is/.c e-rt airily’’ the'water.; tap, serving from 
- ten’to twenty houses and acting as a frequent, ‘Neutral1? /place of 
‘ gossip for : women neighbours. ' While,‘their-' wiv.es are at the rural :
home y  cultivating, /planting or harvesting, men .Without.. younger * :
■ siblliigs/ of cfependent migrants'- lodging/with :;them may' have to - collect y 
wateryf rdm/the.lap; t hems elves’«,• ; They may also .come to regard it’ as
a useful and; fairly" central point of/- reference, for,, immediate ■ - *
neiglibourhood; ■relationships? / / il mango or banana- tree between two"*

blocks of; houses^May not seriously - restrict the passage from one
block to another, yet' It may, be/taken-'as" a {.delimiter of frequent,...
as ■ opposed to occasional, neighbourhood relationships* Similarly, ■'. 
a,'path' or a'higher' than average hedge between two houses may mark. "
off one unit from; another. On the other hand, a person may prefer
the company of his neighbours .on the other side of the path or
mango tree and most" of"his neighbourhood relationships May be there* ,
In this case,' he may be particularly conspicuous to his immediate
neighbours as one who has rejected their company* Conversely,
it .may have been their intention so to eject him. For all this,
X consider that most so-called neighbourhood units are relatively
discernible as such. They inevitably merge and overlap,-yet, in'
addition to the physical factors of demarcation and definition, there
is a tendency for a fjard .core of/tenants, male and female, to
assume some degree of stability and permanence in interaction..

Small g r o u p s ,-however,ill-defined their contours and ih spite of
• . 1 • changes in- personnel, suill constitute "the bricks of society , • and

must be- distinguished from larger ■ social aggregates*..,./ „ , y y ;y -/

 ̂ G. Homans, The. Human-. Group,"' ‘y>,yyy;.- 'yv ' l y  'A A ' ': . ,Ay.y'



b) Multi-Tribal Residence and Status Differentiation

The allocation of houses according to applicant's positions on 
the waiting list has the result that any neighbourhood unit Is likely 
to be composed of householders of different tribes*

There are different grades of housing, each of which is rented 
accordingly, and is territorially distinct from any other. The 
policy of ‘allocating houses according to economic status has the 
result .that In any one neighbourhood unit, there will‘be a general 
parity of economic status betw.eeh householders. Since, however, 
this: parity.is general and not entire, there will be a small minority 
of householders who: are below or above the average in income. This 
constitutes a major^status difference between the minority and 
majority. There are' other status : differences which are. not necessarily, 
coincident with'that of the economic, but which derive.from, differences 
in education and 'sophistication1. . These status differences are 
sometimes cross-cutting,and may.be evident in- specific situations 
only. For instance, two men may be eqtially rich, though one may be 
fairly well educated while the/.other is illiterate, or, conversely 
two men may have reached the same level of education but may differ 
extremely in the extent to which.they have been occupationally 
successful. On the other hand, since occupational, economic and 
educational, standing generally coincide, in my areas of study at laast, 
such status differentiation, whatever its nature, within the 
neighbourhood unit'is likely to correspond with a division between 
a small minority and the majority of the householders. In other - 
words, in one instance, ten out of eleven neighbours may earn ho more



than Shs,1 3 0/~ per month, while, one earns Shs.300/-. In another 
instance, seven out of eight neighbours may earn between SJis,3 0 0/- 
ahd, feOO/"; while one earns Shs.125/-*- However, of these majority 
seven, two may .be illiterate., while-' the* other • five may have some 
education* The two illiterate may be successful traders and not 
need, .education in their -work, while, the fifth, perhaps an'artisan, 
had. to. be educated to .be accepted for training, but noitf that he Is 
qualified, no longer needs this education in his work..

Status differentiation, the*^ for- some, neighbours within the 
unit/may" be cross-cutting, though for others it may be coincidental 
and sharply divide rich, educated men with prestigeful occupations 
from poor, uneducated men with1menial occupations* In either case, 
because of the otherwise general, parity of statuses within the unit,' 
such ■-■‘differentiation.: Is ■likely-'to mark-off"-one or a; few neighbours 1 

from the rest’*.-. *. p. . -
Underlying, these, differences in status may be the difference 

- .in; length' of urban . residence-. among" neighbours a feature commonly . 
•regarded as an index of urban/seniority.' Urban seniority and 
juniority in the neighbourhood unit are particularly significant . 
measures of status ascription among women, ' Among' men. they ’’are of ten 
more relevant .outside the neighbourhood aa in voluntary* forma.! 
associations:-: and,... sometimes, . at--.workplace For most .of the-.- 
neighbourhood relationships;. X' use "status, differentiation". In- fhe 
restricted .sense y .already defined,- of "denoting mostly socio-economic 
and- educational, differences, -since it. is these which, appear, to be 
orinie--behavioural determinants in this.-.'field*
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I have introduced two features of the neighbourhood unit.
These are multI-tribal residence and status differentiation. Both, 
in their respective .'forms, are products of the urban life* Status 
differentiation.does, of course, exist am the rural tribal district, 
but the criteria on which it is based are, on the whole, mutually 
recognised, whereas .in' town both the.criteria and their, recognition 
are diffuse.

What, then, do these two features of the. neighbourhood unit 
and, indeed, of'the urban, life at large constitute? Multi-tribalism 
connotes the. co-existence of peoples of differing cultural modes, 
habits and languages.'' In ;such. situations it is' probably fair. to. - 
assume that.there.is a-tendency, for the components of the heterogeneity 
in. this ,case the individual tribes, to solidify and entrench 
themselves -since , _ aa "expatriate collectivities in an alien environment 
their members look- to the solidarity of the. "community"'which is 
closest to them for. .their security. Such processes -,o.f -.entrenching, 
while indeed' .stressing sub-group- solidarity, at the- same time emphasise 
sub-group exclusiveness. And policies of-exclusion, /whether ■ 

intentional'or entailed, provide - fertile ground for discontent and . 
friction between■■ the/sub-groups. This at least would -appear to be 
true for ’groups’, s'o- • that in the sense discussed we can sneak of 
■the -multi-tribalism' common to many African' towns as productive of 
at- least potential Intel’-group conflict. But to what extent does 
this1 potential inter-group conflict affect the behaviour towards 
each other of kc dividual members-.-of the different: groups ? The 
face-to-face relationships of the' - multi-tribal neighbourhood unit 

enable.me. to attempt an answer to this-first query.



■■ .in urban society where: status is generally., achieved and not 
ascx^ibed, . cbnrootition for the rights , cultural, perquisites and,
'.general prestige attached to superior statuses is especially evident,,
For the;.individual,!-such competition is. pi'eceded by self- find alter- 
evaluation, which-, in some cases, is accompanied either ,by feelings 
of- deprivation, or. by’ c.oncio.us. 'superiority. Since - the 'urban status 
'differentiatloh;' already-referred ,to is both a reesult of these -evaluatory 
and-, corape tit ive ’ forces- and a-''constant reminder to the individual ' •
.of; the if existence:, it may -. be ■ f "air t.o 'assume once more thafc potential . -- 
;. conflict "obtains -between ..those" -versons so dif f ercentiated, The ...' ;
* neighb ourhqod unit , again, with" its’.sometimes- cross-cutting differences" 
:;':of \ status; between t-lfa: ‘few and the" many, and with, it.s-relatively 
-’high" frequency of individxxal interact inn, enables ,a- sound testing of. 
this .assumption*' - .Testing..this assumption constitutes my second query.' ' ' A • A ' ' h - <

'• I' .'may rephrase' 'my two. queries as-follows: 1) to' find the extent • 
to which there is ..conflict between, "persons of. different • tribal group's* 
resident in a. neighbour ho d.d- unit,' and' to 'observe the norms and 
sane tions .-.of behaviour .which" discourage.' such conflict; and similarly,
2 )*- to -find’"the extent to which socio-economic status differentiation , 
among- neighbours- -produces .conflictand, again, to observe the 
norms and sanctions which"' discourage it.
. .. In'considering these';norms'-"'and sanctions of behaviour-, I shall

’ 1 " . be • describing the -way neighbours, act and feel they .ought to act .
towards each other. In other words I shall be describing the
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Neighbourhood Relationships ;

I"now outline, some of the regular forms of social relationships 
which- have been obvious ; to me in the beighbourhood unit. Firstly,
I-dr aw 011 the. distinction between 'small group ~ relationships and.-. 
dyadic relationships* . --The': difference between-these, two is more 
that one of nume/ricbl scale, aiid the distinction is useful for 
purposes of description..

By. small group -relationships-, I mean the interacting together 
of. three or,.. Usually, more persons in the neighbourhood unit. The a. 

1 ' group/is regarded as having"the attributes of the recruitment of its 
• v "members, their- more or less. regular interaction, .their possible 

. dismissal, and an overall conception of self “-membership. Dyadic.
. relationships;, obtain between two householders, or between members , 
of two different households in the‘same neighbourhood unit*

Within each " of " fhese; two ...large spheres of relationships, I 
suggest fxirther .distinctions v/hich may be illustrated: iii the 

. „ following scheme,. • " A / •
; Neighbourhood Unit,

" 1 A. Small group relationships B# Dyadic relationships
, 1 .  Festive:. Individual rites qf passage 1, Friendship. ' *
' , . (birth/wUooming of newv ? Enmitv

'wife to thetown,/& death) * ^
2. Annual communal r i t e s  A

- (Christmas, Hew Year, Easter, .
Independence Day) ' "

3* ■ .' Pr'estige...parties (any weekend) /
k m Daily: Women’s ;gossip groups."/ / : A : A



A. 1-3 are referred to. as-. "festiveU •because>t^e, primary adii
content" Of each event, .appears to be"soiii'e' form of celebration, either A

’ A  • A  ■ £  . . /. '' '■ '. ' ’ ’ 'A-""A ■■of the-appropriate rite of pasage or event, or, as .in A.3*:to honour ;,
the host responsible for the party, -They, are festive, too., in that "V'"A
they may take the form of commxinal beer drihkingi - A*^ is "daily” -
and.is.the most regular and stable of the groups discussed* Gossip A
is always, of great sociological significance and- since it is the
women of the neighbourhood who are in the most intense and frequent
interaction "while their husbands are at work for the greater part
of the day, their gossip is especially significant;* . ,, .

B.l, the friendship .between two members of different households,-; ■ 
applies to both men and women. But 'whereas a woman is.lively to -J " : 
have a number of. "special" friends in the neighbourhood unit, a man . /Ay 
may "only "have/one. or two neighbours who;, are his .close, friends. It, , - 
may . even1 be that none of. his,-neigKbpurs figure "among his most intimate. " " 
associates. /This difference between ;lbe,-degree' to which; men" and - /""/A"
- women ,are-";likely. to "have • neighbours aa" pI9.se ■ friends - or! ■ acquaintances A. /:" 
is'theA result ;of.’a" difference in "the" -social Aradii of' each. /Most;"//Ay 
"women are almost literally "corifined to quartefs?1* The "quarters’A A" /" 
ar e;" the /house. where" ihcy perform their "minimum'-hous e hold and Child- " " 
’rearing/chores’," the /local market "where, they, buy /their food, and" their // 
own or.; un "adjacent. estate where they, may "visit/a frieiad pi/ relative, . .. 
but "for the greaterApart of "the; day, a woman * s social radius circumscribes 
the area of; her .neighbourhood unit and"-ho.;iiiore. * Men:, "oh the other ' 
hand, work in and around the city *; Their-, most, -frequent daily



relationships are not necessarily with"neighbours but with fellow - 
employees. Their greatest friendships may be born in the office cor 
factory. Sometimes, however, as when tx\ro neighbours - work in the 
.same firm or Government, department, neighbourhood and occupational 
friendships may coincide. But, on the whole, a working man’s social 
radius circumscribes an area which goes well beyond the neighbourhood
unit. . But, as X,shall show in chapter VIII, thei*e are regular
differences in the extent to which,this is so.

B.2, the enmity between, members of two different households, is
typically; preceded- by jealousy, accusations .of abuse, and general 
conflicts, of role-expectations between two1 neighbours . Enemies may 
once, of course, have been friends, and may eventually reconcile 
their differences,. Some rivalries, however, are of longer standing, 
and may intensify until-a.breaking point is reached./ This breaking 
point will be discussed: below.,"

I discixss, briefly the relationships in the order shown in.. the 
scheme. I shall eventually hinge"the"discussion to the facts of 
multi-tribal residence and status, differentiation. ' ,
; ■ (i), Small."Group Kelatiohships . .. ; ■
.A.I. The individual rites., of passage " " "

:I begin by discussing the. first"of the small group relationships 
the individual .rites of" passage,... These eveixts mark-..the birth of 
a child, "the welcoming of a new wife to Tier husband’s house in town, 
and death. As "might be expected, the: events are' celebrated of y. 

mourxied" by".immediate' kinsmen in the. early. stages of the rite, and by 
fellowtribesmeii friends of the man or. woman in its later stages. -!i



A:Janam bought a crate of bottle beer for a party to celebrate 
the birth of his wife’s first child. Two close kinsmen had agreed 
to provide malwa beer. Altogether some ten people were present at 
the party. Four, including two women, were kin of the wife. Four 
were kinsmen of the. husband. And two were "respected” O'oaam* One 
of these was a former candidate for the city council. The other 
was the Chairman of the estate’s Tenants1 Association. It was 
explained that the "European”, or, bottle-beer was really bought for. 
the pleasure of these "respected” fellowtribesmen. No person of 
any other tribe was present.

The case illustrates that the celebration is essentially a 
ritual of kinship. The affair was arranged between the new father, 
and his kinsmen. The unrelated fellowtribesmen were, in a sense, . 
"honoured accretions" to the hard core, of relatives and affinest 
The father is a qualified carpenter. lie considered it a great honour 
to have such "big men”... as- these at the celebration. And in the eyes 
of his kinsmen and neighbours he derived much prestige( from their 
attendance. he had, of course, to reciprocate the privilege by 
providing them with a. crate of bottle-beer. The provision of an.,, 
expensive crate of beer added to his prestige, since only a generous 
man. of some means.could afford- to do this.

There is a similar gathering together* of first relatives then- 
fellowtribesmen friends when a man brings his newly married wife 
from the tribal district to the town. When a man dies, his wife, 
brothers and other* kinsmen collect at his house, either (to wail or ." . 
to sit quietly in meditqtion. Usually the. corpse is taken=home by 
car, in which case those, relatives who do not accompany it ori its . 
journey continue their mourning at the dead -man*s- house,. and at the 
same time deal with tenancy arrangements with the estate manager.



../At 'these individual rites of ̂ passage ,/nbn-feilb\\rtribesmen 
neighbours offer .cchdazlences or congratulations/as the case may be.
They are, 'however/, conspicuously .excluded from the hard core of z . • / 
mourners or celebrators. ^or;i /it1 ‘would. seem, do they expect to be //. 
asked to participate: in the/rite., ./They feel no hostility or jealousy , 
towards, a man who;/is- .celebrating/tlie' timrth of a child or the arrival 
of ;a new. wif e, aiici who has .around/;him kinsmen and fellowtribesmen. 
enjoying’ his beer. nor do they expect to- be primary-mourners in 
a dead, neighbour*s house. The celebration or mourning group•is 
exclusively tribal j/yot non-fellowtribesmen.neighbours accept* their 
exclusion from it, since they appreciate the intimacy of the occasion.: 
'fhey/’appreciate also .its/esoteric nature, possibly recognising, that ; ...
the,appropriate/behaviour attaching,to. any one rite varies between • 
"tribes. / _ ./.-/* - - / / / -
A.2. The, annual communal rituals

■ The individual rites of passage are the direct concern of 
lcinsinen/ and, by"extension,* fellowtribesmen; alone. - j^on-fellowtribesmen 
neighbours accept their exclusion from the celebration group. This 
situation• .contrasts,with, that of the: annual communal rites. These. /,/’/ 
rites-refer, to the .festivities associated with - such events as/Christinasy 
. New Tear,8 Easter, . and independence Day. xhese . occasions are not ; . i 
esoteric' and/in', the/neighbourhood unit; could neye.r be regarded as/ ; ; .
such. Each.:.household' party may consist of a man, his relatives/and
some unrelated fellcwtribesmen. On these occasions, however,/there 

is no excuse for not/Inviting one’s neighbours, so that during the // 
course of the festival day one finds/a great deal of inter-participation 

of household parties. ■ . : . . 1 - . .v ' .



Bupertribal groups, are particularly evident on these occasions. 
Acholi, Lango-.and Jonaa .may.. be sharing. their drink and may,, at 
least temporarily, constitute one group. Ganda, Soga, Toro and 
Myoro may,together constitute another.group* ' The.Kenya Luo and 
Luhya may for a time reconcile their conflicting political allegiances 
and, speaking. ill SWahili, celebrate together. In addition to the 
supertribal group is the tribally heterogeneous group, which may 
move from one household of the neighbourhood unit to another, or 
which may be sited outside the house of one particularly popular man. 
it is difficult for the individual householder not to extend his . 
generosity to his -neighbours at these times and equally difficult 
for them to refuse it. The celebrations are not about an addition 
or loss to a family or lineage, but. concern the stressing of a 
solidarity-.which transcends the individual tribe. - ;Qn Independence
Day , the fervour and solidarity are national. jweri the nenyahs, '
though expatriates, join in the celebrations of Uganda’s Independence ■ 
as well as. inviting Ugandans to their;-own. The religious aspects , 
of Christmas, and. Easter, may bring about this non-tribal solidai'ity 
though the solidarity may be apparent without these, and on New. Year’s 
Eye.common hopes and aspirations for the future unite men as members 
of'the new- society which* they will say,J cannot-.be based on tribal 
prejudice and differences.

This non-tribal solidarity, then,is reflected in the proliferation 
of small more or, less- tribally mixed neighbourhood groups and contrasts 
with, the exclusiveness of the group consisting of a man, his .kin and 
fellowtribesmen friends. It is at these annual communal rituals that
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there is a i'*eassertion of neighbourhood, norms, /which stress the 
virtues/and desirability.of tribally mixed celebrations and which 
condemn tribally entrenched festigity.

A.3. Prestige Pax*ties
/Whatever/the occasion, and, itfhatever the tribal composition of 

the group celebrating it, the generous and hospitable man who is A
lavish in his provision of beer is a conspicuous/person. In fact, 
it is often partly in order to be conspicuous that, a man is so lavish 
on. behalf of..his guests. The occupationally superior man is, of 
coursej the one most able to do this. Since high education and 
superior occupation as criteria,of status/generally coincide, and 
since in the neighbourhood unit, people are likely to fulfil these 

criteria in approximately equal degrees (i.e. because houses of the 
same rent are allocated according to economic status)., such a man 
will be reaffirming the role expected of his total status.

However, .as I mentioned above, there are the few men who fulfil 
perhaps only one criterion of "high" status and would not wish to. 
be denied their fullest expression of it. Such men are likely to 
,have high economic standing, even though their jobs are-not particularly 
prestigeful, but are also illiterate or have little edtication. Highly ... 
successful traders are the best example of such persons. A tendency 
of these men is to give beer' drinking parties to. which a large number 
of people are invited. Most of those participating are, it is true, 
of the same tribe as the host, but immediate non-felloy/tribesmen . 
neighbours are welcomed, and it is clearly the express purpose,of 
t|xe host not td celebrate any annual or family ' event, b^t simply to



to acquire the. prestige which will be accredited to him for his 
expenditure and generosity. In this -way, the host, though lacking 
the education most of:his neighbours have, surposses them*- at least 
temporarily, as .a public figure of . economic standing and success.

The prestige party also illuminates the situation of
status differentiation,, since in awarding prestige to the uneducated
but rich host, it also inadvertently draws attention to the man who
is neither educated nor" rich, and who.,. could never afford such •:
.hospitality. On the other hand, in some cases it arouses the contempt:
of the more educated neighbours who scorn what they regard as the
host’s vain attempts at social elevation, and who may go so far as
to ,ignore the party and any invitation to it. The party sets in . t
train neighbour^’ self- and alter-evaluations of prestige and status
and so generates friction in the unit. /Drunkeness itself is never

.responsible for disputes, but at the end of the prestige party may .
facilitate open expression of the friction, so that quarrels between
neighbours may develop. "Big men" are accused of being "proud"
and "standing aloof". Lesser men are contemptuously rebuked for
aspiring to social values and positions thought beyond their means.
The after-effects of the prestige party emphasise the rather complex

1notions of any "scale of worthwhileness" in town.
A.1-3 Festive Groups: Summary . ,

The three festive groups, then, differ markedly among themselves 
as to their normative context. Whereas, in the individual rite of

1 S.F.- Nadel, 1932, Foundations of Social Anthropology,, p.72.



. ■ passage a man has the approval" pX his" neighbours "iniexCludihgball"A A 

but: his'- kinsmen .apd some, fellowtribesmen from; participating ."in" the- I" , 
beer-drinking celebration, in the anhual communal ritual a man must AA ; 
extend his hospitality3to all"neighbours irrespective of trite;, and 
must himself participate;in their festivities. In both,cases, ’ A ‘A,-*A, 
however1, the norms of "behaviour for neighbours are mutiially discernible 
and acceptable and may be Said to "operate effectively in reducing 
the potential conflict of multi-tribal residence. A *.. . » '

In the case of prestige parties, however, the/norms of behaviour - 
are not mutually accei>table. In fact, the assertion by. one person "" 
of what he . thinks' is the 'appropriate behaviour; .expected of "him may- 
bring about conflicting evaluations of his behaviour’by others. " "
In these parties it is. status differentiation, rather, than- multi-- A •*/> 
tribal residence which -appears responsible for the ensuing conflicts/" " 
between neighbours. A  . - " ; A . ' A

■ A .4. Women!s gossip groups ' . ;. A . ^A'
; 4s I, have already said, the neighbourhood uhit Is more significant 

as,a field of interaction for women than'for"men. - Women in the town 
often admit to long leisure hours during the day and may gather at 
<a water tap or In front of a/neighbour’s house and gossip froin early ,

, in; the morning until shortly before ' the "younger, children coine:home- "A""' 

"fr-bm "morning school.-. .A. AA, -A/A - ;" : • : 1/ /,■-./ V-1 / - " - 'Av-A;; ".
A Because of the very real threat of thieves,./"even‘‘"during-• the*: AA' I;";

. - daytime,. women "are wary of. being out of sight of tHelf . h o u s e s ebf pi/ • " 

that the t ribal "composition of n. women1 s gossip group is ■ definitely /:' 
determined by~ the tribal composition of the neighbourhood unit. . p
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The tribal composition of the group, in turn, determines the language 
of conversation^ which" may be Swahili, " Luganda, or in the case of 
..Nilotes, their respective dialects. Large numbers of wives. and 
children, it may be noted here*.'spealt fluent Swahili and Luganda in 
addition to! their indigenous tongues. .Few women speak English.-.

The following are paraphrases of some of these conversations:

1. A wife asked if any of the womeneoould recommend a good African 
medicine ,to. treat children1s sicknesses. She said that most of . 
the European medicines were far too expensive and, except for some 
fevers, did riot seem effective. Another woman added that Nakawa 
was too wet and muddy so that there were many mosquitoes and that 
was why the children suffered. ; -

2. A suggestion was.made that:one way of stretching one's husband's 
income was to buy only cheap food and to plant sweet potatoes and 
"other vegetables, in the garden for one's own use. Another woman 
suggested that if they stopped buying expensive items such as tea,
or at least stopped, having it daily, this would decrease expenditure. 
Yet another claimed that it was difficult not to use so much tea 
when one was continually having visitors. A

3. The theme of expenditure on visitors, cropped up elsewhere:
An "experienced1' woman (i.e. one of some urban "seniority). 

stated that, when you have lived long enough ,in the town you begin 
to select those visitors who. are special enough, to deserve the 
provision of tea and food. Another agreed and pointed to those 
t'foolish young wives” who treat, all and sundry as special guests 
and never allow them to leave the house without having had tea or - 
coffee. Others also,wondered;‘at the uneconomic behaviour Of wives 
new to the town; at the way they were always off to the. market.
They pitied the husbands 1 wasted money, but said- that such men are' 
reluctant to scold-their new,-wives. A  A " ■



i.y?

1. There was enthusiastic agreement as - 'to the virtues of wives 
trading, i.e. selling at vegetable1 and other stalls, and so supplementin 
their husbands1 incomes. Some Acholi, Rwanda arid LUhya observed 
that many Luo and.some Luhya women do this sort of work and thought 
it was very, good.; . /Even At he wives of some "big men" worked in offices 
’in town or as teacher’s ,. someone said.. ..

3. A Lango temporary xdLfe (a very rare phenomenon) complained to 
the other women that she suspected that.her Lango husband no longer 
had any intentions of malting her his permanent wife. She was 
therefore xfopriee/ as'to what would ahppen to her as she had been with 
him for two years and was not getting any younger. Most’agreed 
that the man w a s acting,wrongly, especially as they were of the same 
tribe, but one quietly remarked that.she had not yet born him any 
children and that he; had to look after his own interests in this' 
respect.. V  A" • '' . ' ■ _ . • "

: • The A theme ..of/ high urban expenditure is of course, paramount in 
these, conversations. Advice about how to budget or, supplement one*.s ‘ .
husband's income stems from the group. Child-rearing occasionally . 
presents problems) xtfhich may be discussed by the women. The behaviour 
of husbands to their wives A-Is open to criticism, but wives. are not A 
allowed-to forget their)- own- marital obligations. A distinction 

'between "experienced" andA"young" x*/ives is-held by the women and 
establishes a rough system of rights of arbitration according po urban, 
seniority •• In these senses the gossip group may be said to ascribe 
statuses and the appropriate norms of behaviour to its members."

In some'neighbourhhod units, however, these gossip groups harden 
.into cliques with consequent policies of exclusion.



A certain group consisted of 3 Luo, 2 Lango, 1 Janam and .
1 Rwanda. The language used In conversation was Swhhili. : The 
occupations of the husbands of all the women of the group except 
one Luo were clerk, salesman, carpenter, storekeeper and qualified 
mechanic. The remaining Luo's husband was a houseboy/cook. The 
latter, though his job was far less prestigeful than those of his 
neighbours, had free food and some clothing as perquisites. With 
the money thus saved he was able to buy comfortable furniture and 
a transistor radio. His wife in an attempt to overcome her husba nd* 
lowly occupational status, tended to brag about their material 
possessions ahd about her husband^s "wealth". This evaluation of 
herself and her husband's social position was not accepted.by the 
other members of the group, who pointed out that her husband was 
still.only a housebpy/cook and uneducated, and that their own husbands 
had relatively skilled jobs, some of them requiring the use of English 
The woman was gradually excluded from the gossip group. Following 
on her exclusion, attention was drawn by the two other Luo women to 
ghe fact that she had ceased bearing at ivhat seemed an early age.. 
Referring to the connection between promiscuity, including adultery, 
add infertility, they said she must have been unfaithful to her 
husband. After a series of disputes into which even the woman's 
husband was dragged, she and the husband deemed it better to move 
to another neighbourhood.

What is particularly noticeable about this.case is the fact 
that the woman who was excluded from the gossip group was a Luo, 
and that, though two other women in the' group were also Luo, she 
received no help orcdefence from them whatsoever. Indeed, it was 

the two Luo women who intensified the friction by suggesting that 
the woman's early cessation of child-bearing was due to her marital 
infidelity and used this fact to eject her. This illustrates that 
what tribal solidarity between - these women exists may diminish when 
the issue revolves around entry into an exclusive neighbrouhood 
gossip group. ■



/ /It may be laotlcedy too v that: even xvhen the women of-the-gossip 
.group Interact harmoniously by offering and receiving advice and by 
setting norms of/behaviour, tribalism is not significant. Nor could 
multi-tribal- residence be said to be responsible for intra-group ’
• c o n f l i c t :. In/the case just described it was, again, status 
differentiation or at least open expression of it, which brought 
about the. conflicting evaluations precipitating the ejection of the 
wife;and husband from the neighbourhood-unit. Throughout the- 
description of the!neighbourhood/group relationships, in fact, status 
differentiation, appeared responsible for friction between.neighbours 
Tar more than the feature of multi-tribal residence. Another < 
way of saying this:;is, that, in the intimate f ace-to-face relationships 
/of/ a small . gf oupi ethnic . heterogeneity per se is less, likely to be 
the primary cause of: cohf,liets. within the group than the heterogeneity 
among its; meBibefsof; rights, and1 .privileges. This is especially
the case, in town, v/herel such ‘ rights/"and/privileges afe ‘far more open 
to) achiev ement than , in some rur’al .tribal districts , and where 
individual competitiqh/is therefore/more intense. ■ This theme may 
be; continue d in; the pi •’ of dyadic f elat ionships.

(ii) Dyadic /Relationships
B.l. /FriendshipD ,;/’. ■. ■/ " • ■

I. have already mentioned how women usually appear- to have...a./ 
lhrger nihiiber of close-friends in the "neighbourhood unit than men. 
¥ome^hVs. friendshi|s tend to be hedged by the jealousies typical of : 
any small ,frequently interacting g r o u p ‘ so that the friendships 
themselves may be broken and reconciled fairly often, and so may



oscillate between different pairs of partners. . Men, on the other 
hand, do not alwasy interact as frequently with their neighbours, 
nor are they necessarily likely to have more than a few close friedds 
in the unit. Their friends are as likely to be located outside the 
neighbourhood and may not know or come into contact, with' each other, 
so that jealousies between a man and his friends over their respective 

friendships are less obvious and less likely to cause friction.
But there are differences between men in the extent to which 
neighbourhood associates are significant. These differences are 
largely commensurate -with.differences in socio-economic status and. 
according to whether or not they are segmentary or centralised 
tribesmen. These points become clearer and are properly discussed . 
in chapter VIII.

A woman's neighbourhood friend Is any person from whom she may
borrow cooking utensils or crockery when she is entertaining visitors,
or food if she has run short. Membership of the gossip group does
not indicate mutual friendship in this sense, since a woman does notmember for4a loan of ,this kind but rather refers
indiscriminately ask any/mem‘fejPao^:L'ffieagroup with wham she Is in an 
already established relationship of reciprocity. In one case this 
reciprocity consisted of a feiga wife being taught h o w to make mats 
in a local style by her Ganda neighbour, in exchange for the borrowing 
of cooking utensils.. When the I\iga had become- proficient in mat 
making, her friendship with.the Ganda wife continued and the 
reciprocity took other forms. In some cases friendships are 
established by neighbours for specific ends. In one case, a young 
Luo woman who was pregnant did not relish the idea of yet another



child and asked-her Luo neighbours the details of- a traditional 
technique for procuring an abortion. ’.Her Luo neighbours thought 
this "immoral" and would not tell her. The. woman therefore- struck 
u p  a'friendship with two Ganda women noted)fof their prowess in such 
matters, and, with .their advice, successfully performed an abortion. 
In another instance, an Alur of Nakawa took"a temporary wife and 
therefore felt obliged to find alternative '-.accommodation for his 
younger brother who .was lodging with liim, . He. established a firm 
friendship with his next-door neighbour, a ■ Luhyi.bachelor, and after 
some' time, asked him to allow:his brother to sleep at his house.
When, some months later, he moved:to Naguru, he invited his n e w  

neighbour, a Lugbara. bachelor, round to; his house., for drinks, Again, 
after some time, .he asked, if; his brother might sleep at- the man's 
house. .. In both cases,, of course.,/the friendships were based-on 
reciprocity and could only be maintained- as. such. ■■

If two male neighbours, are . employed by; the" sdnie .'company, or 
government department and leave)for work, at about the same, time each / 
morning, they are more or less-forced "into -a .friendship with.each 
other. There are".also converse irstances of friends at work becoming 
neighbours by-one of them persuading ,a neighbour , sometimes;with 
a gift, to exchange•houses with his friend-who may be living, in 
another estate or a different part, of the town. Clearly, • the 
friendships in such instances.have to be long-standing and In fact 
typify the- friendships' between fellowtribesmen from common home-areas 
who, may have been- to school together. •
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AAA'1 A— ;But ;a breach of̂  tlie re’cipr.ocity in, any :relationship of : '
A At-friendship may cohyert. it to one of enmity and,:^indeed, many outstanding 

AAyA bwtweeh neighboursboth men and women, were once friendships.
“ 'Since;m6st -women’s "friendships are likely to be confined to the V -"A

neighbourhood unit, it is they who tend; to figure in most neighbourhood;,' 
A A A. enmities and. disputes,.' . A, A  • v A ’ ■ A- '

-:A B.2.; Enmity:: - , 'A \ p
A'A" AA’* I now describe some 'enmities- between neighbours.

v A'- A . A  r-TwOALuo neighbours had heeh>:frlends for years. ,-They came from'
V: '1; the,;;same' ;hQmV'.subtribe and had • been to school together. The one .

AhadAadvised. the other to come. to Kampala and . had helped him find a A  •

.jbi>.'/in;1 ';theAsaiae /company in which he -himself was employed* They
wef.e':\both'Vs;eiairskiiied workers; and earned the same money. , As 

^unmarried men, they'.’ .maintained ‘their friendships'in the. town for 
, j e a . T S y  Even whexi one .of-them married and succeeded in hiring a 

A . ’ ; .house at’ Nakawa* the other eventually managed to move into the same .
A'- ' A neighbourhood unit and-also; married. The former' however 4 was
■ • attempting to-elevateIbis standard .of living and had started saving
;A in: earnest., very much prompted, it seems, by his wife.. The other
A , man was,less inclined .to save, so that after, some time there appeared-

a superf iciai’but, to them, noticeable;discrepancy in their standards 
1 : of living and attaimhents. The more ;successful /of"’the two friends ;

suddenly became; redundant in his-work. Though’ of the. same firm,
* A :« his.-friend’:'did: not_'lose his job. The redundant man's wife accused 

the otber couple of being ;jealous of: their- furniture, clothes.and 
v A' A  .social .aspirations,and of bringing ;about the husband's'- unemployment 
; . ' ■" through practising sorcery. AfterAredoubled accusations and
' counter-accusations .and some fighting, one-, couple' moved from the
A;!' neighbourhood.A; A ‘ A’ -A A,- '■ -A ••. ’ •
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A group-leader at Nakawa reported a series of disputes between 
a Rwanda and a Ganda woman. The Ganda woman had persisted in 
teasing.her Rwanda friend about her husband's menial job and wage, : 
though, in fact, her own husband only earned S h s . ^ O / -  a month more.
The Gandauvife: boasted about her .clothes and furniture. The Rwanda 
wife interpreted the persistent teasing as uncalled-for mockery 
-and, bitterly resented it. There followed a series of fights between 
them so,that the estate manager, on the advice of the Tenants' 
Association, moved one. wife and her husband to another group on 
the estate.

The wife of Jerenge, a semi-skilled Luo, was extremely 
jealous of.the furniture and household equipment of her next-door 
neighbours. She involved :her husband in an argument with one .. 
next-door neighbour by accusing the latter, of abusing her. Luring 
the arguments, the other neighbours supported the;.man who had been 
accused.' Jerenge claimed that they, were supporting him simply 

- because they and. the man were educated, while he himself, v j s l s  not.
He pointed out that he had as much money as any of them, though, 
in fact he had not. Eventually he and his wife moved to an area 
of less expensive houses inhere poorer and generally less educated 
people live»

These enmities were, indirectly a result of the differences in 
material standards and aspirations between the disputing neighbours.
More directly, they were brought about by one of the two parties feeling 
deprived in relation to the other, and to the neighbours of the unit 
at large. Women were the first to feel this relative deprivation, 
but on the instigation of their wives, men,,too, resented being a 
poor or uneducated minority and acted hostilely, sometimes breaking 
a former friendship. ■ In every case, the disputes were ended not 
by reconciliation but by one of the couples moving from the neighbourhood
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This movement, which is the breaking point in the relationship, may
be said to bring about a restoration of neighbourhood harmony, since, 
though this is.not stated in the cases, neighbours would tend to cast 
the, blame for the disturbancesV.on the couple who had left the . 
neighbourhood and would' sympathise with the couple who had remained. .

It is noteworthy that in the second case there was never any 
suggestion that the different ■■.tribal' Origins of the two women may,;
have been .responsible in some way for their conflict. It was

by .neighbours and 
° dispute, was cg.re generally re coggn.se d/by open expression of “prestige and status

differences. This case is tyj)ical of, most enmities between neighbours
of different tribes in that the tribal membership of each disputant
is regarded as wither irrelevant or secondary as a cause of disputes
to the expression of differing prestige awards. Sometimes, of
course, a person may displace the causes of his hostility towards

a neighbour by blaming the latter!s different tribal origins. But
this displacement is common only after a dispute is under way and,
moreover, becomes inexpedient if voiced or publicly proclaimed in
a multi-tribal neighbourhood.

Like friendships, neighbourhood enmities may also be purposive.
One Lango confided that he had deliberately caused the eviction of
his former neighbour because he wanted a fellowtribesman who was
already high on the housing waiting list to live next door to him.
The bringing about of a neighbour1s ©fiction, ’however, is more often
a means.of expressing hostility. It is easily practicable against
a neighbour who. is a so-called illegal tenant, I have explained
that an illegal tenant is one who rents a house which is in the name

clfv^causet* Association that the



of someone else, perhaps a relative or friend, , who has' since left'.
An enemy who brings:about eviction remains anonymous since all he 
has to do is inform the estate manager of the man1s illegal tenancy, 
and the estate manager himself sends the notice of eviction. 1 have 
recorded only a few instances of sorcery between neighbours, so that 
this form of eviction by anonymous neighbourhood enemies appears a 
common means of expressing intense hostility. It is probably more 
common than that of. violence, which, by disclosing/the identity of : 
the enemy as well as the attacked, leaves the former open to 
retaliation by other members of the neighbourhood group and by the 
attacked himself.

There are four observations to be made concerning relationships 
of the neighbourhood unit. These are the statement of neighbourhood 
norms, the common causes of disputes, the place of the neighbourhood - 
unit in.ui'ban status systems, and. the part played by wives in 
helping define all these factors and in redefining their own 
relationships with-.their husbands. .

. There were neighbourhood norms which permitted tribal entrenchments 
on esoteric occasions such as the individual rites of passage. Oh 
other occasions,, however, inter-tribal co-operation and" participation 
were normative. In the types of neighbourhood activity only briefly 
described, there wais .obvious implicit recognition of the requirements 
of behaviour in a multi-tribal residential group.
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More significant in almost every respect than multi-tribal 
residence, however, loomed the feature of differentiated rights and 
privileges among neighbours., Norms.of conduct appropriate to 
respective statuses tended to be ascribed by a fairly undifferentiated 
majority of neighbours, regardless,of tribal membership. It was 
the minority neighbour, sometimes.a.single householder, who was- the. 
underprivileged and relatively deprived, and it was the minority 
neighbour, too, who was most likely, to be condemned if he tried to 
usurp behaviour not expected of him, or if he gave vent to feelings ■ 
of jealousy.

In these frequent and relatively intimate; relationships the 
membership of a man or woman's tribal group or collectivity was less 
significant as a basis for his, own or others1 role-expectations than 
self- and alter-evaluations of individual prestige allocation.
:Disputes between members of the same tribe were within dyads or in 
small groups.and were on such a small scale that they would not be 
thought of as seriously disrupting the solidarity of any part of the 
tribal collectivity. The Luo who are of a highly segmentary lineage 
tribe and who are subject to strong kinship and.tribal obligations, 
featured in these face-to-face disputes as much as any other tribesmen. 
In a case/given of a women's gossip group., Luo were divided in what 
amounted to an issue concerning membership of the multi-tribal group.

, There.is thus ©ride 11ce for considering some disputes as specifically 
sma ll-sc a l e T h e  disputes described largely centred around fears 
by.role-partners that their rights to prestige were being threatened.
As a general sociological tenet, we may say that when individual



A;,-.:/ a Av ’ rIgKts/;arAABreat'ened ̂ a,.common circumstances is., f©r A-
AAaaAA -a the' 'person;.uncler -.attach}to ,invokeAfhe.;hid of corporate groups or /v y-:-'-'A..;

Acaftlectiyitlesof which he is./a membex*. This rea'ctipn, might especially, 
; A apply to men rather than women who do not share with their menfolk; A

, extensive member ship, in wide social g r o u p s I n  rural districts such; :
. "corporate gro.hps may each consist of age-mates, A agnates or other kin, 

clansmen or f ellowtribesmen. In urban areas, too, these ‘same groups :
v. ; • ■ / may ;be .summoned;. ' - .; ■ aAA-.- ,,-,A . ' a-/aa ‘ '■ ■'/" -a/AA
; ' ; ' f'But ;Tf the disputants are of different groups there are two ■

factors which; inhibit;a man invoking such aid and the group awarding A 
it. One is;; chai'actefistic of .ruital and urban areas alike and concerns;

A the minuteness /of";.the* particular, right threatened .and of the ensuing/ A 
dispute. , The; right may be regarded by either or both; the offended , A A: 
and his corporate: group as too insignificant to1 warrant group : .
interference, which will lead too easily to.inter-group conflict. .

... In the urban community the; group is additionally, inhibited when the A.:/A;
A issue concerns specificaiiy urban:-norms:,/of which members of the, : / /:
' group often conflict' In their .personal .evaluations. The second factor; / 

•> , is particularly characteristic of the; urban area :and concerns the . 'AacA’a '
, / 'reluctance of corporate , tribal'.groups;..to engage in . open,; hostility-A'A A. a /a  

with/; other tribal groups. /The ̂ issues/have, to .be of major’ significance/A: 
/ for; the. tribal groups tp/mobilise themselveSAagaiii.st each other in ; ■ AAv-
A-'1a  v  • an Organised manner.; Prom this. fact, we./may deduce/ the .existence of //;;

.aA;,j.;,a/:' .a /wide: le ye l .1 of‘.urban:/social control- which' is; based-oiiAthe; ambivalent a/A 
; ; \/A-̂ ; A hostility-avbidanceApatterns/./Of. relations ocCurrihg- in’;tribal " A a/'"’ ;//’ 
•' . ... • - heterogeneities,/ /-A/" / a  A-A • a" ;A-;A-'/a, ., .-.A, -.'/' v



When-an urban migrant invokes his. clansmen to help him in a 
dispute with a fellowtribesman of another clan, a different value 
comes into force and discourages an action of this kind. The value 
has particular urban significance and concerns the general X'eluctance 
of migrants of different clans but of the same tribe to engage in 
open hostilities. The reluctance, is’ based on the view that urban 
tribal.groups should retain their cohesion and solidarity in the 
face of potential pressure from other bribespeople in town, and that 
to disrupt this solidarity over minor issues should be avoided,
Such views may or,may not be rationalisations disguising a general 
disinclination to .interfere'in a small-scale' dispute-which concerns 
no more than two or a/few persons,.but the expression of tlie. value 
is significant in itself. Clans do act as corp>orate groups aiid 

: come-: into conflict , however, -when an issue ’ assumes what is regarded 
as ina jor importance ■ as . in the case given in the- preceding chaj>ter and 
; as in : other cases ,when;,>,;f or instance, accusations’ of clan nepotism 
: in leadership appointments reck subtribe associations and bring 
about the.,breakaway establishment of;autonomous clan associations, 
-There is evidence, too,/ that the Luo,' in particular', were prepared 
. to. act assa corporate tribal group/and contest 'the. alleged policies 
of discrimination in employment.by Ganda in Kampala in 1963*

;.The' distinction between/'issues of minor or Major importance., 
is, of course, one relative to the situation.. But, at.the level of 
the ’■ neighbourhood unit, the factoi-s I have discussed; generally inhibit 
neighbours taking what amount to no more than interpersonal disioutes 
to their relevant corporate, groups, though, as I illustrate in the



. next chapter, disputes regarded as having;relatively wide' repercussions 
may:'be': ref erred to these groups 7 .7 - AAA A .A
-/ , These wider scale disputes may be .-regarded as. potentially

disruptive, of kin or tribal solidarity. In particular, .they relate 
to the residential .differentiation of localities;, and will be discussed 
in. this context. They are nUghbourhood or locality disputes and 
are not exhaustive of all kin, clan,: and intra-ti’ibal conflicts.

. The point .''to be stressed is the distinction in scale between the 
sealed-offj almost private disputes of neighbours, some of whom may 
or may not be kin or of the same clan or tribe, and the'.less self- 
contained disputes where one of the’ disputants, is regarded asking, 
against the wishes of kin, clansmen or fellowtribesmen who live in 
the vicinity, .whether or not he also incurs the disfavour.and 

’ condemnation of ‘ neighbours, of other tribes.
In other words, there are small scale disputes largely confined 

to the neighbourhood .unit'in- which tribal membership is more or less- 
irrelevant to the cause, 'and Course tf the-dispute. There are also 
wider scale disputes which are regarded as having repercussions 
beyond the neighbourhood unit ,. These; wider scale- disputes are of .. .
two .general types. .One- type invokes the condemnation of both ..
f e 11 owtribesrnen :• ( or kin ' Or clansmen : as the case; may be) and : non- 

f ellowtribesmen. resident throughout the; particular, locality • The 7 

other type of wider scale dispute, Invokes the condemnation of ; .
fellowtribesmen, or kin and/clansmen, alone♦ It does not -incur
the disapproval of non-fellowtribesmen resident In the locality.
In'some cases, indeed, ;non-fellowtribesmen will' ,-express- suppprt- for .



a neighbour or resident whose kin or tribal,-:groups regard him as 
a deviant. ' v ' ' \ ■; ;

The distinction into these two types of group-invoking disputes 
relates directly to the distinction in solidarities of the urban 
kin and tribal groups of segmentary and centralised tribespeople.

Putting it simply, the distinction also indicates different 
expectations of a neighbour or.resident by tribe and.non-tribe. 
Non-tribal expectations of behaviour1 have shown, are vested in 
and, Indeed, stem from the neighbourhood unit, which is, to some 
extent anyway, a primary group. In keeping.with a common process, 
the neighbourhood unit ,rfeedsn its norms into the localityt which 
may be regarded, as I shall illustrate, as. something of a secondary 
group, . .7, .

Due to the administrative structure of the housing estates, 
kin, clansmen and fellowtribesmen who are resident on an estate 
are dispersed. Their corporate action takes place within the 
context of the estate or locality. It can hardly take place within 
the context of a neighbourhood unit.

At the level of locality, therefore, non-tribal norms deriving 
from,the neighbourhood unit counternance the norms of urban groups 
of kin, clansmen and fellowtribesmen. The norms of the latter . 
groups are more specifically defined and strictly sanctioned among 
segmentary tribesmen, who are thus most likely to experience any 
conflict of tribal and non-tribal norms at the level of the locality.



These statements are rather abstract and I shall indicate 
their empirical wprth 1e the next chapter. It is possible,now, 
however, to’.discuss the significance of non-tribal criteria of 
behaviour as they were evident in the description of the neighbourhood 
unit.. • : . ' . * ,

In the multi-tribal neighbourhood unit, tribal criteria of 
behaviour ax'e generally subordinated ̂ t A Apparent or real differences 
of occupational, economic, and,educational status among neighbours 
provide more, regular criteria. /The general term, socio-economic 
status, includes/the combination of these facets. Urban status A' . 
systems are basically Socio-economic. The neighbourhood unit of 
a public housing vestate, is thus an essential arena paf socialisation 
for a migrant wlip .enters an urban- status system. Other such arenas 
are workplace, centres Af Recreation, and participation in formal 
voluntary associations. These arenas may overlap., With the 
exception of workplace,, they are especially likely to converge 
in single or adjacent localities. . Normas emanating from the many 

neighbourhood/units making up a locality are not Isolated from eadh 
other, even though some disputes are. Unlike the small scale 
disputes,themselves, an individual's i'elationships and the norms 
attaching to them, are carried beyond the,single neighbourhood unit 
of which, he;is a member.

r There is thus a single social dimension extending from the 
neighbourhood unit, a primary group, to the locality, a secondary 
group, to the collection of ranked localities making up, say, Kampala 

East. Together, the latter accommodate., and symbolize the strata 
constituting the status system. ; The whole dimension familiarises
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A ’A A  a  ■' /.thevIndiyi'dualL• witgAt/his-system-.1' ' - - • .
A A- -A A A A  r .Thd ’i‘-bies;:;pla^0d: b‘y7wbmeh along this ’dimension are most 
, numerdusiy and deiisely located Antheneighbourhood unit for the. . .

A;:.v7‘reas6ns':ahdvin ;thie7manner XAhave/expressed. , Two factors typify, Ai-'‘" 
AAAA-A any• changes ,/-however//-Slight.,' experienced in their conjugal relationships, 

.7-A ■■/ - One,; -f act,or,: is ; theAintense'/competition 7f or prestige in. which , A' 
.‘A;, women/of- a neighbourhood :;unit,::are iiivdlved. ./.Though a married man 'AAAA 
A/ , competes’ for prestige in other arenas as well as that, of neighbourhood,,/ 

A-7-.o , he.is implicated, through his .wife, in the neighbourhood competition /A
"A ■ - / r'athex*, more ■ than -the single *man* ; As Indicated in a, few r>f .the cases' *.
/ / A described, - few husbands successfully ignore‘these -involvements•

. indeedv non-involvement will be regarded as indicating that “the , '
'A otherV neighbours’* are correct, In.; estimating his it at us lowly.

He may become party to his wife’s dispute ..merely’ in order to save,
... 7 : face by .refuting the charges made against him., - through his. wife, .

AA/-// 7 . by other women. , ' . . . yd- .' '.A’ ';"';A-/, A-' ' ' ' - - - ’ ‘ , */ A ’- A'
, . , A ; A In this desire, not to Aoso face :in the/neighbourhoodunit,-
A  A A. the Thus band is; very, mUch de pendent-on: the position occupied by his ’ A 
• ■ ‘ X'̂ if-ê .ih••-tl̂ eAg0ssap.• group and other, relationships. : In this limited J

iAAAAAAV sense a-wife ’ s behaviour has implications' for̂  her husband’s status A 
A .//A .an/d-o gives-"̂ heb ' a mbdicum of extra ihfiuehce in the conjugal role- A  A A 
7 A A: - /v'reiationship',:/ Again, there are' differences, between', c.o.uples of / A AA..

, segmentaryah/d centralised tribes in. the extent/oof this influence1. AA
7,7 :A.V \,/ A 7 The second7factor ;responsible 'for^slight change in conjugal A 
A/A;/ ;'/A 7s -'relations concerns At he ..extent/ to wfric h: • gr oups of : agnates, • clansmen-' /- - A 
:A A : or fellowtribesmeh are able to. “survey” a wife’s behaviour in certain ; 77



closed relationships of the'’heighbpurho/odA^ ; ./Members of these:/- ./•
7h \:: / 7 g r o u p s  ;inay, be /resident.-in/t;he-same locality.and'may easily be 3 . , " A
v7 7';77 / mobilised Over such; matters'7as;-. a/wife/ s ddult.ery, or/ a girl is elopement* ■

-V-vA 1 But, in /the /more7 intiinate.- ‘relationships; .of women; of /diff erent tribes
/ 7 ;3 .;. in. the ■neighbourhood/unit, they/have no/direct, influence since they 7/-/

/ are- dispersed'throughout. theilocaiit’y. ■ In a case cited, a Luo - 7 .; / ■
;..///: A . ■,woman .went;, to -some- Ganda-women to. seek advice’concerning means of .7 7. 7 

./;/,7/ / . procuring.-, an. abortion. ' Neither ,-her husband nor any of-his agnates 3 ./
' - knew of her /decision. / 'A / ’>' .;/-/A;7.7. : . 3 7 . ...A

' 7 . . i: : ’ 7 The .neighbourhood unit thus "gives a v/ife/access to other cultural :
ori tribal.. attitudes and customs. 7 Also, as X have cbscribed, it 

/'.;,A.. ./■ faiil|:iarises. her‘/with aspects of the urban, status-'system, in which
.A ; / he.f husband.1 s socio-economic position is of paramount importance
7, 1 ’• /to/hdrAown;/ sfending. ./ 'The. dispersion of her husband's and, her.own * ,
/ ’; .A 73AkinAihroUghout and/beyond/the locality eiicoui'-ages a slight tendency 7

/ \,,, / to .in.dividual.istic-;bchuviour*. A ./A - . .. A
A/.' :.; /Amo rig women'/ of uentralised- tribes ,Awhose urban groups are not

A 7 A normally mobilised:;ar6un'd3them:r;;thes/eVfactors are likely to effect 37.
■ .; A-less. change' in' con jugal/rel^ women of segmentary - A-./
7 A - 'A"'//.ZtribesA.whose- Urba'n;/greups7/equate 'individualistic .with-deviant -7,- ' ■ ■„// 
■;/ ;. ; A:./ / //behaviour/and--attempt' t/o/control/it AA ■ : / '/- /'A'' 7 7 ■ . / /■
/./7 A/ /A; -7 3^/The- connectedness'of. a -conjugal , role-relationship determines . - , - 7
A;*-AaA- ': ;?the,- extent/.tb /which *a- husband responds > to his wife *• s particular. 3 A:
3 A 7/ - aspirations7,r.egardfng-participation ..in; the urban. status 'ŝ stemVi/ApA/T. r /- 

'/ / ' 7His' ;relatiohships..'with. member’s"' of7'hiS; own urban agnatic;, -clan,'/and7.

A  ■ A-A-. tribal groups alio; similarly determined by the connectedness of .his ; A



A " - ' 7 7 A A : '; -- ■‘ - A o ' V A A 3 !. ^ ; ; > i 8 6  -  ■:■■■;■ A 1 ' f A Z / A / A

conjugalrpie-reiatibnship.* ;AklnhcMpter VIII I .explore = these . . 
changing/relationships 'V<, AA'/I;-- //.- 3 A* A' J
7 It is in other arenas of urban competition and co-operation, 

including that of/.locality,/that men are able to, or are expected 
to, .slqV /more:7orylessAihdSP®^ women,.' 7 Their relations.with
urban kin, / tribali:v\and;/lp/dal;»groups are .particularly ;important1 in. - 77 
this respect and ’help define their: positions as:individuals within A  

both general. aiid more . specific... status systems ♦ . /■ < 7 ■ 7 . : /*A :.



CHAPTER XV/ . A- ,Si;' : A

Tl-IE LQCALVORDER: . CONCEX̂ T. 'OF LOCALITY' ... /■

", In this chapter I illustrate wider aspects of the local order* A 
As distinct from' the last chapter which concentrated on dyadic and 
small group relationships, the aspects I now describe.are of much 
wider scale and concern the relationships of persons in the context 
of locality. Locality, as will become clearer, is a relative 
concept referring to a collectivity or grotip-like entity which has 
recognised, systems of personnel recruitment, of internal and external 
reihtions, and of, aims. The manifest aims are voiced through 
’ /formal/;associatidnS, ■ - I discuss these iii Chapter VI, The latent 
.aims' are; proclaimed; symbolically through' a ranking of . groups and 
persons primarily according to socio-economic criteria, I discuss 
them in chapter VII. -'■/* \

• It is only to a limited extent that the distinction between 
segmentary, and centralised tribesmen is significant.for relationships 
in the context of:locality. As I suggest in chapter VII, the 
local order, with Its emphasis on mostly socio^ economic and non- 
tribal criteria of role behaviour, occupies a special position and 
has a particular function in linking segmentary tribesmen to the • 
possibilities of achieving relative urban independence.



a) Ranked Localities

In'the Introduction I -described/, the hierarchy'■ of"localitites 
in which Nakawa and Naguru are placed. - People* move, to Nalcawa after . 
a .p r i o r ;and sometimes considerable, period of residence in. one of 
the Kampala suburbs or in one of. the temporary housing'areas of 
Kiswa or Katali. From Nakawa, people may move to Naguru, from where 
they may eventually move to Ntinda or to.one of the residential areas 
at the city’s centre.

I have stated that locality is a relative concept, sometimes 
referring to a single estate, but sometimes also, referring to socially 
recognised divisions of the estate.. Thus, Upper and Lower Nakawa, 
and Upper and Lower Kisvva are distinguished. Physically and socially 
these verbal distinctions are appropriate. Persons move from,Lower 
to Upper -Kiswa. More regularly,, they move from Lower to Upper 
Nakawa. From Upper Nakawa they may .move to Naguru, hnd so on. .

Physically and socially, also, Naguru,:- might be .expected to be: 
distinguished into its Upper and Lower localities. Only a few- 
residents make this distinction. Since their estate enjoys 
pre-eminence over Nakawa, Kiswa and most of the suburbs, one may 
assume that fewer Naguru residents feel impelled to make such a 
distinction.

However, there■is.internal movement from the less fashionable 
to more favoured areas of Naguru;, Most of the prominent persons, 
on .the estate live in." what might have more, regularly been called 
“Upper Naguru. Empirically, the distinction exists,.. But it is 
not generally exipressed . in; coiiversation. . ; .
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' , I describe;the different conditions underlying the movement 
from Lower; tp .Upper NakatiaV _ ’

As I‘ have stated, Nakawa. has come- to provide housing, for many 
workers whose skill and income is. above the average level. But- 3 

at, the same time, .a substantial proportion of household heads are 
unskilled,or.semi-skilled, or, at least, earn the. wages of such.

;Accor ding to Tables II (b) and III..(b), pages 35 "and 57*
.. 27CA. of ull householders earn up to Shs. l^O/-., *-7 Those earning up 
to S'hs;1 2 3/~- may -generally be regarded as,, falling’into, the category .. .

. of 7 unskilled;,. \ 3 At .-.tile/same time, $ 3 % , of the household population 
earn-'' over ' Shs.. 200/-'- per-'.month# Many of these are clerks and skilled
artisans. . People, at Nakawa fall into the general ‘ occupational 
categories of clerical,: skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled, so 

pthat the estate1 s ' population may be said ‘to show a marked occupational 
heterogeneity. ' ■ -‘-Such occupational differences in the developing 
nations reflect often extreme, differences with : regard to wage 
structure, Elkan points this out: "A notable feature of the
structure .of' African wages is the gap which separates the wages of 
skilled (he includes - in. this term ’clerical1 and * supervisory *) and 
unskilled w o r k e r s n . Again* such-.occupational differences 
of ten ;ref le.ct and imply differences according to educational, level. ...

:7\ Apart from this--occupational', economic and educational 
heterogeneity -, there is the,heterogeneity of.tribe and wider ethnic 
group.3 / ’ .. ■ 57 -'A'.. , ■ .. , ’

A 1 W, Elkan, i9 6 0 ,7op.cit. ; .
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Some thirty-three tribes are represented at Nakawa by at least 
;.one household. Thirteen tribes are represented by more than twenty, 
households. There are the wider ethnic .divisions of Nilotic, Nilo- 
Hamitic, Bantu and Sudanic groups, to say ..nothing of the fact’that 
residents are drawn from a total of six East and Central African 
countries. . let- Nakawa estate itself is barely,.an eighth of a square 
mile. It has an adult population of over,2,000- and a child imputation 
of over 1,000. There.are 823 habitable houses and' bedspaces. The 
demographic density of Nakawa, as in some, Kampala suburbs,, is 
therefore relatively high for the residents,; who, after all, are all 
.originally drawn from rural districts.

> . I repeat,that there are three types- of dwelling .in Nakawa, each 
of which is rented according to general quality and amenities.
The rents are Shs.23/- and Shs. 17/- for houses, and Shs.7/- for a. 
bedspace. The three types of dwelling are in groups and are 
territorially distinct from one another. ■ !

The allocation of residence according to economic status means 
that in the groups of Shs,23/,- houses, i.e.. the dearest, most of 
the householders are .above a certain■arbitrary income level. In , 
the Shs.17/- houses and the bedspaces,, people are of different income 
levels with only a'minority earning the wages of skilled or clerical 
workers. This division between cheaper.and dearer houses, and between 
lower and higher income levels does not end here; Residents use 
the term Upper Nakawa to describe the area’of Nakawa in which the 
23/- houses stand, and Lower Nakawa for the rest of the estate, where 
the cheaper houses and bedspaces are. These English terms are used 

even by those who otherwise know ho English.



■ 7 A : ; A Furthermore^ Upper TNakaxvaAdoes -si and Aon higher -ground than■ a  A 

A : . .  .-Lower '.Nakawa• When there is heayyvruin,, it runs down from the , 7
h’; :’%v A  7 Shs. 23/r. houses, to'those, below, leaving the latter often extremely
A, * A muddy/ andvthe_ former 7 able ..to dry very quickly in the sun. With

5 A ' - rainfall all the year round in Kampala, Lower Nakawa residents
A ■’ complain abozit.the mud, and5 even have to cope with the occasional 

7/’,*■ .. snake' brought along by the "water,'let alone having to tolerate the
3 . 7  ' innumerable' frogs, which .have made-- .their homes in ruts and hollows
/A' -A7 • created by the rains. 7

A, These Trebidents constantly grabbled about the communal latrines ,
- which served mostof the "lower n; grpu’ps of houses until their

. A7 recent. replaCemeiitiby,; water closets. Shs.23/- houses have always
AA.,.- 77 • had private pit™latrines. • A 7-v ••
t-A **; 7 Lower Nalcdwa'houses: are not connected . to the electricity mains.

AA ’ Some .Upper ‘Nakawa-. houses are connected, and the-householder is ••
A 7: : //7 . :Areq\iired to pay. Shs AK3/-7 deposit for ;his house to be supplied with
3 ■ yj ■ / ■A ., electricity. - 7 He "must also pay ah’ ektra. shilling a . month in rent ‘:

.:77 'A 7-;73 /A/forithe ' wiring his-^hoiis’e . ' *' : • 7'-- ' .; 7, A A  ,7,
A-va'Aa-. .^These7''Physical Zdiff er.ences reflect socio-economic differences 

7/ 73A337 7 7-^nd U; general : differehce /in residential status. Renting a house ' //A- 

'717aA/A-3/ In/Upper Nakawa* is7p.restigefui since;-it -indicates -/occupational 
. ./;3A3z./,,Asecurity- and/pr /educational;prowess;. - 7.On Nakawa:: estate as, a whole, : , A  , 

A  7A;/./3 A 32^7’householders, earn no more than Shs. 125/- par month* They are A  
3-7 -7 7./ /generally /unskilled; 7 ■/Their .occupations include those,, of -porter,
;7 A A ’-A7;'off ice/Toby,; .-labourer'and assistant; at a market stall. Out of ’ .
7 7 / A a7tbtal3of' 823 hoiis.ehqlders- at .Nakawa, those .unskilled vtorkers •



earning up to Shs*125/- per month constitute, a percentage of 2 7 *6 * 
Only fifteen of these poor unskilled men live.in Upper Nakawa.
The other 212 live in Lower Nakawa* In other words, 93'*3% of all, 
•workers earning up to Shs. 125/-...per month live in Lower Nakawa.

- The greater prestige attaching to residence in Upper, Nakawa 
is commonly a basic'motive in the movement there from Lower Nakawa*
A more practical motive may be the. desire for more spacious 
accommodation. The persons who make the movement, may have achieved 
occupational or, though less often, educational advancement during 
a reasonably long period of employment in Kampala* They may be 
,persons who came to Kampala already reasonably well educated and who 
first lodged with.poorer, less educated kinsmen in Lower Nakawa*
Or, they.may be people who,: because houses at Upper Nakawa were not 
available at the time- of their application, had to make do with 
cheaper houses. - . A

Of,the 223,householders 6 f Upper Nakawa, 6l .made this particular 
move.' Others moved directly from Kiswa o r „a suburb, .

The occupational breakdown.of .these 6l persons is as follows:

1 ) Skilled or ..semi-skilled jobs requiring the use of English
./ Clerk '/■ 12 Storekeeper ' 3

Salesman , . 2 Telephone Operator 2
Assistant to Draughtsman 3. Others k TOTAL 26

2) .'Skilled or semi-skilled, jobs not , requiring the . .use of English
Carpenter . , : 3 Electrician 7 2
.Mechanic . . 9. Plumber : . 2,

. Tailor ' 3 .. Bricklayer 2
Driver / , •> A  Others 6

A Headman (of labouring'gang) 2 .: TOTAL 33

3.) Unskilled jobs where no .English is required- ■ .
Office messenger 2 ' TOTAL .2
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The breakdown shows, as one might expect,. that very few 
unskilled workers make the movement. . The two who did are both 
office messengers, who often earn, more than other unskilled workers ... . 
like labourers or porters, and who appear to derive some prestige ' 
from’working in offices rather than in, say, labour gangs.

One.reason that unskilled.workers do not make the movement is,1 
of course, the allocation of houses, by the estate manager according. : 
to an ap'plicant1 s economic status. Unskilled workers generally 
earn little money and are allotted cheap houses, thought to be within 
their means. Another reason, which Lower NakUwa- people;, themselves, 
often give, and as I have shown for relationships of the neighbourhood 
unit, is the way in which a poor unkkilled worker.who does live in 
an,area like Upper Nakawa, where most of his neighbours earn more, 
are more educated, and are occupationally superior, tends to resent 
being an. unprivileged minority,and may be snubbed.by his "superiors"
■if he shows his resentment, .or attempts to equate himself, with them.

These basically socior-economic criteria of role-expectation 3. 

stem from relationships of the neighbourhood:unit, yet have currency, 
in'"t'he wider scale relationships; of a locality..* Conflicts in such 
expectations may give rise to wider scale.disputes in which, once 3

again, the tribal membership of the offender is not of particular 
importance. At least, people.condemn his behaviour by citing, reasons 
other than his tribal origins.
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b ) Wide Scale Disputes and Non-Tribal' Norais - .

Condemnation of behaviour commonly, relates to the conviction
by some'residents that a man who neither speaks English nor has
a high prestige-bearing j o b h a s  no right to surround hilaself
with the appurtenances of what may be vaguely termed the "Western
culture" reference group. If he dresses in smart long trousers,
white shirt and tie, with good black or brown leather shoes, and
yet is known by his neighbours to be a porter, then his behaviour
is earmarked for scrutiny. Should he appear, in his behaviour,
to be at any time arrogant or self-assuming, then the sanction
of neighbourhood and locality opinion may be brought to bear on
him. He may be involved in disputes and may evict himself.from
the, company of his neighbours. Gossip'over any dispute may extend
throughout a locality and may be cited to indicate, the social worth
of the locality and the way status usurpers are treated. In
this way, the dispute will differ from the sealed-off dispute of
the. neighbourhood unit. 'A

The conviction of behaviour appropriate to status also applies,
though in diluted form, to some semi-skilled men, especially the
"unqualified" artisan, that is, one without formal training.
Indeed, the different expectations of behaviour .illuminate an
evaluation or prestige ranking of the best known occupations.
Ideas as to this ranking may differ, in parts, from individual 
to individual, but a general pattern emerges. Of the skilled
occupations, for instance,that of the clerk stands out as most ,
highly ranked. Of the semi-skilled, that of the driver seems to



to rank highest* Occupations are evaluated in relation to their 
use of English as, a requirement. This is seen’in the sometimes .
marked, deference in behaviour paid to. a man or group of men who- 
hold skilled jobs and who know and use. fluent English. : They, in A
turn, are expected to act. with reasonable humility , exchange greetings 
in Swahili, if neither English nor a .common vernacular are known, 
and generally to appear gracious. To do otherwise may evoke 
/accusations of acting proudly. In .this case,, however, .the conviction; 
of behaviour appropriate to status, acts in reverse, that is, the -
accusation of; inappropriate behaviour is levelled at a .man who is : : A 
in fact of higher socio-economic status/but v/ho acts contemptuously 
of poor men, who do not speak;English. Sucli a man-may react to ' 
these accusations by leaving hisppoorer' and less educated neighbours 
or fellow residents and moving to a higher status locality. A , 1

A Luo had successfully built up a fleet of three taxis oyer 
a few years in Kampala. He had a low level of education but had 
acquired a fluent knowledge of English. Though his achievement was' 
generally admired, his behaviour/was .condemned as "aloof", especially 
in his constant refusals to give local.people free lifts, and in a 
tendency to speak.English in the company,of Swahili speakers.and, 
sometimes, even Luo. One evening, when returning home from, work 
with one of his- taxis, he .knocked "down a drunkard. at;Upper Nakawa., 
where he lived. The drunkard was'A Gisu who,; though unhurt, ululated 
and screamed curses at "proud Onyango". Not only Gisu but also 
many Luo came to retaliate against* Onyango. His taxi was beaten .A,, 
and badly damaged. So, too, was his second taxi, which was driven
in a little later. People demonstrated outside,his’house. The
original, cause of the disturbance, that is, the accident with the . 
Gisu, lost significance as a reason behind the demonstration. The



crowd were more concerned to harangue Onyango for his generally 
unsociable behaviour, and urged him to, leave the. locality. Within/., 
a day Onyango had moved to Naguru after explaining his dire position 
to the estate manager there.- Nevertheless, Onyangofs taxi clientele 
was and continued to be predominately Luo. / ..

But, provided, a s 'individuals, the English speakers and 
occupationally superior persons do not "stand aloof" from others 
too' obviously, there seems to be.no objection,to their associating / 
as relatively exclusive small groups. One finds, for example, 
small groups - of clerks., draughtsmen and salesmen who are drawn from 
different tribes and.x\rho regularly interact in informal, contexts, 
at beer bars, dances, and other;places of recreation. Their 
acquaintanceship may be-based on common workplace* They may. use . 
English in their work. . As friends, they may communicate’ with each ■- / 
other:-.111 English. A/ ;7:

In a locality like. Upper/.Nakawa, the conviction of behaviour 
•'appropriate- to' status sets •norms- ./of .'behaviour/.for members .of both'/ 
"higher" and "lower" socio-economic.categories, ' It recognises the 
.'English/non-English speaking division by expecting ;a. certain humility 
from the fluent English 'speaker and, reciprocally, a- deference in ' 
behaviour from the non-English speaker, . This-is.particularly. - 
important in view of the fact that, in Upper. Nakawa at least, there 
are many skilled.or even semi-skilled artisansj . who, though they, 
may know little or no English, hold well-.paid jobs and consider . 
themselves to be of equal economic status, with some English speakers. 
They would resent "aloof" behaviour which appeared to deny them 
this parity of economic status. , /
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It is underlying conditions of this kind that prompt certain 
residents to move to higher localitites or, conversely, deter them A A  
from "making,a movement, ■/A.

The locality in which a person is resident defines itself -/■'
physically and by stating appropriate-norms of behaviour. If, as , -■ 
with Onyango above, a person does not wish to conform to-these norms, A-■: 
he may react by moving to a locality1;regarded by himself and his A  
former fellow residents as more appropriate to this status. This 
principle applies to deviant residents ' both above and below the/ ' ■: •,
socio-economic average of'the locality. A  /

These facts indicate the self-membership expressed by residents, 
of a locality , Disputes of the type discussed above emphasise 
the non-tribal,. socio-economic criteria of recruitment ., and co-activity 
in a group like. the locality'. The' fact that the concept of locality 
is expressed within an estate as well as between them Confirms its 
relativity. • : , A . : . ‘ “ v-./ •

Thus, as distinct from differences expressed between Upper and, / A  

Lower Nakawa, there are times when people feel obliged to speak of, A  ' 
the differences , between Nakawa and Naguru and of their existence as. : ""A 
distinct and somewhat opposed entitles. Yet, for certain residents , 3 A  

of Upper Nakawa,, especially, Naghru is likely to be, the next estate 33 

to which they move. . A : ’ r,
- In chapter VI I show how the "elites” of Nakawa and N a g u r u _ . .. 

administer what 1 call locality associations andZdo indeed conceive .
Of their respective estates as opposed.: Through the associations
they achieve positions of local pre-eminence'. But, when they aspire



; toAwidcr/scale, leadership roles,, they sometimes, find it necessary 
/7tp ; relinquish their ''positions- in the locality .associations and to
move to I'Taguru,. if they live at Nakawa,-or, if they already live
:at Naguru, to direct their, interests into associations catering
•. for a wider populh'ce; th/an that of the locality. .

./Ebcaiity association;leaders sometimes complain to the housing 
. authorities,'about,driving to share' their amenities with Nakawa or 
; Naguru 'residents . as, the case/ may be . During ' one ‘-Nakawa* -tenants1' 
ass o c f .ett ion.-; -in e'e ting ftb.' 7 whi c h a. senior housing officer had been 
'invited; ''pressing claimSp'for a larger community hall were accompanied 
by ..such coments-.hs, .’Why should We at Nakawa have to go to Naguru 
'whenever there ;is A  danbe; on.-there? Why /do we have, to cross the 
■wJiiija'Road/ to.: their’place We want our ,own dances. That is . A
;/|la_garu>it,.Thi s ’ is:.-Nakawa* !/* • . The, same • sentiments are - expressed ' in 
’/claims :./for: separate/ schools qhd:>hurseries, and for the provision of 
^betteramenities,than,/are/'aib present- enjoyed at Nakav/av - ; '■ -
7 A"A ■■Naguru tenahts:’ Vassociation also, has its outbursts .• "Those . A A ; 
pep/pie from* NakaxmVcome..-'to .our dances and our, beer-bar. and cause 
.<much .it,rouble. - They geA. drunk, more than our people and, because
this,;3is-not their/ place:, they damage , the community, hall, and are 
only .-.after /prostitutes; . .It is they who keep these prostitutes hanging / 
,-azAund'Zfhe beer-bar ... A W h y  don Vt you . (to the housing representative) \ 
make 1 them stay at Nakawa ?" . ;/ ; .
v- ■-1 In hint erpers.pnai; relations, these sentiments are sjhared by . 
people who are not/association leaders. To some.extent these- 
sentiments both. percolate; down ■ from- and are included in what locality 
leaders say. ./. Their transmission, is a two-way process.



'Nakawa /̂-"̂ ©̂'̂  .are moreusually Axpfession's;.of, .the. physical-"-. 
and ..social line; of :-\„de privation-and: -lof.. /attempt’s to‘remedy it -by '•claimihg:.\ 
equalA-rights. .'a,nd' prestige in residence oil .this;; estate*:. At Naguru y v 
! they are, expressions.-of a desire, not^to suffer ;a .lowering of standards 
and- loss of privileges* Against a3J; this is the. contradictory, fact 
that many., of the‘.very peojilb at: Nakdwa who-, stress the need for the ' , 
estate f s ,:qv7n identity and integrity frequently . move . to - Naguru, themselVes 

■ Local groups whether those;’;.partaining: to the neighbourhood unit^; 
or to the; locality, do not;,exhibit!the .Aohesiyexiess'.’ o f say, the t 
ufbantkin and tribal grQups.rofvsegmentary tribesmen. ;. But, either: .. ;id 
through the medium of .the tenants■* association or .through the informal . 
applipation of neighbourhood and.local;sanctions on behaviour,, they 
define their expectations of .membership*.' ; In addition-to these, social* -i; 
factors, pure physical factors; help define their boundaries* i. .

Another way of distinguishiiig 'localities as groups is by assessing y 
, the extent to v/hich. inemberS of; them. seem, to wish to ''capture*1 .
, /the, anthropologist* It. may be postulated that -sub-groups/ of

a society under study tend to. stress their edblusiver '''possession1'
; ; of the field-workerThus, when 1 was doing intensive study . v 

in LowerNakawa, I.--was pushed forward as represehtatiye,, of ".the- Ay; 
: locality iil a. demaiid. to the housing authorities for better; living 
conditions*. -The-local;elite,; whose members almost aii'-Tiye-(.in^Vr v •'

, Upper 'Nakecwa',- plus .many other residents there., admonished--Mefor ;/
. associating:: tod ; closely with the people of Lower- NakawaA \ They 
insisted that my. place was in .Upper ■Nakawa -and .that my activities 
should/ be 'confined there * . /.̂ They -then arranged a debate : in which 

.. I . was ;a'.principal/speaker' partlyin. an' attempt;* lit ; seemedl- to:;
: ' d show.;the .fest;'of-' the/ .estate, .and; possibly 'Naguru-.also, where 
. I ■belonged*; ' ; ..,,A''A ■ AA-' • ' ‘-It ■,..Ap a  -■ A ‘
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A',. A ,number, of, social; features indicate the non-tribal.,; basically ‘A  ; 
socio-ecbnornic ' criteria .of behaviouix operating at the level ox A .. A:, f A 
locality.-; In the last, chapter It-pointed.; out- that men . act ■ more A  —
independently of theirwives;, at .:this: - level.‘:'-than in the n&ighourhoodA;’/ 
unit, . though .the two levels, ofAactivity -inevitably affect, each other A A A  

. Men..make thevdecision: to move frpm.-lower to-higher- localities.,1 A-A A 
or vice versa; they constitute the leadership, and membership of , 
locality, associations; through or not through‘these associations, ,,A A / 
they participate ,or arbitrate, in. the’, wider scale!, sometimes most A,A
violent, disputes; and they,are-most/active in situations of free 
association not confined to a '.-neighbourhood • unit, sometimes bringing 
workplace associates into, the local stqtus groups of which they ; ■ A;

are-members* .. '

c) Wide scale. disputes involying Kin and FeflowtribeSmen

As I stated in the last chapter, it-is at the.level of locality 
that .a man’s position . with' regard -to his urban groups of kin, , ;■, ' /
claiismen, ,or f ello.wtribesmen. may be redefined. The social features 
just enumerated often provide the issues around which such redefinition
•occurs-. ' . ’A  ... ' A A ' ';
Av-A I distinguished a. second type of wide. 'scale dispute * in which .> ; ' . ■ ; , . ’ resident in the locality- opposed Tiis behaviour,: ' .-and in which non-fellowtribesmen alsoa.: person’s Afellowti^ibesmeiy residents in the ' locality were either.
•’disinterested, from. the’.'dispute or clearly supported the person
involved. In either case, disputes .of this kind indicated a conflict
of tribal and non^trib.dl. norms. The latter derive from relationships .
>of the, neighbourhood unit and from,1 other arenas of .activity./ The
tor'mer derive, of Aourse, -from the’ person’s respective kin and” tribal
grbu’ps • ■-/../-• ' * .,• t .;■/'/' A / A  . -/ - '



Furthermore, conflicts of this sort are almost entirely 
experienced by segmentary lineage tribesmen for reasons, already 
discussed, that it is their urban agnatic,' clan, and tribal groups - 
which are' interested enough to correct what they regard as deviant 
behaviour* A much larger proportion of wide scale disputes involving 
centralised tribesmen are taken to a non-tribal, oxn multi-tribal, 
body, like the tenants’ association, or, if serious enough, to the 
Buganda government Nakawa gombolola court,

Segmentary tribesmen have specific attitudes towards the status 
of their married and unmarried women. ! Adultery, and the elopement: 
on premarital pregnancy of a daughter, are common issues leading 
to disputes dealt with by the agnatic and tribal groups, sometimes, 
hut by no,.means alwasy, through a formal association*

The signif icance of locality in, the . settlement of such disputes 
is that it is members of these groups living nearest, to either the 
offender -or> wronged who. may be expected to act as prime agents.

■Thus, when a young- Lugbara living in Lower. Nakawa impregnated y.‘ 
.a girl living with her. father in Upper Nakawa, it was agnates and 
other, relatives of these two parties living in the estate who first 
discussed‘the matter in detail then referred it to the Nakawa branch 
of the Lugbara association. . Other agnates living at Naguru and in 
other parts of Kampala did attend one or two meetings but left the 
more elaborate arrangements, to the Nakawa agnates* Similarly, the 
matter was never’referred to other brancehs of the Lugbara association. 
There was some mutual recognition of this division of labour* One 
of the few Lugbara..residents of Naguru, wpo was a distant agnate of 
the girl, stated that he was ftnot expected to be brought into the



matter, too deeply.,,/since 'there are already relatives of the girl- 
living,at,Nakawa'. ■I would expect my relatives living nearest to 
'.me/to help^meMiiost. * ■ ; a  • • ...
A"v Some/df ' tis/liugbara' at Nakawa who were among the most active 
in. the arrangements; were, not’ .even distantly.' related to .-either the 
boy or girl. A v/A v V a :‘A- 1 A A' /' - A "A".

•;/ /Real: brothers and 6Ibsd/a'fena-t es are, of course , less • affected • 
by; residence:-,in :dif f erent /localities. They, will attempt/ to correct, 
.'each-/o.t herds': behaviour ho .mat/ber.. where they, live. . But .more distant 
agnates, ciansmeh..and Ordihary fellowtribesmeh may excuse- their - A  
. disinterest from an issue'on the grounds of physical-distance.

. One. Luyha living at Naguru who-was a distant agnate, having the 
:same;..paterhal•‘•great‘-./grandfather, of a man condemned in Lower Nakawa 
for//Living/with/a-succession of Ganda, Toro and Haya prostitutes,
, stated', ./’He * has--_pepple. living near him who luio.w him better thail do 
ahd:Who. are' with, him more. I have to. travel aci'oss the Jinja Road 
to see him. I xvent last weekend and discussed the matter with them 
but I; cannot go every evening.11 > r,
/. , The wide scale locality disputes in which only.centralised 
tribesmen are involved- do, not invoke the sanctions of, corporate kin • 
and /tribal. groups. a a

One, Ganda/at Nagur.h;:/complained at a'general meeting of the 
tenants' association that his Ganda wife had for a long time been 
prey to the seductive,advances■of a >fellow Ganda living a few. doors 
away. Pie demanded At .hat the; association evict, the man responsible, 
since, when' he /himself had protested to the. man, lie had merely been 
.threatened by/him.A /The’association’s committee investigated the
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matter and did.recommend to the estate .manager that the man be 
evicted from, Naguru,. The manager accepted the association’s 
recommendation and evicted the offending Ganda, thereby giving the 
Ganda husband the satisfactory settlement of the .dispute that he 
had requested. ; ' .' a

In a similar case referred to'-the Nakawa tenants* association, 
a Toro :of Upper Nakawa complained that an Acho3.i, also of a few doorss 
away, was sedretly trying to seduce his schoolgirl daughter. I-Ie
;admitted that the.girl had generally complied with. the. Acholi*s 
advances but claimed that, in any case, schoolgirls should be protected 
from becoming pregnant before leaving school* Neither the Acholi’s 
agnates, clansmen,■nor the Acholi association had been aware of this 
apparent misdemeanour5. Representatives of these agents living in 
Upper Nakawa where the Toro and Acholi lived asked the tenants* 
association-if they could deal.with the matter themselves. Permission 
whs- granted to them to do this,. The accused Acholi denied the 
charges and no action was taken against him. \ The affair blew over, 
and the Tord did not complain again.

In this case, the Toro’s "legal11 ‘representative was the tenants* . 
association. In more serious circumstances and if he had the money, 
he might .have taken the matter to the.'Nakawa gombolola court. . *
The Acholi’s "legal", representative and prosecutor were his agnates, 
p/ldnsmen and , Acholi association members resident in, Upper. Nakawa. * ,

A  Segmentary tribesmen may., also take' disputes, . including intra- / A  
tribal ones, to t h e gombolola court. The seriousness of the dispute 
determines Whether.they do so. But,Afop.intra-tribal disputes
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especially* this course of action is usually only resorted to when 
the relevant' urban-'groups.'of agnates, clansmen or:interested 
fellov/tribesmen have failed to reach an-agreement, either between 

; . themselves or with, a, deviant - member.
As I indicated above, there-’are' occasional, wide scale disputes 

involving segmentary tribesmen which give rise to an obvious conflict 
of heighbourhood/locality .non-tribal norms and the norms of a person’s 

. agnatic and .tribal groups. ,
These are less likely to concern the status of women as the 

socio-economic differentiation of agnatesclansmen and fellow- 
tribesmen arid resiiltant conflicts in role-expectation between them.

Shouts were heard coming- from a house, in Upper Nakawa. A
■young Lango v/as :accusing, hin-elder unmarried cousin, with whom he..
lodged, of disregarding his/obligations to.him. He had been; ■ . 
unemployed for some months and accused the elder cousin of having 

/ neglected him. ’ The, elder cousin had just spent ten days in West •
;-.;-.Hganda-;-where;-he'.;;had,;'.been/looking, f o r a  better .job. in one of the ■ ...
- . copper mines ./there,.' - He had lef t without telling the young man -. v
.and: had left • him no .money. , The, young Lango had. lived1 off "brothers11 
' during this time.. ■ / . ■

- A few • residents.' gathered-arotmd,:. though many;.watched the dispute 
from their windows. Most joked about :the affair, -though, more 
seriously, a number,of .neighbours agreed that the elder Lango-had 
never neglected his • duties to the younger cousin before. Some 
neighbours said it ..was inevitable! that tils breaking- point in the
relationship /should be reached. The .man-could ..not go on keeping -

..his cousin fox* .ever. There was so much, unemployment these days-
that it was probably better for unemployed relatives to return, home. 

.'/Without them, ■ "brotherC" working, in town could, help, them more by 
sending money home. But.: having vfcoo provide, their keep in town 
only wasted their money, Borne of the neighbours expressing these 
■sentiments were Lango, . , • . •



"// It; vjas./riot, 'long;;before;‘Lango friends of tlie. cop.sins, including . A 
A// a: -few. relatives.and/cl^ and pacify, the younger man.
;/■;/■/ They/first re cognised;:! he, elder,, cousin’s difficulties in providing .
a // / for the:younge^A’:/;Bui/they rebuked, him for'having left for West'./..;,, :

'// . ' //Uganda, without/either>ltel!inggthe?yqung/mail or .leaving,'him money, //
//, /'/./ . / /One- remarked/that all//brothers" had,>to/bear : the burden-of this / -v 
//. :/'■ : '-psbri/of ppbiigabidh'; / ;/;AnothLer/stabe,d.;' that; the elder- cousin’s income;

; ...,,/ ■ was. higher; than/tho;se/;of: many'; :me n ;;W jiq ;:wer e married-and. had" additional /;
1 ';'■abIigati'qhs/io/tlbrpther;s/;-ahd .‘Uparents-'y: ■ ///-/'A'. / / ;■/

/A ■/’ /' /• , :/- /■ .The /el dor,.-cOusih/pro test edit fiaf he/had ho; opportunity to save, /■
;//// -/// ■ /ahd/that -heSwanted/tq/iiarry: so;on*’';a/The;'Shprt^affair ■ ended .When 
/ -:,t ■-/•'Ihe/ydungef -cousin; jec fared/his^ intention:-of either finding someone

else..̂ t'0"t'l'o.dge/'with' •_o.r' returning/iome iVI"’/Imniediat ely - aft er-war ds, the .
' elder-cousin deinonst rated/hispease '..with'/sympathetic neighbours-and

• , /.a/fewuother-.residents, r'eiatively'.unknown to him who happened to -'/I
A ’//, A  • be/passing,• ;■ , A,;./.A/p A / A /  *■ ■///./ // .

d) Moving; to Higher Status Localities, . ;
, ■■■!! i ib iii im i iVtbhi i ,11 mi pi I ■itiimii— ii biii■mu i w p i  w n w i  n  T  wii p i nn i i i n ip> iwi n i 11 i | ■ 11 gWiM

\ . /'It. is ih/the\cbsire of ' a .migrant to-move. from- a * lower - to. a /
; highei/statxis locality that wide Scale disputes of this kind often .

/ occur,; Before or after the movement/the migrant may be spoken of

. ’ • . and/sometimes openly accused pf acting with "pride",
Soine.times the/migrant .moves because his relations with all 

neighbours and immediate; residents are bad. Sometimes his neighbourhooi 
. relations are good,yet he still/desires to move, ;.In this case 

; / especially, .fellowtribesmen may feel offended and may regard the
... act as one of /pride1', ■ . ' ; - ' A  • , ■ - ■ •

It is .difficult; to! assess qiiantitaVely the reactions and reasons1
• /,/ •/. . Of ;f ellow.tribesmen^^u;ho/regard a. migrant ,v;ho makes this move as some

:/ * ••kind/of deviant;, / /But 1/have...recordedv:eleven disputes between
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, fellowtribesmen and/or clansmen, agnates and other/kih which have X 
arisen after, one of them appeared to evaluate himself above residence 

, in : t he’ locality and - d e cid'e d , t o ; mov e. to! a; higher. - s t at us one'. A
, All except one, concern segmentary tribesmen. -. They include 

four L u o a  Samia, two -Lango ./twoAcholi," andXavNyoro. They all 
; occurred, at Nakawa //referring Xeither/Xtb- -a movement 'from. Lower to/ . A  

Upper Nakawa or .from-Nakawa;• tq/Nagur u * _ It. is/quiteXAikely that?,-’ / 
they also occur at: Naguru when persons -move' to' NtrLnda, ’though' I 

. have ,no data to support- this. A A X  - ' ■" , ‘ ‘ A  A .  A . ......
Because of .the numerical predominance of segmentary over : / X;

centralised tribesmen at Nakawa, it-is. difficult to conclude!from . 
this small number Of -.disputes that, they are much morecommon . among , 
the former. Howey-er, subjective statements certainly ; confirm this.
• , When asked/about a fellowtribesmeh who, some months after 

receiving-'a. substantial rise in wages,, moved to Naguru from Upper 
Nakawa, a Toro .answered, ITIf he wants to be a landlord (that is, a' 
man of means accorded respect)' eventually, then that is his good /
luck and .work. 1 hope I shall do the same." , !

Subjective statements of this kind suggest that centralised 
tribesmen are less given to condemning a neighbouring fellowtribesman 
for making this move. They look to their own stratified societies . ; 
.and see status aspiration of this kind as little more than a 
subscription to their social systems. Moreover, there is no , /
apprehension that the solidarity of their urban groups of kin and .
tribe will be , disrupted, since, the solidarity* if it can be said, to, .
.exist at all, ..is in any: case weakv -;



/X.'':,A®mbers , of.'the-egalitarian/segmentary societies do not see the 
movement/by a" fbllowiribesman/tb'Vibe.tter locality as subscribing * .
to the value patterns■/of/their/social. s y s t e m s . For them, departure 
from;:a/;lesser to .-./&/superior' locality/represents -more,- .than a physical ,
: movement , y . I t ! Implies yalso: they/lobsening of ties, with and obligations 
to a --number-,of fbinter/neIghbqurs among whpm may y.be1 f ellpwtribesinen,

•/ clansmen, agnate s/and other -kin. - o "■'*/ y
A , // In Anticipating the movement, ;there are two broad alternatives 

/Open .to/A''‘■'member; of an egalitarian tribe. ; . They correspond with the!
! distihctlpif between, unacceptable 'and, ■acceptable deviance . Unacceptable 
:;devidnce /results then, .the resident /moves/out with little or no word / - 
to:/feiiowtrlbesmen in/his/iocality. , //His act Ion/; will not go unnoticed / 
and, /through the:Medium of; neighbourhood, beer-bar/and soccer-crowd / y 

. gossip, his notoriety/may become known. ' Clansmen .and agnates,! / 
by sharing a common-rural locality, have the added/ sanction at their 

..disposal of informing/ciansf oik and fbilow villagers at. home of* 

their:, "brother1 s"/devianoe> The,: fact is that the aspirant to a // 
higher status locality will indeed/tend to lossen his former locality 
ties. Increased physical distance between his new and old locality, 
and-acquaintanceship with,, new neighbours make it difficult. for him ■ 
to maintain them as ■ highly/as before-. Furthermore, the higher 
status the,-locality,: the.greater is the proportion of high status , / 

Ganda. ■ /■:■••. ///■- - /.. • • >■,■;■//'/■■ - AV- //7, ■■.-/" ;// -■ , . ■ ■ /
/ / At Nakawa ,the'--Ganda/constitute; only i.37%-of all, household ?
/ heads. At -Naguru the!/percentage, rises, to 19-Bk. At Ntinda. their 
. proportion, is probably; about /. There is a similar proportional
• t/increase' for/Toro,/ Iiybro;ahd/Soga.'Of 3*9^ ’in Naka\va- to 8.37% -in //
/-'feguru.



.. '■•/’.Since-the aspirant’s potential neighbour-friends seeil to consist 
of a larger proportion of centralised tribesmen, his movement may 
additionally and. somewhat irrationally b.q. regarded by his former . - A-A;'' 
f eliowtribesmen neighbours as defection from their own to alien-and 
non-egalitarian tribal collectivities. This is implied in such 
coMments as,/"lie has forgotten -us now and drinks with those -Mengo A. A  

people (i.e. Ganda).11; A  A
However, aspix^ants usually-consciously .incur acceptable deviance. 

This. is .done by. accounting f or■. the'-movement in one of about three-' 
ways.; These are : .(1) by -stressihg the intention to marry and the 
desire;to welcome the new wife, "who' is of another clan and must b e ’ 
properly welcomed", into a good house and home. The aspirant emphasises 
that lie will inyite.and expect his former clan'and feliowtribesmen - ;-A
neighbours to come and visit his newXwife; (2 ) by stressing the ;:nee.d /.
i or more room for/his children, but. at/the ' same time insisting, that, .. ■ 
he will continue to attend, for.instance, the clan association’s 
meetings or visit his. former - neighbours; and; (-3 ): by pointing out* / 
that lie has, or is .about to secure 1 a position of some importance or 
'influence, which he will use "to heli> the Aeople", and that to use 
this, position- most effectively he has to’"convince" equally important . 
people= by inviting them to a high-status hmise. Such positions may 
be/city councillor, official of a political party branch, a large 
tribal union, or an expatriate-aiding organisation like the Uganda 

•Kenya Africa Union. ■ A- ■■ X'' . •
-Accounting, for the movement mn one of these ways certainly, 

mitigates, negative sanctions against, the aspirant., but the fact remains



•that lie will simply .be unable 'to maintain his former locality . Z /
relationships as intensely as before1, and his action, will still 
constitute..'deviance, the c.ondemnatiye effects, of-which;are, frozen or 
at least delayed-., . Clearly,' not. all aspirants will be able to ’
account for-their movement in any of these ways* The married man 
.with-one or no:- children,' .who holds no important'/position in. an 
organisation, has. difficulty;In finding a reason;to account for his 
.movement which'will satisfy clan and feliowtribesmen of his locality.
In one case.* such a man, a Sarnia, moved , from Lower to Upper Nakawa 
without even casually informing any’ neighbours. Three clansmen of
the locality- who considered they . were going. through a period of 
misfor tune-/at the-timesuggested the man had moved because he had ■. : 
been’practising sorcery, against them and,had feared discovery and 
/retaliation.- : Through what was considered an unworthy act, the - :
Saiiia.^had./disrd^t'edi’t.'he-zAoiidarityof/iiis clan and incurred the open 
‘.disapprovar; aiad proqected accusation; of his clanmateq in the locality,

' Misde'edspof ./this/.-kxhd by persons: of. egalitarian tribes inay .. .;
cause f eilowtribesmeii /to 0-Ct as r- e present at iyes of • the total tribe
or: Of a sector of it; and ;to speak out '.against the -actions. The
group .may. be. regarded as rising up against, the deviant individual. ;;
In ..doing this,/the group itself .reasserts its .identity as an externally
differentiated entity.with some degree of internal differentiation.

It y/ould be; pointless, to argue that there is any inflexible \
correlation-between/certain actions, such as the residential movement 
described, and accusations=of deviance. Very rnmch depends on 
personality factors and on the precise nature of the aspirant's local



and intx*a-tribal relations. . ;But -the relatively high number of - 
disputes, among,segmelitary tribesmen : arising over, what would seem, to 
the casual observer as ifrational’ accusations, together with subjective 
statements regarding such apparent misdeeds, illuminate' a difference 
in values, at least, ‘between persons, of traditionally egalitarian 
and traditionally stratified societies. -

As a general impressionistic example of .the difference, the./
Luo propensity to condemn a .man as supga, a proud and aloof person, 
contrasts with the Ganda'propensity; to praise, and pay deference to 
a man regarded as owjekitibwa, a person radiating.dignity, authority, 
wealth ahd.the. aristocratic ideal. The Luo rubth is a man of 
wealth, too, but his •‘authority"and-the deference paid to • him are 
much more limited, ideally at least.

It is also at the level of locality that events occur which 
throw/into prominence more specific tribal alignmeivts^and cleayages. 
During a stormy series of Nakawa tenants’ association committee 
meetings, Luo and Luhya officers* split into two factions. Committee 
members who were not of the two tribes attempted a conciliatory role 
and voiced their opposition, to tribal factionalism. But news of 
the factionalism went- beyond the committee to the ears,-■■.of;̂ interested 
ordinary members of the ^association. ■ These - told friends and neighbours, 
about the split so that in a. short while the news had percolated to 
a surprisingly large minority of the estate fs tenants. ..Luo and Luhya, : 
did iiot, of course, engage in hostilities every time they met, but’ 
much banter was exchanged concerning.the"issue, and it is .likely that, 
such joking relationships covered what was thought to be.an underlying
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hostility between the.two.tribes, which in the minds of. individual 
tribesmen were conceived in some ' abstract way ascorporate groups • ̂

'■In this abs.tra.ct sense, events occurring at the. level of locality 
enable members of centralised tribes also ;to fonceive of tribal 
solidarities and.cleavages, Thus, in tenants1 association meetings ,
Ganda tenants sometimes jokingly question the rights of the Luo, as 

; Kenyans, to reside: in Uganda, and more specifically on the housing 
estate itself which, they sometimes■say, i s ,on land that, once belonged 
to the Kabaka. The oblique or jocular statement merely covers the ,

. ■ ■ - ' - 2mutual- recognition of antagonism between the tribes. The difference 
in conceptions of solidarity between centralised and non-centralis.ed 
tribesmen, however, is that the former are conscious of no more than., 
a loose tribal entity which.is to that extent externally differentiated 
but which is internally undifferentiated , whereas the latter, actively 
and ideologically employ the internal, segmentary differentiation, 
of lineage, clan, and sometimes subtribe.

a ■ “ ■' : . ■ ■ ■ - ■ ‘V- •. Oh a "group",, basis, Luo; and Luhya were divided on political lines',
'■ the former being predominantly members of KANU and the latter
mostly of KADU. , ■ ... : . . '.

2 ’ ■ -AThe ambivalence characteristic, of. tribal categorical relationships 
, is presumably functional in much the same way as in the classical 

cases of ambivalence given ;by Rad’cliffe^Brown/in . his distinction 
betv/een disjunction and conjunction; ill a.'joking relationship. A

^ Excex^t in so far’that there is an awareness of "classes" of . 
aristocrats, .landlords', and. tenants, none of. which are localised 
. or corporate groups,. however. -. V -« • 1 Ah ■



e) The. Local Order: Summary

In contrast to the expression of tribal alignments and cleavages, 
individuals are linked-, in relationships which stress socio-economic 
alignments and divisions. These divisions operate within the 
neighbourhood .unit to differentiate individuals and groups. . They 
also operate on an. increasingly wider scale to differentiate localities 
themselves, which take on the character of groups in which persons 
conceive of themselves as members of Upper as opposed to Lower 
Nakawa, of Nakawa as opposed to Naguru, or of Kampala East as opposed 
to. Kisenyi,; Mulago or a like suburb.

It is the socio-economic differentiation Of both persons and 
groups, again regardless of tribe, which makes the facts of residence 
In Kampala;East so important in urban adaptation.

: As I show in chapter VI, these |5acts receive public normative 
assent and become symbolised.through the establishment of small 
elites on each estate. The existence of these elites and of the 
voluntary formal associations they lead, provides residents with a 
series of ranked reference groups .against - which they may evaluate v 
their own urban statuses, and, especially among segmentary tribesmen, 
redefine their i,elationships within, urban groups of agnates, clan, , 
and. fellowtribesmeh.

Against these aspect© of the local order the general distinction 
in value- and sanetion-systeras between.townsmen of .centralised and 
non^centralised tribes has to be seen*.
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. /it/is of/course in the'order of. vkinship,.an<i-tribe,/dis’duss,e;&Z / /"/ 
/. / in chapter II,. that the distinction'has -its source. /ZBrie.fiŷ Zaiidi. Z-*AA 

; • . somex^hat obviously,; urban tribal and /kinship systems are organised// ,.
differently, fpom :each other’ for, the. very reason that in the:rural --■-/ ZA;., 
home areas’: they arc: different. ; For/my/purpose of analysis it As the a / / 
polar , contrast of /centralised/and;-, uncentralised segmentary -tribes,; .

- which is especially; observable and -therefore significant,. A
;;//.„• In urban neighbourhood and locality, the significance of the —

-* :Z s- / -distinction/.persists only to ;a/limited extent;.'. vIii the;, most .intense-,:'/: ;: 
v, % and regular:relatiohships of the neighbourhood unit there.is generaiiyZ 

no. such significance/. Within lessintense; relationships dispersed .‘z;
’' •'"/ over/a territorially-wider/ locality the /distinction may bear some

significance'. AA., ./:_.. • /■ -/. .A . /• .A' • '•/■■ z' A/,;;-A ’ \ AA/AkA*
':'/:. iAiaust te- feieaiered, however, that; city council housing estates / 

/ ” are in/a/ sense artificially arranged, / No account is taken - of the ' / 
.propensity of most urban migrants .to live in tribal/clusters and to/ A  
conduct their lives more.or less ethnocentrically. As I haveindicated 
■ houses areAdefinitely :nbt .allocated according to applicants1 .tribal : . 
membership. In 'the1/peri-urban areas:/of Kampala,' spontaneous
development has occurred with the result that residents of some small 
localities are predominantly of one tribe. 'In such cases, the 

; distinction in tribal society referred to bears oven greater significanc 
A Z thah'/'in:'the ■ city*, council housing estates. • .* ..-In;/other , words,. the. more1 /// 

kin, tribal,/and local groups coincide in an urban area, the more, will ■ /; 
the•distlhctive/behavioural patterns of separate tribes.peopie persist, / 
The corollary of. this is that;the more dispersed in an urban area A



•kin'-and tribal '•grqiî s be'come,* the less* likely are distinctive tribal 
behavioural patterns to persist, is , -isy particularly evident in the 
primary , groiip of' neighbours on a: Jiousing! estate
r..’,. For, migrants of both segmentary and centralised tribes, the ,
urban localy/dispersion-of feliowtribesmen. and their sharing of a 
/common residential locality; with non-feliowtribesmen constitute A* A/
;alterations/to the rural structures. A a a ,AA / f '/ ... y: A

For .the centralised tribes discussed, the urban /dispersion :of : A 
agnates,:- other kin* and clansmen does not constitute a structural / A / :;A 
alteration,! sinCe; it merely reflects a similar dispersion at home in 
■the,rural- areas. The.urban dispersion of agnates and clansmen among . . 
segmentary tribes does, of course, constitute a major structural 1
alteration. A; /'•’/ ■' ■ * .. ; •

‘ Thus, among persons of segmentary tribes, change occurs moist 
■ obviously./ih‘.;the neighbourhood unit, where neighbours are no,longer 
automatifaliy kinsmen, lineage mates, or clansmen, and where behaviour 
is no longer determined, by ascribed status within a highly agnatic kinshi; 
system, but depends on,the fulfilment of socio-economic criteria/most 
typical of achieved urban statuses. . In this context, conjugal 
relations may be. slightly -ri4e*f.ihe.d,.,:!lue 'to the high density of roles 
played by women in the neighbourhood unit. Similarly, in chapter II,
I; indicated that it. is in the primary/groups of the’urban household * 
that/agnatic and. other kin relations are most obviously altered/ 
among stich tribe.speople. / . A '' ■ ..



: A - ;; ;> /•..I."may /over.-simplifywiiat! I Kaye//so / faiA described by saying, that',/
c ent r alise d tribesman-/ May ’ pnt er t relatlonships; within the urban orders AZ 

A'AZ//;/./ A of Zkinshijd,z tribe,/heighbourhobdZ/and/Ibcality'!without experiencing //Z/ A
vz /; . as great a /change in the normsZzattaAningZ to such relationships as , Z v Z
//A/a - ;Z/Z:Z'̂ :.ZsVgmehtary;/tribesmen-,1: who/ are more immediately obliged to reconsider 
Ay/-'- Z i the Za^blicability of hormsZIbr certaih/reiationships/within; these A-■ 
A;.-a; A  A a" ygrdepsi ZZ . Whereas! ih: their rural/hprne ’districts., /the forpier are Z, . - Z:' A; 
Z:// already/used' to * a large/pi^o port ion of sihgle-inter est .relatiohships A

of -a/coKtractual nature,, the latter are more familiar/with multiplex A 
;.A A relationships .of an expansive nature, in which legal, political p /
/ Z ' / ' 'economic, and - ritual components tend to be interwoven,- --usually/ around
:.'Z ‘ a central;, core of agnatic or clan, .affiliationv* A-
AA, -' ' in the next--chapter, I illustrate; that■ tiiis; distinction

-Z continues! to have relevance,, in, so ‘far as the multiplex nature of
A. relationships among segmentary tribesmen is expressed in a proliferation
AAA A Z a of Z variously: functional urban tribal associations j .and-„ where among / .

centralised tribesmen in town nob; such .associations exist. / /,-
The distincfionZpeases to have relevance in chapter VI, in 

which non-tribal associations are-described.- ,



CHAPTER V

ADAPTATION TO THE CIVIC ORDER: TRIBAL ASSOCIATIONS

Associations in Kampala East ' . '

Formal voluntary associations in Kampala are a significant 
facet of urban life. This is not to say that all urban migrants , 
are involved in them* Indeed, only a small minority of the labour 
force regularly participate in such, associations.' The significance
of■associations lies rather in what they represent and express, in
the kind of people constituting their leadership and membership, and 
how the associations, are related to each other*

It is generally understood what is meant:by formal voluntary
associations in African 'towns. Little, Banton,. Fraenkel, and many

1 A . - ' • * ' . . ■ v\ ■’others, have described them. I define formal voluntary associations
as having formalised recruitment, a written or unwritten constitution
of organisational procedure and aims, and titled officers,' usually -A/1, /■
elected to their positions*. ./Some associations may regard themselves
as coming tinder a centralised body. .Others may regard themselves ;
as branches of an uncentralised federal structure. ,

.’Kampala East enjoys a special position with regard tothe formation.
of associations. Several factors mark It.off as a major area of

 ̂ K.L. Little, 1 9 5 1 , The Mende of Sierra Leone:. A West African
People in Transition, Routledge & Kegan Paul.’
M. Banton, 1937y op.cit.
M. Fraenkel,. 196!, Tribe and Class in Monrovia, O.U.P. for I.A,1.
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residence in Kampala* , It is in the first place a distinct city ward.
Of the city's three wards, it is the only one with a predominant 
African population* Its'population is generally above the Kampala 
average in skills, income and length of ux*ban residence. I have 
already sy>oken. of .the population as constituting a stable component 
in the city's labour force. Practically all residents in the. area 
have some vested Interests in the administration and fortunes of the 
town;. Though the pppulation as a whole is above the Kampala socio
economic average, it reflects a general' occupational span of the least 
to the most skilled, and includes categories who approximate to an 

emergent middle class as well as those who would conventionally be 
referred to as a possible future proletariat.

Within Kampala East, tlie two estates of Naguru and Nakawa are 
the longest established and most densely p0£>ulated. It is in these 

two!estates:that the expression of Kampala' East's identity as a 
relatively, axit.onomous area is especially made. Whereas the "establishe 
African and .non-African elite may be regarded as residing in the 
highest status residential areas near the, centre of the city, higher. . 
status persons of Naguru and Nakawa may be regarded as constituting 
a secondary sectional elite. Such persons enjoy pre-eminence and 
play,leadership roles among the most stable component of Kampala's ;
labour.force. But, for the most part, they are not high-grade civil
servants, nor persons occupying the highest, commercial and political 
positions. They are an ,,unestablishedM elite, specific to a 
prominent sector of the eity's population, serving.as something of 
a reference group to the lowest status categories of the town's



population, but not directly effective .in./the/policy .making of the: 
central government and local authorities..

The intermediary -position, of: this- population and of the leaders 
it 'throws^'up is reflected in. the position Naguru and Nakawa occupy / 
in the residential hierarchy: of Kampala. I showed in the last y  ..
chapter the/precise nature of this position. I also showed how 
Naguru is further differentiated from Nakawa according to its residentic 
status, and how,, at an even more intensive level, Nakawa is divided 1 
resldentially into two distinctly evaluated localities. ' ;

The intermediary position'in Kampala enjoyed by Naguru and Nakawa 
and, by extension, Kampala East, serves as a focal point for the 
establishing of- certain very important associations. These associatior 
include those which in.theory and to a.lesser extent in practice are 
/specific to a single urban tribespeople ‘ or sector , of .them. .. They. :.
.are - commonly referred*-.to as tribal associations, \ Of 1 the - eighttsiostl '
.imp'ortahtofull tribal associations in Kampala,:./all•• but .one of them / - A  

have their headquarters and most :executive, eaid'.general, meetings at !.
/ either /Naguru or .-Nakawa,. and mostly at the latter. ' Nearly all the./ /. 
.associations1 /leaders or elected officers live in either of. these 
-two-- estates, again^ !mostiy//at. -Nakawa. In occupation, ..education,/ 
and'length of urban residence the leaders/are' above the average for. 
Kampala as a , whole ,/see Telle V'llv ■
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T A B L E  V I I

Btatiis Attributes of Tribal Association Leaders
Years

• Place of Residence
Office Held Occupation Education Residence in Kampala Age
Luo Union
Chairman muluka chief 2 years . &. 

Swahili
Kibuli-Nya- over 20 yrs. 
mwongo suburb-

k5

Secretary 'male nurse 9 years Sc 
English

Mulago -9 years 
suburb .

28

Treasurer typist 8 years & 
English

Kibuli-Nya- 7 years . 
mwongo suburb

28

Luhya"’ Union
President trained

mechanic
8 years, 
technical, 
& Engl.ish

Naguru . 1 0  years 30

Secretary clerk .8 years & 
English

Naguru 7 years 30

Treasurer trade
unionist

8 years & 
English

Nakawa . 9 years 33

B any anko1e/Kige ai As s o c i a t i o n
Chairman teacher School Kyambogo 10 years 32

Certificate (Kla.East)
Secretary clerk 8 ;years & Nakawa / 8 years 31

English (later to Naguru).
Treasurer assistant 9 years & Nakawa 3 years 26

storekeeper English ■ -
Lango Association
...Chairman electrical 9 years & Ntinda Estt 13 years h k

engineer English (Kla.East) • .e
Secretary clerk 8 years & Nakawa 8 years 3^

English
Treasurer storekeeper 8 years & Nakawa 11 years ^0

English

cont1d
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-I-; ' ' y -  ■*. ■ i  v  ■■ ■ . : ■ - / ' y l ' l -  / / h i Years'" • . - •
■ t': V : ' ‘ .. Place •o’£s‘-;.' ■-.-..••'Residence •' ..Jo','.
Office, held ■' Occupation Education / Residence . . in Kampala ; Age ..

Acholi Association . -y” V . ' - - ; " V
Chairman. clepk ; .'y  / :-7-'ye'i'rs & Nakawa . 11'years • J56"

: -v '--9 , i- - try .y,; ■ English ... \
""'Secretary clerk ,8 years Naguru 9 years- y .330

... /: ... ' English , ■ ‘ - -
treasurer ‘ . motor - 8 years Sc Nakawa : .. 8 years .30 ,
■ ay-y. y/ mechanic^ > ‘ English-,,; '/"(later Naguru) 0 .

Alur Association ;';. '-yi.'" y - ' ■ ' , .
p iim i t im ii wi     «1 ni< 1 1 1 1 ■ > 1 wi niirrrt~imn i ■■ i »i«i il ■ ’

President 7k clerk- ; ’ ; 6 .years & Naguru - 10 years ,37

. V Secretary clerk. - : . , .School- -Kiswa Est. i y e a r s . 2k
; ' , ; :- ;.' '* .. .0 . Certificate. (Kla.East) •

Treasurer ; ...telephone 7 years,'& . Nakawa /. • 8 years 29; -
. ' y ' .-. "y-’yy. -pperatpfl,, " English', 1. - >. .""" . ■

1 lonam Assdciationo' vV- 1./- , \ ; l y y .. ,'y - : '. ’ L . '. -.yv
.; Chairman 0/ .v'yclerk iy. y ' 1 ' 7 &  , • .Nukavfu'.yy. 9 years' 31 ‘
1 • ' -'-Jy' '. y .  yy-i.y - y , 1 English , • . yyilk':--
,.; . Jdhcretary ■ clerk 8 -years r & ' ■ Naguru : , / 8 !years ' 29

yk‘ ; ; k,";; '/ y yy. y'-"English/ . y.''(earlier'from-Nakawa) ... ’ V/V,
/ , . Treasurer'Vcappenber;fy/:9 year's;^ ,1 Nalfawa , 7  ̂years ■ 27 ■

./’/"■ — - A/; • V y---"V/ ; '':'V-k-:., English-^' ’i iCiateryto Naguru) . ; :■
■ -v : Lugbara As so elation.:,(Kampala)' ; ;-y, .■ V - .■ . ‘VVoi-
oy -yChairman; ’ 0 'telephoney 7 yours VgA’-. iTakaWa :,y . . 6 ' years 33
; • y y;;Vy ;■:/•. -y:i/-y y-y-VyV-S;qpeiator- V-;V- .yEnglishyik-- y"‘;--- ■ yy,-

,8 e.cretary‘: V": y. ' we:ldery ; ;- o o 3 j y o a r s V N a k a w a ‘ -13 years 39 ■
.t V y-/l/‘;'7'i”iv/ '' -:,y :0-, - : V>y-o,"’": :fi*nb 'English V',y;;;;‘:.'‘ "  ̂.

■ - .-'Treasurer yj, L. welder::..V'' . ;/2:'yearsyO-V.. '-Nakawa-. • V'i2 years •-- .- -;'A7 /'
: '■■■"■yy.;.. ■ I'Vy./l'' ' - VV-i.-lyyV'.’•/ -■ y.\ ho:-Engliish.-/ .: "0, '■ •’ .... y,.

-, .--The at tributes;.’ listed,.; in- (Table yyil': .are 9 ' of,’ course-, typical = of 
- ;the.’-e.statefe’.-̂in sbcioieconomic ielation to the rest.1 of the tpî n.t -/ 
••'"’HoreoyeryV .the ','fact'L; that imost,.-.of'̂ Vthese tribal association leaders' / ..

fallyinto the skiiied .andV:plerical ’■occupatibiietl category, speak :
. .. English and, have- a;'rela.tiyely v high;.mimber of years- of :formal education,



places t'hem in further sectional elites which are- each-relevant t<s> • .
members of individual tribes in .Greater Kampala. - By .definition,  ̂

most members* of,the individual.tribe are excluded from membership of/ 
its ' elite, so thatbreakaway movements and leadership/roles at the >;y 
lower levels are sometimes forged. These .lower:','level splinter, 
movements are sponsored by persons of lower socio-economic status 
who ten! to live .in''Lower rather than Upper _Nakawa# ' ' - - y./.*.
;7;;7 ' Distinct from these tribal associations are those associations ,/ 
which are not Specific to a .single tribe but which theoretically ‘
:Offer membership to anyone, rega.rdle'ss of tribe.- / Entry requirements 
tend to be even more stringently based on socio-economic criteria.
I refer to these, associations as non-tribal. Residents, differentiate 
between tribal and non-tribal associations, though;not with any 
consistent terminology. These associations,mhyobghspecific to each 
estate and include- tenants’ and certain dducational/recreational 
associations, and political party sub-branches. Leadership and: ■
membership qualifications are in relation to the general socio- 
economic, status of the particular estate , so that, in abso3.ute terms, 
.they; are more stringent at Naguru than at Nakawa. At each estate 
a local elite; has developed. -It is a local elite since it consists ; 
of a hard core of’ tenants who monopolise most of ■ tlie leadership roles 
in the estate's non-^rihal associations. Moreover, many of the 
members of the two local elites occupy leadership roles or are active 
.members Vof full or., sectional tribal ass'0 ciations'. . .-■/■

Straddling; both estates . are those non-tribal associations which / 
are specif ic to the ward as; a whale and. which are ■■'common,, therefore',; • 1  
to tenants of Naguru and Nakawa together. These associations include



political party branches, as distinct from the sub-branches of each .. 
individual estate, and trade .unions. ... The latter may be regarded 
as falling within the sphere of associations appropriate to Kampala 
East since many of their leaders and active members live there.
Such persons are commonly above the average in skills and education . 
of the respective labour force, so that it is. not surprising that . 
they should tend to live at Naguru and, to a lesser extent, Nakawa. 
Until the disfranchisement in Uganda of Kenyans, the political party 
branches each provided the banner under which candidates for the 
city, or the then municipal, council were nominated and campaigned* 
After their disfranchisement the political organisational influence 
of the Kenyans was 'withdrawn and the city council elections, had much : 
less,impact on the populace. But until this time, .leadership in. 
a political party branch of the ward had regularly provided a possible 
ladder to a position of, successively, city council nominee, candidate 
and eventually councillor. Again, trade union or; city ward leaders 
may hold, or attempt to hold, leadership roles in tribal associations 
and/or within associations confined to a locality.;

Thus, - two categories of non-tribal assocaition,.are differentiated
There are those which are confined in their immediate activities 

to a single estate. In the preceding chapter I elaborated the . 
concept of locality. A locality may be the equivalent of an estate, 
as when Naguru and Nakawa are regarded as secondary groups each 
distinctly internally and externally organised, or,it may appear as 
part of an estate as when Nakawa is regarded as divided into the two 
localities of Upper and Lower Nakawa. -Locality is especia3.1y seen



as a single area' of residence. occupying a place -in a .hierarchy in 
which people attempt to move from lesser to higher ranked residential 
areas. • ■ .

/ It seems appropriate , therefore, to refer to those,associations/ 
-which are specific to a single estate as locality associations.
I shall show that even the distinction, in locality between Upper, and 
Lower Nakawa is significant, since most of the high ranking members 
/of-this estatefs local elite live in Upper Nakawa and in some cases 
have.moved.there from Lower Nakawa* . - .
V-;v\ Similarly"the fact- .that Naguru , is of higher residential, status ' 
than Nakawa1 has; significance for the way. in which the members of, its- 
local. elite are able to;.aim at ajid achieve leadership roles in 
associatiohs or sphei’es. of activity which straddle, both estates .
And are pertinent to the ward/as a whole, and even to the city.
k; / '//These, latter associations, Ir.have" indicated, are mostly evident . 
itihaT-pplltica^ yATrade- Unions' do not usually operate within
a. pbliticai contextv But , whether the union is nation- or city-wide , 
many .of its: leaders..,,and active members are . drawn f rom and typical 
of Kampala, Last ?s. population, so that, any prior or complementary, 
leadership roles they play are.1 likely to be within the ward.- I 
refer to.these/associations as civic/political.

Non-tribal: associations then,: are divided for description and 
analysis into locality and civic/political associations. All 
formal voluntary associations in Kampala East/may be classified as 
either tribal, locality, or civic/political. This classification 
indicates different scales, of operation. Tribal associations are



ethnocentric ally confined, .Locality associations,- are confined, 
within the bounds, of an estate. Civic/political associations may 
in some contexts be confined locally to the city ward but in others 
may extendto the city and, nominally, the nation*

I firstly describe tribal associations,

h) Tribal -Associations

Tribal associations are those which regard as their unit of 
recruitment a particular tribe or . sector of a tribe. In .chapter. XI,
I spoke of the differing levels of solidarity among segmentary lineage, 
tribes. These Correspond.with divisions among the tribes of agnates,, 
clan, and for some,;siib“ bribe, .andwith the tribal collectivity as t 
a whole. . In’/̂ these same tribes there are also levels of association ;: 
coincident with those % of; ;so3:idarity, 'with the exception of the kin 
group :which is not usually formally constituted in the; same* way as 

are other, associations, nor in the sense in which I speak of . 1

-associations• : Among :the;: centralised societies associations either ) , 
do/ not exist or do not function -to; any appreciable, extent, A;Bika;-v-f; 
iclans) football1 association is .open to Ganda in and around. Kampala.,, 
it s.aim is purely recreational and the association was started, an 
official^admitted, in imitation of the football competitions organised 
by the Luo and Luhya, ’A'Nyoro association was established by a. , 
handful of when and became defunct within.a year. A few Spga claimed 
that ; a Soga 'association used to meet, every April in celebration of 
the Kyabazlnga's: birthday, buf , due to some dispute within the 
•'or-ganlsatipn, did hot meet in 19.63-: No Toro association exists.



V'-In contrast with the non-existence or non-viability of urban 
associations among the. centralised tribes., those of the non-centralised 
tribes function regularly• Certainly, the forces of solidarity 
exhibited by these people gives some explanation for this viability*
Sp, too, is the .fact that their home'districts are all at some 
distance from Kampala* Since, however, the Toro, who have no 
association, and the Nyoro, whose association never became fully 
e.stabiished:,;’;aiso live some distance from Kampala, distance from 
town alone cannot provide;an explanation for the viability of an 
urban tribal association. ‘ J.
./ •.; On the other hand, nvastn distanceifrom the town might have 
: a v decisive influence;; on . the existence, and viability of a tribe's - .l 
association. This seems evidenced in the strength and activity of 
the- Nyasa Union, which;; incorporates .as its members the 13 and only ' 
Nyasas in Kampala, and which, in spite of its small sise, has establishe 
a school for members’ children. The Nyasas are hrawn from home 
districts as far afield as 2oiaba, about 1,$00 miles from Kampala. 
Similarly, tha Eambafand, Kerinyaga (a Kikuyu sub-group) are 300 miles 
from home, and, though they are very few in Kampala, have established 
efficient associations.

Thus, on^the one hand, the segmentary lineage structure of a 
society, together with,its internally differentiated solidarity and 
with a greater or lesser distance of; its home area, from a town, appear 
likely' preconditions for the forming and efficient running of urban 
associations.
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, On the other hand, hfor these preconditions to, apply, there must * 
be. -a -sufficient number of persons of the tribe in,the town-for 
segments , of the. pollectivity .:to express their respective solidarities.: ; 
Where the total 'number ,:p'f ■ fellow tribesmen is so low as to preclude 
any worthwhile urban association'Segmentation, 'the fellowtribesmen; 
will, form a single;tribal association* ' Furthermore., . like,:the; Nyasasyi 
.Khmba-.and Kerinyaga, ' their, reason-1 f.or "forming the Association will v / i  
be'the fact of the.irextremely small minority An the towxi. as much, as 
any; other .reason,..There' .is a 'similar .'.diffusion and 'overlapping- of-. 
factors for the differences .in' organisation and raiins. attaching to -i ' 
each type and level of tribal association. Thesewill be discussed 1 

.eventually* : ; . . . .  ̂ ' v '' ' ' ' ' ’- 1

:C*\k The eight tribal .associations whTch are significant, for their , ' . 
respective tribal populations in Kampala East and, by extension, '' /li 
Greater Kampala, are. Luo, Luhya, Banyankole/Banyakigezl, Lango,
Acholi, Alur, Jonamy and Lugbarai’’.AyWith the exception of the' Alur . V 
ahd jonam, .these, tribespeople 'are‘..numerous in Kampala * The Nyasa, o 
ICerinyaga. and Kamba associations are not discussed any further since 
the urban migrants;Ihey:;represent 'constitute a very small fraction 
.of; Kampala Vs., population;' . A"' V-.;.. ' . , ;■ • ■

X repeat•th^t .there are-. two;or;three levels of urban.associations 
among some- segmentary .tribes*. At the lowest level are the clan 
associations, / At. the .next. level arefor.;;the Luo and Luhya, the •
sub-tribe associations,^ .The final level-is .that of the, whole ,

 ̂ :These are lonown as'location associations :among the Luo, ; Eor the, \
reasons -given earlier and in ordexi-to avoid other connotations: off ; 

i ' location,-I ;referito ;them..as^subtribe .associations*1 ; : :



'tribal union or association. In fact, only the Luo and Luhya 
have all three levels. The Acholi and Lango have the two levels 
of clan and tribe, but less extensively. The Kiga have coalesced 
with the Ankole to form their, only association, the Banyankole/Banya- 
kigezi Association. It is interesting to>note.that the Kiga, 
though in.principle and still to large degree in practice a.non

centralised segmentary lineage, society, are probably not so constantly 
constituted; as/ such- as. the other segmentary societies. A high 
density of population, together with -some population movement withlii - 
their home district' of Kigezi,. has" n o ’doubt blxirred, lineage and -. clan;i 
boundariesy though it still appears the;case that there will be a 
high proportion;Of residents- of ;a given area belonging and having , 
corporate ;all'egiahce to :,aXsingle. clan* ' The Ankole, with a traditidnai- 
division between fuling Hirna;pastbralists and agricultural Iru and • 
with a iess. traditional;and’ recently;., installed Omugabe, are regarded;- ; 
as more a centralised than segmentary lineage/society, especially 
:since hew local and corporate groups of mostly non-kin and non-clansmen 
have consolidated land in the interestsAof banana-growing, and. have.;; :- 
brought about, a fairly wide dispersion- of clan members • ̂ „■

. The Lugbara and -leso, though members of segmentary lineage 
societies, have, not established a complementary pyx1 amidal structure 
of urban associations. The Teso have no associations at all In ; 
Kampala. The Lugbara. have, an association and branches, but the 
branches are not. differentiated from each other according to divisions': 
of. clan and subtribeybut.each.comprises.a heterogeneity of. Lugbara.. .

 ̂ D. J. Stenning, personal coimnxihication.; ' ‘



The special cases of the Lughara and Teso will be discussed, in due 
course• ' ; ' - '' ' V. 'A"

Luo». '
. I. shall now, consider iii some :detail the structure of, the Luo , 

Union and associations. The Luo.Union is an East African wide 
organisation and is certainly the largest'and most impressive of all 
such associations. ' The English copy of the Luo Union constitution 
runs to eight foolscap pages. In it. we are told the .following A 
information.

nThe Union's headquarters shall be at Kisumu, the capital of 
the Luo country.... .The Union. sha3.1.have branches anywhere the Luo 
are x*esiding permanently, working or o t h e r w i s e . T h e  aims and object 
of the Union shall be: ....To promote and maintain mutual help and 
understanding among the Luo wherever they are.... To find ways and- 

means of improving the Luo country generally, socially, educationally 
and economically..... To encourage, and put into,practice the Luo 
customs which are- conductive to and compatible with modern civilization 
..... To look into and to object very strongly to those foreign 
customs which may be.detrimental-to the Luo people.,.*.. To look into 
and safeguard the welfare of the Luo people whever they are••.i11 
The constitution.also states the intention; of owning and, operating 
pmLnting presses, bookshops, libraries, reading rooms, magasi nes,
.and even hospitals1 and dispensaries. And, indeed, though the Union 
has not yet been able to fulfil all these, aims, it lias sponsored 
the building of the'!Ofafa Hall in-Kisumu and the Qfafa Maltingo. centre 
in Nairobi, both named after a Luo Mayor of Nairobi who was- assasinated



during the Kenya Emergency, /In addition,;:, it has constantly offered'. ,
. financial' aid to the IG1NU party and .government, has periodically. \ ///' :t 

given raen: the . opportunity of overseas education / and at- the headquarter 

;.of Kisurnu,/and^everygb’ranchj puts on dances and sometimes-; organises /v, !, 

:'inter“Subtrihe'' fdqtball competitions. .  In \its: practice ;it. .'may, .in ' : /

^no/wa^ be.regarded! as ” entrenching' tribalism” since-'its'/very, realh ;':''/v 

"efforts ; at' development: have benefited mipfe; people than the Luo,-,alone,/ ; ■; 

Membership qualificationsin' fact , are: felatively'liberal.•••• . :

. "Membership of the Union is open-, to* .V. . •Ali :-adtiitt;LuQ>iiien . and women,/;' 
Any other adult person other'than Luo Adio lives. within .the Luo 
community and'agrees • v;Ith Xuo customs and traditions-; and v/'ith'- this-'/ 
constitution.” ' / \

In.Kampala,; and apparently in Nairobi' too / the extent of- the '. !■/
Union's si&e and' aims has to be considered/together, with, the existence 
and proliferation in the town of smaller subtribe and clan associations; 
of .the tribe. Iheffollowing is a partial view of the. structure of 
Luo associations in Kampala. The diagram is not exhaustive and for 
purposes of clarity: and sjjace deals with the clan.. associations of : : ‘ :.
only one subtribe association* f r ' •/ :V

The Structure of the, Lud. Union and some~Affiliated Associations- / 

Full Tribal .Union: '," . ■ . LUO. UNION.

Subtribe | . --.'J \ j - ' J . " I
.Associations : ,-KANO 'UIOMA IflBO SAKMA A&EGO/UGENYA GEM % ASEMBO SEME KISUHC

G i a n  . . ... ■" ■■ P  :■ f ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~  7  ’
Associations; ' ' KANGAGI KALKADA -BXGQMA NGIYA SIAYA: KOGEEO KAKAN
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The Union has established.schools and nurseries.in Kampala as.
.well .as organising the Luo inter-subtribe soccer competition and 
’occasional dances* .Needless to,say, it is unable to deal with the 
more frequent and.commonplace urban problems directly affecting the ' 
individual. There was, it would seem from the constitution, a belief‘ 
that, this would, not be beyond its capacities... ."The, Executive 
Council alone .shall/have the power to establish or recognise or 
ratify Branch(es) and also to delimit Branch boundaries......Any
fifty or more members may form a Branch of, the Union and send their 
req uest' to the Executive Council for recognition. In “one town or 
village there shalDr not be more than one Branch. Any members numbering 
less than fifty,In any one town or/yillage may fornn a Division of . 
the Branch.nearest them,... A Division or Sub-Division of a Branch 
shall not proceed to'hold any meetings or form any. associations unless 
such has (have) been permitted or authorised by the Headquarters or 
by the Executive Council.” This prohibition.of the formation of 
branches indicates that the Union felt itself able to deal with all. 
the problems likely to .be expei’ienced by-all minorities*

But, by looking at the diagram and gaining even an incomplete 
picture of the Luo structure of.associations in Kampala alone, it is 
clear that, approved.or not, members of smaller groups within the 
tribal collectivity have had recourse to self-help and mutual aid. 
Subtribe .associations ..are, it is true, primarily concerned with, 
inter-subtribe soccer, which, being orgnaised,by the Luo Union Sports 
Club, awards them recognition. But their activities, are not confined 
to' this field and as is shown in the appendix to this/chapter,



membership of a sub tribe., or similar division counts for something, 
at the annual election of executive officers to the Union, . ,

It is'the clan associations, however , which are particularly 
viable as -mutual aid and solidarity organisations. They may consist 
-of anything from ten to thirty or, at the most, f of ty. members, '. These 
members, if not directly related, are drawn from the! same local home 
area., and this fact reinforces the. efficacy of the clan associations 
structure of authority with regard to individual behaviour.. Each- 
member is aware that there is a!constant inter-communication of ' / 
people in the town and at home, and that those at. home, will quickly 
hear of any deviant behaviour and will in some way puhish the offender 
when he returns. ' • : , ‘ • •, .

. The outstanding-distinguishing feature of clan associations, 
and this applies to the clan or comparable small associations of 
other tribes, is that their, leaders and most regular1.and, active 
members are below the socio-economic average for the tribe's urban 
XDopulation,. . Members of these small associations are definitely 
brought together on the basis of a common need of economic and social 
security. Thus, clansmen who regard themselves as above the socio
economic average may feel n o .compulsion to be. regularly active or 
even join the association, though they1 may show nominal interest.

Whereas neither the Luo.Union nor the subtribe associations 
are consistently concerned with affairs.- of the individualp except 
in.some cases of death.when they may .organise a collection of money 
to send the corpse, home, the clan'association is directly concerned ; 
with matters affecting him. These matters may entail the collection



of money' for, a number of purposes/.'/.help in' cases of trouble with 
the police or local gbmbolola ■court; help in sending a destitute, 
unemployed 'member home ; persbiial , intervention in:.some .disputes! , 
between members; - the obligation/to send, home ‘any.; unmarried or ; ' ;
unattached girl, of the clan who is found' "roaming” in Kampala' (though- 
sometimes the major Union or subtribe association attempt to apt - f 
upon this matter and there may be a conflict of expectations Of , .
responsibility between, it and the clan association as in the initial./ ' 
case in chapter II); and the obligation s to visit each, other and . /
to sit and drink together on festive and other occasions. ; \

These mutually acknowlddged obligations are, of course, those 
described in chapter II; as obtaining between close and,more distant / 
agnates,, and clansmen. Through the establishment of a clan association, 
they merely become even more formalised and are supported/by the
application of more specific sanctions,   . :

- The. large Luo Union and the subti'ibe associations are. basically. : 
community-orientdd in their, activities, ' The major purpose of . /!>•'
each subtribe association is to, play soccer against other ,subtribe_* . -; 
teams in Kampala.. This activity has a more social flavour.. b For . '■
instance, during Christinas, 1962, seven Kampala .subtribe associations ;;
hired ten buses.bin order to take'members home to Kenya to play.' 
.sbccer;Vwith fellow. subtribesmen, '// . . \ , : .

/.The realised objectives of, the Luo Union itself have already . 
been summarised and relate to the: development in a variety of spheres 
of the Luo collectivity.. . The activities of the c l a n  associations 
are . clearly individual-oriented and are x^articularly concerned yfitb
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the urban migrant's problems. Their aims, and members' motives 
for forming the associations, reflect personal difficulties of urban 
subsistencei so that, for those migrants in need of it, such 
associations provide some degree of Security. For this reason, they, 
are more viable than;the other two levels of association, which d o - ,  
not make a difference, to the migrant of secure and insecure urban 
living*. This is why the clan associations tend .to, cater for the 
poorer/'migrants' ;••••';'. . /• .

However, this does not. always continue to be the case.. One 
Luo clan association started a:money-lending business. Loans were 
only made to persons, of any Luo subtribe y who had been vouched'for .■ 
by a member of the association. Though there were constant 
organisational diffictilties, the business eventually showed good . 
'returns and the mutual aid function of the association became subsidiary, 
especially after the money was invested in the purchase of a shop. 
Similarly, another clan' association, under inspiring leadership, 
saved enough money to buy a par to.be used as a taxi. Members are 
now planning to buy a second taxi and to aim at building up a fleet 

of them. . A Luhya clan association also saved enough money to buy 
a shop. It was stated that this-would enable an out-of-work member, 

to run the shop and take a compensatory greater share of the profits. 

This same association has opphe$. "its membership ranks to three 

non-clan but fellowtribesmen in the hope of attracting the clientele 
of friends and clansmen of the latter. These three members and any 
clansmen willing to join will receive a scaled-down share of the 
profits until, they; have contributed as imuch in capital towards the .. ....



shop as the founder members. . This measure has, perhaps unwittingly, 
maintained power, of ..the administration of the business in the hands. 
of the original clansmen. These highly successful clan associations 
are not to .be regarded as typical. They have exceeded the bounds - 
of their:original objectives. Most continue as individual clan 
welfare societies.

None of this Is to. claim that there are no defections from 
membership of clan associations by those leigible. Those who do - 
choose tp; leave or simply not to join are theoretically liable to 
sanctions of disapproval by both townsmen ana home people and, in 
extreme cases,’ to total ostracision. The. case in chapter H I  of 
a Luliya, called Washika, illustrated this possibility.

The socio-economic status of the1 particular clansman mostly 
determines whether such sanctions are effectively applied. If it.
is relatively high, or has become so, he would not normally feel . . / 

a need. to be an active member and loses less through incurx*ing 
disapproval than the: man of inferior states* -

The greater viability of the clan associations may. be compared . ' . 
with the/fact that, for the Luo Union, whose potential membership 
in Greater Kampala runs to U° more than twenty-one: persons,
including the executive committee, are fu&ly paid-up and officially 
recognised members, even though the entrance fee is only five shillings 
and the annual subscription two. Most clan associations,ask three 
or five shillings a month from each member, in addition to "emergency”, 
collections, and the imposition of fines for absence at meetings or 
unjustifiably late payment. At the annual Luo.Union elections, :



however,> there is always.an attendance of some;hundreds of Luo, 
when money may be collected, and when,.as on. other occasions, the 
collectivity is urged to sponsor, a ^national,, cause* /

Members of the .subtribe associations pay a shilling a month, • 
the regular and majority proportion of which goes towards the hiring- 
of city council soccer pitches and referees, ;and the purchase of 
jerseys and 'footballs*' V  v

It would seem inevitable-that since the ordinary Luo migrant 
is potentially a member of three tribal associations, he should feel 
some difficulty in satisfying demands of participation and finance 
made upon him by each. The. question of prime loyalty, however, 
rests-only on a-total allegiance to the clan or to the subtribe 
association. But since monthly dues of the subtribe associations 
are only a shilling a person, and since clan associations do not 
meet more than once a week under normal circumstances, it,is possible 
to resolve any conflict.by participating more or less fully in both. 
The Luo Union, because its affairs are not of immediate significance 
to the individual , and b e c a u s e t o o , general meetings are held 
spasmodically, moes not impress an urgency- upon the', migrant to join 
or constantly.attend them.

There is something more significant about participation in 
each of the associations which, again, also applies to the other 
segmentary associations in Kampala. This is that any man who" is 
a regular, active member of a clan association is likely to be 
distinguished /as one of inferior socio-economic status. The 
distinction is extended to designate all clan associations.as



comprising the lower socio-economic strata of the respective 
tribe's urban population.- Conversely,, people, of higher status ; 
may evaluate themselves above participation in clan associations ; 
and regard prominence in or membership of subtribe and,.especially, 
full tribal.associations as more prestigeful* ‘

. Against this* is the sense of obligation entailed in yet another 
reason for the greater viability of clan associations. This is 
simply that the ties of a relatively small common rural locality 
unite clansmen more closely than members of merely the. same tribe or 
subtribe. . However, as is evident in the dsscriptioh of the Luo ' 
Union's, annual elections,, persons of different clans but of the same 
subtribe and sven larger unit may unite together to vote a feilow 
member of the,subtribe into office. /

; Thus, the segmenthry principle continues to operate in the 
formation of urban tribal associations. It provides a framework, 

in"which socio-economic*differences, and the solution.of different 
problems, are accommodated. . . .  \:-j‘ ... _ ;

The following is an; historical record of the assdciational 
segmentation of the Kampala Luo Union constructed.'from accounts 
given by a small .nimiber ,of; Luo; who-yjitnessed the inception or* early 
years of the Union and: its, activities, : ;

.The :Luo Union in Kampala, was established in 19̂ -7* It was . 
regarded as a strong-organisation approved of by the government- for

"I ' ' ' ' .In the appendix to this chapter, I give a detailed description p f ■
. a,LuoUnion annual election and illustrate the qualities of A 

leadership-considered necessary by Kampala Luo for the incumbent 
of an office in the Union.
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its primarily welfare activities. In those (days it concerned itself 
with more than just "big enterprises", i.e. nursery schoolsprimary 
schools and community halls and centres, but also took'care, ofSHe-'!;;/: 
affairs of the individual* 1 ; If: a Luo was arrested for not having/L '/./
paid his poll tax, the Union would come to his aid. Similar action/ 
would be taken with regard to errant unattached women and in helping 
a family send a member's corpse home. But, during 193^-6,-the 

numberssof Luo coming to work in /Kampala increased considerably;.
The Union-.found itself less able constantly to attend the individual 
needs of its poorer members and.inclined to a greater interest in / /
• larger scale/projects. Dances, parties/ rallies and -meetings were •! 
helft with'-the intention of raising funds for community centres, / ,
schools, and one single major project the Ofafa Hall'at Kisumii* , = .
; ‘ - With a; much greater Luo,, population in Kampala and. with a
parallel growing.inability to. heed to individual problems, the Union » 
’became less, centralised in /its influence and. control: over, the tribal / 
collectivity. In response to a need for. individual welfare, and// 

/unrestricted by a Virtually decentralised/Union (according to the 
constitution the formation of branches, in the: same town was illicit), . 
subtribe associations came into being, , These were immediately strong 
and after about a year were "recognised" by the Luo Union in Kampala 
and were affiliated to it, , - . • ’ ,/. . *1:

'However, a number of disputes occurred after a while within the 
organisation of some subtribe associations. These disputes centred 
around what May b e .called "clan nepotism". Each subtribe, at home , ’ 
consists of a number of territorially distinct clans., A keen often-/ 
sporting rivalry exists between members rdf* 1 such ...clans ' in ■ town '.as y/l 
well as at. home. In. some Kampala subtribe associations, clansmen 
attempted, to help each other. into office , often by .first trying to 
impeach noii-clansmen officers. How much accusations of clan nepotism 
reflected hot- .reality, hut/simply intense;:,; inter™ clan .rivalry is \not 1/ 
known. . The. fear by some clansmen, anyway, that one-or two clans /■/1 
might dominate proceedings was enough to bring--about" their withdrawal v 
of participation, -A. subtribe- association might .then cease to•exist 
or might carry on lamely still expecting- subscriptions from the
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defaulters' and condeihning- them ; as -suchV ‘ .. /
. In response to: the’breakdown of some subtribe associations' a!nd' ; *, '

to;a still unsatisfied need for individual welfareclan 'assoCiatiohs. I-’-.; 
were;established.., These have proved- - to be the - most .stable. ! Their-; . ; 
present viability and the reasons'for it-have already':;-beeh- discussed.

In the late fifties,-,an entirely novel; factor _ re-established and ■>.; 
reaffirmed the. subtribe associations. This ,was. soccer , or. rather' i./V ; 
the introduction of/a j aInter-subtribe soccer competition. The idea ; 
stemmed from ..the. .Luq..'Union, and 'their sports blub -is at present in 
charge,of -’organising the playing of matches in the-pbmpetition. /'
Soccer is the major form of public-'recreation/in'Kampala -East. The 
intensepopularity of: the game andthe'-desire to do well • in- the 
competition; knit interested members of each sub tribe- together in'a,:, 
new solidarity. it the same time, because they .recognized the. need 
in-; such; a ' c ompe tition for - a neutral over-ruling, and .or ganisatiohal . 
body, .subtribes paid greater deference and allegiance to the, Unioh ' ’ •: 
than had-.existed for some time. . This in turn!-re affirmed .a tribal ‘ 
solidarity, as evidenced when t\\ro veryhi-gh/'status'';Iiuo• 'gathered around-. • 
them a small number of "highly educated" fellowtribesmen, who had ; 
become.dissatisfied with the administration.of the Union by what *.*' ,
they were, alleged to . have called/"Illiterates"! and / established the / ; 

' East Uganda/Luo. Branch/for, "educated' men". ' 'They were severly. / ' ;
condemned by very many Luo through the;Union and, in-fact, unceremeniall; 
disbanded the Branch* ' * 1 ’ ! . / ' . ,, /;

.; - There is' without, doubt-.‘a .great, deal of historical truth in this 
record. ;Eveh;.where-fsets .may have been exaggerated or minimised, . - 
the: general pictui4© painted; by. the story ppnebrds with the description . 
I .have, given so'far of the 'structure'. offLuo associations in Kampala".; --vf 
.ThiS-'ls that .--the/ three', levels of. association are related to the " 
fulfilment -of''different needs of urban "migrants. . Because of ' 
■organisational differencesbutween the; three -types of .associationsI.'/ 

the potential. or real, member/is hot involved'in any serious 'conflict.;; ;;



of participation. But, because the clan association provides 
economic and social security in the town and because members share 
ties of common home, locality, it. Is the primary object of allegiance 
and the most viable of all■three associations for the poorer man*
■ I noW describe each of the other significant tribal association
in Kampala 'and afterwards ■. discuss some of their general features of 
form and function.

Luhya ' !
I need not" discuss in any detail the structure' of Luhya 

associations in Kampala.) This is because there exists the same 
emphasis 011 viability of and support for the clan and subtribe 

associations .to the general detriment of the Luhya Union. In my 
description of Luo clan associations, I brought In a couple of Luhya 
examples which illustrated their similar structures.

The Luhya Union also,has a sports cluh which arranges a soccer 
competition for the subtribes. At annual elections and on other 
occasions, a similar factionalism along subtribe lines obtains.
There exists, too, a believed in incompatibility of tribal and 
non-tribal (particularly political) leadership as instanced by the 
following newspaper announcement: "The Abaluhya Association, ■
Kampala, has announced that it had suspended the membership of 
Mr. Masasbi. , The move follows controversy over suggestions that 
the. association1s leaders had urged Abaluhya to vote for the .
Democratic .Party candidate, Mr, '.Bemba, at Naguru - which was denied

■ -7. 1by the, Association's president, Mr. Peter Omutere,"

\  Uganda ArguS, 15th February, 1963*
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//Bqfh'bhe :Buo;;:and;3jiihya Migrants in - Kampala, are spread fairly -/'. / 
evenly oyer- -theMajor /occupational categories of clerical and/ 
skilled:,!:.©^ ,//and. rinskilled;.,,-// Many1 workers' of- -both tribes
are artisans' v^hothough^with/littie/formal education and training, 
.have/gained experience in. trades'/ihrough 'working', in such established : 
secondary centres of/Kenya/as Kisumu, Nakuru, Eldoret,

Nairobi/and.;MombasaVx/i/l//l;/ /!.. ■’ ■ '/ -/. ' ■ i ’■•/■';
'///!//This/huiiierohs/and even spread/bf; migrants; frpm,. the lesser to 
more, highly skilled' jobs ;.provides .enough, men of inferior status 
to form..clan associations, while, enabling enough men of higher status 
to be associated, if only nominally, with the more prestigeful 
tribal unions, and, to a lesser extent, subtribe associations.

a x  - ■ - ■

:/ .. .'The; Acholi and Langa':ln/Kaitpala 'each have one level of /v '
association';iniaddition to .that of the. full tribal association. ; /
Ambng the Lango:the level Is that of what are called clan associations, 
roiigliiy comparable to . the Luo and Luhya clan associations in aims. * 
aud iii/the localised ;;home .divisiohs on which they are based* :'/.-//
//I. •, Janbng the Acholi the small.; associations in Kampala are based /// 
bn what at. home/are.; chief doms , each head Of which (Jago or rwot) .
is/a/member of -an aristocratic lineage; which co-exists In the same / i • i 
"domain11̂ wi tii 'commoher:--. line ages *’• ‘ ■' Fpr. all this,/the Acholi - chief &pm;// 
associations share/ the aims /of those of Luo , Luhya -and-Lango clans t!// 
of balding: tie / Individual/urban migrant, and-‘reacting against5 
.uhd^iacib=^ adult eroUs.; women of ■ the!tribe:.in/Kampala. //■; /. : - :

/ /F, K. Girling, The .Acholi/'b?.:-./l[sanda, -H. MVS.;.0



Their membership/-especially among the Acholi,f is ..characterised by -, 
a predominance of unskilled and semi-skilled workers',/who constitute'. L/
a majority /of this ‘.tribe's. migrants, in. Kampala.. !• ..
• . The Acholi full tribal asspciation has in recent years become. : -

/ largely recreational in its aims. / It holds "modern" dances -and;.-■!■//’"/■'■
; encourages performances of Acho3.i folk-dances and songs, on some :
occasions agreeing to-provide the Uganda National Theatre with its'. ‘
talent. It also organises an occasional /'sports and dance" competition 
at Gulu, the Acholi capital, and arranges, for money to be collected
'' , v ^ ' * ' , \  jtty , ..k . * ‘■ ' . ' ■1 . ; , ‘ •• L ’ ' 1  ̂/for the hiring of a bus to take some .tribesmen from Kampala for the
occasion.' /Less ofieh, It has organised a collection for a bereaved.

^bibesman in/Kampala or has lodged an official protest on behalf of '//
a fellowtribesman. On one occasion, after a young Acholi had been:
killed when a decrepit house chimney at Nakawa estate fell on him, . '/•
the association, through the estate’s tenant association, successfully■;
sued the city council for .compensation for the deceased’s father. ■
The.Acholi association’s leaders and;active members are above, the /
average in income, about half of them using English in their work, v ./;■
They represent a small fraction of/Kampala's total Acholi population;

The Lango/association’s constitution is oriented towards helping 
■migrants out:of'pprsonai difficultiesLt , .it/specifies generous financial 
. .assistance, for bereaved persons*- incapacitated 'and unemployed migrants,
; ail'd'./those incurring, /court fines and'heavy/ me dlcal expens es. ‘' It -also, , ..
stresses its/function ..as a fraternity organisation; "to bring together;/ 
lango - in Kampala. so that they know each other and understand each/. . /. 
other *s, problems in tlie town", y The;association’s'officers are all 

//above, and in some".cases .-well above, the Kampala average in skill -



and income. So, too, are most of the members. In fact, it is a
minority of . Lango in Greater Kampala who occupy unskilled positions..
The fact of a .high.per capita income in Lango district precludes a.
high influx. Into. Kampala of unskilled workers and only makes it.
worthwhile for relatively educated men to migrate to Kampala and
seek more profitable employment than they could obtain at home in, : v ;
the rural sector. 1 . : -

A  tendency of the Lango. association is for the frequency of
committee, meetings; to .exceed that of general meetings. The association1
ciuklifications for entry are stringent*/ The constitution states
that "application for membership is by introduction", and an applicant
must satisfy-the association that he is of good character and will / /
conform in every, way to Lango standards, as recognised by the/associatibr
Some - Lango : have' not been; accepted1 .for membership because it was thought1
that they would-in some .v/ay weaken: the solidarity of the association*
Gthers. have ; had-their; membership withheld* For example, the Lango
mentioned earlier, /who took a//’temporarylkLango wife ' in Kampala; and ,.
ref used.to marry her permanently and correctly at home, and had ' /./'
also fallen behind in his monthly dues; was e jected from the association,
Tbe ass o elation,/: then, in an attempt to preserve the efficiency of
: its organisation has e jected "undesirables" and established strong /
barriers of admission./ The division is seen as that between tribal
conformists and- deviants, also typically but not entirely correctly
cited as a division between "educated" and "uneducated" respectively. 
The:former are in power and in trying to heighten and maintain Lango

 ̂ But,, in some cases,/as among the Lugbara,^-the correspondence is 
reversed. Thus ,! "educated" men are regarded as tribal non
conformists. ; . " /



norms and values, have generally excluded the latter, whom they 
regard as falling short of expected behaviour, so that the individual 
welfare aims of the association tend to apply to a privileged few.
The following brief historical account of the association in Kampala 
bears out this view. K

The association was started in 19^0 by a small number of 
uneducated people who felt the need for occasional mutual aid in 
Kampala and who accepted responsibility on behalf of relatives at ‘ 
home to watch over and if necessary correct the behaviour of fellow 
Lango in the town. It was inevitably traditional'1 and conservative 
in form and function and never more than reacted to problems. In 
I960, a number of more educated Lango' "offered" their.services to the 
organisation of the, association. They insisted that a. written and 
detailed constitution.was needed and. that the emphasis should be on 
the punishment rather than reconciliation of deviants. Gradually, 
these educated Lango took over the running of the association. In 
trying to reinforce a "px^ogressive" viability of the rassociation, 
they adopted more sti'ingent x^equirements of admission and attendance, 
particxilarly with regard to finance, and so a number of former, 
uneducated members with manual occupations failed to meet them. In 
an extreme stressing of Lango values and in its demands of members 
for their fulfilment, the ^88001011011 became more totalitarian and 
consdrvative than ever, and yet gehei’ally x’emoved from one of its 
original purposes of. providing help whenever needed for the urban 
migrant. The complaint now' is, "These educated people have taken 
over our association so completely that we have no say in its running". 
Informal and formal clan associations are now more likely to furnish 
security for the poorer Lango worker.

Kiga and Ankole
Relatively high status Lango now constitute the majority of the 

tribe's migrant'population,and x^ovide .the,association with its 

leaders and members.



The' •Bahyankole/Bahyakigezi.;;associationV 'however, has as leaders
and active members those of its' two tribes who, belong to the minority 
of relatively high status migrants. .And' the association, reflecting 
perhaps the interests of this;.;minority, is fairly selective about, 
prospective members; and. has its. aims directed at satisfying the needs 
of community ’rather. than individual. .For instance, during my , ; 
fieldwork.,, dances were being he let j to which .members of all tribes; > 
and races were invited, fox’ the purpose of liaising money to build a 1 
hostel in Kampala for newly arrived Kiga and.Ankole migrants. ' 

Nevertheless, it has attempted all the time to expand its 
membership, and has not yet developed the exclusiveness of the Lango 
association. But several factors continue1 to confine .the membership 
to a small: higher -status minority. : 1

One major reason that, the Banyankoie/Bany.akigesi association ; 
does not I’epreseht ■ or fulfil the needs of the greater part of its 
population i n ’Kampala is that this ‘greater ,xxart,, especially Kiga* 
consists of unskilled woxfhers who earn too little to afford the 
associationt s monthly , and annual, dues and who, through living at 
areas of . Kampala some titles distant from where meetings are held, are. 
unable to afford transport there. The association has tried to 
solve this problem by establishing branches at such areas-and by 

holding meetings .alternatively at these, branch areas., .But the 
financial px-oblem of the unskilled, worker being ‘able., to afford dues . 
remains ,largely unsolved, and, indeed, as. short term target~workers~y 
resident iii Kampala for no more than one or two. years, it is unlikely 
they would see any. benefit in investing: in a voluntary association.:



-Additionally, -tkeif'patterns of total expenditure are characterised ./ 
by: considerable parsimonious saving during their short stay in Kampala.* 

This predominance of .unskilled, short-term Kiga migrants is 
.'certainly one factor inhibiting the development of a segmentary structur 
of urban associations among this t ribesjpeqple, who, at home, are 
apparently comprised .within a localised', polysegmentary descent 
structure. Another factor may be that, in their coalition with the 
/Ankole, a centralised tribe, the Kiga have compromisingly accepted 
the values of the unitary structure. I have no concrete data to 
support this suggestion, but it may be that the lower caste Iru , who 
constitute the vast majority of Ankole in Kampala and all of this 
ti'ibe's members in the urban association, resisted associational 
segmentation on the grounds that, united, they, at least, could 
express their opposition to the traditionally ruling Hirna caste more 
effectively. This said, it must be pointed out that most of the 
pleaders aiid members of the association ax̂ e Kiga, so that the first 
factor mentioned as inhibiting the development of urban segmentation 
is certainly the dominant one*. ,

Thus, the .Banyankole/Banyakigesi association seems to occupy 
an intermediary position along the line of a central hypothesis.
This is that,, given other essential factors, the degree of rural 
lineage andVclanv depth,. localisation, «. and segmentation in any tribe 
is likely to be reflected in a similar degree of segmentation in its 
.urban‘associations.

■The other essential factors;:have. already been seen in their 
significance, in the foregoing disuussion. They.are the tribe's size, 
its distahee from the tciwn, the number of its. migrants in the town,



■ their residentiai7and occupationalfscattef,’ and their ..length of • v"
Av ufban..fh3idehqeV Iff- 7 v f  '"’h ■ \ ■■* - f  ■: V y: ' -a- . , ; ,

: Alur and Jonam . 7'v7: *7 : '* , f-; • V  ‘ "f . \./;7v /7f7v \.7 .7:-;-v-r. ., f
: The numbers of; Alur and Jonam in Kampala are-very small* ' ThisV.-v..p '

factor overrides the main one .of. theii1 rural segmentation, so that , f 
=■ ' a single association’ has been;;;'.establishe.d by each of them in Kampala.y 

Most Alur in tirban wage1 employment in Greater Kampala do not 
‘ occupy unskilled positions*. ‘...They are numerically significant in

the Police Force, either as,members of the force itself or as members :; 
of t he., civilian-, largely office, staff* . Most; Alur migrants w h o , f ;
ai-e not- equipped for a skilled-or clerical job -work not in the town' - 1
but as cultivators on leased plots in; the rural areas of B u g a n d a . •.... f

The Alur'-"association, . then, being, an urban institution centred ;
.// ...’'ih'Kampala, - -has as its leaders and active members^relatively high , 

status migrants# .' . But the association seems less concerned; with 
assessing potential members .according to present members1 own. , 
standards of suitability# • Kather, the emphasis..;is on expanding V ■ , 
membership to .any. Alur Who’ areinterested in. taking it* Though, too,71

: . ‘ . most-, meetings held involve; only ...committee members and a few other ; /'
active7,ordinary membex's, occasional, general meetings are held in 
a Kampala suburb inhere there: is ;a,. small but/-substantialpopulation;
'of lower/’si at usAlur;, Vso-' that wit hya'^.definite: and direct concern with 
‘ individuals '//-problems, the;'association managea to;; obviate any ■:

.. impression; of - catering for any.,x\elatively .privileged' sector of the ;-; :
t r ib al 7co lie c t iyit-y > ■ '* ;-7; ; //V/ffr * ’ .; --7 . ' //■-/•- _■■■/-7 ;



The Jonam appear to be even'less numerqus in Kkmpala. than the 
Alur. Though - they -.recognise, their linguistic, and cultural affinity‘ 
with the-Alury. .the-Jonam7,haye regarded themselves, as sufficiently: - 'h 
distinct a group, to establish and'run their, own tribal association® « f * v 
It is tempting to. conjecture that the award of additional titles of v- 
office through, establishing an axitohomous. association is in itself 
a factor encouraging; this particular' form of separatism* Like the 
Alur, the Jonam appear too2 f ew" inKampala. for/ there to-be a likelihood, 
of sectional, tribal;assqciations being established.

The leaders. Of. this association - are .all above the socio-economic 
average in Kampala-# ■ ' Oiie leader ;eventually attempt ed, uns.uccessf ully,
'to; become, a city . councillor. I discuss his leadership status-sequence 
in the..next -chapter *.11
V/’;. Theyassociation has;- concerneditself.' withboth individual and / 
coimunity weifare;, being in a better- position to do so. than , most ••••• .
other:.;' aSsoc iatio-ns/; whose... tribal ̂ populations in Kampala; are larger and-~;- 
mpre./unwieldy;; ■Xt . has not (developed any policies ofexclusion over ; 
membership,, probably because the number of potential, members is 'small*

Lugbara , / :/ . . ■ ' v - : ■
' :The Lugbara-association, like the Lugbara- migrant population ' 

.itself in-„ Kampalaj' is the most distinctive in features-of form and . 
function, of othgjp associations; of the<-segmentary-' tribes*

.' Townsmen of other'--tfibesi.'-.hre' employed’ • ink sometimes uneven but 
general:scatter of occupations from the highly skilled to the fully , 
unskilled, bo. that,, divisions of education and occupation may be ‘ 
reflected in the’ composition of ‘membership and barriers to admission



, in. the respective .associations*.'\. v ' ; ‘
■ - '/ The:, vast majority of Kampala* s ;Lugbara workers are in the -first 

place .semi- or unskilled with: little or no ediication and are involved ' 
in; a-minimal scatter of .occixpationslocated in the lower socio-economic 
categories* Bivisipns of education and occupation are therefore v 
notlwide and::so, are/less, significant ::as factors affecting the / ,/
differential membership; of the association and its branches, or as. 
bases= of an exclusive, ; association. '/ %.

The Lugbara are a segmentary tribe, yet do not base their 
Kampala tribal association, nor1 any branches of it according to division 
of lineage, clan or subtribe, more properly known as county. A factor 
inhibiting such development may be that, as distinct from most of. 
the other segmentary tribes/discussed, the Lugbara largest effective,.:, 
localised lineage, or political unit, is of shallow genealagical depth* 

Members' of the. association branches in Kampala do not necessarily 
share ties.of common rural locality, nor of clan, so that the branches 1  

are not comparable to the clan and subtribe associations of some of 
the other tribespeople* At the Nakawa Lugbara association branch, 
members1 tribal homes are more or less evenly distributed over the 
five Lugbara counties, with a slight predominance of men coming .- 
from Maraca and'Ayivu, . which are the most densely x:>opulated and t; 1 
provide a proportionally larger number of migrants from Lugbara.

The number.of paid-up'and regularly’ attending members of the 1 
Kampala and district branches amounts to only. 95» so that the associatic 
cannot be said to p#rpresant all Kampala lugbara-migrants1 interests* . , /

n
v



However,, though certainly not educated nor skilled, members., 
of the association have generally acquired slightly greater skills' 
than their townsfallows and,'through alack of land at home and a 
reliance on, urban employment, have come to reside almost-permanently - 
in Kampala. But, since, they have not reached, a level of economic 
or social independence, the satisfaction, of individual needs through 
mutual aid still constitutes the primary aim-content of the association 
and there is none, of an exclusively shared recreational nature*

There-remains, too, an ideological commitment to some Lugbara 
customs and values.’seen in the function of the association as a -• 
corrective to deviant men and women. . Though, this ideological 
coiMiitment 'tor'more specific Lugbara norms of behaviour persists among 
thbs.e association members, the more’ practical, needs of mutual aid : ■ ;
in'an alien, environment have broken down to some extent the" more, p‘: •-yi- 
general': traditional' ‘values of inter-linage and clan rivalry, •• * . v
1 For’ these .men, extreme land shortage at home. and.va consequent, h: 
reliance oif and. commitment to .a niore economically profitable urban; Vp 
* life • have.’, established a lvalue of interdependence of ..all Lugbara ik 
.regardless of subtribal affiliation^;'

But, whereas these have lived in Kampala for a long time and,. ; 
out of necessity, are virtually exiled there, other-Lugbara townsmen 
are. still primarily short-term target .workers, who have even fewer -.p. 
skills than members of the association and who have relinquished 
neither dependence on nor rights,to land at home. They tend to 
group themselves in Kampala, both fesidentially and occupationally, 
according to affiliations of kin, clan and wider locality and county*



Their.. security in the;'t o w n p r o Y i S o c  by. these- groups. On the V-..7/ 

other h a n d t h e y  ‘ are not -Jpreyfented.fnor-. discouraged' f rora... joinihg any,; f 
.branch of/the foxmial association - and-., . in; fact.j -thb;'Lugbara association 
has actively attempted to .increase, membership, by extending circulars / , 
"to --all sectors of \ the Lngbara .population in :a3.1. areas of* Greater ' 
Kampala. -However, -potential’ .members .have? remained largely ihdiffeent.;
. ' The case of the Lugbara.-:illustrates that■a tribe’s segmentary .b 

structure alone is ■not;la sufficient; precondition for a coterminously 
pyramidal structure of its urban absoe&ations.

While-dwelling1'on the .way;-in which the-social structure of. 
a tribe may affect/the form-of its urban tribal associations, X might 
mention here that members in- Kampala of the caste-structured society 
of the Ruanda* separately administer associations' appropriate to' each 1 
.of the Tutsi and Hutu caster. i ' '/

Teso '“' ITy/ * ‘ / /-V. /;-\ *-
The. Teso, .as;-Nilo-HamitesV; must7bnce hayeyhad a strong*.age - ■ r-. v 

organisation. yTraditionally* theyprobably had no inclusive it',
segmentary lineage;..system, though they were nev'er centralised. With 
the. destruction of the age. organisation .by the eap3.y Ganda administrate 
sixty years afeo, and With the. -development of cotton. farming and moreyh 
concentrated settlement patteriasy- an /extended ium'lly system seems 
to have/become a core principle . of organisation., In this way, . . t 
over-lapping' local"-cleavages-' have . established a vaguely delineated - .

‘ segmentary structure. . ' iVb,-,' -.'•;;■*-. V/ ■ v \ :t., /,/-,' ... , /,
: Thelfact that this’ structhre is less, well-established Jaight "ly't

‘ inhibit'' the.' development ■'of '.a -segmentary- structurev/of \Teso urban-_, './1

associations, in Kampala.. But, in Sorbti, the1 capital of Teso.. district



they/ do have a sing-l'e" --assb/ciatipn;.^ ; r'elativelyv^t^Qhfe*' ■'' in . . .
Kampala there is not. even ’ a single lassociation. p/ Z///X-/;/"- - : /./ ;'.

. The prime 'reason' for this appears.-/related- to/-' the ■ .high socio-q/-//-1 
economic status: of its inigrant population .in Kampala. Teso district 
itself enjoys/one of . the highest -per ca;;)f ta incomes in Uganda through ; 
its .abundant yields iof/cotton.; To’ ah. even/greater extent than among:. *-, 
people of the similarly fruitful/ Lango; distx'ict, ■ • on3y .those, men : v y i 
who have ; a '.relatively--high/ level./of. education and are /theref ore! /■; . lyy 
assured of /profiteible urban employment have migratedtas; far afield/ / 
as Kampala. ■ A small, number of Teso - did propose ../forming an association 
in Kampala in 1962., . /The proposal was re jected/byV/the/predominantly/ y 
relatively high status Teso in. the;-town /and has not been, made since.. : 
The./argument .agaihst; the/ proposal, .which/ was .itsdl-f/dilude.••by ;.sbme_ ‘ 1;‘ y 
equally/highlstatus .Tespy;was - that. T^esetiurKariipaia/were in no economic / 
or social need of an association and /thdt, in view of this, to 1 y /// - . 1 
establish one .would represent -support... .for ;-ntribdiism/.!;i.'',- Z ....
/. :Thls view trops./up; repreatedly/in ;a/-number/;of cob texts as a. . // y

. popular though not ■ always heeded. subscription;-to ’political-•.'parties? //'/ 
warning of the dangers/ in new ■ states of /.I/entrenching tribalism*// or py. •' /./ 
atleast, of; the pregudioes'-that go with it• " ' /y/ "/ -\////.-t///
/.-. ' The/disinclination,^-too * for establishing//the equivalent of ■ '. /,-/;/' ■/

• clan; associations by .educationally;and occupationally superior Teso / 
migrants rests, no doubt, on a numbbr/ Of /babedl/yydut, .one basis/ Is - ,y; 
certainly the. fact that they felt they were neithe^/jecohomxcally /;. /•//. 
nor socially obliged td: formalise . in the town'’'those/ of their /,1

activities and relationships which at; home,;are'prescribed and /bounded'



• y .Recording/;to•. the--'principles*, of a segmentary lineage or extended' ; ; /
■ /family/system;* 1 There may have been the feeling, also, that ,, being: 
of relatively high socio-economic -status,' any obligations to kin "

; and clansmen"were bound to outnumber.by,far the benefits they would 
receive ;ttrough an. intense maintenance of such ties.

. c): Factors in the Formation-of Urban'Tribal. Associations

Apart ’from'the close similarity, shown by those of the Luo and tv 
Luhya,.associations of each tribe generally, differ as to form and /
primary aim-content • '// / ; / - q ‘ *
.;, ; The existence . of a tribal association, its form, and its px’imary ,

. aim-content depend on.interrelations of- the,range,of factors I listed'
' ■ above.* ■ - ,.The central, /factor is . the extent to which' cleavages in the L : 
/ rural , tribal structure allow the * formation-' of both corporate- urban ,/ /
.. .groups and associations.purporting to represent each of these groups,.
. ;/ But this1 contrkl factor 'may be /partially ortotally reduced in
7,- its; sigiiificancef by.the predominance of one. or more other. factors*•
/ -The /c.bmbinationt of;/factors .can .be. almost/infinite,*.; , In describing . .///■./ 
the/ tribal assodiations Centred ; in Kampala East, lyhave dohe no.more 
thantoiich' on.a:,£ew possible types of combination *.\ t'-/ ;////■

, - '/ /I list these highlyqvariable .factox's as,. they were s i g n i f i c a n t \
1) Distance from the- town of a tribe’s home area,
/ :(a) The fact of migration ensures: that all urban dwelling' tribesmen, 

/:.: Z. q,.;: including, for Kampala;, many Gan da, fulfil this precondition
' ■ in some .degree, ' v ' y ; / ' '; '

(b) The■ ̂ greater, the distance of, home from town, the greatei' the , '



pressure on urban migrants of a/tribe to establish a formal 
association. - ' ' ~

2) The nature of a tribe’s own social structure.
,,(a) The internally differentiated solidarity of a ’segmentary lineage 

tribe may be expressed in the town through a pyramidal structure 
of externally differentiated associations.

Exception:, (i) Where, as among the unskilled majollity of the Kampala
population.of Lugbara and Kiga/Ankole', the fulfilment 

; of 9 (b) predominates (see below).
(ii) Where, as among the high status Teso in Kampala, the 

fulfilment of ^(c) predominates.
(iii) Where, as among the,Lugbara again, and possibly the

Teso, the largest effective localised lineages are
. L.. of shallow genealogical depth.

v . (b) (1) The diffuse undifferentiated solidarity of a centralised 
tribe may be expressed.in the town through ho more than One 
^association and quite likely through none at all (e .g.Granda*':
Toro, Nyoro, and Soga). / ;//,,

; :(ii) In the latter caseam.tual aid' may. be provided by informal ::
groups of\feilowtribesmen recruited through a variety;of links / 
ranging from those of kinship to/ those of occupation and urban 
neighbourhood. ’ -■'/•;

(c) The mutual antagonism of castes in a caste-structured society/.
■ may be reflected in an external differentiation of urban caste.

/ associations (e.g, Ruanda). L ' ■ . .



3 )Z A tribe ? s urban population, in numerical relation to the toim's 
total population * \ f . !

/■' . (a) The .bmaller. the; minority. of a tribe 1 s urban population, the
1 Z : greater the pressure on it to establish a formal association*
(b) The larger the minority, the greater the.’ likelihood of either ,

2 (a) or 2 (b)(ii) being fulfilled* , . •
A) The occupational' spaii and location of a. tribe 1 s urban migrants' : / ;

’(a)' The more .even the occupational span of a tribe,’s urban population
1  / and the le ss.{c.qucehtrated its location in any .occupational
;/ category:, the less likely, is the entailed or-intentional

exclusiveness of, its/ association (e.g. Luo and Luhya Unions).
and conversely: . -

(b) The less even./the/occupational span of a tribe's urban population 
and the more ■ concentrated its location in any occupational’categc

pyY;/ : the more likely is the entailed or intentional exclusiveness 
: of its association. (e.g. The Lango, Acholi, Banyankole/ 
Banyakigezi, to a lesser extent Alur, and, to a much lesser /

. extent, Lugbara associations)..
(c) Where there/is a total locat5,on of a tribe's urban migrants in 

the highest occupational categories, policies of inclusion and
. exclusion of membership of an association on the basis of member- 

*. ship of occupational category are precluded by the absence of.
. members of the lowest arid middle occupational categories. In 

such a situation there may not be felt the need to establish 
. v' an association (e.g. Teso).



5) The intensity and length of.urban residence.by members'of a tribe
(a) The more permanent'the urban residence of tribesmen, the greater

(i) is the pressure on them, if they have low incomes,, to form 
an individual welfare association (e.g. the.Lugbara association, 
branches, and.nearly all clan associations of all tribes).

(ii) is the likelihood, if they. have, relatively high incomes, 
of their forming a community-oriented, association (e.g* the Luo 
and Luhya Unions .and Lango , Acholi and Banyankole/Banyakigexi ;

/ associations.).. '■ ' V v. V ‘ ' - \P'Z . '
(b) The more temporary-;/th"e 'urban residence: of a tribe *s urban •• : 

population., the less iiekly is its entailed or intentional v ': 
inclusion in. an urban association established .by more permanent!; 
residing; members of the. tribe-*s urbah •population.; (e .g. the /.

y Lugbara and Kiga^ilnkole/. ‘ :
6 ) The residentiai:‘distribution In the town of a tribe *s urban migrants 
. T h i s  is clearly an;important factor butMny data concerning the ; -

residential positions ,in Kampala of all migrants are perforce limlte 
7 ‘ Impressions from niy own data are:; : . / ‘ ,

■’ ■■ - "• ■■ '■ f’ ' ■ : -/ 'I:. (a) The more a tribe *s migrants of relatively high socio-economic,
■status are located in one residential area, the more likely 

■ is the entailed or intentional exclusiveness of its association, 
if any. (By virtue of Kampala'East's special position, this 
particular factor applies to all the tribal associations centred

A ' ' ' ' . ' . ,"relative", that is, to other migrants of the tribe. The Lugbara 
7  responsible for establishing and running their tribal association 

branches are generally of slightly higher occupational and socio
economic status than their fellowtribesmen working in Kampala but 
are of no more than average socio-economic status. in/Kampala as a 

: whole . ■* - .. - V
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"■-particular, factor applies ; to/all the tribal associations centred 
in the .ward,' but especially/those of the Kiga/Ankole, Alur 
and-Lugbara).. . ://- . . ■ ■ .

(b) The more there is a residential^and occupational scatter in /
. the town/of a'tribe's urban migrants, the less likely will its. / 

association,/ if any, /assume policies, of,exclusion.

&) Tribal Associations; Summary . -/ . .

The imp or t an c e to members of a tribe working at some distance 
from home tq acknowledge, their common social and cultural membership •* 

is. that' they are provided with .’a collectivity of persons whose patterns 
of: behaviour they are familiar with. .This is an obvious social fact, 
yet‘ is. of varying significance for establishing an urban tribal 
association. •. ■ ' '

A small minority of felloxtftribesmen in a town will* together, 
emphasise -their bonds and the distance ' separating them from the home// .;/ 
people and1 may-express the fact of their small minority .in an alien ' 
social environment-through a formally, constituted association. ’ > 
Persons of a much larger urban. .tribal minority may bridge the. physical 
and social distance-from home by emphasising, tribal links of only 
a selected proportion of fellowtribesmen, most of whom are. in the 
relationship of, kin,, clan and fellow villager, established before y
their migration- to the.-town.*. in this case- there may not be felt the 
need to express-the fact of urban minority through- a-formally v
constituted .association' of all /tribesmen in the town- since the ' informal 
group, of ' persons r,is-SLifficiently.; large, a-vehicle ■of home ideology /and 

.communication. . / '/, . : - '/- -■



7;For. all arbitrarily large .tribal minorities:,In -town',-' there exist::; ; 
these inf ormal gi?,oivp.s • o.f/.prion-established, home-based relationships* Z ; 
Among the .Ganda*Z/.Tor o, Nyoro; and /Soga centralised societies, a bilateral 
emphasis kinship, . a dispersion ,,of:. clansmen, ./and a :si_ight:vtendency;it, 
of. villagers to move in search Of better’ plots of land do not act- as; 
factors demarcating ohe> group:from/anothef. • • Among;;most;’ segmentary/: **•J
lineage tribes, , a; genealogically - deep agnatic principle-of kinship v 
affiliation, a localisation of clansmen, and a general coincidence of .. 
villager with kin-'or clansman are bases for the corporateness of ,/ 
these groups and their differentiation from each.other. In.town, 
such ,groups may subscribe to their ..external differentiation by~ ; /
formalising their activities and: the interaction of their members . ;
through establishing the clan associations already discussedv Z . . . . .;/

Furthermore ,’ the pyramidal: structure', oft a* segmentary. lineage tribe; ■ ; z. 
encourages the coalition of clans.'into: larger units so ,that externally 
differentiated subtribe associations may be. established as among;the 
Kampala Luo and Luhya, An'd;,-. at a full tribal, level, .the relatively; //// 
intense solidarities of the smaller groups are expressed in a single Z 
and more diffuse solidarity through §t tribal, union, Z
- , : Except ,for . the high status/Teso; in Kampala who -have.. tended'be , / 1/ 

regal’d a tribal association of their own as pai’ochial,; and except > 
for the' -lower paid Lugbara,. relatively educated and occupationally 
superior migrants of sbrne urban seniority and permanence/have tended : : 
to assume - positions ;:of :leadership,.and. responsibility- In their. respectiv 
tribal associations or . unidn-s .' They have reached aZ; certain level . . /
of economic ; independence. where the - primary aim-content;of the . . : : ;



association Is seen by them as best directed towards the material 
and moral development of the tribal collectivity as a whole. In: 
most cases, they do not pretend-.to represent the interests of fellow- 
tribesmen of all socio-economic 'categories in the town yet may at 
.the;' same ..time /wish and attempttp. expand membership.- Their dilemma 
is that while pursuing policies of community development they have 
little time ,or personnel to' tend, to the £>ersonal problems of individual 
urban migrants. Yet, for often a ’majority of ,a tribe's urban . ./'
'Xfdpulatibh v/ho, haVe/no't • fea.c&d/-:a/-Tevel of. economic independence, it.: -I 
is.; the; solution -of .these- individual problems' which are of . immediate,,I "  / 
.import and ; they;./are/reluctant to : pay dues to an association which ; 7  
baiinot help/.them-- in immediate- crises^:- They may pro.vlde their means ■
Of urban;social security either by establishing clan associations,' . 
or.; by . emphasising membership, of , an informal • group of fellowtrib.esmeii 
In: the town, some of whom may or may not be kin and clansmen,

Tims, :socio-economic,.differences within a tribe's urban population 
may. be reflected in.,the' differences in organisation and aims between 
the tribe.-1-s/urban, associations* ; ' . : 1  z- /

-The segmentary structure especially .facilitates.an acommodation - 
of. different .interests of this kind. • A man is at the same * time 
.agnate, clansman,, subtribesman , and fallowtilbesman, and may evaluate 
his status as appropriate to participation in an association • ' ■

i-epresenting/one of these levels,: though' he may show a polite, nominal 
interest In those of other levels. On the other hand, the evaluation 
of his. status may be made, not by himself but by-others, so that he 
is in practice excluded from the higher, level association. 7.



But, because in theory he is a member of any of the associations 
representing.these/levels, he may move upwards provided he fulfils 
the appropriate socio-economic requirements. Thus, the segmentary 
structureof urban tribal associations also allows the individual 
achievement of office or membership, in more pre&tigeful associations* 
This'possibility of;.individual' achievement is, however, -confined to 
the tribal order, that; is, among .a, single iribespeople., and has 
negligible/ or xninimal/signif icanceZ/f or: non-f elloxqtribesmen.

'Simplifying the facts in order to construct an ideal paradigm,. /-. 
we may;say that among-the urban migrants of a highly segmentary tribe, 
the normal urban socio-economic differentiation of fellowtribesmen is 
likely to. be accomiiiodated within a stratification of associations 
representing, progressively', lineage, or-clan, .subtribe, and tribe. /; 
This is stage one of the' paradigm* • ■'
. ; ' In the next chapter, X Illustrate that, additional non-tribal
associations may be further ranked and; that a general stratification 
of associations for Kampala last has emerged. .This involves a 
ranking of leadership ro3.es.
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C H A P T E R  V I . .

ADAPTATION'TO THE CIVIC ORDER: NON-TRIBAB ASSOCIATIONS ‘ •

I have'shown that a tribe's urban associations, if it has more 
than, one, ..may be. regarded as ranked: full tribal association'leaders .
and members are generally rich or educated men, while clan association 
leaders and members are poorer, less skilled and less educated. ,
But the whole ranking system is confined to a single tribal group* 
Non-tribal associations are not so confined. They profess policies 
of all-tribal inclusiveness.

Though the distinction is obviously relative, people are 
generally aware of what sort of activities constitute either "tribal" 

or "non-tribal" sx>heres. This is. perhaps particularly the case in 
independent Africa, where the calls are. for national unity and, as a 
means of attaining this, for the rejection of behaviour based on 
tribal prejudices. In independent Africa, too, the lifting of 
restrictions formerly imposed by the colonial authorities on certain 
brands of political association, together with the greater part now 
played by dominant. Africans/“Usually members of an elite, in associate 

ional or .representative areas formerly occupied almost exclusively -

by Europeans and Asians, has added to the greater prestige of membershi 
in some non-tribal associations. Indeed, a -person who aspires-to ' 
higher status is generally not content to remain a leader or member 
of a tribal association, since to show that his atatus attributes ... 
carry him beyond a restricted participation in tribal activities, he 
must illustrate his fitness for.inclusion in a non-tribal association.



The greater pre-eminence of non-tribal associatioxis thus derives 
from; the Widely held realisation that active membership or-leadership 
roles in them .may/only :be carried out by persons whose status. attributes 
equip, them for adtivity Which - transcends that of the individual tribe* 
Thus* a lingua franca acceptable;..to; all, tribes is necessary, and this 
is English rather, than Swahili. / A. favourable public . image As also 
necessary. Such an image is created through the ostentation of such 
diacritical characteristics as;dress,/house, motor vehicle, together 
with a general impression of affluence and generosity, and through 
evidence of education and knowledge. These features are of course 
always relative to the association discussed. The features are also 
significant as eiftry qualifications for. active leadership ofatribal 
associations * but the scale on which they operate is ethnocentrically 
conf ined, to a single /tf ibe-.y '/ We/may ;speak of •’non-tribal associations 
enjoying wider;social/scale and. Correspondingly/.greater; .prestige• i  /;

As Zwithin a; singie .tribe there/may.; be a hierarchy of its-= v .1 . .-/■// 
associations, so non^tribal associations differ; among themselves in 
the extent to which each confers prestige on those who subscribe.;,-to /it •' 
This can be shown ;by f ollowing persons * leadership role-sequences ; :. / 
through successively evaluated /associations. - / z Z ./ •

/ But before"I; coneentrate myZ/attention on the non-tribal locality , 

and civic/political associations and on some leadership role-sequences 
spanning; them, 1 repeat my cohtention that we .may speak of no'n-tribal.". 
associations: as./a'/Whoie lsZ being, rnore .‘prestigeful than tribal .. .
associations* ,/ /li/is true,'that; some of the less prestigeful non-tribal 
associations do not . rank as ;highly as some of the. more prestigeful / 
tribal -associations i-but Z cases of this kind constitute a small minority
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party, the Uganda; Peoples Congress. Attempts,, to form sub-braiiches 
of the opposition. Democratic Party have failed-. " •’< ■ v v. v ' ' V
.. " For the moment 1 describe each of thesq . asspciations- in general 

..terms and do not differentiate between Nagurir.and.:Nakawa with respect; - 
to the. scales, on which they operate,, and,/their structure and functions .

.The tenants1 association is* the best.known,and most attended/by;:./■ 
the estate's residents. It is - the one.association which most/tenants 
feel"directly concerns, them. The other locality associations have 7  
come, to be regarded as fairly exclusive to a small minority of the/l./ /
estate's population, '"I/ v . "v7. ■ 7; . 7-//7
./ It is said.-that the tenants*Association was established for, 7/ 
residents' welfare. It is encouraged* by the city council housing / 
committee who see it as a means, through which tenants1 views nay.'be//:/, 
represented.; v The/six committee members are elected to their .offices 
by the tenants at annual elections. /' / ' /7 V:/.;/7;-u
/ Each estate is divided into'about thirty "groups" of ; from -ten; ///// 
to over sixty, houses:. Over each, large group orover : a number,-of ; /: 
smaller ones, a "group leader" is: appointed by the/ tenants at the ///: 
same time as the committee members, are elected. / There are altogether- ’ 
some fifteen /group; leaders each ...with,’his assistant, who is also 7  

appointed at the* annual elections. . / u ' 7  ; - - . IVy/:
/Meetings, of the tenants* associations are convened, not less than q 

once a month. Extraordinary general meetings are/fairly frequent*. ; 
but meetings of the executive .'committeegroup leaders and a few / . / ;// 
active non-officials are .the; most.frequent. An association/s • r 
constitution states that such executive meetings must.be held in / , 
English., The reason behind this clause is said no be thatpersons



of one ' or Zotlier ethnic and linguistic group should not be favoured ; 
by the total:use;of,either Lugarida or Swahili. General meetings are 
conducted ±n Swhhill op English' at Hakawa, and in English, Luganda 
and Swahili at Nagdrn. • Interpreters, who may be officials of the / 
association.; or ordinary, tenants * Summarise a speaker's points.

A tenants' association's aims/range from the super vision of 
the.estale with regard to its general welfare and safety to securing 
a constant improvement of its amenities. The committee receives com
plaints from tenants at general meetings and lodges them with the 
estate manager. ;

The estate manager.meets the committee or representatives of 
it about once a month. Through him, members of thev tenants' 
association committee hope to draw the attention of the city council 
housing committee to their grievances. Occasionally, dissatisfaction 
with the way in which the estate manager has received their complaints 
3.eads them to demand a committee meeting with a representative of 
the housing committee itself, though this is rare. The usual and, 
from the authorities' point of view,. acceptable chain of communication 
is from individual tenants to tenants' association, from the 
association A  executive committee to: the estate manager, and from 
him to the city council housing committee*

The estate'manager, ; I havev.stated, is a full-time public employee 
. Before independence, the. administration of the. estates was in the.
hands of the central government African Housing Department and not 
Z in , the charge of: the., city /council, and at that time the estate, manager, 
enjoyed the A  tat ins;';* of /civil, servant;. 7 / . . 7 ; / ■



He undergoes training and a period as an assistant estate, , 
manager before being assigned to the Internal administrative charge 
of an estate* A policy of the Department of African Housing was 
to transfer an estate manager who had seen one or two years service,:; 
on the estate to another estate in a different Uganda'town* The 
present city council housing committee appears to have continued'the-’ 
policy of periodically.-transferring-'an estate-manager' from one estate 
to another,' except that this is only tooestates, including the other 
development'areas, within and under the administration of the city*.

The position of the estate manager deserves some consideration
since it - is somewhat analogous ..to, that of the. African village - headman \ 
-■ox?/other..lower ranks of the bureaucracy established by the colonial ‘
authorities* The.analogy is, of course, a loose one but, like the 
village headman, the estate.manager shares ties of common' residence, 
though not of kinship, with.the tenants under his charge, and also 
occupies an essential intermediary but extremely vulnerable position. - 
.between the. higher ranks of the■administration and-the administered -7\.
. 'subjects* Ills'position is vulnerable since he 'is . under pressure.,1 
-.from exacting demands made of him by both superordinates and interactinj 
subordinates. On the one hand the city council housing committee 
impresses upon him the scarcity of funds and the necessity of 
forwarding to them only those demands which may be met by the meagre 
budget devoted to housing. .. And on the other hand, the tenants1 
association committee regard his constant blocking of suggestions 
and complaints as unfair administration* The manager is associated, 
too,' -with the more unpleasant day-to-day tasks of running an estate, . 
such as evicting tenants who have not been able to pay their rents,



and haranguing;; them, for Any, UnpdZeaniiness or gegligence , especially ■
/ . by children,/.on the estate.. " . a - . y  ".'7, - ■-/; . •

•7 In the higher* status , estates * of Naguru: and Mtinda, a large// - •*- •
proportion, of - each estate’ s male; population is : invariably far .more/,// : 
educated and occupationally superior than the .manager.,;;/ This certainly 

■•h/diminishes what' ,respect'yb)xere, iiai'he; for/Ais authority, v and -makes /- './ 7-'
1 ; hisZtaskZall- the 'more . difficult,'- / In a. leather oblique- manner, this/ y

fait 'was.-responsible for the eviction of/a manager from Naguru by . I(
the tenants' assopiation. ■ The committee in one case had complained 
that the manager was too uneducated ■ to. deal with them and had. demanded 

■ .from- the city housing committee, and had received, a slightly more I  
educated and generally more sophisticated manager./., '

.: / ./’ .Offices in the tenants' association executive committee are,,
of course, unpaid, For the more devoted incumbents they involve a - 
fair amount of time; spent in the preparation of-circulars announcing y 

/meetings,, the arrangement of meetings themselves, both general and 
; . executive', and the .drawing up of agenda and recording of recommendationi 

/Members of the/-̂ coiimiittee .are able to display powers of oratory 
and to exercise a little authority. < , As tenants' themselves, in unpaid

v positions - but in'an association recognised and encouraged by the ./ .
/.urban authorities, -they are xespecied residents of, the estate, ■

An officer. in - the/tenants/association is generally regarded, as / 
a leader in the/estate, and/is av/arded-.prestige “for -the position he / 
'holds,// He is a "big man", yno.f only because he is the incumbent of 
an office in the tenants * association, ;but.also because he is likely. 
t6_7hay:e7b'ebH /above the - socio^ec.oriomic/average of; 'the'/estate t®have - .

•. /been/elected'’'in/--'the- first place'.; / PrestigeV/as it; werebegets



■■■■■; /  y :267;7'ZZ' '■■■ ■' ■
prestige. ,ln wiiat is bsseiitialiy a "modern1!'field of activity the1
tenants* association with its written constitution, official, communi- 

I , cation with the city council-, and quasi-bureaucratic administration, .
encourages people to.think of leadership in it . as.the prerogative 
of the most educated tenants*. For those who are sufficiently . 
acquainted with urban life,-relatively high education is largely 
inseparable from superior occupation and sartorial elegance, and it/;?
• is tenants viho can .successfully display such characteristics, who stand / 
the ..greatest'chances of being elected into an office of this associatioi 

All of the six officers of theNakawa. tenants* association's 
executive committee. have seven or ..eight year’s of education. All .' ,•:■? 
but one are clerks and require the use of English in their jobs, /
Their respective monthly, wages are approximately Shs.750/-, 600/-,
5G0/-, E50/-, 300/*,. and 200/-. Of the six officers of the Naguru 
tenants association three hold senior secondary or technical education, 
that is, over eight years,, two have eight years, and one has six years, 
but has taught himself well beyond this standard* Four of the six 
are high grade clerks, one is a full-time trade union official, and : 
one a trained technician* Their montiy wages are Shs„850/-, 800/6, 
6 5 0/-, 6l0/“ , 430/-, and 350/"* Therwages; of officers in both 
associations are, with only one exception, above the median monthly 
income of 2^3 / 5 0 for both..estates;:-’/'Even: the one exception's wage 
■Is above that of the average of his lower status estate, N.akawa* /
For their respective, estates, nearly all'officers hold occupations 
which are highly prestige-ranked* Their , educa/tiphal standing, : - 
. especially when the extent to -which'"many of.them have informally; 
advanced themse3.ves-''is 'taken Anto?/account, is/also-'higher than the



average for the residents of the estate, in which they live.
7 . Many qf these officers also-hold positions .of leadership in. / 
other associations, both tribal and..'non-tribal. Evidently, they /,
characterise those persons who are gratified with the multiple. y
performance .of numerous leadership roles. Furthermore, a leadership 
process;entailing successively more prestigeful leadership roles is. 
generally. Instrumental to> an overall achievement of/prestige.;' ■ , 7 .
,•7:77 The fact; that the/prestige-bearing-nature of ,-office in the ; .
tenants/ association rests /oft the fulfilment; of socio-economic criteria 
in/evaluated relation to the ,other residents; of, the; estate is; clearly 
what one...would conventionally' understand /as an attribute of upward . 7/ 

urban social/mobility.-  ̂ - f"/■'
It is significant that five of- the:six. main officers,of the 7 ; / 

Naltawa tenants1 association figure among ilie twelve clerks, listed ,//,
• in. chapter. IF, who/,have moved id * Upper ‘from Lower Hakawa. 7 These 
and other .locality association leaders constitute a locality elite. 
Movement to or prior residence in Upper Nakawa.,, appears to be a 
prerequisite of full acceptance in’this elite. Thus, soae active 
non-committee members who have not yet been awarded an official title/ 
may live in Lower Nakawa* These typify persons who-may be regarded ■ 
as peripheral to the elitem

The/debating societies of each of the estates were established, 
officials stated, as a forum for the improvement.of tenants* English..; 
All.debates are In English. Only those tenants whose: fluency in /
English is well above average feel confident enough to attend, let 
alone speak at a debate. The debating society provides a useful, 
local field of leadership or prestige activity for the tenant whose, y



English and oratory are good. It is regarded as the prime reserve 
of each estate 1s elite.

The Naguru and Nakawa debating societies, engage in competitions 
with each other. The ■competition is not so; weighed-in favour of
Naguru as might be imagined. The Nakawa society is more active 
and its members keener, so that, the .discrepancy between them and 
their more educated Naguru counterparts is tensorarily; reduced.
Figures of attendance vary from sixty to. eighty persons, though only 
a minority of these speak from.,the floor. A substantial proportion 
of this number, of Nakawa tenants always make the trip over the Jinja 
Road to Naguru if the particular competition is held there. One 
supx^orter told me, "lie are going tb battle,;, so we must be well 
reiDresented". .There is not the same migration of supporters from 7 

Naguru when the competition /is. held at Nakawa-. The impression is ; 
that it is the Nakawa society!s supporters ’who regard themselves as 
on the offensive, while the; Naguriw society is unconsciously. defending 
its position as representative of the;higher.status, locality.

This expression of offense, and defence was. evident j as I illustrate 
in chapter IV, in the claims for individual recognition by Nakawa 
tenants association executive members to the estate manager and in 
the complaints ■ by Naguru Householders that Nakawa and Kiswa "people" 
were using their, estate's facilities and creating noise and disturbances

The debating society is both educational.and recreational in aim. 
There, are other formal and .informal associations which.are primarily 
recreational in aim. ... The subtrib.e soccer associations; of the Luo 
and Luhya, the rounds of drinking parties,. the sets of people and 
some full tribal associations sponsoring dances at each of the estates,



/• are:, all recreational. But.exclusive though they may be with 
regard to their respective potential/membership,/they are inclusive. 
of a larger numb eh. of relatively low status persons than is the 
debating society and the locality association I now discuss. This ‘ * 
is the Y . M .C * A . ' ‘

.The Y.M.C.A. attracts those persons who feel they can make a 
contribution to the welfare of the community through discussion^ the 
holding, of fraternities often of a multi-racial nature, and, especially 
on the estates, through the sponsoring of dances.

Executive committee meetings of branches throughout Kampala, 
and many discussions and social functions use English as the medium 
of general communication. Leaders in the associations may aspix’e 
to a position in the central committee, which is located outside. 
Kampala East and nearer the cityfs centre. Leaders or officers of 
the association are all fluent speakers of English, educated and with 
superior occupations?, and from relatively high-status orthodox 
Christian families.

For the most part and except for the occasional dances it 
organises, this association also appears for most of the estate’s 
residents the prime reserve of the local.elite, . 7.

Most tenants are ‘ aware that- the tenailts 1 association has been 
- established:for: their benefit and, however difficult to attain a . /
position of'leadership in it may .seem, the ordinary tenant feels at : 
least a minor part of the;association, The same cannot be said of. 
the debating society and Yy'MVC..A. 7 ./The ordinary tenant feels remote 
from them, not only in any aspiration fbr greater leadership he may / ’ 
have, but. also, as a potential ordinary.member, in an awareness of



the rather estranged and exclusive ;iiiterests they share.
The tenants' association is thus distinguished from • the. two •• V  >7 .

other locality associations, the debating society and Y.M.C.A., as 
being more definitely attached to the estate's common populace.

.. But the Y.M.C.A. may also be distinguished from the debating 
society. The latterfs scale of activities is mostly confined to, the 
estate and is sometimes extended to the second estate. But the Y.M, C. 
is a branch of an organisation of city- and nation-wide stature. The 
appointment and promotion of officers takes place within a definite 
hierarchy of vfide scale. Competence, relatively high education and 
a. general bearing of sophistication denote branch leaders of the highes 
order who may conceivably be promoted to a more senior office#

/Persons-who regard their offices as suitable contexts for playing 
leadership roles may aspire to such senior positions. If successful 
in their aspirations, they;may confer in the company of city councillor 
and other notables and,, provided they have maintained, any position 
they have in the tenants1 association, may at the same time continue 
to be .’.'in intimate; communication with a-large proportion of the . 
estate1's'population* ’ y / . / /* y ; "7/
'=,0 7y;:Siiclr 'a/'isituatibn provides, the incumbent, especially if he also 7 r 
holds/:a dominant/position/of tribal leadership in his tribe's . , 7 
association, with an excellent opportunity of convincing one of the/ 
political parties of his popularity, and of persuading it to support 
his,.nomination as a candidate at /the/city‘ coxmcil elections.

: The U,P.C./:sub-brancheS for each/of Naguru and Nakawa are not 
viable "political associations, , They,are confined.to each locality 
and seem to. have been established in an attenrpt to/exert political
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influence On /each' estaie;*s .residents./. This kiiii is. superseded In; z zZ 
fact, by vlder scaie/poiitical agencies located in the city Centre 7. z/z/ 
of, zfor the Kenyans;, , in the' ward' as a . whole, hnt , they■ are considered ' 
in the present .Zcpntext since; their, few lecrdersZ'are -Hiostly also leaders 
in . other locality associations./;/;': ‘ z ;: ? , .1 /-’ ‘ . ■ z
yZ-; / As With/tribal associations,.-it. :is difficult to measure actual , 7 

membership nxmbers .in each of ; these . loCanity association’s. The ; -;
tenants1 associationzhad a maximum .attendance of over 3 ^ 0 residents,; ,- 
at its. annual general/meeting, though ordinary general meetings are> /
attended by between One :/or two hundred. The debating society may , 
attract between sixty or eighty residents if the biotion and meeting 
• are well,: publicised. .The Y.M.CiA.* branch' attracts •• b etwe eh //-twenty. /. ;z :•= 
or thirty regular? memty&e.s •, it hough its frequently -held , dances held z y , 
in either of the community •• halls of/each estate are attended by up/z ./z,; 
to two- hundred people. The U.P.C;. Zsub-branches are not viable, and , : 
rarely have more than/twenty-five .'participants in any capacity. .
’ ;■ However ,. one may . distinguish the/relativeTy small number of //;■/':

persons who are either committee Biembers. or. active non^committee - /V:z 
raembers./from*, those who are irregular participants in an association's 
activities aud Who/:may ruiizto1 the ntmbe.r.s .1 have stated.
' / /The small core, of ' active persons, /as -well ;as .a, few who are.: less ’ z 

active/but reasonably interested- in/the association's welfare,7may // 
aldnet?constitute' • the "paid-up zmembership"> / Using the number/of. 7 7 
paid-up'- members' ■ in -ah; 3 association/as/-a. criterion of its "size" ; /: / / 7 : z 
detracts .fr/om: the:-social .image •• ahd-;Imp'iic.t; It • -has/ on, the residents -z // 
of :a locality, who may/attend a meetingzor dance: occasionally/ if ,z. 7 
not/regularly. 7 '7/7; ,-/"■■ 7 "/; z " ■; -- - z'/Z;:’/ - .y



The tenants1 associations, however, do liaye a regular paid-up 
membership: of more than fifty.persons at Nakawa and' just over forty . - 
at Naguru., The'annual subscription is 1/- on each estate. The
Y.M.C.A. branch expects an, anniial subscription of 10/-, the debating 
society and U.P.O. sub-branches 5/- per annum. Interestingly, the 
subscriptions due to some full tribal associations and to most sub-trib 
and clan associations are monthly as.well as annual, a fact suggesting 
that tribal associations of all levels.exhibit more corporate solidarit 
ijian locality associations.

Below, I list the numbers of "regular members", based on my own 
observation and given as specific numbers by locality association 
leaders (who were always tempted to exaggerate them), the frequency 
of general meetings (executive meetings were twice or thrice as frequbn 
and the; 'current • state, of funds, if any., /

” '' No. of Frequency of - " ;
: - regular members- general meetings ~. Funds

Tenants association : "Naguru,; , c .2 0 0 ' monthly •> c/AOO/-
• , Nakawa'' 1 0 3 : ' " V'- / - 185/-

Debating society ■ Naguru 82 ' ' irregularly, though,
at' one period, monthly - ./

f Nakawa'. : 61 . 21/-
Y.M.C;A-.3 branches/ /Naguru; 28 f or'knightly 8j/r

< . Nakawa' * 21 ■ "■■■■; . . '+5/-
Tj.-P.C. sub-branches Naguru ' i 18 . irregularly. 3 3/-

'Nakawa / ' 13 ‘ u ' .. V v.... ; _ 7' '

■ A striking feature of comparison is the similarity in numbers..., . 
of regular members and in the frequency- of general meetings , on the 
two. estates. From' remarks by ’Nakawa leaders to the effect,. "We must 
assert ourselves"it is probable that their locality associations 
are regarded as1 in competition with and emulation of. those at Naguru 
and that this explains,the similarity. That there should be little
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similarity in the states of; fund's is probably due to the fact that 
they are not usually openly proclaimed and therefore not open to 
comparison, except at.each estate's tenants' association annual 
general meeting. •

On this occasion, the election of new officers is held, together 
with the announcement of, the fvinds held by the tenants' association. 
Praise is usually made of the work done by outgoing officers who are 
expected to render their thanks to fellow officers and the community", 
The ritualising of these icroceedings seems to emphasise "civic" unity 
as opposed to inter-tribal rivalry as it is commonly an outgoing 
officer of a different and in other, contexts opposing tribe who propose 
the initial vote of thanks for a fellow officer * ‘

I should emphasise at this point ..that women are not at all 
significant in the activities’of. the,locality associations. They 
are not constitixtionally barred from.attendance at meetings,'but only 
a handful, do attend. -h ...

One woman, the wife of a member of the llakawa local, elite, comes 
to.the.general meetings- of the tenants' association*'.' Five women, . 
also wives , of men of the Naguru local elite,, .attend this estate.’s 
tenants'- association general meetings. .. Two unmarried Ganda women-' 
are fairly regular members, of the.Naguru Y.M.C.A. -branch. No other 
women participate, in j ibe,-. locality associations.

Women are predominantly significant in the- sphere of Christian 
religious -activity. run by, the Co.spel Mission to Uganda. Much of the

As, is ijerhaps-already obvious the Y.M.C.A. is not exclusively' 
maleV Christian, or patronised by "young"■persons,
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activity consists of gospel singing', the chanting of prayers, and 
processions in‘and around the city. I was unable to obtain' data 
■;on whose wives; figured* so prominently in the local branches of- this, 
organisation*. Certainly, very few men attended. - The few men and ■ 
women participants I*.asked said that. Ganda,*Rwanday and Luo women were 
the ■ most ■ invevidence. ‘ A more striking impression was that'few men .. 
concerned* in'some way*with the activities.of the organisation were 
-also'v-concerned/' with-' the locality... associations , including the Y.M.C.A. 
Comb' constant: male members of church organisations appeared to feel ' ' 
;a definite 'conflict*'-in participation in'another-' associations!"sphere.-; * 
often,' trade unionists were spoken of as ."causing trouble", politician 
as. "ungodly- and those' concerned with recreation, the organising of- 
•:_dances'.:.and:;football matfhes. as .in some . way "immoral"1 , '

. The. Catholic, church, sited .on Nagiiru hill, just outside the 
estate, draws persons..of the conventional, "middle class" who- live- ’ ; : 
as .much - at. Nthnda;or Kololb* as ' at ,Naguru/:>' *'LV.* --

b)'Distinguishing the:Naguru and,Nakawa.Local Elites

' ;■! I. have;, spoken of the socio-economic qualifications for leadership 
in .locality- associations. In absolute:, terms-they are more stringent 
at- Naguru- than at Nakawa. But - in describing each estate’s local elih 
it; is . the *wa:y in which such leaders *.stand in socio-economic relation - 
■to each-estate’s population that is. significant. - I show this signif
icance by denoting certain, socio-ecoiiomic status attributes of leaders 
of' locality -associations. . .■ I include ;also tribal membership, age, and. 
length ,;Of residence in Kampala, together with ,their additional leaders’ 
roles, .If .anyJ;: in full .and sectional tribal associations. ■ ,
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. The median monthly income of residents is Shs.519/- and 1 6 -̂/- 
at Naguru and Nakawa respectively.. All members of each local elite 
have incomes above■ these-'respective medians. Most, have incomes 
above.the median- of both.estates, which is Shs.2^5/50, The occupatioi 
of all leaders fall into the category of skilled.and clerical requiring 
the use of English, except for one, Nakawa No.7? who does, however, 
speak English. The leaders are. above the average for each estate in 
education, though I can only validate this by the usual intensely 
acquired impressions. All leaders have resided in Kampala for longer 
than the average of each estate* They are drawn from the 25-35 age 
category which encompasses the' majority of Kampala's labour migrants.

. A common factor of‘locality associations on both Naguru and ■ ■ 
Nakawa is the‘general.monopolisation; of offices or leadership roles , 
by a. very small number of the estate's population. . These leaders 
constitute the local elite I have, already referred to.

; The Nakavra -lobal elite, is constituted as follows. .Within the 
four locality associations, there are .23 offices or positions of 
leadership, though the.actual number of leaders is Ik, including four, 
active non-committee, members who, though they are untitled, are 
generally regarded as at -least ..peripheral members of the elite.
This number comprises'three Luo, two Luhya/Eamia, two Lugbara, two 
Jonam, two ganda, and one Alur, Acholi and Kiga. All except three 
leaders have more than one office. Of these three, two are Ganda 
and one.an Alur, Ganda are not prominent, in the. leadership and 
membership of associations in Kampala 33ast. ; The Alur did have 
additional off ices. iii the tenant's and his own tribal Alur associations
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biit'-:ev-ent (ually moved;' to.. Naguru -and’ ou't of the£vsphere* of ’Nakawa ’ '■ 
Ideality: associations, incidentally . .relinquishing his tribal associatii 
office. ' v '’"I ... 1 . ' y: ■ y ‘

.'Of the 1̂ - members, of Nakawa*s local elite, six are leaders in- 
their full tribal associations and three in sub-tribe and clan 
associations also.

Only one member of the elite has fully attained leadership in 
civic/political associations. He is a trade unionist, a leader of 
a Kampala-wide KANIL club, and an unsuccessful independent candidate 
at the 1962 Kampala municipal council elections.

The Naguru local elite numbers thirteen persons who occupy 22 
positions of office in the four locality associations. Eight of them 
have moved to Naguru from Nakawa but have .resided at Naguru for‘> at 
least three years. The thirteen consist of two Alur, two Luyha/Samia. 
two Ganda, and one Janam, Padhola, Lpo, Acholi}f Goga, Nyoro and Toro.

Only three of these thirteen are or have been full tribal 
association leaders. None of them is or has been a sectional tribal 
association leader* Of these three, two were candidates at the 1962' 1 
Kampala-municipal council elections. One, , an Alur, was elected'.
• : A feature ..immediately distinguishing the two local elites is'
the. fact’that nine members at Nakawa were also full or sectional 
tribal association leaders., while only: ‘three lieldVsuch; 'positions 
at Naguru. ’ V :One,. of them in fact relinquished; his. position oh moving k ’ 
to, Naguru. 'I; . y . v , ' \-k'" , ' ' ly- • y
..•1. Table VIII.indicates that no locality .association, oh, either ' 

estate exceeded 'six titles of- office•. In two Nakawa associations 1 ; 
deemed, it advisable.. to .include ..in ’ the' local, elite "two' highly active
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but untitled members.; The fact that they were so active, certainly 
more active than some elected leaders, yet were not awarded.titled 
of office is significant. , The tendency in tribal associations is 
for 'there to be a. greater . plethora pf= titled members. .This is 
especially'the case.among sub-tribe, .and clan associations and sometimes 
the /case among full tribal associationsi In the locality associations 
there is. a lesser; plethora even though Hregular” membership figures , /
do not vary/very much, from those of full t  — ■̂ t t h  - r1 and sectional tribal . 
associations. \ 7;-.. • ':

Banton has noted that v.olunahary associations in-.;Freetown- may 
■ belacc.orded different measures of prestige. He -noted further that.
".the/‘‘higher an association'is in. the. (prestige) scale the greater the 7 
proportion'of officers -to ordinary members it seems to have11. He 
gives two. possible") reasons: as to why this should be so. He states 
that the people attracted to the more prestigeful associations are 
the nmoderni.st element11. That , this element ”is mvit strongly attracted 
to the best Freetown companies... . . may. be’ because, they are the- most 
sensitive to the/new forces making for a general levelling out, or 
it may' be because- they are the most cut-off from the traditional- status- 
conferring institutions like the lineage.11 -He compares this situation
with .the ^tendency/in Europe” for "the proportion of .offices” in the

/ . ' - ' ■ <\ • '‘"more esteemed societies” to decline.
The comparison/ between the association prestige hierarchies 

in Freetown and Kampala East is limited.since, while Banton suggests 
that some different tribespeoples may. be prepared to rank each other's 
associations, sometimes above their own, I could find no. agreement 
at all on this kind of external ranking of. tribal associations. This

1 M. Banton, 1957»opicit,.p.192.



does not invalidate the notion of, say, the somewhat.isolated Lugbara 
admitting that being a Ganda in Kampala'' ceftainly carries more prestige 
than being a Lugbara. The Nilotes and Teso, particular3.y, rarely 
conceded such deference, except for occasional specific situations.

It is.interesting, however, that locality associations in Kampala 
East, including the popularly attended tenants' associations, have 
smaller proportions of officers than full and sectional tribal 
. associations, the reverse of the situation in Fr-eetovm and one more 
in keeping-with the "tendency in Europe11.

. I would suggest that the reason for this derives from the very 
fact that locality associations :are non-tribal and are generally 
prestige-ranked above tribal associations. . There, are fewer locality 
than tribal associations. A leader in one of the former has more 
exclusive status.; vHe and his fellow officers may consolidate the 
exclusiveness of their positions by restricting the number of titled 
positions. It is an essential characteristic of elites of any 
sectinnal level to maintain the pre-eminence of their positions .through 
policies of exclusion. --

By virtue of .'the - same characteristic, full tribal association 
leaders, who constitute a tribal elite- over clan association leaders', 
have proportionally fewer titled officers than the latter. In one 
association of the' Luhya clan, Lukokha, thirteen of the t\tfenty-two 
members hold titled positions of one kind or another.; The association 
of the Marama subtribe, of which Lukokha is a constituent clan, has 
fifty members, only six of whom have titled positions. The full 
Luhya association/or'union has about the same number of officers 
though a much less regular membership.
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t v  ‘ThusV; ip..-the associations of Kampala East, the decline i n - 
proportions of ofli°ers to ordinary members is in inverse relation 
:to the positions in the' px’estige hierarchy held -by the associations.
' V-: The‘positions of.individual leaders have toibe seen against this. r
feature of the hierarchy. Thus,ANakav/a No .7 . i.S. president of; the /;
Lukokha. clan association./ He• has also been’ highly active in 
establishing the Marania subtribe association and another more general 
Luhya fraternity association. . But lie is not prominent in the full / 7, 
Luhya association .and is no,.more than an active but untitled member / 
pi; the Nakawa; tenants' association. He lives in Lover and not ; ' . 

Upper;Nakawa, and this fact , and the fact also that he is a painter : 
rather than, say, a clerk, typifies the limited extent of his leadershi 
role-sequence. . . . .

I indicated above.that most lull and sectional tribal leaders *
live at Nakawa. At Nakawa, schine , full and sub tribe association leaders
are also members of the estate's local-elite. In a.very general 
sense, thei'efore, full and sectional tribal elites tend to provide 
members of the Nakawa local elites Since few tribal association 
leaders.of any level live at Naguru, the full and sectional tribal . 
elites may not be said to contribute significantly to this estate's 
local elite.' // -

‘.Thus ‘‘far, • the• monopolisation of leadership roles by the Nakav/a - V;. 
elite, pertains to. both tribal and locality associations. At Naguru.,, 

it pertains pnly v;to locality ■ associationsi 1 y. ;.
A B‘ut7the local; elite at-’Na^urii is. of higher educational and 

socio-economic .status than that of7NakawaV Its relations with the
city cpuncil ^busing committee are. at once more, direct. I indicated



above how it successfully demanded the dismissal of an estate manager. 
Other instances of claim and protest illustrate how much more 
influential the Naguru elite is in matters .of this kind*

i My earlier premise that non-tribal associations as a whole rank, 
above tribal-associations would seem to be endorsed. The leadership 
of tribal assoications.is only significantly undertaken by persons 
of the less prestigeful Nakawa estate, whereas, though locality 
associations are led by'.persons on'both, estates, it is the Naguru 
leaders who are of higher status and have wider scale impact.

This wider scale impact is especially seen In the greater 
tendency of members of Naguru’s local, elite and of some ordinary 
residents t,o attain, office or positions of leadership in civic/politica! 
associations.

c) Civic/Political Associations and the Leadership Role-Sequence
In the two local elites, I stated that two members at Naguru 

had aimed at positions of city councillor. One of them was successful 
At Nakai/a, one member of the. local elite attemirfced to attain this 
position. He was unsuccessful.

All three were-.full tribal association leaders at the, time of 
their nominations. The two Na.guru men, an Alur and a Janara, were 
each selected as, candidates by the two major national political parties 
Their deposits and campaign costs were paid for, by these two parties. 
Administration of.the campaign was through the party, branches of 
Kampala East. The party branch officials stated that their reasons 
for selecting these .'two men as candidates were that, they were prominent 
members of Naguru* s. local elite and-that they were also triba.1 leaders.



The Alur was president of the Naguru tenants1 association and president 
of the* Alur 'tribal association. The N a n a m W a s i n  fact, an active.’ . 
non-committee. member of the Naguru tenants.1. association and Y.M. C. A. ,V 
and was- assistant .s.eefetary of the estate * s. debating, society. To 
members/, of the political party branch1 which nominated him as • a candidate 
for' the ;cily council. electionshe had;.'appeared, ,a 'more central figure 
in the Naguru local, elite .than his positions of ‘-leadership in locality 
associations', "suggest^ He had" been a s central . figure ,in .Nakawa1 s ' A
local/elit.e- when he lived there some eight'years, previously. - He was vy; 
the'secretary .and .most forceful and effective).member, of his tribal ■■■'•' ’ 
association. . ;The variety of positions '-of leadership he had occupied 
from time to/time had1 magnified his public image.in the eyes of the. 
party branch officials.

The one member, of the Nakawa- elite, a Luo, who attempted to 
'attain a position of civic/political.leadership failed to be nominated ' 
by the political party branch he approached.

He was the second most popular member of Nakawa’s local elite.
Few households were unable to direct a stranger to his hoiise in Upper 
Nakawa• „

He never became, a. full tribal association leader until after 
his.failure at the municipal council elections. At the; time when 
he applied to the political party.branch for nomination, he was a 
.leader, of a subtribe ^association. . He was also a leader in the Nationa] 
Union of Clerical, Commercial aiid Technical Employees. Thus, though 
he,occupied the important position of trade union leader, he was only 
a sectional tribal leader and member of the local'elite of the lower . 
status - estate of Nakawa. v ’ ■ ' -
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The of fic inlay qfykhe. political ./party branch therefore turned , 
down) his application . for. nomination by the party . They suggested 
that if he..had. been; a full association leader of the numerous Luo 
in Kampala East and’if /he.-had b'een.£prominent in the local. elite of 
Naguru rather, than thatof )Nakawa.yAthey' .would have -/supported his- 
application// . . . . /A' .. -

The, Luo continued nevertheless;to aim at the position of 
municipal,.councillor and put up his,own depositAte stand as an indepen
dent Ac/andida-te* / He':;aisci- -paid. -His .-own campaigning-costs but was 
unable to., compete in ipubllicity and ostentation- with, his. .rivals who 7 

•c ampaignedf unde r politic hi party banners A He /admitted,, after his 
failure that he had; "jumped "too) quickly” fr our -16 ade r'ship: at Nakawa/A.,- 
and his sub-tribe to''an .attempt' at leaderships within/-the ward/at the" ; > 
level !of the )city ' council,/vq.He/"had: felt,); however', /that ■ his position) 
of .leadership) in/a - trade' union/had- qualified-'.; him'; for .. a jump of. this a) 
kind.*. • Signifleantly, he has how/moved to,,,. Naguru where- one may assume, 
-lie will attempt to. .achieve positions .of leadership in locality 
associations and- S67 gain. ..entry into/’Naguru * s' local elite. . -He has,. ’ 
also become 'a- leader/in, the Luo Union,/-sport's'' club, from where ./he / . ; 
may eventually be, elected onto the ./association’s executive committee. 
77' As a Kenyan,) he was/disfranchised by the time of the next city..,, 
council elections/ ' He .state.d that he would certainly have reapplied ' 
for nomination by the-political party of his' choice and expected he 
wotild have been accepted and elected to the city council * , I)isfranc his
he turned his attention like so many expatriate,, Kenyans to the politicc 
affairs of his own nation and sought- and achieved •'leadership in the . 
Kampala K.A.H.U./club, occasionally 'acting as travelling liaison



between t he club and par ty hea.dquart er s\. in* Nair obi, his. nationf s 
capital

The Alur and Janani of Naguru are Ugandans and were not affected .. 
by disfranchisement. . ; .
; / ; The Alur was. successfully elected'onto the city council and 
appears to have. consolidated his position,there \as .one of its most 
active members*. But his devotion of time and energy.at this;level 
of leadership brought accusations from his fellow, residents at Naguru 
that he was. neglecting his x^osition as president of the tenants’ 
association. He gradually moved up and out of.the company of fellow 
.members of the/local elite. His position as tribal, association,leader 
has. become almost nominal. His fellowtribesmen see. -themselves as1a 
minority group in'Kampalat, and in Kampala East especially, and view ; 
his civic/political position of' leadership as. beneficial to them .and V 
do not, therefore, accuse him:-o.f neglect through Inattendance at the 
tribal association's meetings. y . ■

The.’Janam was bitterly disappointed at his failure at the city ..- 
council elections. At the timewhen he was nominated by the political 
.party branch, and during.-the preparations, and campaign leading-up to 
the election, his former drive and forcefulness became conspicuously;, 
absent in his tribal'association. His fellowtribesmen are also a 
minority tribe in Kampalla. At his failure at the city council - Y
elections, they accused him of having neglected his duties in the 
tribal.association for the sake of wanting to acquire prestige "and . 
a; .name” as a city . councillor •

One may speculate that if he had been successfully elected.to 
the. city council, their attittide would have been one of axaproval as



wasthe.case with.the minority, tribe .above,. . The Jaham1 s office-in 
the Naguru. debating - society and his rather peripheral membership s . 
of the; local .elite were not af fee ted by his attempt and failure, at .A' 
the city council elections. One may assume, that, as a fairly marginal 
member of the local elite, his positions were not regarded as sufficier 
ly vested in rights and privileges to bring about accusations of. . ...
neglect'as wasAlhe case with the.. Alur.

These , rthree examples ‘of - leadership ;role-sequfence show how , A
positions of leadership in variously evaluated; associations of '))) 
different operative scales affect each other. An ideal paradigm 
would consist of a manvmoving from leadership of a clan or. subtribe /)/ 
association to leadership in various Nakawa locality .associations . : 
and at the same time, or perhaps a little before or after, assuming) / - 
leadership in a full tribal association. /Residential movementAfrom- 
Nakawa to Naguru would then follow, A position as full of sectional 
tribal leader might then be relinquished, though not necessarily. );) 
.But - leadership in Naguru localit$A-&ssociations. and entry into the 
local elite would be likely if the person has more extensive' leadershii 
ambitions, .With'full acceptance into the. Naguru local elite, and 
sometimes with a continuing, position'of ’ ftill tribal leadership, the. 
person .would be in a favourable position to request and be granted 
nomination by the ward's political party branch.for candidature.at 
'.the.-, city ■- council' 'elections. ' , A) 7- A. y*
- Both success-and. failure at the city council elections may A A ; 

bring about accusations of neglect ..by f ellowtribesmen or residents) - - 
.since-the new city Councillor will' have- moved from'membership of a/



tribal and/or local elite, to apparent:inclusion in an elite which 
transcends these two and is. significant in a civic/political context: 
reaching from the. ward to the city*

The requirements of leadership role playing in the civic/political 
context are stringent. .The position is time consuming. Issues 
concerning the city'council have, implications ‘for a relatively large 
population. Political party oppositions and alignments give the 

;. issues, additional wide scale .impoivfcance.. . The city councillor himself 
moves into a higher status social milieu where conspicuous personal 
prestige :counts for .mucli in social;'relations. It si small wonder, 
therefore * that /original.sectional or local followings may feel that 
their leader has lost interest . in them and their affairs.

Some city count illoi-s have not been so .intimately involved in. a 
large number of tribal and locality .associations. They have, as it* 
were, started "near, the ;.top". But to do this they must have excep
tionally high attributes of .status in the first place. Their incomes 
must be exceptionally high and their occupations, apparent level of 
education, and place of residence or type of house must impress upon 
the populace their already real or near inclusion in the: city's central 
elite.

One Luo had for some years been known in Kampala as an occupational 
superior and. weal thy but generous man.,, He/ro9e°aH5icycle rather than 

drove a car and frequented beer bars in Kampala East as well as clubs 
iii the city centre. He lived at Ntinda but habitually welcomed

"friends" from:-Naguru' and Nakawa to: his house.
He was spoken of by Luo as a man Vwho is big yet not proud”♦



/He'/never assumed more .than . a part-time- position 'of, leadership in the
' ‘ ■ ■■ IN " ' f ' - -Luo Union. I stead, he established an association called the Uganda 
Kenya African Union to help Kenya migrants in Uganda, reg'ardless of 
tribe and . act as . their .mouthpiece during- periods' of alleged discriminate 
He was one of - a small number of persons specially appointed rather 
than elected to. the/city council so that he did not have to campaign 
under a political party banner and so declare his political allegiances.

His assumption at the position of city councillor was not resented 
by his tribal populace since he had always been regarded as a virtual 
member of the city’s central elite and could not, therefore, be accused 
of having neglected an indispensable leadership role in the Luo Union. 
And, indeed, he/had /never played much more than a nominal role in the 
Union. At the same time, his concern to give a "humble" yet affluent 

image of himself to his fellowtribesmen indicates that he believed 
he needed their support and did not wish to incur their’disapproval.
He continued to organise Hie Uganda Kenya African-Union and could not 
be accused of neglect on that, account.

This Luo is distinct from the three leaders previously described 
in that the span, .of his leadership, role-sequence is minimal and does 
not involve him in'a .conflict" of ̂ obligations to different scale populace 

Trade union leaders conlnionly aspire to their positions .by way of 
the occupational structure and by mobilising support from workmates ) 
or from fellow members of an occupational category. Their activities 
are.removed from the activities of associations which are specific to 
an ’ estate- and ward. -Thus,7 within the two. local "elites there is only ., 
one person who was-a trade union oficer*. An estate is heterogeneous 
in, the occupational.distribution of its residents so that a trade union



leader does: npt 'seek support from within it's population. His union 
is specific, to a trade or occupational category, the members of which 
may only usefully be contacted through the medium of workplace.- . But 
it does'so happen that many.of the Kampala-based trade union leaders ) 
live in Kampala East, at;Naguru and Ntinda-rather than.Nakawa. Again 
this is due t'.o= the special position of, Kampala East’* •
: ) . , Trade union/leadership; enjoys with, city councillorship roles , ;)
of the widest; social scale.. ^In this 'way , trade unions may be said •)’ 
. to/be more/prestigefui than the political party. branches which' ) . 
/nominate a city council candidate but which are confined in.. their ' .
immediate activities to the .city Ward*
- ) / T.o’ >study-)tr.adeVunions; /ah'dYtheir- leadership intensively- wouldA- 
go outside the bounds,of this particular enquiry, but it, is necessary 
tb describe briefly lie-wide bper.atiye scale of trade unions to 
illusti‘ate their, trahscehdental position in any prestige Cranking of 
associations/in Kampala,• I2ast•

..All non-tribal leadership so far described is somehow confined 
in its aims to a’local ax*ea within,/the dontext of both locality and 
civic/political /associations. Tenants1 associations, debating 
societies, Y.M.C.A* branches, political party branches, and city, 
councillors all nominally represent public service to an estate, ward 
or constituency. In fact, as I have shown, each caters for different 
populaces within such areas,' and leadership in each.represents a 
diffex'ent degree of prestige enjoyed. .
; / A, But trade unions are never specific -to- a local area of residence. 
They/are born and:find their .existence-in the factory, office or 
. government department-. They may be specific to one or a number of
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r . / firms, to: one; 6r two' towns or to the towns o f . the. nation as a whole:*.
A They are alwasy/'specif ic to a trade, -set of trades, , set of occupational 

categories, or to a particular industrial or administrative sector•A  
/ A  . The extensive social and physical span o,f trade, union leadership .

, is;/reflected in at least, three tfac/e'is. of it A: organisation. The A
. •, A/first..-is * the - increasing frequency with which "promising" union,
: officials are sent, overseas, to Britain, Germany and Sweden, to undergo
- :a- three-month/course in ‘trade; uninn administration. Some union leaders 

A, . .who have, -been./ chosen to undertake, a' trip and course of this nature ,-/./
■ / /place themSelvesfin the prestige' category of students, who have been 

enrolled in an overseas university• The second: facet is the actual 
or possible attendance.,/by a ledder at one-or m o r e 6f the international 
conferences now•and/increasingly.a 'domain of African trade unionism. A  
The third is the existence of the African Labour College in Kakpala, ; ; 
which was founded, and, staffed. in 195 8 by the International Confederatic 

A of Free Trade Unions to train union officials from any part of English- 
speaking Africa. A Up until 1963: most of the Collegers staff were 
from 'NoiAh Aiuerica •and. Europe. . Union officials who. successfully 
complete, a course at the College, are appointed to a .full-time and 
relatively highly paid position of leadership in a recognised union. 
Usually 210 more.: than one officer in a trade - union operates in this A
, professional; c a p a c i t y B u t  hid high social standing also, sheds A.

/ .prestige bn-'the-positions 6/cCupied ,by his. voluntary -fellow officers;/
' -//=■ and on /trade .union/ledders,hip./generally. ■ 1 ThatAthey should interact 

. ) as leaders; in an; organisation" appears / as evidence of - their approximate 

■ ;■ abilities ,-,and;/this/is strengthened/;:by the. knowledge /‘of each voluntary
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;/f AAA; /.: A Teader that.he iiiraself -may. also, be chosen for further education, in 
A)A A/:;) - A) trade unionism 'either dDnoad- or.at; home. ■ ;,'V'
/ :/A'- ;.AA .■■AAA; : ,An additional, and.: perhaps decisive factor conferring‘the A—

. Agreatest prestige /to ‘trade union leadership, is . the. tendency for the ; ,..A 
//: - :;A A / A .most/'able union/ officials- to be promoted .to -.-positions_ of management..../ y 
A ' by the/ companies for which they work, ̂ This tendency constantly
1 A* : / = weakens • trade union leadership and-may be deplored on that account k
., / . -. as hiiidering the full development of.ihe trade .'union movements But, A
A/A as. far as the; individual worker) is Concerned, as well as the union .

/ > . ; offic“ial: himself,/the tendency clearly illustrates the high esteem
A); , in. whic 11 the able-trade union leader-is held b y :both employer and / A

■A'/./A'-V-- employed. • lndde,&y- since "union .activity undoubtedly serves as an
A- A ; indicator, of. leadership ability   .it is interesting to ponder . *.

/- ; - A • •)/ '• whether /able //men enter the unions, as a means to bring themselves to

A A , . - / : 6he attention of employers" / , A , . ■
’ /• A A A  /Trade, union leadership, then, is highly prestigeful by dint of A

A. /A) -its extensive; social and physical scale.. The openly recognised link
; . . - A, in promotion opportunities , between top - union leadership and management -

confers additional prestige* Trade unionism as a field of activity %
is associated with '’urban- migrants 6f relatively high status. Both

A A A ' A f A A  / active and rrdii'iary member's .and leaders tend to be- well above the 
AAaA'A- Av '. socio-economic average' of/'workers/ .and are generally drawn from the 
.A; A-A/A;),:w, £'clerical,, non-manual occupational categories. ... ,
/A.A A/ A/A : AA.t-August/1 9 6 3 /there were 7l registered trade unions, in Uganda,;, w

/,;.) ./A-;;:A - Â A:;-/E;;;-Sc'ot'S'vAl9627 &per; giveh) to-'/staff seminar , /Faculty of Social
yw )AAa .A " 'Science,;;Makererp/Uniyefsity' College. : .■

^ ARw, Scott A/op ;c if, ,-'p/iO.)/ / ; ‘ / ) a A A  ‘7'- * a V-AA. .- -■ , ■



most of them ‘with, their^headquarters in Kampala. In 196l the wage 
earning population of Uganda was 25,1*200, of whom 26,300, less than , 1

10?£ were trade union members. In Tanganyika and Kenya in 1961 and 
1 9 6 2 respectively.;, 3 7 % and 32.% of. the wage-earning populations were 
members of trade'.unions. Uganda has thus shown a relative deficiency 
in trade union leadership, organisation and membership. But this 
fact does-'not alter, the. public conception of high prestige accruing 
to leadership 'and active membership.in the unions. Indeed, the 
fact.that clerks are dominant in the unions and the fact that they 
.are/likely to: be estranged from .‘the interests of the mass of the 
workers may serve to perpetuate this conception, and may strengthen 
! a conviction that . many, trade unions ax’s exclusive of the bulk of the 
\tforking .population* •

d) Leadership and the Segmentary/Central ised Tribal Distinction

■ In the ,chafifczn 0*1 tribal associations I indicated that urban 
migrants of centralised tribes generally do not estab3.ish formal 
tribal associations. Segmentary tribesmen, on the other hand, 
.emphasise; the formation of such associations. Within the sphere of- 
noh-tribal associations, there is no indication in my data that this 
major1 societal distinction is of particular significance. In Kampala 
East there are more segmentary than centralised tribesmen and this 
fact may .explain the greater participation in tenants*associations 
by the,former,, in addition to which we cannot deny that the Kenya 
Luo, Luhya and -Sarnia have a particular'1 acumen for association 
leadership and formation.' On the other hand, when relative proportion 
of segmentary and centralised tribesmen are considered in the light
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of- their -.respective' participation in -non-tribal" associations/- the 
distinction' -.bears •. ho,, apparent significance/ /• *: •;'' ..A" A A/NA-A-//

' " ' A  .A. “ , - V ‘A 7  TABLE IX , ' 7 p  A-aA-  ■ • ' V A : ' ’ .” 7  7 i A  7 :'P'A- /

Proportions of Naguru- and Nakawa household-heads and:.locality,/assocfatl 
leaders according to the s^gmen'tary/^centrailsed tribal .classification,./

.Aa-.A-'7: ’ A - No A’., of: ' ls,Atf A :> ; Nos., .As o f V A A A y
/A.’.-'/ ■=/ ■ •' ' ' ' ;estate)sA estate As- • ' .'within total'1"-ho/ A;A
.A A.)'- - A;' ■ A .household . . total; A a A A- / i^cai in the /‘v/AaaA
A7 ‘ A ■ A A ' A a - w  A- 'honds /population ’ / -elite . elite. 1*7 7 7 7

NAGUHU * 7  .. 7' 7 a 7  ' ' . 7;.A . 7  7 7 ;  Ap . A  . AA.A-'a
373 A a '■ 7 7 ; 5 7 .8  - 7 ^ 7 8 7  ", ‘ 6 1 .5
202 - 3 1 .3 . a 7 3 5  7 7  7 .  38.5 a-AA:
70.: ' 7 ‘ 10.8 . /  ■, , ; 7 - -  .A- . . .  A ]

; ’ NA1CAWA 7  . A'AA ' •!
/Segmentarytribesmen ,680

A ‘Centralised'-‘A ' ■..... Ill
; A - Others ' A*. / A' A 32

Both estates taken together
. ■/ Segmentary At ribesmeh 1053

Centralised) A, n 313
A others'- A).,- *-A ;A • 102

, a Thispcategory .includes' many- so-called. Nubi,.who are mostly Muslim a 
and originally from the. Sudan. ‘Their specific tribal origins are '

. , .diffuse -and"' difficult to- /ascertain, and, anyway * largely irrelevant-
to the' societal distinction r since the Nubi have, .more or * less 
severed most, of these original contacts. ' It also includes members 7  
of; certain Tanganyika, and..- Coastal tribes who .are non-centralised..

A arid organised into village:‘communities not ‘specifically based onlAf 
the lineage- principle. 7 ’• AA '-'. A A A.

--- The local elites each/comprise, too f ex*-.members to: attach too/ A’ A
A much significance-, to' their breakdown/into the two/’cate/gories ’ of a- 1 AA; 
segmentary and'centralised tribesmen* . A But: it , is. worth noting the A;,- '; 

' , ’ / close eorr.elation’sAIN/percentages. giyen iii TableAlX, which/indicate/ a.

82.5- -42 ; " ; 85.5
13.5 .... 2 - 16.3

k-.o, . ' -

71.7 . 20 '/k-.o
21.3 . 7 ., 26.07.0 .... : -

Segmentary tribesmen 
Centralised u A -. 
Others1 - ' ' 7 A'A \ '



that, the: .ratio of household, heads of : segmentary to centralised tribes 
is almost' the same as .the ration/among members of the local elites*' 

/This correlation suggests what I have observed, that the 
•conceptual framewoi’k. for, formally organised "non-tribal" activities . 
is/ borrowed, from the councils, committees, societies and other 
organisations connected with the national and metropolitan establishmeir 
and that a migrant’s own traditional tribal socio-political structure 
..is'a secondary factor' of formal administration.. •

This1 is also true, to a limited extent, of tribal associations, 
for which appropriately translated "executive" and "general meetings", 
and "annual-elections" are held, and titled offices injected. Since, 
‘however, internal divisions' of -.dub tribe and clan are often significant, 
and since much'of /an association*.s aims are concerned with repatriation 
to the homeland of deceased persons and errant women and with both 
a rural and urban tribespeople1s welfare, the prime conceptual 
framework according to which.tribal associations are established may 
be said-to‘‘derive from the_ respective'traditional tribal structure#

It.is, of course,only possible for a tribal association to 
r.ecruit its leaders and members from within the tribe, since only 
those share the broader common-interests and values of the homeland, 
even though'tlie-specific interests and values of urban individual 
and community^welfare are shared by all townsmen. . / .

• In non-tribal associations tliebe. urban interests and values • ; 
provide both the broader framework of organisation and the specific 
aims, and there is no reference to traditional tribal structures,
It, Is- only feasible, therefore, for a non-tribal association to 
recruit its leaders--and members from those of any tribe who seem
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bes't .equipped to administer these aims. I have no exact figures on 
the.distinction according to tribe of "regular" members of locality, 
associations, but» .certainly, there is no- improportionate membership 
of either segmentary or centralised tribesmen.

Nor does the evidence from.trade union leadership and membership 
lend'significance to the distinction. It is true that the Luo,
Luhya and Sarnia are dominant ill the East African Railways - and Harbours 
union,and to a lesser extent in the Uganda Transport and General 
Workers Union, but It . ;is the Ganda who are nowadays dominant in the 
'National Union of Clerical, Commercial and Technical Employees.
In the Uganda Public Employees1 Union it'is neither the Kenyans nor 
Ganda but the northern Ugandans- (Acholl, Lango, Alur) who are dominant 
In the,Trade Union. Congress:itself■, not only are the Sarnia and Ganda 
equally Influential but other tribal groups are also well represented*

■ - The.Ganda have entered urban wage employment in large numbers - 
: only in recent years.. They have taken an increasingly larger 
proportion of clerical jobs. The National Union of Clerical, 
Commercial and Technical Employees was led by a large number of 
•Kenyans as late as 1 9 6 2 , but by 1963 the Ganda had become dominant.
It appears, therefore, that many ICenyans were original and prime 
instigators of trade unionism in Uganda. But at the present stage 
of development in Ugandan trade unionism Kenyans no longer dominate 
the whole1field of union activity. That they should have done so 
at one. time may be partly explained by the peculiar leadership acumen 

'■which they appear to. possess. Another causal factor, probably 
i*elated to the first, may be their longer association with secondary



industrial centres in Kenya., the result of h. mol's direct impact of
• European colonisation. . As post-war migrants in Kampala it was
inevitable, that they should establish the beginnings of trade union
activity, counterparts to which, had already been established in
Kenya. ’ But the fact that they are non-centralised tribesmen was

... probably .secondary' to the more expected or ’normal1 developmental.
cox'relation of industrial, expansion and the growth of trade unions.
Similarly, in Kampala at the £>resent time, the dominant part now
played by the centralised Ganda in some trade,unions is a general.
result of the same developmental correlation.

' . That the' societal distinction of centralised and segmentary
lineage tribes appears insignificant with regard to the formation,
leadership and membership ‘,of non-tribal associations is not surprising
Tribal associations of all levels rest for their formation and
existence on the peculiar types of corporate solidarity emanating ,
from the respective tribe’s social structures ^ so that segmentary 
tribes are foremost in the establishing and administering of tribal
associations. But non-tribal associations are by their very nature
founded on principles opposed to the manifestation of tribal sol.idarit
They are de jure inclusive of all tribes, even though de facto
tribal clusters may develop within them.. Their policies of exclusion
however, tehd:to stress membership of specific socio-economic
categories rather than of specific tribal categox’ies.
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■ .1 - have attempted to show that residents of a single-, ward do not 7 A-
conceive of the associations which are organised or have signif loanee: A 
in their locality as a haphazard-conglomeration of voluntary societies. 
For /them, as much "as for the ‘anthropologist ,: there is a structure- of 
local associations. This structure consists in the first place of. 
two; sub-structures, the tribal apd non-tribal, Residents view .this ; .
structural dichotomy by distinguishing - the membership qualifications
and behavioural and aim-contents of associations In either sub-structure 
Tribal associations are clearly exclusive to. a tribefs urban population
and are"’equally clearly, concerned in some , way with . the welfare of

, this population;." ; N6n--tribal associations are at pains, to: exhibit - 
their all-t.ribal ;inclUsIvehess and condenin any "tribalist" behaviour 

within their'’ranks.; 7 7 7 \;7 •• * - * ;
It is generally more pr.estigeful to participate in the non-tribal,

. than/ in the tribal sub-structure,.' - Within each * sub-structure types . . 
of association/are further differentiated according to the prestige-.- 
fulness ‘of . participation in/ them. / 7 , ; 7  ‘ •
‘ . At‘ the base of this piestige.Aranking or stratification of 

A) associations in, Kampala Eastaie /associations whose activities are 7  
of ./a narrow -Social scale/Aas ’ distinct' from ./those at ./Its. .upper’ levels- a 
which/are: of a considerably wider social scale.. The)progressive .
, widening of social scale--for .,associations in the/ structure is • . 7 7  

accompanied in them by/a.: progressively; larger proportion of leaders / . 
and members who are of relatively;/.high: educational/ iand /occupatlpnal ./ 

.status, and who are Increasingly likely to, live' at Naguru rather; than

'■'Nakawa. . ■ ■ A A-7a A;7 .;:7'7 A - A-. . . 7 >  ■ ’ : -37-' 7



The stratified structure of voluntary associations may be 
represented diagrammatically:

Diagram showing differential prestige- of- participation in non-tribal 
ancj fri'boi associations in Kampala East.3 ,

Highest.Prestige
N
0
H ■
T
R
I
B
A/' 
L ■

Trade Unions . . 
Civic/Political 
Locality (Naguru) 
Locality. (Nakawa)

"**Full Tribal. 
Cubtribe .
. Gian

T
R;
X.
B
X
L

Lowest Prestige

V . The diagonal line demarcating, the - sub-structures, of . non-tribal i ■ . 
and tribal.associaf ions/iii - Kampala Bast is more precise than a v*’f. ~
horizontal;-ope. R/ if horizontal. line, for instance , would imply, that* 
all tribal associations ranked, b.elow all- noil-tribal associationsf ° - f ■ 
In fact,; prominent leadership or ..office in some of the- larger tribal
associations,: particularly the* Luo .'and Luhya Unions , would rahkvabove;.

I ho '■ ‘ .some of ̂lesser positions.of leadership or office in the less pre'stigefi
non-tribal associations. Without discrediting the general•idea:that ; 
non-tribai. associations as a whole are' ranked above tribal associatipne

1 This diagram, is based on one used to indicate the relation of \ .\ 
class structure to race or caste relations between American..-Ne'gr.p.es. 

■-and-Whites p.from The Warner Approach to Social Stratification,i.by.
! .R.R. .Kornhausex*, in B. Bendix and S.M. Lipsety eds, Class, Status ^ 

and Power, F r e e Press of Glencoe, 1953* . ■; ; .. /



the. diagonal line-.attempts' to- illustrate, for example, that the chairma 
of the Luo Union is accorded more prestige., even by non-fellowtribesmen 
than the active but untitled member of the Nakawa' tenants* association 
or T.M.C.A.

The'stratification Of associations and leadership positions 
for centralised,tribesmen may only begin in the local order through 
locality associations, simply because they have no tribal associations. 
A centralised tribesman*-s leadership role-sequence cannot, therefore, 
implicate him in .a widely observable conflict of obligations to 
fellowtribesmen and non-fellowtribesmen supporters, of the kind 
experienced by the; Luo and Janam who were discussed as examples.
.. A segmentary!'tribesman, ideal3,y and sometimes necessarily, must 
traverse tribal leadership roles on his way first to locality and - 
then to civic leadership. . In this way,,the local order provides 
ah'intermediate element in the stratification of associations and 
leadership! 'positions, which extend upwards, from .clan, or lineage, to’ ... 
city-wide' organisations. ' The local order does not provide an 
.intermediate, element.for centralised, tribesmen. These facts 
constitute stage , two of the 'paradigm I have been constructing.

A .segmentary tribesman who is a leader in both tribal and 
non-tribal associations is prone to conflicts of rple-expectation 
by, f ellpwtribesinen in ••much- the- same way as the man who moves tb'^ 
a .higher status ..locality* ;. In this latter case', too, it is the 
local order, with its emphasis on non-tribal and socio-economic 
criteria of role performance, which facilitates .the achievement of 
a relative degree of individual urban independence, by a segmentary 
tribesman in particular.
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In this analogy, the local groups Of agnates, clansmen, and 
. fellowtribesmen of the, aspirant to a higher status* locality , may be. 
compared with the full- and sectional tribal association fellow 
members of the leader vino, aspires to office in locality aud civic/ 

.political associations.
This analogy has sociological significance, since leadership, 

as a field of activity, is not entirely divorced from-the lives of 
people.who are not normally interested ox* involved in associations. 
Leadership must serve, if only indirectly, as an indicator of an 
objective structure of roles, groups, and values. In relation to .. 
this structure., persons otherwise largely:, disinterested from the 
more obvious activities of.associations will make self- and alter- 

: evaluations. ' . . :
'It Is likely, theref oi^e, that, the presenceland absence,

- respectively, of tribal associations amOng segmentary and centralised
- tribesmen in a. relatively close-knit ward like Kampala East makes a 
difference in. how each conceive of a wider urban system of stratificati 
and of the processes of mobility within it. This constitutes stage 
three of my paradigm, ,

Thus, the intermediate position for segmentary tribesmen of 
locality associations in a stratification of tribal, locality, and 
civic/political associations indicates a similarly intermediate 
position of■local order non-leadership relationships, between those 
of the tribal and civic orders, in a wider system of social 
stratification and mobility. i



This wider system, of. stratification, simply because it is a 
wider system governing, -perhaps, the general shape of local and 
sectional .systems, must: derive /from the .ultimate' ref erence groups* 1 .
These ultimate .reference; groups ..may at ‘ one time haye been European ■ i -
colonial administrators, and settlers. 1. ; Now they are independent -tv'.-
African politicians, administrators, employers and managers,.who. may! ; 
.still use-the former as reference groups but'who ,are becoming, ref erence ' 
groups in their own right for pass'urban-oriented populaces. , : :.i

The voider system of stratification and the criteria according ;y
to which' social-mobility is achieved' thus derive , from the diffuse, ; , M '
and rather residual'.civic order;. 1 The people of Kampala East occupy - 
an: intermediary position in this;., general .social hierarchy as. emergent ;;i 
middle and proletarian classes-, who var.e-5.-sub-establishment but; clearly \ 
distinguished: from the large , numbers: of.̂  short-termtarget migrants. ' ;;,

*1 . - ■A . J, G .. Mite hellr and A. L,* Epstein, 195-9* Occupational Prestige and. : 
Social Status, Africa, Vol.29. In central Africa, ivhere Europeans 
are still more-dominant and -influential than in East Africa, a y ' 
socio-economically differentiated urban African population reacts; 
differently to the overall European reference grroup, but, apparently, 
none of them seek’African models. . Ih Kampala, the lesser .numberv.X 
and significance of Europeans enables African elites. to: become J ' " \ 

' *• the models par tly\ imitated1 by the - lower' urban ranks. -..The. same, ; • A1;
presumably, .can be-'said for most, towns .in western Africa. -A On ;theV.''

. . other hand, , these same- elite's' 'exhibit/muph::t'h'^
.European derivation..'- .■ . 1 /..y - . % . , V : ’ -. /. ■
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CHAPTER VII 

THE.CIVIC ORDER AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION'

a)The Logical Position, of Workplace

■ '.I have defined the civic, order as consisting of the affiliations 
of workplace and the occiipational structure, and of relationships . 
conducted by observing the demands, of national- civil and political, - 
administration, whether of the '‘establishmentn or non-governing 
political .parties. , This definition also includes the rather loose 
ties o f ,common nationhood.

Workplace and the occupational structure are .linked with the .
other aspects of the cigic order in being largely formalised and

‘ departmentcontrolled by. such agents as the government/ ox labour.
This formalising.\and relative control of worlcplace activities 

and structure is sometimes characteristic of those developing countrie 
in which there is' not the relatively, autonomous but long-established 
pattern of such activities typical of some technologically more 
developed countries, : In these latter, craft guilds succeeded by 

trade unions and professional associations have developed and operated 
-in setting standards mostly without' government control or guidance, . '

- I . indicated in the last chaT3ter that . civic/political associations 
are .located outside the. bounds of either tribe or locality* They 

are the formalised aspects of the very diffu.se civic order. The 

prime: reason for the ylifiuseness of this order is the fact that 
peivsons. who are, i-n relationships partly or wholly determined by it 
share, little approximating’ to a common value-pat tern. if the conceirt
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"value-pattern11. is too vague or uninformative, I may put"■■the statement.1 
another way. Whereas among a single tribespeople and, to a lesser.' 
extent, among fairly .long-term residents of a locality, there may be 
some;;measure of agreement as to what'behaviour is appropriate in a 
given circumstance,, that is, /thereis some normative congruence among 
the groups personnel, 'this measure of agreement is considerably 
reduced in the much wider scale relationships of the civic order,
“Fellow citizenship” does not; mean much in everyday real-life situations 
On the other hand, the fact that, a man,of one occupational category 
happens, to meet or interact with:a man of the same or another occupatior 
category , may have' significance for each.' *

Workplace primary .groups do; achieve some degree of normative 
consensus,. But each workplace group is autonomous of any other, and 
they are not logically interrelated to form a corporate secondary 
groupi of workers. Trade unions, I have said, are mostly led by - : 
white collar.workers and do.not obtain mass.support of their potential 
followings. ..

For all this, the primary group of workplace appears to share 

certain characteristics'-of the neighbourhood primary group.

In this study I could not justify a full excursion into relationship 

of. workplace and to give-a brief summary of workplace . relationship 

■ attributes does not. do justice] -to a complex phenomenon. This much ; i  

I venture ’ to ; say. . . A common attribute.of‘relationships specific to 

tlxe;- neighbourhood1-' and.'Workplace- primary/groups. is. that. the .heterogeneity 
among;'- rol'e-partners - of".rights, and ' privileges, is more significant' as • 
a determinant of behaviour than their tribal-heterogeneity.^

V l u  chapter III I. drew the same conclusion; after'an analysis of 
neighbourhood, relationships.; . - ' - .



. Tribal affiliations at workplace- are only significant when.they 
are useful. Occasionally, fellowtribesmen help each other find jobs. 
But in the primary group of interacting workers itself the instrumen
tality of ti'ibal contacts and 'affiliations is considerably reduced*,
A man is .assessed by employers, a.ccordiiig to his skill or productivity 
and, in small groups, the solidarity/of; enclaves of tribesmen is ,
■ unlikely:-to falter-''this assessment. Moreover, employers, like 
government,, are1; opposed to manifestations of tribal solidarity among
; their workers. ■ This .opposition is both Ideological and expedient;
■ ide olmglc al because; the st-r’e.ssing of.trihal .dif fe r enc es in any .cohtext 
in the’, civic'-..order , is- contrary to'-.the exhortations; ;of national. v ’\ 
government; and expedient because>a group of. co-active workers of
■ the samel tribe are: regarded :;as c oust it ut ingla] bigger and--more likelyVA 
striking * or; bargaining■ powe.r than a; tribally disparate group of ' 
workers, who, must transcend, their .mutual suspicion before acting 
•-corporately :in-Jde'f.eifc'e..'0'flcon]moh'-.-]iuterests• Howeverl- once they are:
mutually recognised, it Is these interests which precede individual 
tribal membershipas: behnvioural- -determinants in the1 tribally mixed 
primary group‘of Work associates* - ; - - r

■ "At the level ;of .'the: workplace: secondary ..group, that is, in the 
bbherei of trade unionism and works committees, tribal affiliations 
and\solidarities. are..;, again only significantly evident when there is 
;clearly something, to.be gained b y .fellowtribesmen acting corporately,
. as- when the Ganda were sufficiently numerous in the membership of the 
Uganda Clerical, 'Gomnlei'cial, and Technical Employees Union to act 
• concertedly and oust.the Luo from most of the union*s:leadership 

roles* . But the members of unions constitute sttiall proportions of



the relevant total labour force, and]," cor ';,tribal action - of this
sort; has . little or rio ■ effect-' on the; relatibnships .between, say, the 
interacting group of t ep. workers bn,; the If act ory floor,, in the.; 
labouring, gang,- or' in the- office.: .Vtv

Dif f er ent from, t he ' neighbour hood ' primary-., group, workplace-. primary": 
groups are neither logically relatedtwit-beach other nor with "the--- iv„ 
tptal. workplace secondary group or category * Two factors account v 
for this difference. > - , / •-

Neighbourhood primary group relationshipsfare characterised by 
greater observability and narrower scale than are those of workplace. 
The sheer fact of; their localisation means that neighbourhood 
.primary groups are easily compared and evaluated in relation to one 
another. The’bounds of one neighbourhood pi'imary group overlap 
with two, three, or even four others. Its relationships and the 1] 
norms airid sanctions affecting their; content are observable in these . " ] ; 
otheiy groups, by-persons who are not directly involved in the relation- 1  
ships, . .This. Coimiion observability of neighbourhood primary group : 
behaviour, extends;, throughout the locality. in the manner I described, ; . 
so that a relatively' high degree of normative congruence, in.-the 
locality ensues,,jl;This is. particularly the., case' in the housing • i 
estate where indlyiduai tribal membership is subordinated to, other - 
criteria-of behavioural assessment♦ : -. ill

.The localisation, again, and the resultant high, densities; of - = -'* 
population and' social1 interaction narrow-the operative .scale of locality 
- relationships,, so" that :distinct and unobservable enclaves of.relatlonsh: 
are unlikely, to develop.. There is thus some internal system of- 
locality relationships . which has];';its ' external aspects;.,as when'two.]:;;-'. ,;.;
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localities are regarded as in opposition, or w h e n a segmentary 
tribesman is regarded,by fellowtribesinen as a “defector11 for moving 
to a higher status locality.

Workplace primary groups are not subject to such observability. 
Agoup of office workers seer little of another such group'in 
another, firm. They see little nf a group of skilled and semi-skilled 
maintenance workers within their own firm-,’, and, anyway, are factually 
and logically dissociated from them. , Workplace, as distinct from. 
locality, embraces; all the disparate occupational categories and all 
private and public sectors of employment, which are dispersed throughon 
the city. ; Its scale is t.hus maximal and. cannot be' narrowed,, except 
for the activities of trade unions whose, direct influence is minimal,

: ,It is,, in fact;, the occupational categories which provide the 
most- obvious lines of .affiliation;, connected with workplace. The 
broad categories are skilled and clerical jobs requiring the use of 
Eng3.ish, skilled jobs not: requiring the use - of' English, and semi-skillei 
and unskilled jobs. The ‘categories are internally distinguished 
so that office boys are accorded more prestige than sweepers or 
labourers even though all,fall into the occupational category of . 
unskilled. Similarly, clerks, because they are literally white 
collared, are accorded more prestige than telephone operators, whose 
dress is not an important attribute of their work, though both 
occupations are regarded as skilled and requiring the 'use of English.

But it is a characteristic of these occupational categories, and 
sub-categories that they are significant as determinants of role, 
behaviour in,relationships as much:outside workplace as within.



b) The Occupational. Role Summation.

A person*s occupation is the nearest thing he has in the civic
. ' ■ . '} . order to a  single summation of roles. In the two primary orders'

.his respective role summations are kinsman/tribesman and neighbour/ 
resident. 'His occupational status, or quasi-role as Nadel world 
have it, entails his financial standing, the manner of his dress, 
the likelihood of his place of residence, his level of skill and/or 
education, and such more general characteristics as his public standing

The attributes of this role summation are highly significant 
in activity which is independent of workplace and the civic order 
and is bounded in the two primary orders. This'was evident in the 
descriptions contained in the preceding chapters, when I used the 
more general and convenient term “socio-economic status'? to denote 
the effectiveness in xoarticular situations of one or more- of these 

attributes.,.'-
. X shall continue to use “socio-economic” in this sense. The 

term “non-tx'ibal” is analytically distinct and really indicates the 
absence of ; piirely tribal criteria of role expectation. : In the absence 
of tribal criteria, however, it. is■often socio-economic criteria which; 
take, their place .and are ] thus also non-tribal.. Nevertheless, the ,
distinction;seems worth keeping since there are occasions when'’/ 'v''':V'6 - 
roie-expectatloiis are consciously, albeit slightly, based, on, say, 
common citizenship, -nationhood, or some other basically non-tribal

 ̂ The concept,;occupational role summation, is taken from S.F. Nadel, 
1957.5 The Theory of Social Structure, Cohen and West,



\ ]: criterion which /isfnot necessarily-■ socio^ecoriomic1 as well. Oxi the
'it-other;. hand',- At ̂ £s/ah essential, o'f. niy/1h,esishatf-non-t ribal and] /- ;*] - ..
•;•••• /s'dciO-economic ci’iteria mostly; coincideV: .] : / ./ ’ :

i-‘The:?gpverninglproperty;'bf the 6ccupatiohai.r.oie siimmatipn is 
/ theyspec£ficV:ievei::pf.:-skili;:]onaducatipn::required' for a job. //It is.,/

, of \ c p u r s e .mostlyvsignific]ant'-'in-:]relationships:-confined.]ito]:worikp3:aceyvh
though’ the:r "halooff ecti a t  a gen/Aal;leyeI]of education or skill/] 
is also] sd^hificant outsider worlcplacey. ■ -//://
- : ; The. pervasive’ and intrusive nature of occupational status is /■// 

felt in thp two primary orders to a much greater extent than kinship/ 
tribal status; and neighbpux,/ropideht status are each felt in the civic 
or, indeed, in each otheris\ order; ■ This relates to what I stated 
in the. Intro duction /that the. vivlc order. ]ni^eceiyes: but never gives". 
This reification of structure only begins-ito make sense’in terms: of 
the role -analysis I have,*] introduced. /Thus, a person assesses hist 

./behaviour towards a neighbour, primarily on the; basis of his knowledge' 
lof -that-neighbour’s possession of socio-economic .status attributes,

:/that-vie/-.the- attributes of.-his occupational role(summation. Similarly 
// /kiih and :f ellowtribesmen , consider their "traditional" roles towards/.
/  each/other in/the]' .light/ of’-, -these same; attributes//" It Is relationships 

lof.ithd two-primary order's /Which were "prior-ex£sting',, and. it".si:'x,.ple.- - 
7 attributesoftaidifferent ] order; which: determine -their/enstiiiig 

-mo dific at ions v / / / . s / ' / ; ;  '/-w.//.; ]]!//. / / '' '' ’ ' w  , / .-/l/ '1'
' ' But,: before : embarking;, on further pi1 ole analysis* I continue to .. - 

/;’ .describe/the civicT order. ' .-.■/ :k / ;/./\ / ’ /■ . -:-/;///' / / / / v /



c). Categories and Groups - .> .1 v'l ■ ■

The occupational sti’ucture firstly divides people into categories 
father thaii groups. . .Similarly,:the other■aspects of the civic order /
distinguish; categories; of persons. Thus, persons may fall into _ ;
legal categorieswhether this determinesthe courts, they go to, as 
when members of the African elite-, togetherwith Europeans and Asians, 
attend central government courts., and other Africans attend the local 
Buganda, Kingdom gombolola courts, or whether, as in marriage* persons 
..are: distinguished according to whether they follow customary or civil 
law. Finally, -people ax'e distinguished according to their political 
party allegiances-, provided they make known these allegiances, 
privately or on such public occasions as city council and national 
elections.

We Can say that occupational categories are further divided into 
sociological groups. Garpenters, for example, or English"speaking 
clerks,, fonvi groups if they have a common workplace and basis of 
interaction. If . they are engaged in interdependent tasks, i^orkers - 
of different occupational categories may form groups. But none of 
these groups is logically related to any other. I have stated, 
also,/that the organised secondary groups of workplace, trade unions,,.1, 
-areinot logical embodiments of the primary groups, since they draw 
their personnel from occupational categories .rather than .ffom specific 
groups. Political party brahches are groups in so far as their 
leaders and- some of •■■their'" active members, interact regularly on a 
-single .hasis. ■■ /.They “are interrelated to constitute the political 
..party- The, ordinary .member of the. branch or the ordinary- party



.... supporters are;, not;-members of /thesetsinal 1 /spclplbgibal' groups. ' //:’>
Legal; categories:' of persons- cannot be' divided into groups. • - : ■/:•■"/ /’

. : Localities / X have described, assume . some /degree of . corporateness, ■ 
develop internal-'and .external systems of relationships, and may be
■ referred to as- secondary groups.1 Each locality", is ' divisible, into 
like entities, the neighbourhood units for primary groups,.1 Tribes
‘are divisible; into..subtribes]' and/or,..clans]* and;/lusters] of kin. For /

, both residence aiid tribe, there - is - ah internal- logical, interrelation- :
- of .groups with each . other. and with their respective secondary groups.; \ 

' it \is this logical division/and interrelation ,of groups which, most; ; •
distinguishes the tribal and local orders from the civic order. ,iv: / 

■ X continue to speak at the- level of groups and categories in // i 
. describing.how the tribal andjlocal orders have been affected; by/and /]/ 
yet have contributed,to the civic; order., • •/ , • •• •///.-//
' \In' the tribal order.;the].' framework of/corporate clusters of ■ '/ " / vC i  
affiliations in town/is-, “traditional" ,.:that- is* it is based on /:",// 

” divisions- of /the tribe- as - they Would ]be ], signif icant in the rural. / .•//'/i ] 
.homeland. In some tribes, these corporate/clusters of affiliations, < 
or sub-groups/are organised in town;into formal voluntary associations. 
But.the]aim-contents and membership, policies; of these associations r
■ are not,traditionally;based/ 1 The co-activity of/each'association // 
is oriented to-the solution of urban problems, whether of an individual.•• 
-or : communal,, kind /and-, both manifest.and latent., ; . .] , \ 111 ■///
1 /].Ihie. manifest problems are. concerned .with security for the . ■■■■;

•' .‘ /individual and with., the- approbation and . favoiirable: public Image, of ■
]; /the . tribe, The-latent are concerned..with the... urban differentiation 
■] of - f ellowtribesmen 'into their respective, socio-economic categorieh,-,;;/



It is thus the latent, function of formally/organised urban 
tribal segmentation both to .allocate roles to -persons so differentiated 
and to accommodate them., in a workable structure/ . The mere framework 
for this formally organised segmentation is that of the traditional 
society, while.its content, Including its allocation of and . ;
accoMiiodationfinto roles, is created in- responses' to the demands of 
the civic order,that persons be differentiated from bach other by 
tlie nature of ] their occupational,role Summation. / , /

The urban -differentiation of some tribespeople thus has two ...
facets which may coincide>when expressed in formal organisation.
One;, is the traditional differentiation-of subtribe/ clan and lineage-,;,; 
br 'group of\ kin, and .the- other Is; according , to a: differential ]
distribution’of. the , occupational role, attributes. . ' . '/•/.
, . However,- for some .tribes the; traditional differentiation is not ; 

significant in .OrgLuaised urbaii differentiation. - ' •
//ihae.-socio-economic differentiation of Lugbara into- those who 

are. .long-term urban ’residents-and those who are not is sufficiently 
wide that the tribal:association {and; its,-branches, are not formed, within' 
a'traditional framework. . The- long-term urban Lugbara claim that 
their rights to land at home have been Weakened. They distinguish 
themselves: from shorthterm Lugbara migrants. They see no value in 
a-traditional structure of urban.tribal associations. The Teso. !
see no value at all in ’a ti’Ibal association. They are of I'elatlvely/ 
high status, and do not wish to- stibscribe in town, to the types of 
corporate activity characteristic of their tribe at. home. In these 
■two' 'cases’, categorical affiliations of the-civic .order have superseded 
traditional tribal group affiliations as determinants of formal



associational organisation. .
Among centralised tribespeople, the traditional rural differen

tiation of their societies does not emphasise division into corporate 
groups. Rather, the emphasis is on division into "classes", mostly 
based on land, wealth, and nobility, which are non-corporate. In 
these tribes, a supposedly earlier more or less total differentiation/ 
into corporate subtribes, clans and lineages has been largely 
superseded by the "'class" differentiation.

This differentiation'into "classes" or, more correctly, categories 
is' similar in many respects.to the differentiation of- the civic order 
■as.I have described it. Putting It simply, I may say’that-persons 
of the centralised, tribes discussed .are, already socio-economically 
differentiated when they first come .to' Kampala as potential urban 
workers and: residents."

The concex>t; of neighbourhood, whether in the small neighbourhood 
unit .or applied to - the locality at : lai'ge, . and the residential status : 
divisions of Idealities also rest on-the‘differentiation of residents, 
regardless of tribe, according to the same’distribution of occupational 
role attributes, as apply in the differentiation of., tribal associations 

• This differentiation does undergo partial formal organisation 
into voluntary associations. The members, of each estate's local 
elite monopolise the locality's leadership roles, while all.'members ■_ 
of each estate, as well as the elite, are evaluated in relation to 
those of the other.

The local order absorbs more civic affiliations than the tribal. 
The local elites are theoretically part of a chain of communication
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between tenants and the/civic administration.' /At .Naguru. this. is. an ' : 
effective chain of /communication. \ .Naguru leaders -.Are spoken of ./ ,. ■ 
being ."closer” to positions of civic/political leadership. Many 
Naguru tenants who are not members of the estate’s local, elite 
nevertheless play important roles of. leadership in the. civic order1, . 
as trade union officials and city;councillors.. Finally, the basic...• 
difference between ..Naguru and Nakawa is a general one of skills, ; /
income, education, and type of house, in short, of occupational role 
summation. This general difference is thus derivative of the 
civic order.

In very general terms, then, the three orders are operationally 
related.

For those tribes which have urban-voluntary associations, the 
local order acts.as an intercalary structure between them and the- 
civic order. I showed how leaders in such tribes may move successively 
from positions of leadership in the tribe, to the locality, and, 
in some cases, to the civic/political sphere. For them, this is 
the Ideal and sometimes necessary leadership role-sequ.ence.

-For those tribes which .have no urban voluntary .associations, the 
formally organised differentiation of persons begins in the loca.1 
order through locality associations. The leadership Tole-sequence‘ 
is also likely to begin in this order and to progress to the civic.
For persons of these tribes, the local order,does not have this 
intercalary function.\

The respective absence or presence of local order intercalary 
function for the leadership role-sequences of centralised and 
segmentary . tribesmen'is.,.. I hive stated,1 stage two of my paradigm.., w



d) ; The Symbolic Statement of Ideal Norms .

But only a minority of Naguru and Nakawa Tesidents are regular? V;;- 
or even occasional members of either tribal, locality or civic/ 
political associations. What is the significance, then, of such 
associations for those who do not overtly subscribe to them? : iv

In fact, these associations merely .express .formally the norms 
of the. group which they purport to represent... V

The norms of tribal associations of all levels, stress the ... / i. 
co-operation of agnates, clansmen, and fellowtribesmen in the 
defence of common interests, whether these are rural or urban. : In
other words, they are the same common interests described in chapter II 
supplemented with such specifically urban interests as mutual aid 
among individuals, and a favourable, public tribal image. As I have 
indicated in that chapter, a man does, hot need to be a member of an 
association to observe these norms. . Self-interest subsumed in,a 
common .interest usually ensures that he, will* ,

■Similarly, the locality associations emphasise in their organisaii 
the non-tribal nature of s their, leadership, membership,/and policy . 
making.. These organisational emphases are, again, formal expressions/ 
of the norms thought appropriate1for the. groups, represented. Thus, " 
the non-tribal emphasis: equates, with the norms of multi-tribal .. 
residence characteristic of neighbourhood primary - groups and,localities 
A person does not have to be a member of a'locality association/to \ 
observe neighbourhopd norms. 'The sanctioning effects of the 
behaviour of neighbours with; whom he interacts usually ensure that , >.r



In other words, leaders of the tribal;and,locality associations 
are no more than representatives of ideal norms. Directly and 
inadvertently they express these norms. Their mouthpieces are. the 
associations they lead.

It is thus the -function of local and sectional elites to. proclaim 
by their words and actions the. norms of the local and social contexts 
in which they operate. These, norms are necessarily ideal, but are 
not so estranged from actual behaviour as are the/norms' of the Wider 
scale "established" elites concerned with administration and government

-The■distinction implicit here is between the authoritarian 
leadership of national or local government and the non-authoritarian, . 
largely representative leadership of groups within the relatively 
small-scale community of Kampala East. The obvious inference is that1 
the smaller the group and scale in which leadership operates, the,less., 
need is there for it to be supported by coercive sanctions of power. 
National leaders need powe if to. support their positions because, for 
much of the population, they do not observe ideal norms. In contrast, 
leaders of the various sectional and local groups in Kampala East 
rely upon maintaining the favour of their supporters by exhibiting 
a correct knowledge of the norms, a.feat which is possible in.small, 
groups.

When a leader of a clan.association acts in this capacity, he 
Is-playing an idealised version of the role of clansman. .The essential 
differences between his role and those of an ordinary dyad of clansmen 
are, firstly, that he.is involved simultaneously in a number of

1 R.-K. Merton,. 1957, op.cit . pp. 336̂ 0̂.



role-relationships (1* e. with fellow.members of the clan association), 
whereas the dyad of clansmen, involves a single role-relationship, and, 
secondly,, that the .norms obtaining, in the latter, are more, likely to 
depart from the] ideal. . ] ; \ .. v .

' Similarly,, when two- neighbours perform their, respective roles 
within the single relationship, the norms they adhere-, to • are likely , . 
to depart from the ideal as proclaimed.in; the relationship, say, of 
a tenants*. association official with'fellow tenants.

Thus, non-leaders are like leaders in.so far as they play out 
roles, within groups. The respective differences in norms/attaching 
to the roles are in the ecten.t of their idealized content and .in 
■ whether..--they are played within single or multiple relationships.’ ]

’ We'may say that a, latent function of ;tribal and locality ./■:
association leaders .Is to "educate11 or socialise, actual and potential 
followers into .ideal,norm behaviour, ] ■

Since leaders only exist as such by .virtue-of the,associations 
they lead,the same latent function of socialization may be assigned 
to the associations themselves.

These latent functions are of a general.kind./ That is,\all 
locality associations and leaders exhibit in.their behaviour.the, 
same.ideal norms,]namely, that■'tribal affiliations should be subordina 
or ho more than secondary criteria of bhavioural assessment on a. ’ 
tribally. heterogeneous housing’estate. ]-. These, norms: encourage 
neighbourhood and.locality cohesion. This cohesion and a further 
set or .norms 'are mutually reinforced. .These latter: derive from what 
I call the conviction of behaviour].appropriate to socio-economic



statuis among interacting.-neighbours. So, directly and . indirectly,
leaders' emphasise the- .In-t.egrity ■ of' a locality. . ... . ' „ a

■ Similarly , all/ tribal associationsand-leaders emphasise, directly 
and inadvertently, the virtues of solidarity among agnates, other 
kin, - and fellowtribesmen. . ] / / . ..

There: is also , a related latent function of the. v/hole structure 
of a single, trib.efs urban associations. This /is..the formal expression
of socihydconomically. differentiated persons , -.This same function . ■. 
may be said to exist, for the two' sets of .'.locality associations on-'
Naguru and-Nakav/a, since the existence;of two ranked'local elites ' 
indicates a general, difference. of status* ;.- . ' ‘ ] •

These latent functions of leaders and associations contribute 
towards a wider system, of .social stratification. . ■

They contribute,also to stage, three .of my:paradigm. , Briefly, 
this is that the stratification of civic/political, locality and 
tribal associations ..reflects or symbolizes a like stratif ication of 
groups and categories, and that the leadership role-sequence symbolizes 
non-leadership role-sequences•

e) The Ranking of Groups and Categories ' ' • " ■ . ■
. . The groups and "categories do, of course, overlap in their ’, 

personnel. , But the groups become corporate in regular and specific 
situational contexts. Thus/ we. may distinguish the relationship of 
clansmen from those of neighbours even though some of the latter may 
have interacted In'another, context as clansmen. Relationship cannot, 
of course, be ranked, but the-statuses .which people require for 
performing roles and establishing relationships may be ranked. Thus, .
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a'nian.'s ,-geiierai .status may.not .disqualify him .for inclusion' in the./
.v urban, activlfiqs/pf his .clansmen but- disqualifies him for inclusion
1 , in a heighbourhopd| primary; group- or beer-party/at Upper Nakav/a or, ]■ /

- -'Naguru.'-V/A -.person^ay./theii; be ranked as cording to the .extent of his/ /
: : /"./•' ''participate the|/vafrIou/sly; ranked groups. / :
/: ■/■;/ , ::Thb//cate]gories ; are by definition'non-corporate. : ul am. particularly
/ : //concerned with the. bccupationai categories. .. It is in; the context, of '
/’./'•/ x ;,/-/*.- ; lye 1 at ions hip .'again that,, the ranking of /occupational categories is ,/; ■“ 
y/;////].,///'. ■; evident• / Thus,/ to -give just one of/'many possible examples/ a labourer]
;;/ ■.; ., /'/'/is :;unlike'ly/tq/establiish an expressive;’relationship of; friendship /*• //,/-
//;/: ' -with/s/]clerk,./since/'their respective occupation’s-’ mark/ them, off as; ;/./..a

/ y /haying/differ ent/..leisure - interests'] and] likely ̂ ' tb^;wish to\ seek socio- / . -/ 
/’/l ■//■:' economic, peer s./If], is-only In a/pafr on! client-,] •kinship, or neighbour he
/ / ./ '■]’ relationship- t.hat-'vthey.:-are likely to: interact . ,/• In these, an instrument

.,/.; aspect, ranging from economic service, mutual aid/ or a demand for- / '; -' 
/;■',, /. ].; ' neighbourhood harmony/ establishes -the tie, v/•• -■ ’/;/
y/.- - : .<• '*• *v /The-: ‘groups and-categories are stf at if ied-,-/:not into' a single.- /- //•’•
/ 'V.' rsystern-, but -info "overlapping/ bnes^ I - /. : '. ]]] t ;/-, ,
, /; - '. ■ iL’/ A .locality: is a residential: area which is evaluated in relation ..
'/ / //, v • -to/another/-] {: Upper ,and Lower Nakawa are each localities as are ' . s - ' /
/.' . />-•>“. _ ■..-Nakawa and'/Naguru, , -/The -cone .;£ot' and spaiv of’• locality are thus relative.
- / . ' , /Neighbourhood primay groups, ‘-.as' the constituents of localities, are
.// . /,.. ] . concerned with the socio-economic -ranking, of ,their members. Disputes.
/."./:: .. 'over-"/conflicting; expectations of prestige, aIIocation/]de3Pive from this.

: .'//]-- '' . ranked-system, of persons within neighbourhood groups and of localities1
; " ; themselves . , v But'.;mulii™ tribal residence per se is- a secondaryeven

, ' Insignificant, cause, of disputes between'-neighbours., / The. local elite/;/
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specific' toeach estate is .multi-tribal In its composition. . .
■ Most, segmentary lineage tribespeople in Kampala use their 

traditional- social framework of tribe, and sometimes subtribe and 
clan, for establishing formal voluntary associations. These 
associations', are arranged in a hierarchy specific to the tribe concerned 
The.hierarchy is mainly based on the socio-economic distribution 
of .^association, leaders and members. At the same tine segmentary 
tribesmen,are.members of any of these tribal subdivisions, so that 
mobility within:the association, both upwards and downwards, is 
facilitated. Centralised tribesmen in Kampala dn not-use their 
traditional social framework of "class" differentiation for establishin 
formal voluntary associations. Indeed, they form no such ass ociat inns 
The fact, that centralised tribesmen often invest what they have earnt 
In the‘town in the purchase of land and a home of their own in 
.’their tribal area, but''.often av;ay from their immediate . agnatic 
lineage or family, .suggests, that they subscribe Informally to their 
tribal forms of social stratification which are largely based on the 
ownership, .and- tenantship - of land. There/is thus no need for them 
to set up urban organisations which allocate roles to socio-economlcall 
differentiated persons. They are already, accommodated within a •
tribal system.of stratification which can .operate in conjunction with 
and as an extension of an urban system of stratification. -

Segmentary, lineage tribesmen are hot so accommodated, and I 
suggest it.is a latent function ; of their.stratified system of formal 
-urban Voluntary'-associations to facilitate.’this.' accommodation of 
socio-economically differentiated persons by allocating them 
appropriate roles, ■- y . .



In the civic order, the,,only system of stratification which 
need-concern 'us is that.associatid with the division of occupational / 
categories and sub-categoriesylit-'is- this system of stratified] . ]:y
categories, rather, than groups/and.{sub-groups, which at it he basis
of the systems of stratification in the urban local and.tribal.orders*/

f) The Intercalary Function cf Local order Relationships

There is an apparent contradiction in latent functions of ■ . / 
associations. . //'A' .: , /-"• , - ' - . //

On the ohe hand, associations stress the integrity of the/.'groups! 
they represent. On the other hand,, they stress, the socio-economic/ 
differentiation of both persons and/groups/ ''' A - -a /•.'/;/--, /';!

- For locality/ associations there is in ; fact .not-such/ contradiction ; - 
since a person may move. from: one,-/group to/'ano ther;--aird/may/totally ' 
transfer] his allegiance ; to his, new . group For/ instance, a .nian tMy 
move ./into the. local eliteYof/NWfeawa.-’having'movod.^his/resIdenc.e;v‘'from 
Lower to Upper Naltawa* ‘ . Even if./he,: does not * enter, the- local .elite , 
-.he]is;.in: a. position, effectively, to loosen ■/of;, sever Ahisqties, .In-y-../, 
Lower/Nakawa and. is free to/ establish new-ones.; in UpperyN&kawa/:/'!/];■//• 
Since "associations reflect the statuses and movements^ /of . persons:* i n i , 
groups,v the principle is . the same,, whether or .not entry intoV the local/;], 
. elite is made'//Similarly, a person] is" relatively]' free ; to loosen/] A./;/ 
f.ormer .residential; ties when he moves//from Nakawa to Naguru. / That-// / 
centralised tribesmen - are, "more free" -than segmentary to make this/w.// 
movement should not obscure the. absolute fact/that the. theoretically /// 
total replacement of residential ties by; those with higher status'// /A// 
neighbours is possible'.
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// For tribal associations there does appear to; be something of a 
.logical contradiction.; A man may be the chairman of a full tribal
association and may, fulfil, the necessary socio-economic qualifications/,
for . the position. But he is also a,clansman and agnate, whether 

, v / or ]not . he .is a Biembef of a clan or lineage association. Thus, the 
,/ system of stratification presented by a single urban tribespeople*s u

structure /of associations is no more than an index of the wider system* 
Since theAtribal system.operates only in the context of leadership /- /

' V-/ .-roIe-perfQrmanbeA, ’ it’liardly ..'suffices for either leaders or non-leaders]
./ '/ ■■; and,'non-membersAinthe contexts of everyday living, that is, within /. ;

the wider system of,stratif ication itself. The logical contradiction A 
. 1 is] resolved, by such persons' playing all other roles within the wider,;;

'-/'system* , :
YWhereas, the grotips represented by tribal associations are arranged 

A . in a Segmentary hierarchy?, the -groups represented by locality,
: /] associations are arranged in a non-segmentary hierarchy, which is . / ./ 

only centralised to the extent]that public housing estates are *. ]; ] 
/ administered by civic authorities;. The high-ranking localities^ , />

arrogate not political power but socio-economicprestige and influence, ’ 
•. rather in the;.manner of reference groups.. ,
. / /:It seems, therefore,. that the structure of a segmentary tribe’s

associations acts as a charter. The charter states that it is 
/permissible,for:fellowtribesmen to be differentiated socio-econoraically 
'according to.a wider urban system of social stratification, even .

: A. / though-- 'this /cdhfiie/ts with the;,, tribe * s ■ rural egalitarian. values, but ...,
]'•• • /..that.'-individual "roles' .played]*by virtue/of status occupancy within.

^ The analogy/hei/e, ih yWith; the segmentary state characteristic of,;.
. 1: • / among'others, '/the Alur/*'A;W. Southall, 195^1 op.cit. . , , :. *



the, -syisteiii;,should;dhclude adherence.,, to the ideal role summation of : ;
’ kihsniaii/trihesmanv^. /■. 1 'V."  ̂ 'v-

. ,  If parried-doits-, logical -ex tens ion, ’..'this expectation would *. /■; ‘ 
impose ’■ ihsumountable obligations ■ on -t ownsmen., of segmentary tribes ♦ * : ’
According "to the egalitarian .values^ the wealthy,man would havektp';;;-! 
Share- liisV'wealth._dM'.',plac,e•; of residence, among' an indeterminate numtief 
vof ■ agnates and;;clansriien. ?r.The/:'.young- aspirantsaving--'for. bridewealth;■ 
of spending money and : tipie ony Correspondehce: cburses. f or higher i "
■education or-.other employrdent qualifications, wonld be wholly restricted 
, in his aspirations if.he himself had constantly to pay school fees;"V 
for younger siblings ,or accommodate agnates or' clansmen in town*• *. ; - 
To some extent, as . I have iiXiis;trated, these obligations may restrict 
or inhibit a man1s chances of realising.urban aspirations. - . But . :
relationships conducted in a • multi-tribal place of: residence, whether 
they .are. concerned; with. i*ecreation or leisure, or are more instrumental 
neighbourhood . relationships, : do provide a common yardstick for - !
evaluating aspirational levels which are seen as cutting across 
tribal categories. , ; ‘ \ '.

It. is then possible to mitigate the •severity of kinship and 
tribal obligations by taking appropriate action within the local 
order "to assist the-attainment of. relative. individual independence. :
X have alreedy, .described this'.appropriate action, as:' (1) the movement 
out of a hostts household by a formerly dependent kinsman, preceded 
by self-evaluation :and accompanied by a quarrel; and (2) the movement . 
to a higher dtatus locality,, .accompanied by a suitable explanation,; 
to kin and cib-hsmen; or, in the absence of such-explanation, followed '



-1 -.y-t,- r'hyyt/t; V v d  X / /  -y’-XX' > K  ' ; X ' ; ‘ ■V.'' ■' '
: it hy . abc-usatiohs ; indicating, ■unnapceptable: deviance:*: ."-.x „ - ; '
iyX\XX x.;XXylXVi Xtliaye.-suggested;-that; the disruptive effects of these conflicts 
AXy-XXX’ may vary accordinglto"whether or not the aspir&ht ‘manipulates the 
:vxX. .'I'lyx , ... relationships : Carefully. beforehand or afterwards reconciles them*
. ;V - ; v. >. But, whatever . their disruptive::" effects, these conflicts indicate and 

facilitate a movement, into status;, groups. consisting of a greater 
X/X'y .p. proportion-.of socio-economic peers ahd superiors,
■ :: / . ; .: The local order.,'.consisting of and symbolized by the hierarchy,

‘ of locality, associations and.elites, thus provides a status aspirant 
of a ©egmentary, tribe--with' the. opportunity to lessen the burden of 
heavy.{Obligatiohs;- entailed, in the ideal urban'role, summation of . . -
kinsmah/tribesman,VX‘i;:-y' ' / **

• .TheploCal- and:* civic orders accommodate - essentially non-tribal . 
.ply v activities',’/ ‘ .The;;;role summation' of...neighbour/resident embodies the
-xX/XyyX: VXopnflicts df, tribal fole-expectatibn. ■ -.These'.conflicts enable a '•••'' 

XXX'.':X. y y; segmentary: tribesman, .to;- indicate. the extension of his general urban': 
ty/p,- ’ status-sequehce::fi'om: being' basedy’pn prescribed' egalitarian criteria ' -y

. ; of ̂behaviour to Ihpse .of ...achievement in a hierarchy, namely* that ,
V ; represented by.,the/pccupation,dl ̂ structure. Since this, latter is h;

X. • ‘s :: prime aspect of ,;thecivicorder/,Xwe; may .again reify and say that the- >;
• local order acts tin fan tinter calaryy capacity. by linking the two ■■ XX/.
X'X/ -y./y.X- diametrically opposed tribai. andxcivic orders, -■ X --- y ;..
.x.y'XX x, - ' ppoppiiig the . reification, we may consider . the three role , V f '/•:'
xx.. v:-x_' summations', themselv.es*. .The role attributes ■ of the occupational XX f 
. ; ,X-; , X, -summation ; stress criteria of behavioural assessment which are either
Xy ;■ Xsoclo-econmmic,, or non-tribal, or both,'. The role attributes of the X

//• XX-; -■ ■'-kinsman^tribesman'.sumination prima -facie1 sti^ess tribal criteria,



•-■though these1, are narrowly and.‘specifically defined for segmentary, 
tribesmen, . The role attributes of:the neighbour/resident summation 
stress criteria of behavioural assessment which are both socio-economic 
and' non-tribal, and which are based.' on recognition of the social - •
facts of. status., differentiation aiyd multi-tribal residence on a 
•housing.-.estatey * The criteria axuf/thus linked with those of the 
oCcupationai. role;'summation an,d Vderive from the civic order," .In only, 
;pne. attribute • of the'. role summation f i-iieighbour/residentis there a 
■fusion of tribal, lion-fribal-and '.socio-economic criteria and. ,this' is X 
■ the / source of the conflicts: in uble-ex^eci.ations discussed above-, , ' 

Just. as:,;, the/local.-:ofder provides a . structure of leadei’shipX, • 
roles f or segmentary tribesmen'v/hich. is intercalary to those of . 
the tribal, and civic, orders X;so, it provides criteria of role assessment 
which are . taken from the civic-'.‘ordersandf'which are impressed Upon 
the urban tribesman in his neighbourhood and locality relationships. 
These criteria precipitate his aspirations fox' an independently’ , 
achieved and Individualistic status in a hierarchy based essentially/- x 
on the >ranking of occupational categories. At the same time, they 
Serve to. delimit/the number - who may realise such aspirations and thus 
strengthen the solidary nature of the ethnocentric groups constituting, 
thevtribal order,, and-composed of persons generally of the lower 
socio-economic categories*

In the. last but one paragraph 1 said that,, prima facie, the x. .- . 
..role attributes of/the kinsman/tribesman summation stress tribal , ~
criteria of.-behaviour SlI assessment. This may seem an obvious enough .
statement.and indicates quite‘clearly what w e ’mean when we refer to 
segmentary lineage tribesmen. 1 .But'what of centralised tribesmen?



. The, very fadt that/ .these role, attributes are' .broadly; defined seems / xk
to ..place the. smmation/in almost a qualitatively different category . /

. / from that of a segmentary tribesman. However, .,I think the difference/ 
x> . is .quantitative, that ,is,/of degree; rather than kindy though individual 

,x.X / - .cases do .seem" to occupy -extreme ■ ends, of: an extensive spectrum. . I.
. , nee.d hardly consider/in' detail agaiii/.fhe immediate implications of . X 

this broad t definition'of: role "attributes,' X'", .; , /"■ X : :Xy;
■ X ' ' / Briefly, they afe, that townsmen of •centralised tribes have no

,./,; X v tribal associations nor regularly. defined, corporate agnatic : groups,/ //
■. and* that,:. their bilateral/kin. networks- rarely, assume group corpofateness 
■-Folk them the .local -order does ./not provide:.- an intercalary, .structure-/. ' ■ ■■// 

. - of^leaderchip and non- leadership roles;' v :lV dobs . hot,; in; other/,'. ‘ /
words, and'here. i;/iust'/oversimplify,divide, persons" who persist as XX// 

'/■■,' members of regularly- defined, corporate; gr,bu'ps ' from those who show ,, * /:.._t 
■ an.inclination pbo as.suiile ̂pole/behaviour which emphasises achieved X / 

i/v.X X/.../ ' status. ;///,«:. / /X X' , /; ://;X'-//. ,Xy Xy X /./ X/y ,X/.v • , ’ ’ '/ • \X X-..
Certainly, /townsmen /ofcentralised/.bribes/'’are. concerned to X/x/,.X/ 

; , assinne rple/ behaviour/which-^exhibits their/achieved .status, -• But- //. />
• / ::- /■/ .. the /processes, ehabling:,such achievement -are’Xalso' available within;.'" yi/t 
’ " " 1 - / the' 'rural/tribal:.''Order ,/and/ are/hp/t- discouraged, within the urban tribal;

/''•■■;,■ . order. “■ Indeed, fof? them-much-more-'than for. segmentary tribesmeh, -/ -,/ / ;
■ ' X-' •/ the process of, social, mobility and the system of social /stratification : 
.. /• : , appear ' to be-lihked:,:at/;diff er:ent points,in_:both; rural//and urban X/ ■ ////

/- : . /orders. I. indicated\ -for: instancey the- tendency' of .'townsmen of ' . /;■ ;
/ / •; centrailsed . tribes - to" buy -land, and .build housesor even seek. X ; . X-u .
- - / . -chiefship: in'their .home hreasr,; .and yet. still persist in urban '. X-XXy/ ••/



x.-'/'. . xx- XX;-- - 328 ■■■■ ■ .x'xx; x X/i-; - . . *

employment . This ieiideuqy is' helped along. by .the existence of X- 
clearly delineated' hierarchies/of, power, and ;• prestige set in tribal 
kingdoms. /Gan da* are -.especially-’ able, .to 5 co-ordinate their processes ” . 
of urban and tribalv/social mobility.;, Xr'The Kibiiga adjoins* Kampala **- X 
City and' enables a .man to set up a ,suburban ,homethrough -purchase. *1; 
or hire, which is culturally and administratively/-,vbry mufh a -part XX. 
of Buganda but from which he may.easily commute, to the city* - : i
-X/ //Segmentary tribesmen are les.f able to effect/such co-ordination.* X, 

Even* de- facto sale .and-freehold tenure Xo.f land in .their -home; areat// /X 
are difficult to achieve*,../ A "man*- is-.still-a member of'a localised tXp 
lineage: and clan or clan-: section, and. of/a corporate.; or ideological;,- . . 
such/unit,;/and,A according/ to- the. expectations ofhis-fdpai .kinsmah/Xy/X 
tribesman role summ:ition, is obliged/to •consider-- firstxthe/ydeiihndsl 
of members of these groups before his own- aspirations. X.X 'y/-'/v.

These arev obviously generalisation'sX* .SomeX&cgmcn'covj tribesmen,' '/ 
and 'presumablyan' increasing- nuinbver.XXinv.estXiiiouey they/have *.accumulated 
during urban employment, in rural: economic, enterprisesincluding . X: - X 
those‘ of,. trade , ■ transport, or a retail .'shop. ; XI would, '.speculate, from 1-. 
unsystematically acquired rural impressions' t hat it he s eyrural ventures;/; 
are, . of ten . launehdd with a view to actfva/ting''the,-Wider corporateXxx'x 
and.'quas incorporate groups of agnate a .and clansmen/as clientele./ X I/- X 
Certainly.-, >many- economic. _ehterpfises.'/in-'/Kampe.la: vSastX -run -by Luo jXLuhyay 
Samia .and Acholi, in particular, have ’been'established with a plan or/* 
subtribe.;as; their initial clientele, yin contrast,- even the smallest'// 
businesses established by Ganda and Toro seem to have relied upon ;:/:,/ 
an initial clientele which was multi-tribal. . Some of-the most, '■ -X
successful, Luo,/.Luhya and Samia enterprises have, arisen to satisfy .;/'



' a need within t-he1 respective, tribe or, sub-group. ■ Taxi services to, . ' 
'the::homeland or foodr-supply services from the homeland are the best 
.examples. Some.of the most successful Ganda and Toro businesses 
have also arisen to satisfy such ethnocentric needs as plantain-supply, 
but many others range in type from dress and material stores to 
electrical fitting and repair services. They constitute the biggest 
challenge to the strong positions held in the more general economic 
sphere by. Asians and Europeans.

These more general facts illustrate the relatively successful 
co-ordination of urban and rural systems of social stratification 

and mobility by centralised tribespeople and the lesser co-ordination 
amon'g segmentary tribespeople whose rural egalitarian structures 
still present practical and ideological problems ©f integration with 
urban hierarchical structures. For the latter, the sheer facts 
:of residence on a publically administered housing estate provide
normative.* and symbolic contexts which link otherwise contradictory

'■ : " . . ‘ .. . v Ttribal and cn.vmc roles, •
For : the foinner, there is no such contradiction of foies and 

these residential contexts merely help forward a process of personal 
inclusion in socio-economic categories which are additional to. those 
already existing in the rural tribal order'.

These7.facts contribute to stage four of my paradigm. This is 
that the intercalary/function of the local order for leadership role- 
sequences among segmentary tribesmen reflects its intercalary function

1 ■ ■'■■■ x. ■ .: As I hope is now clear, a civic role, at -its most complete and
; ideal,: is one performed without’’regard for kinship and tribal 
obligations, Hather, it is performed in response.to the/demands 
of the civic order as I have defined them.: The most important of
these demands.is the socio-economic ranking of.persons.



. -'XX -X ‘ Vy/Xy V" ;/x..:y,:/'h;.;330;-.i ■ -,;XXX:; ; y/X/|;:y/;:\ ; . ■ *. / ̂ _ ., /

for their, non-leadership role-seqUences. / Amo-ngy centralised X: 
tribesmen/the local'order; does. not. have!this' intercalary function 
' fbr their, non-leadership, role-seqixehces. I consider a r.ole-sequence X 
iny its --’context-. Of social/mobility, ; and illustrate in empirical detail
this.;,stage of the ‘paradigm in the following chapter*

.gk-Summary. „. X': - ''' X’

1 now state my ideal paradigm in its total ;form:'
..Stage X - Among thfe :migrants in Kampala; of a single segmentary tribe , .
there-is likely to -develpp a structure of formal voluntary associations! 
which is internally stratified,or,. which, through intentional or 
entailed policies of exclusion* highlights the socio-economic differen
tiation ,of feliowtribesmen. Fellowtribesmen who are socio-economically 
differentiated may belong to similarly differentiated clan, subtribe, 
and full tribal‘. associations* X .-X. ■ .
y; , ; Amohg the townsmen of a single centralised tribe, there is /
unlikely to - develop any structure .of' foriaal voluntary associations. 
Stage. 2 -Xy Formal voluntary associations which are:hot - specif ic to AyX/ 
a, single tribe are- likely ,to .develop in an area like Kampala East, X 
which .accommodates a hard core . of/socially mobile persons, more . .
cpmmit.tedv than mpst>.,.to urban employment, and living* These .association*: 
are ipcalXahdX city-wide ,/and are ranked above those of each tribe*..

■ /XXlyleadership/rble^sequence of a segmentary tribesman, traverses 
/successively • tribal, yio cali.ty', .. and .civic/political - associations*
■A cenfraidsed tribbsman *..s 1 eadership role-sequence be gins in'. 1 ocality ! 
•.associations. , . /X.' - u ■' . ,"y’ ‘



Stage 3 Leaders and associations may be regarded as indices of
'the solidai’ity of the groups or categories they represent. The 
stratification of associations, too, is reflected in a. like 
stratification of the respective groups. Similarly, a leadership . 
role-sequence reflects the path taken by a non-leadership role-or 
status-sequence, which is up and throiigh the ranked groups and 
categories.
Stage V  thus, for the ordinary migrant of a segmentary tribe
locality 'relationships are as intercalary in such a status-dequence 
as they, are in that, of a leader. For centralised tribesmen they 
are not. .

This.is, .1 repeat, an ideal paradigm. Throughout this-thesis 
X have concerned myself with the two major groupings of centralised ,. 
and segmentary tribesmen. In doing so, I have inadvertently 
exaggerated their respective internal similarities and external ; 
differences,, f-The alternative would have been to ignore this major 
distinction;and just describe persons, as members of individual tribes 
at varying degrees of social distance from each other..' But, in the 
sheer observation of' events during my’fieldwork and in what people 
.would say, it is difficult to ignore this distinction*
h “ Certainly, 'there are internal differences. The rural social 

structures differ in detail: the lineages of the Lugbara are relativel;
■Shallow; .the Alur, in particular, and the Acholi., to a lesser degree, 
show aspects of political centralisation; the Luo and Luhya appear 
to have similar segmentary structures, though, in fact, the Luhya 
have come to regard themselves as a relatively integrated grouping 
only recently.



The Ganda are the- only centralised people/with anything approaching 
de jure freehold land tenure and sale; much has happened in the 
kinship relations of the Ganda and Toro that.has. not happened among 
the. Boga and Hyoro, who must be regarded as umore patrilinealn than 
the Ganda and Toro; the Ganda are, of course, the host tribe, and 
this is as much an internal difference as is the fact for the group 
of segmentary tribes that the Luo, Luhya, and some Samia are from Kenya;, 

On the other hand, the internal similarities are important.
The LuoAcholi, Alur, and Lango are either or both linguistically 
and culturally related. The Luo, Luhya, and Samia show common 
cultural characteristics as well as b&ing, with the.exception of 
sbmeSamia, nationals of,the same country. The Lugbara are somewhat 
isolated', though they do appear to' recognise some implications of' 
common' residence in the district of West Kile with Jonam and Alur, ' :
whom one association leader accused of ^copying our association here 
in Kampala1’. Enduring relations between Lugbara and Acholi at 

their rural boundary peripheries, are not uncommon. The Kiga share 
linguistic affinities with the centralised Bantu, and this fact 
certainly facilitates a relatively high proportion of relationships 
between them..; But, in their attitudes to marriage, in their patterns 
of kinship obligations, and, in the existence of their urban tribal 
association, they.share much in common with the other segmentary 
tribes. The crucial internal similarities of this grouping of 
tribes are, of course, those relating to the localisation and/or 
ideological context of corporate agnatic and clan groups, including 
attitudes to marriage.and the status of women, and egalitarian values.



The internal similarities, of the centralised Bantu firstly 
. relate to 'the common facts of a. hierarchy of kings and chiefs, de jure 

de facto land tenure and ,sale, a relatively bilateral kinship. : ■ 
emphasis, a dispersion of clansmen, and a distinct attitude towards 
marriage and the status of women. .In other respects they are 
territorial3.y adjacent, and linguistically and culturally close.
In general', they show more internal similarity than the segmentary 
tribe s-, . ,

Because kinship and tribal relations have a persistent quality, 
ivliich is both ideological and practical, and because they are at the 
root of the distinction between segmentary and centralised tribesmen, 
as well as being particularly observable in everyday life, I choose 
this particular two-fold classification rather than attempt to 
embrace a.study of individually differentiated tribes.



CHAPTER ViXX . ; " • "

FROM .GROUPS- . TO '.NETWORKS ■ . ■ ■' if 3?-" ■ k . - -

a) The Aims of this Chapter

In’this chapter, i demonstrate .the final stage of my ideal 
■paradigm.'''"'’;- . . :

This is that•the facts of residence bn the housing estates of 
Kampala .East provide ‘the ordinary segmentary tribesman, who is not 
;necessarily a-leader,;with the opportunity of bridging otherwise * .
■ cqntradictory kinship/tribal and civic rolee. . .
■ ■ ;1In general terms this iniplies . that a mail living in Nagurti is . ,
able .'to;; resolve1 the rontradictioh of rples more efficiently than a 
.man „in.‘..Upper-.Nakawat }The'liatteh is better, able to ‘resalve the contra-', 
diction .ofroles ;than the man in, Lower .Kakawa^who "is socio-economically 
qualified to aspire to .higher status.v-.t\ '■ :
. < ■ \ This is why persons who 'are ' socially; mobile and who desire greater 
individual;choice of role behaviour.moye; to higher status localities. ; 
Ihave’ sugg'ested’l-1he■ manner's• in" which sueh moyeaents ar.e m a d e ■' •. ‘ - 

I! have ‘ not; yet described, the: diff erential, rolecseis •.characterising 
persons resident In these' localities* ; .1 shall do,-'this by analysing 
a- selected sample of four cases. . ; . ' - , ■

There is a basic point to this analysis. This is that Kampala 
East,enjoys a special position as a residential .ward ‘which is above 
the socio-economic average of Africans in Greater Kampala* and which 
accommodates migrants whose stake in a conventional system of social 
strati fie at ion is higher than most migrants elsewhere in the town*



 ̂f : I ■ khk Most locality'-.''.an cl! neighbour hop d relationships may alternatively
k ; k ■’*'.*/■' t kk "bo regarded as. leisure pr recreational relationships; . I have already, 1;.

. -k; described their .general- normative cphtent and the way they' are; , ;- ; ;;k =
1 A"-’' ;  adapted to * .the<;^kct:sk-of..mult‘1-1rilbhfcre'si&enc e- and- status differentiatic
‘ , kfThis description illustrated the relatively independent expectations

attaching, to hon-tribal and tfibai locality relatiphships.
' > Relationshipsfarebf'course, amenable to such differences in ;

k k‘ .nomenclature.',':'. -;Thus, a \heighbourhood;relationship; adheres to nmigh-: ;
k bourhood norms;, kyet^-is'internally differentiated according to whether

or not it.obtainsbetween;fellowtribesmen, or between socio-economici 
k . peers, and whether it is more or less; instrumental- or ..expressive* --k k
k Conversely, a tribal relationship, that is,;. one between fellowtribesmen,

k : *• is modified in the cqhtext of-neighbourhood in a way in.which it isk *
k not ' in/the!Context.*-say:, of; aktribal,; association, or in an affectively

V k neutral social zone , kif suchkexists. ■ k k, . . k : k- : k
k y k . k ^My . descriptions so f ar., of kdhCh/.relafionshipskhaveof course, been

’ static'hand, have . concentrated oh; their^-.hniv'ersaiityin the socialkandk/ ;
- k ecbiotigal’ contexts" pf public; hqusingkestates , k’kvEspe.cially,' 1 have ’ : .

fried to. show how membership of specifics groups affects the performance 
. . ' of roles; within these relationships* . ; k- ' k-k
a. I . am nov7 concerned, with .the dynamic aspects, of; role analysis*

: . . ; \Thhtk,is,.•• ‘I;>fish: to , illustrate a..status-sequence diachronically by1’ ..k . k;
k kv k . kpichihg: put’the k role-set spec if ichtok eachkhequentiai; status. -bhebk ' - 
k,; k ; ; ; k; status-sequehce is^ -’of*. course,that pertaining,;to successive movements ;

k k . kk:;f romkthe -suburbsk to ;Lowerx, and hpper;Kahawa',kho Naguru, and,, potentially , 
;k ■■k-..’ ;kkk vk\ to ./Ntihdak or-the. city- centre,'whether ,.-brk;no fhhe.se kmpvemehtskare ■ 3

undergone hykthe.same"person. . . . .



k ..Leisure,relationships theoretically embrace more than just those 
. of .neighbourhood arid, locality., and include those ̂ deriving from common 
workplace, tribe, school, ,and more casual 'connections. Neighbourhoodv 
and locality may provide the contexts for either very few or very 
many leisure.relationships. The level of technological development 
in the society and the individual economic statuses of persons in k 
that society appear to be tlie crucial factors determining which. 
Relatively high technological development usually indicates facilities 
of-transport and communications. Those able to afford the use of such 
services are more easily able to establish and maintain relationships 
with persons who are physically dispersed. But where, ss in most , k  
dev.eloping countries, the cost -of : such services constitutes a 
relatively large proportion of most persons’ incomes, one may assume 
that a larger proportion of leisure relationships and activities are 
necessarily confined to the locality or number of adjacent localities. 
Though.this is an unproven assumption, it may explain the quasi- 
corporateness of the localities in Kampala East. Other explanations 
of a highly' subjective nature might have to. resort to., such causes*pas . ,
a .derived , rural tribal ethos/for localised-corporate action, which 
is hardly easy, to sustain. < . k '

The facts remain that the localities of Kampala East do assumd;,
quasi-corporatenessTo a greater, extent than in, perhaps, London

" k l "  ' ' '• ■ - ' ■- - ■suburbia , residents see themselves as members, of one, or more, groups,

But see A. RUdolph, 'January, 1965,' .A Community;; is Born, New Society,
1 No.122, in which a .small London suburban estate is; so-arranged / 
physically, that it acquires group’;, properties, including,the' 
establishment of a residents1 association.



which-are ranked. - They, may be; *Tull or marginal members of a local .
elite, or may distinguish themselves as ,fone of the people11 of Lower 
or Upper Nakaitfa, or Naguru, or may merely lend support to a vigorous 
campaign by the tenants’ association for improved living conditions. 
Also, they distinguish other persons as belonging.or not belonging 
to such groups.‘and, quasi-groups. Locality leaders, become xtfell-known* 
Celebrities emerge. ^Mythical parables are.told:of Onyango, the 
askari who drank too much, beat his wife, lost his;job, and eventually ; 
‘lad to. go back to Kisenyiu; or of the day people from the Lower 
Nakawa bedspaces marched up to the estate manager and stated their 
intention to withhold payment of:rent until their living conditions 
were raised to those of Upper Nakawa. ; ~ . .
; \ — The, people of Kampala East live at a high spatial density and 
constitute a social and physical aggregate quite distinct from .the. 

residents either of the city centre or suburbs. Their neWorks of 
relations occasionally seem almost bounded and more typical of a, 
small-scale than complex society. . :  .

VXith Kampala East viewed in this perspective, I;now consider 
the interrelations, of three types ,of - relationship* .Again, they 
overlap at times. But they may frequently'be/:distinguished. They
are leisure,- kinship, and conjugal relationships. These latter, of 
course, very much affect each other for a segmentary tribesman. ,

The relationships draw .their' content from properties and attribute 
of the three role-suimiations 1 discussedi those of kinsman/trib.esma 
neighbour/resident, and member of a specific occupational category.



The justification for singling.'out leisure relationships for so 
much attention is the simple fact that they are so important in the 
lives of most persons, and.serve as indicators of social status and 
mobility.

Studies of;social mobility may be.focused on one or more spheres; 
of relationships. These: may be the occupational hierarchy, the 
power structure,.or the economic system. Clearly, these ale all 
related, though the focus of analysis; may be such as to abstract one 
of them. Fewer studies focus attention on the sphere of leisure 
relationships. : Yet, for most people, they occupy more energy and 
time than relationships concerned.with the allocation of power and 
wealth. I do not deny the crucial significance of the latter.
Indeed, I regard the ranking of occupational categories as,the prime 
determinant of group and,personnel differentiation, either directly 
or through expression of occupational role attributes.

- . But I consider there.' is a good case for analysing leisure 
relationships, more or less in their own right, in conjuction with, 
conjugal and kinship relationships, in order to illustrate the way 
in which the facts of residence in Kampala East affect.them and are 
,o£ especial significance for segmentary tribesmen. :

So far in this thesis I have concentrated on the part played . 
by groups in the general structure of urban relations. I illustrated 
that kin and tribal groups may be distinguished from local groups 
and that the former are more significant as determinants of behaviour 
among segmentary than centralised tribesmen, ; This detailed analysis 
of groups was necessaryj firstly, in order to prove that segmentary 
and centralised tribesmen are subject to different role-expeciations



in town, and secondly, ,to Andicate, the structural;.arrangement' of these 
groups into at least:a local system of.stratification, which is 
symbolised by a hierarchy of associations purpoi’ting to represent , 
these groups. , ■ . - ■ *’ -

But, of ,course, a person’s relationships do not fall neatly . 
into divisible group contexts. He is at the centre of a number of 
separate networks of relations, the constituent members of which are 
drawn;from any number of these groups. A person is a member of groups 
which are relatively enduring and bounded, but his particular networks 
are unbounded, 'whether they are close-knit or loose-knit.

The /question to be asked now is: if, in order to-become socially:
mobilej a.person must pass up and, through the ranked but overlapping 
groups I have described, in what, ways are his various situational 
networks likely to be altered; do they become more or less loose-knit; 
and how are their structures determined, by his changing obligations 
to kinsmen, fellowtribesmen, neighbours, and his wife and her kin?

, Though my interests are related tbethose of Bott, I do not use 
the. concepts of network and conjugal role-relationshipi to the same 
extent nor for precisely the same purposes. Bott’s concern was 
"to make comparative study of the relationship between conjugal 
role segregation and network-connectedness for each of the twenty 
families (analysed in the:study) as a social, system" • . My concern 
is to finderstand the different interconnections of kinship, conjugal, 
and.leisure relationships among both segmentary and centralised 
tribesmen in Kampala East. I use the concept of network because it 
helps me: describe and analyse, but ;X am not in a position to theorise

f, E. Bott,'1.957» opicid, p.61.
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about networks in general! . ” . v
It is probably an unorthodox method to present four very detailed 

cases in the penultimate chapter of a thesis*- The justification for 
this is simply.that, when an analysis moves from the consideration of 
roles ployed within groups'to -those played within networks, a- new 
frame of .reference is employed. Peoples1 relationships are looked; 
at from a different viewpoint and have therefore to be described in 
full. : • .. - , ' '

For the four cases, I have selected persons who are in some way, 
"typical" of the major social /categories at Naguru and Nakawa* Thus, 
they are married, are of at least nine y ears urban residence, and* 
at the distinctive stages in thpir role-sequences, altogether fall 
into the ;occupational categories into which, the estates1 populations 
are divided.: / ; . ‘ '

b) Gase 11 Segmentary Tribesman Exhibiting Highly Integrated Kinship, 
Conjugal, and Leisure Relationshipsim-T-p.-V.. ■ .V.i. .............. t.... ..    ■ mm* ‘ ,

Awuor is a Luo who lives in-Lower Nakawa. / He is thirty-three, 
has been married eight years and/has three children. He has been 
working in an Unski3.1ed capacity in Kampala for twelve years. He is 
at present a government office cleaner. He speaks no English but; / 
has a fluent and/extensive command of Swahili* - The following are
some items/, from his/urban:,'biography., ‘ , :

; y "When I first came to this place in 1952, I lodged, with my . .
brother (in fact, patrilateral parallel cousin) in Kibuli. That man, 
like me, had no education and was working as a porter. There was 
another brother from our village (in fact, a clansman of the same



home •••‘area'). % h a ' was living at Nakawa I n ;an upper ’gr oup . He was a i 
' highly educated .clerk* . I think my ::stai'*t here in-Kampala would have V 
been much better if \I had lodged with him first, but, of course, 1 ’
had to stay with that other brother, who was the real son of one of
my fathers (uncle). Also, this educated brother had some brothers 
of his oxna whom he had to help first.

This brother with whom I stayed in,Kibuli fouhd me a job with :
him as a porter. In those days I wanted to. get education, but he 
could not help. <Se‘: did not earn much, but if he had not. spent so . . 
much money on drinking and prostitutes he might have helped m e  a little 
After two years I met another brother from home (fellow villager but 
relationship uncertain). This man was lodging with a Luo friend 
in the lower groups of N a k a w a I  had to quarrel.with my bx*other in 
Kibuli before I could leave him. . He accused me and said he would
report my leaving him to our parents.. But 1 ;saw'thatliving with , . ;
this brother in Nakawa was a chance .to get a better job, because he 

, was working a machine at Port Bell (beer bottling 'company) I aiid . / •,
probably-he.-■could- help me, ; : = I 3 - :

: I . stayed with this, brother in a Nakawa bedspaCe for about’a year,/ 
but he could not get me a . job. Then he .decided to marry and/went: I;
back home- to ’find''.'a;- wife .and arrange (themarriage'. He also moved :. ;
•• to :al ho us el,in - Upper, Nakawa y -By y that/time my brother in1 Kibuli'was ■///I/
friendly to. me again,: but had lost' his job. As I was now the "owner" / 
of :that Naiiawa bedspace;, he came.-} to .. stay: with- me • - . During the, time V 
he was uhemployedy'I lost a lot of money keeping:him.: The trouble
was : that ; I Ims plannixig to marry ,,, beeause people liad said it was time;
I did, and the money I was losing on him was delaying my plans. ; ’
1 reasoned with:; him about this but he accused me of being "proud" 
and so we quarrelled Vagain. ( Soon he '/moved .to . lodge with a brother 
who lived: ±n••■Lower Nakaw.a but who was not a real brother ’ like myself - 
(that is,, was not cLose in terms of, agnatic descent). y

For some months 1 was not disturbed by brothers and was able to ••/ 
return home to arrange ray marriage . The parents Were not pleased , \ 
because .they had heard how I had mistreated my brother. , But I 
promised them I would not let the quarrel continue when I returned 
to Nakawa. . - '' ; -



Shortly hfter marrying I was able to get a job as a sweeper of 
offices. The wages were a little better but not much more. X 
stayed in this job until how. I also rented a Shs.l?/- house in >
a lower group in Fakawa. I did not earn enough to rent a house 
in Upper Nakawa.' Also, X now had a wife and children.

During this time we set up,a clan association. That brother b 
with"whom X had first stayed in Kibuli was now a head labourer, and 
it was he who was chairman of our association. We were both living; 
in Lower Uakawa aiid were very friendly towards each other.n

* . w ,There-are two main features of this account. One is the 
implicit statement of the ideal role summation of kinsman/tribesman. 
Stated briefly, this is that obligations to agnates and even to wider 
kin should be carried out regardless of personal ambitions, and that 
the obligations to close agnates should, be greater than those to 
more distant agnates or non-agnates. , Inevitable conflicts of role- 
expectation occur. Sometimes the incumbent is placed in a situation 
in which it is virtually impossible to reconcile the conflicting 
expectations of behaviour. A prime example of this occurs when 
Awuor t,reasons1’ with his cousin over the impossibility of his saving 
money towards bridewealth for his marriage while he acts as host and 
provider. Awuor accepts his nblameft when his kinsfolk show displeasur 
over his attitude, though there is no doubt that had he delayed his 
marriage plans too long he would have been condemned by Hparents,r, 
clansmen and fellowtribesmen, as was the Luhya described in chapter XI.

The other related main feature of the account is the way in 
which Awuor*s personal aspirations become diluted in time and coalesce 
somewhat with those of his clansmen who are his socio-economic peers. 
His earlier days in Kampala were charged with personal ambition which 
conflicted with the egalitarian values and obligations entailed in



the ideal,role summation of kinsman/tribesman. His later days 
witness a: compromise with the - 'world * He relinquishes the aspirations
he once had of "a better job,f. and resigns himself to permanent - ;
residence, in Lower rather than Upper Nakawa. Furthermore, he does 
indeed reconcile his disputes with his original urban host and 
subscribes fully to the clan association which is established,

Awuor explains that the scope of his recreation is limited in a
number of ways. / , ; . . ..

"When I come home from duty I always drink uji (porridge) which 
my wifevhas for/me. You.know that'we porters here in Lower Nakawa 
cannot enjoy: ourselves as we please. You.see those brothers of 
ours in Upper Nakawa and Naguru going to the cinema, or to some
dances at big clubs like Toplife or White Nile. But we are to enjoy
ourselves here, or at Kwaziba, or in the kyaro around (referring to . 
the suburbs in general)".. * ■

Most of Awuor fs evenings are indeed sj>ent in one of a small:  ̂,
number of ways in the areas he .mentions. The following is a condensed 
diary, written by myself, of his recreational activities and company 
over what seemed to be a reasonably eventful week,

Monday: , Awiior had told two I/uhya, a Luo and an Acholi friend,
who/live1, in Lower Nakawa, that he would be X'eady to play ajua (the
board game, common throughout' Africa, a p p a r e n t l y A  jua means : , 1  *
"he knows" in Swahili. The Ltiganda word for the game iswere ■ "The occivpations of the men/of the unskilled andnsemi-skilled 
categories. Only one had a reasonable spoken knowledge of English.

A y m o r  was. drinking uji when a clansman .from Kibuli suburb came 
to the house/.' The clansman said that the wife of one of their 
"brothers" liad/run away with another Luo, It was thought the couple 
had gone to Jinja. Another clansman, in fact a cousin of the husband, 
had gone to Jinja to "make the couple understand". Awuor was not .



explicitly asked to do op contribute anything. The visitor had 
merely passed 011 this informationy probably as an act of duty and 
because it afforded him the chance of an evening as.Awuorfs guest* 
Awuor insisted that the visitor stay for an evening meal of kuon 
(the Luo equivalent of ugali in Swahili, meaning a type of bread), 
cabbage, and fish. He informed his friends that they would have to 
play without him for this evening.

Tuesday.: They spent the whole of the evening playing a jua
until it got dark at 7*15 P*^* They devised a competition in which 
Awuor and a. Luhya, the other Luhya and the Acholi, and the Luo and 
another Luo who joined the game for the evening, each constituted 
teams• At one stage, about twenty male householders and innumerable 
children gathered round to watch the game. When it was too dark 
to continue playing they talked and laughed about a Ganda wife who 
.had beaten her "temporary" Soga husband over the weekend,after she 
had claimed he was spending every evening with prostitutes. This 
developed into a more serious discussion over the horrors of marriage, 
among "these Uganda Bantu", They started laughing again when jokes 
w e r e  made as to the "weakness" of men of such tribes. At about 
9 ,3 0 p.m. Awuor went to have his evening meal* The others also • 
broke up though some of them had already had their meals.

Wednesday: Awuor had arranged with an Acholi workmate to see
him at Lower Kiswa.and spend the evening drinking there*

Awuor spent an enjoyable evening at just one stall in Lower 
Kiswa, It is se.id that at these stalls a man can get drunk for less 
than a shilling. He met some other Luo friends from Lower Nakawa.
One or two were with their wives. In their cases, elder children 
were available- to. look after the younger. Awuor, the Acholi and 
some Luhya men agreed that they did not relish bringing their wives 
to these beer stalls. / They noted that the Uganda Bantu husbands 
seemed "to have to" bring their wives with them. They had 110 choice, 
since1 "their wives would leave them if they come here without them".

Awuor left at about 9 P*m. His. Acholi friend, who was.unmarried, 
decided to stay. On parting, they joked that Awuor did not have the 
Acholi's freedom, since he was obliged to return home to his wife.



Awuor said that the recompense for his comparative loss of freedom 
was that he had children "who would remember him and keep his name when, 
he was old and even when he was dead".

Of about twenty men who sat at 'Awuor!s table and with whom he 
occasionally or more frequently interacted, only six were skilled’ 
artisans. None required English in/their jobs, though about five 
men could speak a little. The general language of communication was 
-Swahili, though separate cliques might use Luganda or members1 

respective Nilotic dialects. There were some Rwanda, Toro and 
Ganda at the table, as‘well.as Luo, Luhya, Acholi, and Lugbara* } 
Some Ganda women were sitting with non-Ganda men* There appeared to 
be no feelings/ of tribal hostility, and cross-cultural,, inter-tribal // 
conversation cliques emerged almost as frequently as the more common 
Nilotic, Lugbara/Madi, and Bantu cliques (including Luhya).

Thursday: Awuor spent the evening: until 7*15  p.m. playing, ajua
with the same Lower Nakawa set of friends. He had his evening meal 
earlier than usual, at 8 p.m., and declined an invitation to join 
a malwa party’ at the other side of Lower Nakawa. He spent the rest 
of the evening indoors with his wife and children. The latter were 
normally expected to be asleep by 9 p*m. but tonight they stayed up 
later.

Fi’iday: Awuor was asked by his wife when he returned from work
whet hex4, she might visit a female relative of hers at Naguru. Awuor 
gave her permission to do so, and stayed with the children. He 
went out of his way to.explain to me that '"few Luo men are prepared 
to act as ayah (nurse) for their own children when they, have a wife, 
but, in the town, you must make exceptions. Also, in the town, a 
man must show that he loves his wife".

A Luhya friend spent an hour or so with Awuor in his home until 
the wife returned from Naguru at, about The three joked
about Awuor*s wife habing "run off to Naguru, because there are some 
big men and expensive cars and houses there". Awuor and the Luhya 
walked down to the Lower Nakawa beer bar and split a bottle of lager. 
Part of the ensuing conversation concerned the number of xoeox>le each .



knew- at Naguru. The Luhya appeared to derive more prestige through 
clamming to know more people there than Awuor, though a fair proportion 
of these were unskilled and semi-skilled workers. Awuor compensated 
by claiming that he was quite well-known by some of his subtribe 
living at Upper Nakawa* He then took the Luhya to the house in 
Upper.Nakawa occupied by the "brother" with whom he had once lodged 
in a Lower Nakawa bedspace (see above). This "brother" greeted 
Awuor warmly and accused him of not having bothered to visit him 
recently* Awuor replied that it was "for an Upper.Nakawa brother 
to visit a Lower Nakawa brother, but not the other way round".

This "brother" was now a storekeeper and earning nearly twice 
Awuorfs income, He seemed to accept Awuor*s point and promised he 
would visit him in-Lower Nakawa in the near future. The evening 
passed amiably enough.

Two months later, the ’'brother" had still not visited Awuor who, 
after being prompted.by.me, expressed little surprise at this and 
■seemed to concede;that the "brother's" interests were "different", 
or •■■at least put him in the. company of different people at different 
places of entertainment from his own.

Saturday: Awuor and his wife lunched early at about 11.30 a.m.
The £lcterduaghter of a clansman of Awuor, who lived in Lower Nakawa, 
had agreed to. look after their ‘children in' order to allow Awuor and 
his wife to visit a number of his kinsmen, mostly agnates, including 
some clansmen, but also a couple, the husband of whom .was related to 
Awuor through his mother's brother. Each of these.kin also regularly 
visited Awuor and his wife at Nakawa.

Because it was dark by the time they were ready to return to 
Nakawa, they had to catch a taxi from Kibuli, the fare for which was 
3/- (Awuor earns lAO/- a month). They had also taken the usual 
gifts of tea and maize flour, so that, though enjoyable, the day 
proved rather expensive.

Most of the discussion at each kinsman's household had concerned . 
the affair in which--a "brother's" wife had eloped to Jinja (see the 
Monday visitor). Though neither of the couple was related to, nor 
of the same clan .as the man and wife related to Awuor through his



mother's brother, these latter took a keen interest in what Awuor 
and some of his kin, had to, say about the; affair and sympathised and 
made suggestions. Largely out of affection arid, duty for Awuor and \ 
his wife, this, matrilateral relative, and his wife continued to follow 
with interest.developments in the case#

The eloping couple had, in fact, been traced to their whereabouts 
in Jinja, but, though the Luo paramour had admitted his guilt and 
■was^prepared to relinquish claim‘to the woman, the wife herself had 
vehemently refused to return to her husband. The help of the local 
gombolola police had then been requested at Jinja and the woman was to 
be sent to her husband’s rural home. ‘ The latter was preparing to 
leave, .for. home, himself . First, he had to arrange leave of absence 
from work,

Sunday: Awuor"'s--wife again reqiiested and was granted permission
to.visit a relative, this time in'Upper Nakawa. She also visited 
one at Kiswa. .

Awuor went with some friends from Lower Nakawa to watch an 
.afternoon game of football at Lugogo stadium. Two Luo subtribes 
were playing* . Awuor1s was not.one of them, but he was going along 
to watch the mat£h; : he .claimed, not so much because he cared which 
subtribe won, but because, jokingly, he wanted to act as "judge" 
in any ensuing disputes between those of his friends who were of 
either subtribe.

There are three main features of Awuorfs leisure activities.

These are: his prime association in the company of socio-economic

peers; the local confinement of his recreation to' places of more or 

less the same residential standing as Lower Nakawa, for example, 

Kwaziba, Lower Kiswa, and.even Kibuli; and his tendency to drink 

malwa (traditional beer) much more than "European" bottle beer.

These features may not seem surprising in themselves. But, 

taken together in their usual interrelated manner, they serve to 

divide persons and status-grouxos from each other. Another such
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feature is, of course, manner of dress, which, as a diacritical 

rather than syncretic characteristic of status differentiation, may 

occur in isolation.

Taken together, Awuor*s leisure relationships include a large 

proportion of kin and fellowtribesmen, most of whom are also socio

economic pgers. Clearly, these relationships constitute a network 

centred around Awuor, but not a bounded group*

Within this general network, there are indeed agnates, who 

theoretically constitute a bounded group# But it is not just 

agnates and clansmen who show their concern over the wife who has 

left her husband in Kibuli* Included, too, is at least one couple 

related to Awuor through his mother's brother. All these persons 

were already in established relationships of friendship with Awuor.

It is", of course, a g n a t e  and clansmen of both spouses vrtio take 

the necessary action to reinstate the woman with her husband. But 

the fact that concern, though not action, over this affair extends 

beyopd these particular groups to interested non-agnatic kin, indicates 

the existence around Awuor of a network which is close-knit enough 

to allow gossip and approximate statements of norms to circulate freely« 

Regarding clansmen as agnates by extension, we may refer to it as 

the effective kin network.

In so, far as it consists mostly of agnates and clansmen, this 

network almost coincides with the wider corporate agnatic and clan 

group. But the addition of even one man and his wife, not agnatically 

related to Awuor, dislodges this coincidence.

By dint of his regular maintenance of ties within this kin 

network, Awuor subscribes to the notion thkt a conjugal relationship



concerns more than,the two partners to it and that: (1) in the event- 

of disharmony, infidelity, or inappropriate behaviour by either 

partner, members of the respective agnatic and clan groups are duty- 

bound to take action to reconcile the relationships; and (2) non- 

agnatic kin should express concern over the disrupted relationship 

and approve the reconciliation, though they are not, expected to take 

any action*

Jhough close-knit, the kin network is theoretically unbounded 

in so far as any relative or clansman who comes to Kampala for the 

first time may join it*

Two factors seem to determine the extent to which the newcomer 

remains a regular member of the network and, as a consequence, the

extent to which the network remains close-knit.

These are his agnatic proximity to ego, and his fulfilment of 

socio-economic aspirations. With regard to the latter, it will be 

remembered that a nbrothern with whom Awuor had once lodged, had 

moved to Upper Nakawa, had improved his general status, and no longer 

kept in close contact with Awuor.

Awnorfs wife visits her own relatives unaccompanied by her 

husband, though she accompanies him on visits to his kin, thus 

becoming a regular member'of his effective kin network* Awuor, would 

appear to preserve to a relatively high degree the traditional respect 

relationship with his affines. His wife still asks for and is 

granted permission to visit them in the formal manner normally

characteristic of the rural home. Her o\m network of kin is thus,

distinct from Awuor*s.
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The members constituting Awuor’s effective kin network may 

be distinguished from his more purely leisure associates, who include 

fe11owtribesmen, non-fellowtribesmen, neighbours and fellow residents, 

and workmates. This leisure network is not, of course, as close-knit 

as the effective kin network. But the local confinement of JAwuor’s 

recreational activities tends to throw him into the company of the 

same friends, ranging from the Lower Nakawa players of ajua to fairly 

regular fellow drinkers at the Lower Kiswa beer stalls.

Awuor*s wife does not habitually accompany her husband on such 

visits, though Awuor concedes his wife the right to expect him home 

at a reasonable hour. He also conceded the right that she should 

herself visit a relative two days after he went drinking at Lower 

Kiswa, even though this obliged him to look after the children, a 

task normally spurned by Luo males of his age. He also spent:; part 

of the previous evening indoors with his wife and children.

To what extent, then, can we speak of their conjugal role- 

relationship as being either segregated, intermediate, or joint?

I would suggest that the relationship combines all three aspects,
'Ieach deriving from the contexts of the three networks distinguished.

The relationship is joint with regard to Awuor*s effective kin 

network. The couple visit, or are expected to - visit, Hlwuor's kin 

together. A member of the network, a clansmen, visits Awuor and 

shares a meal at his house. Awuor*s wife observes the role tradition

ally expected of Luo women to ’’welcome** visitors. Finally, as I 

have stressed repeatedly, the relations between-the couple are subject
'i I need hardly mention that a much larger number of networks may be 

distinguished if more numerous and precise criteria of affiliation 
are used.



to the surveillance of members of the kin network.

But it is a segregated conjugal role-relationship \tfith regard 

to the wife’s kin network, some of whom will include her agnates.

Awuor thus preserves the formality in his urban affinal relationships, 

even though, as I indicated in chapter XI, many men protest against - 

this formality while they are in town* He does not frequently 

accompany his wife on her visits .to her kin, and, apart from expecting 

her to. ask his; permission to see them, they do not enter significantly 

into his normal life.

Two factors-could alter this situation. One is default in 

what is usually a lengthy payment of bridewealth* Awuor claims to 

have fulfilled most of these obligations, though one..may assume that, 

earlier in his marriage, his wife’s affines occupied more of his 

attention in this respect. The second factor is, of course, default 

by the wife in the conjugal relationship, when Awuor would certainly 

invoke their aid.

Since neither of these factors apply in Awuor*s marriage, his 

wife’s agnates and other kin remain predominantly her concern and 

not his.

Awuor*s wife is largely excluded from his purely leisure network 

of socio-economic peers* Though, as a woman, she is hardly likely 

to become a player of ajua, there would be no particular stigma 

against her accompanying her.husband to a Lower Kiswa beer stall.

Some other men had their wives with them there. . But Awuor is uneasy 

about bringing his wife, in addition to which, arrangements would 

have to be made regarding care of the children. He expresses this 

sentiment and finds sympathy for it among his friends.



But he does return home from, the beer stall'at a fairly early 

hour. The next day he declines an invitation to.'another beer party 

and prefers to spend the rest of the evening with his wife and 

children. He also makes the other concessions which I have mentioned.

Awuor cannot be said to have segregated the activities of his 

leisure network of socio-economic peers from considerations of his 

wife, though he certainly has not integrated her into the activities* 

/Their conjugal relationship is thus intermediately placed between 

joint familial considerations of husband and wife and the desire 

of the husband to segregate certain of his leisure activities from , 

participation by his wife.

The important overall featui*e of the leisure network of socio

economic peers is that, in the attitudes by members to the status 

of women and the place of kin in the, conjugal relationship, it echoes 

the norms circulating in the effective kin network itself. Thus,

Awuor finds agreement.among his friends at Lower Kiswa in his 

reluctance to bring his wife to drink with him at the beer stall.

He and his fellow players of ajua in Lower Hakawa emphasise the value 

of "brothers" in maintaining the stability of a marriage and compare 

this with what they regard as the unhappy lot in marriage of the 

'‘Uganda Bantu". Awuor and his Luhya friend are conscious of any 

breach of the norm that kin should visit kin.

It is interesting to note, also, that Luo, Luhya, and Acholi 

are dominant non-kin members of this leisure network. They are' all 

from segmentary tribes, a fact which helps the equivalence of nox-ms 

in the network.



Awuor clearly experiences no! conflicts of role-expectations in 

relationships of h i s ,close-knit, effective kin network and the 

leisure network of socio-economic peers. Indeed, the two sanction . 

one another. On::the one hand, Awuorfs effective kin network provides 

a large proportion of his leisure relationships. Onifre other hand, 

his purely leisure network echoes the norms more clearly voiced by 

the former. Members of both networks are of approximately equal 

socio-economic status.

Not only does Awuor experience non-conflicting relationships 

in these two networks, but his wife fulfils the expectations of her 

that she become a regular member of her husband’s kin network, while, 

maintaining her own kin network independently, and, furthermore, 

accepting her exclusion from regular active participation' in'her 

husband’s leisure network.

Kinship,, conjugal, and leisure relationships thus more or less 

determine each other for both spouses. There is a constant -flow 

and feed-back of norms and sanctions which integrate the relationships 

with- each'other relatively smoothly. Moreover, this integration of 

roles and relationships operates v^ithin specific, local contexts.

The fact of . Awuor *s residence in Lower Nakav/a crops up repeatedly 

as a part-determinant of personal association* He recognises his 

limited recreational scope by.claiming that "we...(of Lower Nakawa)

*. are to enjoy ourselves here or at Kwaziba.•(or Lower Kiswa or 

Kibuli where he mostly goes)". He intimates, also, his recognition 

of the hierarchy of localities as outlined in chapter IV, and of 

his places of recreation as being located in the lower ranks of this



hierarchy. Implicit, of course, is the realisation that the levels 

of a m a n ’s income, education, and general sophistication determine 

the forms of recreation he is equipped to enjoy. Cinemas, "European11 

bottle-beer bars, and dances at "big clubs" are the perquisites of 

higher socio-economic status, and mostly concern the people of 

Upper Nakawa and Naguru.

Most of this is a statement of fact, but a little of it is 

X'ationalisation. After all, at Naguru as well as Upper Nakawa, 

ther’e are small minorities whose socio-economic standing is no higher 

than the average of Lowei' Nakawa. It is often the sheer fact of 

residence alone in the higher status locality which affects the 

subjective assessment of this standing by those living in a lower 

status locality. Thus, Awuor*s Luhya friend derived prestige through 

his acquaintanceship with Naguru residents, some of whom were of no 

higher socio-economic standing than either himself or Awuor.

Finally, Awuor states what appears to be a norm qpproaching 

mutual acceptance when he suggests that his Upper Nakawa "brother" 

should be held responsible for initiating and maintaining visits to 

(and, presumably, other general relationships with) relatives living 

in Lower Nakawa.

The statements and actions of Awuor suggest, therefore, a 

connection between highly integratedl&nship, conjugal, and leisure 

relationships,and residence in a lower status locality.

I follow on from this suggestion by concentrating now on the 

networks of relationships centred around Awuor’s storekeeper "friend", 

who lives in Upper Nakawa.



It may be remembered that this storekeeper, whose name is- Okach, 

moved to Upper Nakawa from a Lower-Nakawa bedspace when he married. -

He was at that time sharing the bedspace with Awuor, and was a 

semi-skilled machine operator. ;

He had many employment advantages over Awuor then, though they 

would not be regarded as such in the present over-employment of 

partially educated men in Kampala. At the time, however, he had 

seven years of formal education, could speak reasonably good English, 

and had been: in Kampala long enough to understand the values and 

methods underlying the particular forms of urban individual achievement 

At the present time, a high standard of formal education, no less 

than Ordinary School Certificate, or an equivalent technical 

qualification, is. necessary for* comparable success.

Okach is not closely related to Awuor, but comes from the same 
"I ’rural village. Some of his relatives are also related to Awuor, so 

that their respective kin networks overlap slightly. Additionally, 

ties of common rural residence take on part of the idiom of kinship, 

especially in town. For instance, Awuor lodged with Okach and 

expected the latter to find him a job, as he might expect an agnate 

or clansman. ' .

But Okach does, of course, have close relatives of his own,

Some live in Lower and Upper Nakawa, some in the suburbs, and some, 

at" Naguru and Ntinda. Does, then, the estrangement or lesser

In fact, the Luo do, not have villages in the sense of nucleated
- settlements of-homesteads. But membership of adjacent or nearby 

homesteads of a generally,definable rural area, ‘ largely coincident
- with that of a maximal lineage or clan, invoi$©s similar feelings 
of fraternity and familiarity, which assume particular significance 
in town. ;



'interactional density in his relationships with’ Awuor reflect- 

similar estrangements in relationships with his.-own urban kin, some 

of whom are close, agnates

c ) Case 2 : Segmentary Tribesman Exhibiting
1) Relatively Conflicting Kinship, Conjugal,

• ' . and 'Lemsure Relationships, 
progressing to; ii) Reduced Conflict in these~Relationships.

Okach moved in-. 1 9 5 ^ from the Lower Nakawa bedspace he was sharing 

with Awuor. He had been in Kampala since late 1950. He, too,-.had 

spent an initial period in Kampala living in a suburb. He had lodged 

with a patrilater.al parallel cousin who was some ten years older 

and married* „ Since this cousin had full brothers living with him, 

Okach*s-departure from the suburb to the Lower Nakawa bedspace was 

regarded as relieving congestion In the home and no quarrel occurred 

between Okach and his cousin.

Okach, w a s .able to maintain frequent and close relations with 

this cousin while he was single, even though he lived in relatively 

distant' Lower Nakawa. When Okach married and moved to Upper Nakawa, 

there was an immediate reduction in the number of visits he paid 

his cousin., ' Okach explained simply that he now had a home of his own

at which to spend his time. This was not how his cousin viewed

the matter.

His cousin pointed out that Okach' had made three achievements 

simultaneously. „• ‘

; He had reached the stage at which he could afford to maryy.

This stage, as I have indicated, is not merely a point on the social

life cycle. For many segmentary tribesmen who work’in town, it also
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indicates that they have saved enough cash from their earnings to 
make an initial contribution to the high bridewealth payments normally 
required of them. In other words, marriage.is partly a socio-economic 
achievement in this context.

Okach had also moved to a more expensive house in Upper Nakawa 

at his marriage. Again, the movement can be justified on the practical 

grounds that Okach could not easily; accommodate his wife in a bedspace. 

On the other hand, as his cousin suggested, the movement meant more 

to Okach than this. He could, after all, have rented a 17/- house 

in Lower Nakawa, one of xdiich wad indeed available slightly earlier 

than the,23/- house he did choose to. rent*

Finally, it was shortly after he moved that Okach elevated his 

occupational status by relinquishing his semi-skilled job as machine 

operator and obtaining skilled and-more lucrative employment as a 

storekeeper, in which he was wholly required to use his knowledge of 

English.

It is understandable, therefore, that, to his cousin, (Dkach’s 

movement from Lower to Upper Nakawa should represent a cluster of 

more or less simultaneous^;-achievements, and that these should be /

regarded as largely responsible for the immediate reduction in the 

number of visits Okach then paid his cousin. ./

And, to some extent, these assumptions were true. Okach, not 
surprisingly, did develop interests which transcended those of his 
cousin, and did evaluate himself more highly in socio-economic status.

He tended to frequent "European" bottle-beer bars far more than 
the "African" beer stalls. He went to movies in the city centre,



His company of socio-economic peers were his cousin’s superiors.

He tried to integrate his wife into his leisure relationships far more 

than his cousin. He required his wife’s co-operation and interest . - 

in many more of his leisure activities. She, in turn, expected him 

to reciprocate by accompanying her on visits to her kin, his affines. 

He did not preserve the formality of affinal relationships to the 

same extent as his cousin, who, in all these attributes of role 

performance, shared much in common with Awuor.

Eventually, Okach moved to Naguru. This ultimate movement 

seemed to take Okach away even further from expectations of the ideal 

role summation of kinsman/tribesman. His cousin also appeared to 

accept the normative implications of the movement, in the same way 

as Awuor had accepted that Okach, when he earlier moved to Upper 

Nakawa, would inevitably visit him less often. Conflicts of role- 

expectation experienced by Okach were thus reduced in their intensity, 

though they were not totally eliminated, I illustrate this gradual 

process throiigh Okach’s own recounts, stated in English, and comment 

011 them.

"It is true that I found it more difficult to visit my cousin.
But I also found it more difficult to visit other brothers who live 
in places like Kibuli and Mengo. When a man has a wife, he must 
p^spect her and heed her wishes. How could she enjoy malwa beer 
as X used jbo as an unmarried man? You know that she successfully 
completed KAPE (Kenya African Preliminary Examination, representing 
eight years of school education). She wants to attend the dances 
at Naguru and likes to go to the cinema sometimes, whereas the sort 
of people who live in Lower Nakawa and Kibuli prefer to take their 
enjoyment in malwa and waragi."
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Okach brackets together the kinds of recreational activity 

undertaken by people in Lower Nakawa and the suburbs, and illustrates 

that they depart someitfhat from his own. His wife has more direct 

say and participation in these activities than Awuorfs wife, though, 

to some degree, he uses his wife’s interests in a convenient 

rationalisation of his own. Assuming that the concept of connected ne 

in conjugal role-relationships is relative, we may say that the 

relationship between Okach and his wife is more joint than that 

obtaining between Awuor and his wife'. This applies in all three 

networks of leisure relationships dealt with in Awuor’s case.

Firstly, Okach*s wife is expected to accompany him on visits 

to his kin. In this respect, their relationship does not differ 

from that o f .Awuor and his wife. There is the suggestion, however, 

that Okach does depart a little from his idea3- role summation of 

kinsman/tribesman by including rather more non-agnates in his 

effective kin network than Awuor does.

Secondly, unlike Awuor, Okach is edpected by his wife to 

accompany her on visits to her kin.

Thirdly, she is actively integrated into her husband’s leisure 

relationships to a greater extent than is Awuor*s wife,

These differences have not-always existed of course. Okach 

explains how, in his early days in Upper Nakawa, his loosening of 

ties within his close-knit, largely agnatic, effective kin network 

involved him in a series of disputes*

"There was the time when I took an active part in advising a 
Luo friend (who was not related;, and whom he had first met in Kampala)
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about his marrigge, You see, this friend had.fallen in love with 
ah unmarried Luo girl who was lodging with her married brother in 
Upper Nakawa. The girl’s brother was trying to find a good husband 
for her - someone who was able to start paying cattle (for bridewealth). 
My friend couldn1t afford this yet, even though he was of the age 
to marry, and even though he and the girl loved each other most.
The girl’s brother couldn’t allow the marriage to take place between 
them, but the girl refused to be introduced to the other Luo men who 
had arranged with hOr brother to see her. She chose to live with 
my friend in his house in Upper Nakawa. Many of her brothers 
(i.e. agnates) accused my friend and even' complained to my friend’s 
brothers (i.e. his agnates). But it was from me, as his best friend, 
that he took advice# ' My advice was that he should keep the girl 
with him. They should not worry about the cattle yet, because, as 
a clerk, he would not be too long in saving money to buy cattle.
As a. clerk, also, he could not be expected to be treated as a porter. 
That was my advice.

My own brothers (again, mostly agnates and clansmen) said I had 
done very badly to give such advice. They.said it was obvious that 
the girl’s brother was right and that the girl and my friend were 
behaving badly. 1 argued with them (sometimes individually and 
sometimes during a visit to a group of kinsmen) and said that it 
was surely better that she have a good husband whom she loved and 
who, could afford to keep her well in the future. They said that 
even an educated man could be a thief (i.e. could refuse to pay 
bridewealth) and that I was acting proudly because 1 also was like 
my friend (i.e., of the same general occupational category and sharing 
similar ideas). We sometimes quarrelled and I was sometimes accused 
of being proud."

- Contrary to Awuor, Okach did-not fully subscribe to the notion 

that a conjugal relationship is the immediate concern of close kin 

as w e l l  as the partners to it themselves, Olcach’s close-knit kin 

network was similar to Awuor*s in its subscription to this value*



Okach rejects the network’s expectations of him in' this matter. 

Moreover, lie draws an implicit, though very clear socio-economic 

distinction between himself and his fellowtribesman friend on the 

One-'hand, and the members of the kin network itself on the other.

Another dispute ensued a year afterwards. . This concerned 

Okach*s refusal to continue to pay the school fees of a patrilateral- 

cross-cousin. He had already helped two full brothers in Kampala 

by accommodating them and providing their food and clothes. One 

had eventually obtained employment. The other left Kampala and 

continued schooling,in Kenya on a government scholarship. Okach, 

now with two young children of his own and intent also on saving 

money, "for a c a r " h a d  steadfastly refused to continue paying his 

cousin’s school fees. The cousin was at school in Kenya and Okach 

normally sent money home each term, until his refusal. The "parents 

immediately communicated with his close kinsmen.in. the town, again 

mostly agnates, who protested against his decision. Envy may have 

been a feeling,behind this protest, by relatively deprived kinsmen, ■ 

but the protest was also legitimate,according to the ideal role 

summation of kinsman/tribesman, Okach was adamant and endured, the 

condemnation to which, he was subject from both town and country.

Within his own minimal lineage, too, Okach found further 

disfavour when he sent only 200/- of the 600/- his father had said 

was necessary to x̂ lô -gb. "their" land at home, 1 „

. None of this is to say that Okach was ndt. an active member of a 

kin network. His relationship with.his fellow Luo friend, though 

the latter w a s ' not. a blood relative, became pseudo-kinship,: as did a 

number of his relationships with fellowtribesmen of the same socio
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economic, status and resident in either Upper Nakawa or Naguru. 

Additionally, his network did include blood relatives, though these 

tended to be selected in the light of common recreational interests, 

which, as I have illustrated, largely rest on socio-economic factors. 

Okach’s close-knit kin network of socio-economic inferiors became 

progressively less significant for him, while his relationships 

within the pseudo-kinship network of socio-economic peers became 

more established.

This pseudo-kinship network is defined as such because mutual 

aid, reciprocal visiting, and reference behaviour were normative, as 

they are in the network of real kin. But the mutual aid extended 

beyond problems of urban subsistence to those of conspicuous consumptioi 

and often entailed informal financial loans given and received for 

the purchase of a car, motor cycle or some furniture* It also 

included "anti-ethnocentric11 advice on marriage and, importantly, 

on residence.

It was through this network, therefore, as well as through an 

overlapping network of non-fellowtribesm|n--friends, that Okach was 

persuaded to apply for a house at Naguru, to w'hich he eventuallyrncjved. 

The form of reciprocal visiting stressed the comin^v.together>^ two
r- / ’■ '

or a few individual families rather than individuals intg/groups.
V

Thus, Okach and his wife were often visited in their home by a single 

family: on one occasion it was a patrilateral cousin and his wife

and children; then, it was his wife’s relative and wife; then,

Okach’s sister and husband; . his Luo friend and wife; another Luo 

friend and wife; an unmarried man related to Okach through his mother;
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another patrilateral cousin, also unmarried, of Okach; and, on

succeeding occasions, other of OkadJh's wife*s relatives, and other

of his affines, all accompanied by their spouses, came to see them#

All couples shared certain attributes in common. They each

tended to constitute a joint conjugal J’ole-relationship* They

frequented bottle-beer.bars, cinemas, "club" dances, aspired to

possession of a car, and mostly lived in Naguru, particularly, or

Upper N alcawa# Moreover, they stressed the integral part played
by the "home11 in these visits and in their conceptions of their 

■ 1status-images# Thus, it was important to have "good", Sikh-made 

furniture, raffia mats, small embroidered table-cloths, and suitable 

wall-adornments. Some of them grew flowers in their gardens in - 

preference to maize or some other edible crop. Together, they 

showed a broad normative congruence which emphasised, the desirability 

of an. autdiidi>i£Sfc> nuclear family life, and o f , the common, leisure 

interests outlined above#
- ' ' \

This common desire for greater individual and family^atftonomy 

is the most significant criterion defining the pseudo-kinship network. 

It links fellowtribesmen, who do not necessarily know each other, to 

a central ego, in a common interest against the opposing interests 

of. an ideological tribal collectivity# The latter are vested in 

and -proclaimed by members of the various kin networks specific to 

each couple•

"i cf. Young and Wilmott, 1937? op.cit#, p#136. "In a life now 
house-centrad instead of kinship-centred, competition for status 
takes the form of a struggle for material acquisitions.



The pseudo-kinship network is loose-knit,. Nor instance, of 

those couples who visited Okach, and were visited by him, only a 

small number, knew each other. Whereas Awuor*s effective kin network, 

being, composed mostly of agnates, regularly became corporate in parts, 

while remaining essentially unbounded and ego-centred, Okach*s 

pseudo-kinship network included no corporate sectors, while also 

remaining unbounded.and ego-centred. P

The pseudo-kinship network overlaps considerably in its functions 

with what may be called Okach*s simple leisure network. That is to 

say, Okach has other leisure relationships with persons of other 

tribes who cannot easily become pseudo-kinsmen, but who emphasise 

similar attributes of socio-economic peerage, the integral place 

of the home in nuclear family visiting, and the frequenting of 

bottle-beer bars, cinemas, and "club" dances. Not being Luo, they 

cannot fully understand the conflicts of expectations to which Luo 

pseudo-kinsmen are involved. But, if they are segmentary tribesmen, 

they; gain partialpunderstanding from their own experiences.

Okach*s leisure network is also more loose-knit than Awuorfs* 

Okach is not sc^iocally confined in his recreational activities as 

Awuor, so that he is less likely to be thrown so regularly into the 

same company of friends, though this point is not to be overstressed. 

The main distinguishing feature is that, by virtue of its local 

Confinement, Awuor*s leisure network is always potentially more 

closely-knit than Okach*s. Thus, Awuor*s friends may.range from those 

playing ajua to those found drinking at Kwaziba or Lower Kiswa, 

whereas Okach*s friends may be spread out beyond Kampala Bast as well



as within its.Individual localities, though there is a preponderance 

of, them at Naguru and Upper Nakawa. Furthermore, Okach‘s x^ife's 

friends are also likely to he members of this network, whereas 

Awuor's wife's friends are not. These differences also apply to 

their respective real kin and pseudo-kinship networks*

There is the related feature that Okach is better able than 

Awuor to incorporate workplace associates in his leisure network 

of socio-economic peers. Awuorfs ‘workmates are largely unkkilled 

like himself and continue to stress the relative economic inter

dependence of kin and clansmen. Gkach’s workmates are economically 

more independent and aspire to a larger number of expressive 

relationships with non-kin.

Conflicting kinship, conjugal, and leisure relationships became 

less so for Okach only after he remained adamant over certain issues 

and refused to concede his close-knit, real kin network the right 

to prescribe his behaviour. Coincident with these issues, is the 

single issue of his movement from Upper Nakawa to Naguru. This 

movement was made by reference to networks of socio-economic peers,, 

and its motive influenced by the latter..

Putting it simply* we may say that Okach moved from Lower to 

Upper'Nakawa, then to Naguru, while, he was also moving through 

sxiccessively higher socio-economic peer-groups and interests, and 

while he was largely exchanging his close-knit, effective network 

of kin for a pseudo-kinship network, which, in many respects, is . 

indistinguishable from his multi-tribai leisure network of socio

economic peers.



Through the idiom of residence in variously evaluated localities, 

Gkach has reduced the intensity of conflicting kinship, conjugal, 

and leisure relationships. But it is a reduction of: conflict., L. 5 

not an elimination,

"I have-been in Naguru two and a half years now, 1 know that 
I: have climbed a lot in my life, I have many friends here at Naguru.
I also have some at Ntinda and Kololo. They are of many different 
tribes and are big clerks or hold good jobs. Those of my brothers - 
who call me proud are some how joalous of my success. They make 
it 'difficult for me to keep visitng them in a friendly manner. But 
I am very kind to my real brothers and X always look after my 
parents at our home,"

Okach thus admits his passage from a close-knit, effective 

network of real kinsmen, mostly agnates, to the loose-knit networks 

of pseudo-kinsmen and leisure associates. At the Saem time he 

stresses that his obligations to close agnates, that is, "real 

brothers11 and "my parents at. home", remain more or less unchanged.

And, in essence, they are indeed largely unaltered. Okach does 

continue to help his full siblings with money, occasional accommodation, 

and clothes. H e .always responds to a request from his father and 

mother, also for money or Glothes, even though he may not forward 

as much a s m s  requested. He does not allow his visits home to his 

parents to become too. infrequent, nor does he ever go home without 

gifts for his parents. It would seem, therefore, that relationships 

directly stemming from his natal nuclear family most closely adhere 

to the norms of his ideal role summation of kinsman/tribesman, but 

that relationships stemming from his extended- family, the various
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lineage levels, the clan, and from membership of the ideological 

tribal collectivity, depart somewhat from these norms without 

actually losing sight of them#

d) Summary of Gases 1 and 2

The cases of £|wuor and Okach each illustrate different 

integrations of leisure, kinship, and conjugal relationships.

In Awuor*s case they are highly integrated. It is.difficult 

for him to alter one set of relationships without altering any other* 

Kinsmen, mostly/agnates, occupy the governing set of relationships# 

His conjugal and leisure relationshix-)S were to greater and lesser 

extents, respectively, determined bjs his relationships with kinsmen.

But his leisure relationships are also partly governed by the 

facts of residence and by his socio-economic status. In these 

contexts alone they may be manipulated to alter conjugal and kinship 

relationships.

Thus, Okach elevates his residential and socio-economic status, 

and, at the same time, fits his kin and conjugal relationships to 

the facts of his new leisure relationships. A loose-knit, pseudo-kin 

network takes the place of the close-knit, effective network of 

real kin. The leisure and pseudo-kin networks overlap considerably, 

and both require a xnelatively joint conjugal relationships.

Whereas, in Awuorfs close-knit, effective kin network, generally 

the same persons interact, Okach1s networks of both pseudo-kin and 

non-fellowtribesmen Include a constantly mobile personnel, who are 

generally not known, or at least, less well known, to each other.



In Awuor*s case, the triad of relationships involved people who 

directly affect each other's behaviour, through condemnative sanctions 

invoked from the rural home as Well as town. In Okach*s case, these 

effects on behaviour are indirect and persist more through.imitation 

and emulation, ,, ,

Okach emphasises the rights of individual c’hoice in his triad 

of relationships.1 Awuor emphasises communal stricture and a.rigid 

adherence to consistent sets of ideal norms 1

e ) Centralised tribesmen and the Urban Patron-CIient R elationship

I n o w . consider kinship, conjugal and leisure relationships as 

they may be experienced and conducted by centralised tribesmen in 

Kampala, East ♦ : ■ . . '

As well as the many other important differences of strudnre.and. 

role-expe.ctation between segmentary and centralised tribesmen, there, 

is one very important feature largely exclusive,to the latter. This,

is the. system of patrqn-client relationships.
1 2 'Southall and Fallers stress this feature of: Ganda society.

The former explains its extension' to contemporary urban conditions.

All centralised societies have systems of patron-client relationships, .

whether or not they are specifically expressed as such in the vernaculai

We may regard, such systems as dominant features of such feudal-like •:

centralised states, with their patrimonial retainers, as the

Interlacustrine Bantu.

A. W. Southall, 1936, Determinants of- the Social Structiire ' of African 
Urban Populations, with Special'HOfer.ence to Kampala (Uganda), in 
Social. Implications of Indtistrializatidn and Urbanization in Africa 
South of the Sahara, I.A.I. for Unesco.

2 L,A. Fallers, ed, 196*f, The King's Men, 0.IT.P. for B.A.I.S.P.



: ' For the Ganda Fallers states, "Personal ambition was, and is, 

considered,:to be a right and proper emotion. Though there are 

opprobrious terms in Luganda for the "upstart" or the "pander", yet 

the; pushing, energetic fellow was looked up to, even though he kicked 

others down in his ascent. He was admired because he was able to
1•buildup a personal following, but also because he ran risks

Southall states, "The idea is deep3.y rooted among the Ganda

that advancement comes from personal sponsoring bather than as the

natural reward of merit. One who seeks advancement must therefore

pay court to those who have the power to confer it on him." "....a

social relationship is built up, and as time goes on the client can

beg his patron for favourable;consideration when lucrative jobs fall
2vacant,..........". Ingratiation, leading to initial dependency

on a patron, may eventually enable the dependent or client to achieve 

independent and equal status provided he uses his period of dependency 

to accumulate the wealth and regular income necessary for a permanent 

higher standard of living. . "

The'system of patroh-client relationships is very obvious in 

Ganda society and..extends to urban Ganda. As an integral feature of 

centralised society we may expect to find a similar system among the . 

Toro, Nyoro and Soga. Among these tribes the system does not appear t 

so clearly delineated and, in the rural areas, is apparently less

emphasised than among the Ganda. , In Kampala, however, it is far
5 • .

more evident and as a common pi'inciple of urban organisation links 

the Ganda with these three tribes more than any other of their shared

V. Fallers, op.cit., p.273, 196^
 ̂ Southall, 1936, op.cit, pp. 373-6
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rural-based principles of social organisation*

It is not surprising that patron-client relationships receive 

heightened emphasis among centralised tribesmen in Kampala* In the 

first place the instrumentality inherent in the relationships is 

particularly suited to the various forms of urban individual 

achievement, which are both rapid and transitory.’ In the second place 

it is of mutual benefit to all centralised tribespeople in Kampala, 

and to some extent reduces the social distance between them.

The four tribes constitute an obvious super-tribal category 

in Kampala in which there is the general recognition of common social 

and cultural characteristics. But the Ganda have remained the 

dominant reference group within this category, a fact deriving both 

from their position as host or local tribe in and around Kampala, 

and from the immense culturaD. and political influence they exert 

throughout the nation of Uganda.

In Kampala the admixture of the four tribes, and, indeed, of 

members of.-other centralised tribes, enables the dominant Ganda 

patterns of relationships to be imitated within the super-tribal 

category, which, to this extent, then ceases to be a category and > 

becomes something approaching a collectivity. So it is with urban , 

patron-client relationships. These may frequently obtain between 

members of different tribes within this super-tribal.collectivity, 

as well as between fellowtribesmen.

These values of self-advancement are clearly distinguishable 

among centralised tribespeople in Kampala from the more rigid 

egalitarian values of segmentary tribespeople. In fact, it is
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:v- possibly -.rarely;^thativalues: of 'any.: kind ‘may be picked put, from the 
^contexts :of ! urban Sobialbehaviour so■•■easily. Were .this hot so, 

ypy I^wquld have-;hesitated in continuing the analysis to include, the 
. ■ distinction, ‘ \ o. r.- •: ' '' "v > *' /’"h ,.
■ ’ Perhaps; the main analytical feature of the urban: pabron-client ‘

relationships and the' values behind them is that they often cross-cut 

kin or othexy groups'based o n :descent, ,and may even cut across-tribal 

. 1--groups.; . Thus, amongf the' sbgmenbary. tribes,, as I,.have. illustrated, ; 

, ■ even, the mildest forms of individual self-advancement involve ; conflicts 

of. role-expectation between'kin, clan and fellowtribesmen. , 1 have- 

• suggested that status^aspirants use , the facts of residence to lessen 

t h e s e V c o n f l i c t s . ’■ 

ihtong •the; centralised tribespeople' of Kampala the... demands of 

kin and -clangroups are minimal, certainly nowherev near as great as ' : .

' \ among segmentary:'tribesrneh. . $e; mayohssunie, therefore, that there

i iis.ja general; absehce: of such oonfjiatis':between' kin, clan and fellow-. 

;:tribesmenxas: have been' (described' for -segmentary-tribesmen. Indeed,

. .'-ambn'g'"'he>Ganda againyqkih; groups ̂ traditionally specifically ' . ■’ /
encouraged’ the 4ttachhi.ent'’: bf*:'-membe:rsv̂ ,tb; related- but. higher status 
•patrons, soLthat .their.^traditional systems of kinship and patron-<plientv 
relationshipsmay• bepr^gdrdqd';lboseiyt-as sympathetic, if not mutually 

. reinforcing. Southall states, t!The path to greatness.was upbringing: 
in a great household, -and all tried to send their children to be 
reared as pages in ;the.;househqldS; of their most ,important relatives,. :-y: 
on either the iSather's- dr mother's side.". He adds that, though thisl ;

. ''traditional technique of . hayiiig children reared in the households



of important relatives is still widely practised, .... for many its 
importance is redticed by the interruptions of school attendance, as 
well as the many new techniques of social advancement which have now 
become possible." Many such new-techniques in Kampala involve■addit
ional relationships with non-kin and non-fellowtribesmen.

We may further assume that, for status-aspirants in Kampala Bast,, 
of centralised tribes/- the general absence of conflicts of role-expec- 
tation and values within kin groups, and the clearly expressed 
positive’ sanctioning of patron-client relationships between kin and 
non-kin, and fellowtribesmen and non-fellowtribesinen, reduce the ■ 
importance of the facts of residence as enabling, the.resolution of 
contradictory. kin and civic ro3.es. . "
; Patron-client relationships constitute a mere fraction of all 

leisure, or formerly'leisure relationships. Yet, in view of the itfay 
in which patron-client relationships, usually directly derive fi’om 
relationships forged through the sharing of common recreation, whether 
in the locality or workplace, we may assume that the values underlying 
systems of patron-clientage among urban centralised tribespeople also 
pervade most purely leisure relationships. Thus, in a study of 
social stratification focused on the hierarchy of variously differen
tiated urban leisure groups, \?e may expect centralised tribespeople 
again to experience no more than minimal conflicts between relation
ships in these, and kin and conjugal relationships. Accordingly, 
the facts of residence assume less importance as means of reducing/ 
conflicts. .

 ̂ A.W, Southall, 1936, op.cit,pp.373«



t// , I, hovj. explore these assumptions by; presenting , two cases concerning 
, V /'Toro .y _ I ..have select ed/Toro in pref erence, toVblthbr. Ganda, Nyoro or ; // 

Sbga,: for three main reasons;. The Ganda, as tbe local tribe, , are 
- always, a special casey for: thefobviouS, reason that; they are. urban 
migrants to a limited extent only. The Toro/; live . at.,about the; aame 
.distance from Kampala as the /Luo/ •from-whom,, .the. previous tw,o cases I ,
• were*.taken." The Toro are more numerous in, Greater Kampala than 

•.. either/' the ; Spga/'/br vN y o ^  \tfrede, /three',. rnds.t closely resemble k

/ the Luo in .this,'respect.;;:/ ,v “ / ',/;-/ . ? :/v ' v/ , ■'’! '

f) ,Case 3 * Centralised’ Tribes.mdh ;KXhibl.ting Loosely Integraled 
/ A / y  1 ///I Kinship ̂ Con jugal / : and. Leisure R e l a t i o n s h i p s ;V

•: \ ylsoke is a Toro who lives-;in Lovrer Nakawa., ./’He is thirty, has 
been/married. five- years / and;' has two .children * He. has held unskilled.
, jobs ,;f or v the nlnex,years he has worked, ini Kampala/.; He is at present 

• ; andbffice messenger-cum-sales /assistant-/ini a small/ Ganda business. ,..-//// 
, : ;He . is : only required to; Use ...Liaganda ;in ;Kis- work.: / He speaks -a little/;., 

English and has ;six years of 'educatipny/>' ’His-' urban life history, "as 
he recounted, it but translated by an English-speaking informant, is 
set out below in’ full,/y‘ • ' / • ‘ ..// /;/; •

/ UI first came to. Kampala- from my home In Toro in 1933* Two , of
my , brothers (one real and the other a ha3-f-brother.;;by ;his father .I-/

A v^/second wife) had managed: to get work in Fort Portal (the small main ;// 
v town In Toro District). ; I thought it wai’s. useless to try and find 
; work ! there because; the/'place Is too/small. My brothers were/just 
/ /lucky. I ,'fenew' I would have to try Kampala. / / / / ;/ / v

I wrote to -a/brother ;(matrilateral; cross-cousin) living at Mulago / 
who replied saying he . would, keep/me/with/hini in until. I found

’ ' a"job. . ' ,>;// /;//;" ' ■■
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-1; j  ./.'-̂ Xn Mulago people-were a friendly and many gave me advice
on; how to get jots. ̂ V-They said it. was useful to,; behave like a Ganda K v 
and to Imow their language :because, after Europeans, . they were the / /
biggest people, eyeu bigger "than Asians. - ! \.:

' . found'learning Luganda quite - easy* After only twojmonths 1 •"Vt
got Va -jobvas!, a cleanerand,sweeper at Mixlago hospital, though it was 
a Toro friend who' -'got- -me- that job, not a Ganda, ■ .';L, ,

• ,̂  / After some : more months 1 got a job as . an office-boy’at U.E.B. -d
CUganda Electricity Board). I ‘thought that in this job I might get X: 
■the opportunity of doing further studies,'because they might have :: 
...■wanted to . train:me to be a-.clerk.i- V- t , ' v'

, V'x s'l_.'.''.v;it. was too far to travel from. Mulago to U.B.B. every day so 1 V) X-i 
. ashed a brother (a patrilateral cross«-cousin) in Lower Nakawa if I : 
/-could lodge with him. Iliad a real brother living in Kisenyi but’..
\.I;feared that place;and thought Nakawa would be a better place. 1 , ■

/ ■ was. sorry to leave/that brother in Mulago. . Vie got on yery well.
His- wife, (a Haya t/ith whom the nbrothern had established a temporary /.

/ - though; relatively enduring sexual and domestic relationship) .treated 
‘ us both. kindly and always cooked pi*operly fof us.
... This brother;.in Lower,Nakawa with whom I next lodged was working 
as a carpenter wifh the MinistryApf.Works. He 'did not have a 
'Trade Testing Certificate, but he .-could speak a little English like. / ,
, myself*.; ; ;I: thought lie would give'. me; •'advic-e--'about ̂ improving my position' 
:in town*:; ■ But; he ; dranl£ a lot and spent all his mohey-oh prostitutes;
. iiiVifact, he. had. a series of lovers who .stayed' at' thehouse for - 
/ Vaiding short periods)* I thought he was wasting too:.much time and. 
money on these things,:. During all this time I. was haying mostly 
only one lover* ■ , This was a Ganda girl■who;lived.with1her brother - 

, In Upper N a k a w a H e r  ..brother was a clerk .and:was/paying for his 
sister to learn' typing at the Kampala Conmierqial School, . He liked 

/thoughihe. 4id~'not ‘.'approve of his sister staying for nights at our 
house* ; But, .she usually did stay with me , especially over weekends .

I was able toeget a house of my own in Lower Nakawa and so my. 
Ganda' lover stayed .'with me -there* ' . ./.-'i * .
- , , But' thentthere . was this Toro girl-whom I met while visiting ;some 

’ of my friends-’.at'/Mu-lago She was also lodging with a brother- and had
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come to receive some training, for a job, S;he spoke good English, 
better than me I think, but her brother just made her do all the 
cooking and housekork without ever bothering to send her to a school 
or evoning institute. .. I. visited her often, . Sometimes X tried to 
advise her brother that he was wronging her but he just claimed that 
he was still too short of money. Yet he was a laboratory assistant 
at Mulago hospital.

Because of this Toro girl, I decided to send my Ganda lover 
back to her brother. - X wanted her to continue to be my lover, but 
not to live at my house any more. She was not happy"about this*
We even quarrelled. But she eventually found another lover, this 
time at Naguru, and I was.able to bring my Toro lover to live at my 
house,. ' *

Though my father has quite a lot of land at our home, we are 
six brothers altogether and three sisters, and it is the three eldest 
brothers who will take most of his land. I shall, need to buy some 
myself, probably near Fort Portal, though I can always claim some of
my father1s if I want to.

My Toro lover1s father had much more land. Moreover, she had 
only two brothers and one sister. She said it would be possible 
for me, to marry her in the customary way. at home, and to settle on 
his- land, ;•••

I did not decide on marriage .immediately. However, my Toro 
lover produced two children in three years and I think we shall now 
marry properly. . Her parents have asked for-T,200/- bridewealth 
but so far I have refused to pay this (some two and a half years 
after their claim was made). They claim that the girl is educated,
yet she still has not been educated in the town by her brother*
She has not.learned to type, so she can not get a job as a copy-typist 
Even now, she has forgotten her English and could get ho job at all* 

Shortly after I moved into my house in Lower Nakawa (i.e. the 
one rented in his name)’, I started going to these Naguru clubs and 
dances. ./My- English is not very good but As I speak fluent Luganda 
this doesn’t matter at these dances and at the beer-bar (MEuropean” 
bottle-beer). There I met a Ganda clerk who lives at Naguru. He



earns about BOO/- a mpnth. • He ./is* ̂ planning to buy (in-fact, lease) :J 
. a plot , of land' in the- Kibuga* . I' pleased this sian/a. great deal, Hdd ' ‘ 
liked my conversation and said 1 . iras. better company than his ;;ovm, . : . , ; ; 
friends and brothers.,r. Later on, we: -used, to: go to 'Upper Kiswa together: 
to drink and. even roam wiihigirls. .Sometimes we got; to Toplife;‘:pr.
;M]aite Nile * BUt the trouble was . that/ I :was not spending as much as. . 
/he, He promised to ask wround. for a good job, for .me." Eventually , 
alfriend';pfv.his,;.wbo,/,has>.';a small business employed me. as a salesman „
(in:,fact, as an office^messenger, occasionally required to.serve the :i 
practically all--African clientele), fhis -small business (a shop 
in Nakulabye) is a very good: one, and ,I am> treated1 very well by its, ' 
ownerl / I earn:more. than in my. previous job, but not much more,

; ./ihe, trouble' is that I, am not able to- improve: myself, Either 
-1 must ̂ epbatefiudnt English,and'- ge,t /a good job that-waftor - else I .' '
must; be: .a business-man (i.e., pmn his pvm lucrative shop) like my 
^employer«1 / -* v.--1--.-- "-VlV ■ ; ‘ \f\ ''L ' '

:i/ / ;lThe.; differences of sociologi-cai;;fact between this urban biography 
and that of Aq'uor, the /Luo,, in casei 1 , are ./particularly striking.
Though “brothers" are sources: of .aid, there is •/
: no; staf Auent of strict .pb3.igations pertaining between them. It 1st. • 
irrelevant t o Xsoke whether his ubrothe,rn is of his f ather is or motherf s 
side * . , There is tab more .than . mild , condemnation:;of the Tpro who ; - ■
; hegiectS; to ‘pay ,f or his\sisterf s proposed training in Kaiiipala as a* typis 

///In the/ small /number of temporary marital/unions, outlined in the 
case,, there;is no mobilisation of'kinsmen with a common interest to : 
thwart the union, . ' Even, .Isoke\!;s ̂ .ambiyaleixtVAt|titude to. the ,bridewealth 
payments : his: Tbro' wif e>S parents demand: doe.s/not'/.eVoke kinsmen: of the 
latter, .''Even at/this- .stage the conjugal relationship;.is., primarily : ' 
subject to the control of the two partners themselves and concerns. , 
the girlf s:i parents only rin-so ifar as they .require compensation for the
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loss of an “educated’1 daughter-. But the parents will hot have a . 
say in the actual conduct of the union.

Isoke’s statements concerning the future of.his father’s land 
hint at the possibility that he desires to subscribe to the increasing
tendency of successful urban migrants to buy land in their.home
districts near a main town, whether or not this results in the spatial
separation of brothers from each other and from their father.

We may compare Isokefs reluctance to lodge with a real brother
in Kisenyi in preference to lodging with a patrilateral cross-cousin
with Awuor*s statement of his obligation to lodge initially in Kampala 
with, a patrilateral parallel cousin rather than with-, a . mere clansman,
.even; though this was:lnot his preference, Isoke is allowed more
choice, in the initial selection of1 relationshiics with his kinsmen,

Isoke assumes de facto marital status by a gradual process. .His 
carpenter “brother11 will presumably do the same. Eventually they 
will both be accorded de jure marital status, not necessarily if and 
when bridewealth has been made, but usually after a long period of 
mutually satisfactory co-habitation and with the birth of children. 
This gradual process of acquiring- successive lovers and eventually 
settling down with one of them does not evoke open disapproval*.
Isoke thought his carpenter “brother11 was “wasting his time and money11 
but , he, did not disapprove of love affairs as such,- since, in the next 
breath, he mentions his own love affair with the Ganda. There may 
.not yet be openly stated approval of this gradual process of assuming 
marital status, but,, among urban migrant’s of centralised tribes at 

least, there is not 'disapproval. .
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It does not make much sense in the context of this gradual 
process to talk of marital instability. Hather, the process \
constitutes an alternative system to the traditional system of 
arranging a marriage at home with a girl chosen from home, with both 
sets of parents* consent. It is the latter system which the Luo 
and other segmentary tribesmen in Kampala uphold. ;

Isoke*s leisure relationships extend to the dances and beer-bars 
of Naguru. and Upper Kiswa. He does not recount in his. life history 
his equally frequent visits to the “African^ beer-stalls of Lox^er Kiswa 
He does not need to. His kin and fellowtribesmen do not consider 
him/obliged to make such visits, and he does not consider himself 
obliged to mention them. Both Awuor and Okach made frequent reference 
to the facilities of either a higher or lower status locality. 
Similarly, they felt obliged to justify or excuse their continuing 
or loosened relationships With kin. , />

Isoke. does recognise, however, the undesirability of his remaining 
an economic and social, dependant of his;Ganda patron. He says, I!...v 
the trouble was that IVwas not spending as much as/ he”,: hinting at ' 
Lt’tie*'probability, 'that'-much of his high status recreation was" sponsored 
b y ,the Ganda. ’ ' . 1

•/..His! Ganda patron is instrumental in enabling him to find another, 
slightly more prestigeful and lucrative job, but, clearly, much more 
is needed if Isoke is to assume equality of status with his patron. < 
He states this, . am not able to improve myself. Either I must 
. speak fliieht - English^ and get a good job that way, ;or wise I must be , 
a ;;business-man like my employer . ,! :The, chances of Isoke achieving-



such a position and.,acquiring the /regular - income necessary to : continue 
on a more equal basis in the.compahy of his patron are, of course, 
limited. . -\ ■ : '• • .

. Thus, it is primarily restrictions, of. a socio-economic nature 
, which inhibit him achieving a more permanent elevation of his leisure 
relationships. But it is not conflicts of kinship role-expectation 
which'inhibit this r i s e ; .

- > -Clearly, Isoke recognises the value of residence in a higher 
■ status locality as an attribute of higher personal status. This 
recognition is common to all townsmen regardless of tribe. But, . 
different:from Awuor -and Okach, Isoke does not need to regard movements 
in residence, and the implications surrounding such movements as 
useful, catalytic /steps towards reducing kinship role conflicts,
: : Isoke ends his urban biography on a note which .suggests he has
now fulfilled' all the aspirations he may hope to.

,l:He has, indeed, resigened himself to his present job, or one like 
it, to permanent residence in Lower Nakawa (i.e. whilh, he is in Kampala] 
and. to a mixed recreational life], with* relationships distributed 
fairly, widely,.between.socio-economic pders, such as may be found at 
Lower. Nakawa and. Lower Kiswa,, socio-economic superiors, such as the , 
colleagues of any one patron to whom he may attach himself, at Naguru, 
;pr, . to-a. lesser extent, Upper Nakawa* and kinsmen, both agnates and ’ 
matrilaterals,; and both close and distant.

■ This wide;distribution of leisure relationships merely indicates 
greater selection of them b y :isoke.. .. He exercises greater individual ; 
choice than:either Awuorior -Olceichj:-; since-, as- a centralised tribesman,
’“he• iS-.:-.not,;-.a, member of regularly. defined solidary kin and tribal groups.
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He is, of course, a member of a local group,, whether this is a 
locality or neighbourhood unit* But mobility through such groups 
is positively sanctioned within his tribal collectivity. For 7

segmentary tribesmen it is not.. For both segmentary and centralised 
tribesmen, of course, it is membership of such local groups which 
encourages the norms of individual and family status competition. ;
This situation involves the former in the conflicts of role-expectation 
I have discussed, while for the latter no such .conflicts are felt*/, 

Isoke ’ s. wide distribtiiion of .leisure relationships may be 
viewed in another way* He is no more than a marginal partner to 
such relationships at Maguru. He is dependent on a patron, and it 
Is the latterfs network of socio-economic peers with whom Isoke 
..interacts. flfntil Isoke assumes independence of status in this 
context, which can only be gained through socio-economic equality, 
he will be unable to establish an independent network at Naguru,
The existence of his cufrent networkwill always be dependent on his 
relationship with his Ganda patron.

, A's a consequence of his marginal position in these relationships, 
Isoke,1 s wife is excluded from participation in them, I illustrate 
her exclusion below.

.Three factors in particular seem responsible for her exclusion. ; 
The first is that Isoke and his patron “used to go to Upper Kiswa 
together to drink and even road.with girls”. On these occasions at '.
least, Isokefs wife’s presence,.would not be welcomed. The second 
factor concerns Isoke’s economic dependence on* his '.patron, who was :] 
unlikely to extend his generosity to Isokefs wife as well. The third



factor more directly concerns network -of .relationshipsHniwhibh'i': :
: Isoke. ia involved through his Ganda patron. .-Mast'/biH^ . *.
friends ,and regular leisure associates' had consciously integrated ;
their wives into these relationships> ■ rLlke.̂ -pkach,' they see a -/
favourable urban status-image as requiring-: individual, and family 
autonomy •: The .integration of wife:’’ahdihoine inter many leisure ,

! ' relationships is thus * prerequisite.. . ..Deriving from this value is the 
commonly expressed desire among- such men to "marry a wife who is 
educated and who may even be: able to; work as a typist, stenographer,

1 .-''orfeab,heru. Thus, those of the:Ganda’s associate&h wives who were
publicly .displayed tended/to'be of a higher level. ]of education,and : 
sophistication than Isoke’s Wife, The three factors combined to v: :
inhibit the latter’s inclusion in her. husband’sj Naguru network. ' ,
. . . But she does not. suffer total exclusion from her husband’s =

/ lemsurb; relationships. . It will be remembered that..Isoke. met and :
I married.her ini Kampala, She had enjoyed individual freedom In many 
./activities. / In common- with most .centralised tribeswomen who' come to ;
Kampala; as single women, and, to a lesser /extent, with -;all such 

.. tiHb.eswomen, she demands something approaching equality and index^endence 
of status with. her. husband. She demands, among other thiggs, to be 
incorporated into some of his leisure; relationships, which,'/pefforce,'

. aic those.located inisoke’s network of socio-economic peers. Theses 
are found among:his- Lower Nakawa neighbours, the “African11 beer-s tails'"; 

. of .Lowe r Kiswa, and among friends .living, in the suburbs. They include 
/v;sbme>,kin,. though mostly fellowtribesmen arid■non-fellowtribesfaen.



.. U /*-■' These /facts - are apparent in the fpllbwing/shbpi /diary,/ again i 1: 
takepiby. myself , of- Isoke *s recreation' over five /dphsegtitive days., : • ;

; ../, Tuesday: Isoke returned/from/' work at: aboukA*4*5p.m. His wife
tk, /. : and two Swan da and :Luby a. -house wif e; >nelghb o ur/sy w'e rby sit t ing,' in the
//- , sun outside his; h o u s e ; .isoke ./joked with the,, v/6me.n.'and.-told'his .. ,

wife/that he-would/shortly -visit a Luhya friend a. few "houses away.
He quickly-washed: liiiiis elf and left. / ; /- ; '/,A/// \ ' * / ’■■■•■;. ,3 3
* The Luhya friend/•'wdrke.d'/lh*• the same-blbck of shops ,,as. Isoke, . , :
He' .had been in UgandS : ten years /and;, spoke good Luganda as] .well as , . 3 

.. fluent Swahili./ IvIa,ny,. of his; friends/, were / Toro. ' - A lesser number.. ; / . 
we re,. Ganda,/ -Is.oke'‘aSked the Luhy a if he wouid /like . to accompany him

•V , to, a beer^stall/in Lov/er Kiswa. The. Luhyav explained that he Had .a - :
. ,/ . relative coming to see Kim/that evening,,: and suggested that he meet

, Isoke at ; Musohe’s stall later in the ' evenihg:/if/;he was able to /come.
: / Isoke / agreed and,vreturhedehbme I-Hs .wife had ̂matoke^waxtrEg^ 5orafi£ml /

The elder .child (aged;,, two//and a .half)/wds sitting on the door-step,; ,
" Thd/younger was being, nursed/by/its,/mother^, : - /isoke 1 s/wife *.s sister- /- 

y. . // in-law. had come' to. look after; the claild fdr//parf. of./the,, evening. ... ; 
Isoke and his 'wife -often.visited friends- on Tuesday, evenings. . -

Isp.ke suggested they go to Musbke/’.s beer-stali::In Lov/er Kiswa , ; /
/ this evening. His wife agreed. She had already during the’day ;

visited, her sist/er in,, .Upper Nakawa and said,;,she:/would hot stay long 
/ ''■ //.in ■.Lower/.Kiswa*//:; .She-- left-, Muspke’s. stall With/lsoke. at about 6*43 p*m.

Isoke was keen that she should reach home .,before sunset, (between 
" .7 * 1 5 und 7 . 3 0 p.m.)./-He said they normally, went to ,beer~stails

together, over the. weekend/butinok vreekday: evenings* . ylsoke’s wife 
appar.ed . to-,lpbk f orward :/tq / an; .her * sister-in-law.
, //-Isoke,/feturiied to Musdke*s’stall and; was soon\engrossed in ' , :

conversation with two Acholi And;/ a /Ganda ./over -1he; Prime . Minister T,s, . r 
■proposed, marriage with, a Ganda girl./=3 The -, Acholi .and, Ganda were/'/ ■ -
Uhskilled’v thd</fbrmer i|pertersu/ ,empIoyed/by the/Ministry, ̂ of Works ,3and/ 
the Gdnda/ah/qffice-messehger like /lboke .; ; //Most qf//fhe\ men Hn: /the . , / .

/: / ■ ■■ ■ benches/at whidh, isoke sat seemed t.6 be unskilled workersy- though two /
/ .men, -‘a:’ Lango;• andi'a'/Kigsi wore white/ shirts, ties; and polished shoes,/; -



Various good-humoured deflamatory remarks were hurled at and around 
these two at one point during the evening. They. did. hot appear to 
be more than minimal Englishr-speakers, and their occupations were 
hot known. They, were not “regulars" ,at Musoke’s beer-stall. :r 

;; Isoke returned'home at about 10.30 p.m.
W e dne s ' d a y / I  soke1s .wif e had "again s pent . par t o f t h e day ,. / •

• talking; to•her"sister who had visited her - from Upper Nakawa. They 
had been joined for much of the. afternoon by some of the wives of the 
immediate/neighbourhood"unit, It was not until Isoke came home•that 
his; wife went to Nakawa market to buy. plantain, some of which was' 
for >their -evening meal. Isoke stayed at home this evening, though 
for a part of the evening ,he talked .to his next-door neighbour, .an 
unmarried Acholi, who shared a house with three “’brothers". Part 
of the conversation was about the trouble the Acholi was having with 
hi.s younger “brother” (a patrilateral cross-cousin) who had regularly 
been visiting a Lower Kiswa prostitute (though the relationship seemed, 
to be that of a love affair'rather than one of prostitution). Isoke 
sympathised and-agreedwith the. Acholi that he need be stricter with 
-the cousin, perhaps even send him back home. :

Thursday: Isoke wab visited by the patrilateral cross-cousin
with whom he had once lodged in Lower Nakawa. He had come to 
borrow some money. Isoke complained that the “brother" was still 
spending too much money on drinking, (he said waragi, which always 
has a more contemptuous ring about it) and women (again, he used the 
equally contemptuous Swahili t e r m malaya) . The. cousin retorted 
that he was .seriously considering "keeping" the Haya woman who was 
now-living'with him. Isoke mockingly asked if the Haya woman had 
yet borne,him children and was ever likely to. The cousin laughed 
in' answer and repeated his request for a loan of 5/“ * Isoke handed
him 2/-, with a reminder that he x^ould expect it back at the end of
the. month, -and the cousin left, Isoke stated that he was not 
accustomed to seeing much of his “brother". He said that “brothers"
are likely to take advantage of a man in this way,/ and that a man /
should be firm. ' ■



; ; Friday: Every. Friday Isoke goes to the Naguru beer-bar,
apd; sometimes, fo any of. the,,.Nagurti-dances which-are .being held,; k  
He does not normally; meet his Ganda patron at the latter’s house,
Tliis -evening, however ,/3t‘he-: Ganda -had;, tbld-vjdim. .-to; Come -.straight t o -3;// 3 
his house, in Naguru. /It/ did happen!,; significahtly, that the Gandaf,33;; 
wife was away.visiting.her, mother (who/was divorced from her father) 3 . 
in"Masaka District for' three or four days. ... /:3';/3 ■’ * ■ . :33
/ Isoke stayed .at the Ganda.fs house in the company’ of three of 
the Ganda,* s friends,* one a Ganda workmate , one a-/distant Ganda: " .:
relative, and /the other a -Tesp;neighbour i living, three- doors away. ..// 3
The Teso spoke reasonably, good Luganda, though much of .the conversation 
lapsed ,into‘ English* which put Isoke at a.disadvantage• At 8 p.m. , 
they/left!, the house - to drink-;at ./the Naguru beer-bar* Hdre, Isoke 
was able- to. find a .iew friends of his- own, though,: even to them,/ 
it rnxst have' been Clear that he.was a marginal member of the central 
Ganda*s cortege, and he left the beer-bar when-the Ganda and. his three.! 
friends dispersed at . Gp.m* ‘

Isoke returned home to Lower Nakawa. His wife complained fairly 
bitterly.at .his. coming, home so l a t e * S h e  had heard of the Ganda ' 3

patron though'she had not yet met.him, ' She had.expected Isoke. home/' / 
earlier (though, in./fact, Isoke commonly stayed"out with the; Ganda / 
much later than this);/ Isoke agreed not/to.; go to Naguru next /day/ / - 
(Saturday), though up /to a year or so ago' he had regularly accompanied 
the Ganda to Bika /(.clans) footbqll matches/on the Saturday afternoons 
they were held*/ Nowadays,, he tended to: spend the time at home, of • 
with friends in Loxver Kisv/a or. A-suburb, accompanied by his wife*:
•/“■: Saturday.:’ Isoke and his wife went to Mulago, whore they, visited,
in turn, their respective relatives. -They returned .to NakaWa before 
dark and spent, the rest of the exming talking; with, the sister-in-law. 3 

who had minded the children for them,: /
Sunday: /.IsQke^s wife .went- to the Gospel Mission to Uganda /

meeting at the Nakawa community,centre* She did not normally attendi : 
though had been doing so over the past few weeks in the particular or?. 
company of a Kwahda, Toro, and, Ganda, Of these three, only the ;; /
Ganda attended the meeting. ;; All three live in Upper Nakawa, , .
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: ;V;3 ;. Isoke /stayed xvith \the ' children'dvuHng the morning. ■ He3state‘d 
‘//that he '/liljaiseTf.Vwas'V*uof fici-A'lly11 a member; of the /Bahai religions v . /: 3̂:3 

community; birt/ that: lie;:had ceased , going. ■ ':-Iri. /the'.afternoon he went . 
with his 'Ldl^k/'Hrie.nd ./from..Lower Nakawa" to'- Lower .Kiswa..! Afterwards ; 
they spent the/rest of. the af ternoon and early evening with a TorC:/', ; ; 
whose. rural tidme is near /Isoke Vs father *s. ' .This.Toro'• .‘is--/-a3 clerk/, 
whb3has also been. in. Kampala nine/years. He lives//in Upper Nakawa. / 
3Hi£/:wife is/, an-Anfcbie • He is regarded /fay our ably, hy ’’/Isoke and the / 

’ Luhya for. his humility and friendly"disposition. / /The: Toro, had ,3; 3 
stated that he had. applied , tq/move "to Naguru, v/so -that his■ family^.-, 
including two children, “could live, in comfort". 3 Isoke and the 

- Luhya agreed afterwards that, a/ friendly man like that deserved to , 
‘succeed in his ambitions, - ;/■ 3/3/, ’ /■••• •• 3= ’ - ; ' ' '33;

’3 ; .Isoke1 s'- kin network, is not easy3to discern from/ these. accounts.
A number; bf “brbthers" are occasionally significant in his leisure 
relationships. The network is certainly loose-knit and. is never 
mobilised over a common interest.. There is no precedence of agnatic 
over matrilateral/relations. • ..

‘ ,3 For .Isoke we- cannot, discern any entity similar to Okach’s 3 ,
pseudo-kin/network. isoke’s/sources of mutual aid would seem to 3 
be3set in a number of relationships3 including kin*; on-kin, and 
hoh-fellowtribesmen., though •• w e s u m e  that those; most directly ! ; 

concerned, with .problems/; of urban /sufesistehce will derive from kin,3.:/ 3
rather than non-kin. Thus , it is/to Isoke that/his Lox'fer Nakawa / 
cousin comes to borrow .money, ;even /though they .do3’hbt ..normally ;see'.tv33- > 

’3 much/df/each other.' _ • - -./A v .• '3,3.- 33'■ . ./;'// • ... 3 3

' "We can discern two fairly distinct networks of leisure associates. 
One is that set at Naguru and deriving directly from his relationship 
with his Ganda patron* 3 ! The other is set in Lower Nakawa,; occasionally
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Upper Nakawa, and ,Lower Kisxva and Mulago. The/former consists , 
mostly of socio-economic superiors and the latter of peers. Isoke 
gradually loosens his relationships;in the former. He has been
' breaking; tiisqhdrmal Saturday, routine.of accompahying the Ganda to 
football matches^; Instead, he has come to participate more/frequently 
in the-..network of socio-economic qbers* It is .in this network 
that his wife is easily- incorporated,. Nevertheless,/ liis wife has her - 
own additional independent network of relatives, and friends which 
she visits'more or“less/when she r/ishes. She is hot expected to ask. 
her husband’s permission to make these visits in the elaborate manner 
of Awuor1s wife. . " "

Again, the conjugal role-relationship shows, differences of 
connectedness according to the specific network of relations.

It ,is/segregated with regard to Isoke *s relations with his Ganda. 
patron ani the latterf.s Naguru colleagues. ■
/ It is intermediate -with-regard to relationships deriving from.

. .Lower' 'Nakawa /and' Lower- Kiswai-i-ih. f.hat, as Isoke himself states, he 
/and-his/xvife /nqrmally ; go ; tog.ether- to* the -beer-stalls', for. instance, 
only over the weekend./ On/weekday, evenings . Isoke is , likely to go ■ 
alone. Moreover, oh the Tuesday evening she did accompany him to 
a beer-stall in Lower Kiswa, she left for home much earlier than 
he did, in order to spend the rest of the evening gossiping with her-, 
sister-inrlaw. . ■ ..

. The conjugal relationship . is. joint x̂ rith regard" to their 
respective kin, whom they often visit; together. At the same time, 
Isoke*s wife visits lie r own friehdsuand relatives. independently of . 
her husband, usually for a short time during the day.



Isoke*s marriage has progressed from.a temporary to a permanent, 
union which has produced two children. tie has gradually loosened 
relations, with his Ganda patron. . In relinquishing the ties involved 
in this relationship, he .is able to spDend more time with his wife 
in common pursuits* In this way, Isoke’s cessation of leisure 
relationships in Naguru is likely to bring about greater connectedness 
in his conjugal role-relationship.

Their total conjugal role-relationship is thus not segregated.
Is it, then* joint or intermediate,? . '

Neither Isoke nor his wife stress in their leisure relationships 
home and spouse.as Integral features of their urban;status-images.
They do not emphasise to any., great extent, -reciprocal visiting by. couple 
to each other’s homes. It is still the beer-stalls which provide 
them with most of their leisure relationships, so that.they do not 
regard each other’s presence and company as any more than minimally 
useful in securing prestige. For these reasons their total conjugal1 
role-relationship may be regarddd a.s intermediate rather than joint.

. Their kinship, conjugal, and leisure■relationships are generally 
not mutually determining, that is, ; they are ho more’-than loosely 
integrated, and they are generally not located in close-knit networks. 
Though of very similar socio-economic, status and. length of urban 
residence, Isoke‘and Awuor differ very-clearly in the integrations ; 
of these relationships... .

The Toro" clerk living in .Upper Nakawa,/ .whom Isoke and his Luhya 
friend visited on the, Sunday, has most of his leisure relationships 
located in Upper Nakawa and Naguru. But, uhlike Isoke, his network 
of these relationships does not depend,on his relationship with a single



higher, status friend or patron, since/ it. consists of socio-economic 
peers. Moreover, the Toro’s wife, an Ankole, is not excluded, from
participation in it,. ■..' ?v 3- . .. * :

In. contrast, again, to Isoke, the Toro clerk and his wife do 
emphasise the reciprocal, visiting, of couples, to each other * s homes *
Home, and spouse are thus integral features of their urban status-images 
These features are additional to those of attendance at cinemas, “club" 
dahces, and "European"/bottle-beer bars:at. Naguru, Upper Kiswa, and 
. elsewhere. \in .Kampala.-,-] / ‘..As’ a logical supplement to this status-sequence 
, the TcirO' clerk /decided"to move to-Naguru. ■
- 33 "Having /already:presented many descriptive data, I shall, at this 
stage’, do no niorey than stmimarlse./the .features ' of the kinshipv conjugal, 
, and":leisure .relationships1 in ..which ■; this -Toro clerk whose name‘'is 
Balengwa, !is Involved* 33q3 .3’3/ '3 _ • r . .

g) Case 4 ; Centralised Trlieaman.Exhlblfing/more: Highly Integrated.
■/’ . .. - Conjugal and Leisure Relationships, .which ; are., only Loosely

3 , . ... Integralcdlwlth/those:, of Kinship-* -3 • y

7; , Gome months after /Isqke visited him, Balengwa -.did move to a 

,,5,2/- house at/Naguruky: 33 ,3 * '33 A./ . - •. .3'
.3 3̂ /Most of his friends already lived at Naguru,. while he was still 
3atvNakawa. : : These friends,3who were his/socio-economic peers, had 
acted as a reference /for hiiii.i . In their., recreational activities,
.and;-in./their /emphasis'3ph3,-a gqint conjugal role-relationship, they 
had influenced’him IhtO; taklhg i furtfier step into their ranks by 

moving to Naguru. ! / / ■ 3 , ". -V 3 ’/:. 3 .3 ,,

‘3 / ’::Baleiigwa, vllke/Xsokev but unlike Okach, x̂ ras not troubled in 
making;this movement by:qnerous kinship obligations. He had already



selected the kinsmen with whom he was likely to want to interact 
regularly while he was still at Upper Nakawa,. during what was in 
effect an initial period of anticipatory socialization into the 
Naguru reference n&fcwfk'

He was praised by Isoke and his Luhya friend for his humility 
towards them. It was mutually recognised that he xvas of superior 
socio-economic status. In many respects his networks of social 
relations resembled .those of Okach, with one important exception.

This is the pseudo-kin network into which Okach moved. This 
pseudo-kin network was founded on a protest. The protest was made 
by Luo, only a few of whom were related, against the heavy demands 
of the ideal role summation of kinsman/tribesman../ The mutual aid , 
characterising the network was aimed at establishing the home as a 
central feature1 of a family’s urban status-image* v, This implied the 
achievement of individual and family autonomy, conditions which. rebel 
against the c&emand's of membership in corporate groups of. kin and 
clansmen. . Okach’s pseudo-kin network could be distinguished 
analytically from his. leisure network of socio-economic peers, though,, 
actively,, they overlapped. The 'latter network was multi-tribal in 
composition and. was not founded on the above protest, though it,too, 
was concerned to. stress individual, and family autonomy.

It is the latter of Okach’s networks which /most closely resembles 
Balengwa’s leisure network of socio-ecCnoniic peers. Kin and fellow- 
tribesmen .are included in the network but they are not analytically 
distinguishable from other members. Close kin, especially those 
directly deriving, from Balengwa’s parents’ nuclear families might 
expect to. receive preferential treatment with regard to aid but the



degree of expectation is nowhere near as, strong as for Okach’s close 
kin* Balengwa’s fellowtribesmen,would not expect preferential 
treatment. The institution of pat r°llT client relationships may cut - 
across tribal boundaries and provide an ethos which militates against 

preferential treatment to fellox\rtribesmen when more profitable ties 
are available with non-fellowtribesmen.

Balengwa names, eight special friends, five of whom live at 
: Naguru, Two still live in Upper Nakawa. They both state their 3
intentions of moving'to Naguru., One lives at Ntinda and, in fact,
is a ’distant matrilateral. relative. He is the only kinsman in this y 
hetwork.of “special friends".: His rural home is near Balengwa’s 
■father’s./,3 Two. others, both Toro,■ stem from Balengwa’s rural home / 
area and live within/a few mile^ of his father’s home. One lives 
, in. UxDpnr Nakawa; and the other at; Naguru. There is one more Toro 
in . -the netxfork.' He / lives at Nagurur ‘

3 , -shortly describe: each; of these network members in more detail.
Firstly, I explain what Balengwa means by “special friends", and under 
what/conditions' I obtained information about them.
> , . 1  had closely .observed, and to some extent participated in,. 
Bainngwa’s. recreaiibhalqactivities over a sustained period of seven 
weeks 3 /; ' ' . ' 3 3  %
3 .The number of visits Balengwa paid to five households of close 
.kin was seven,' xvhich. includes. txvo visits .each to. a household of his . 
wife’s relative’s in Lower; Nakawa and to the household of his half- 
brother (by his father’s, second;wife) in Lower Kiswa, The latter 
is unmarried. These four visits were made' casually, and involved 
no more than an hour and a half each and occupied only two evenings.-
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Two visits were made to Mulago on the sauie Sunday afternoon. From 
1 p.m. to '5 p.m. on that day the time was spent in the company of 
Balengwa’s wife’s sister and her husband. The latter works as a 
nurse-orderly at Mhlagg hospital. From.about .5 p.m. till 9-p.m., 
the time was.spent'with Balengwa*s patrilateral cross-cousin and his ■’ 
wife. This cousin works ;as•• a domestic steward (househoy) for a 
European. Balengwa was accompanied by his wife , on these two visits. ;. 
One other visit was made to a matrilatefal parallel cousin’s son '
living in the suburb of Kibuye. On this occasion Balengwa went ,> 
straight from his office in Kampala, He was> not accompanied by his 
wife. He stayed two hours until 6.30 p.m. and then returned to his 
house at Naguru, "

These visits were clearly recreational. The fact that the 
partners to the relationships were kinsmen was relevant only in so,] .. : 
far:as it indicated established,, pre-existing ties. But there were 
no specific] instrumental aspects of the relationships as there were 
for Awuor, and as, there xvere thought to be for Okach.

Balwngwa' distinguished clearly these visits and:ties from those 
; of his “special friends11. With regard to the] former he probably felt 
some obligations of kinship, and affinity, but these were not stressed. 
,and̂  unlike Okach, - were not regarded as conflicting with any obligation* 
to his “special friends". Baleiigwa used the, English terms “relatives" 
and, “people from home" to describe these close kinsmen whom he visited* 

The number,of visits to “special * friends" were more frequent^ ; 
and more time was spent in their company. This included joint outings 
to ’? clubs” and barsthough mo'st' visitskyfwere ‘ made by Balengwa and 
his wife to another couple’s home. jfncluding joint; outings to public;.



places of recreation,/ sometimes in the company'of more than one 
couple, 1 observed or recorded thirteen visits,- This is nearly 
twice the.number paid to close kin*/ These thirteen visits were 

. relatively- formal in so far as Balengwa was accompanied by his wife, 
who, like her husband, considered it necessary to be specially dressed 
for the occasions. Most of the visits to close kin were relatively 
casual and-/informal, ,and did not in all cases require special dress 
nor that Balengwa be, accompanied by. his wife.

Perhaps-the most signif icant aspect - of these relationships is 

that. Balengwa himself distinguishes “special friends", as he calls 
them, from those of. his/close ,kin with xvhom he interacts but who 
fall outside the Naguru network,. , '
:* . This distinction may be; viewed objectively by illustrating 
; certain status char acteristics of members o f e ac h network. 1 •• have ,
already briefly described the different typical recreational activities 
in which; persons of .each network are likely.; to be involved.

■ TABLE X (a): Baiehgwa’s “close kin" network - '
* - Relation to; . ' ' . - - A  Wife1 s: • -Whether wife
/;-/. B. of h/hold ‘ ' - •tribe- If/ - regarded as wife.1/

v:V headl Occupation .. Residehqe married. ̂ “Temporary" e due at:, : ■ - . , or trpermanentT>
l.wife*s mat. mechanic . Lower Ganda.. temporary 4 yrs
•3 relative (Ankele) - / Nakawa / .
, 2 .half-brother porter -3 Lower Kiswa - - . ..
3.wife 1 s sister’s nurse . orderly Mulago Toro " permanent. 2 yrs
.Husband (Ankole ) (hush* )-\\3 '

44pat .cross-; domestic 3 Mulago.. Kiga ’ permanent 6 yrs
-.'cousin//" //./.steward .3.- ..." .

' 3 * mat.par all el 3 baker ’ ; ICibuye .
. cousin. ■ • .
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V / TABLE X (b): K Balengwa’s network of “special friend's."

/.'Relation 
.to B. of 
household

-.' Whether ■■ / ■ 
Wife’s : ■ / wife 
tribe. “temporary" 
if • - or :wif e ’ i

Tribe ; head Occupation Residence marhied “permanent" educatio;

1 Ganda workmate clerk
■2 Ankole wives are post .office,
 ̂I : • friends:; engineer
3 Acholi ;workmate: civil

servant
4 Toho; ‘ wiv.e s are clerk,
3,3  3  , schoolfrlends „
5 Toro . “fellow ,

3 ”‘ ./1 / villager" , trainee
6 Toro / / “.fellow'' ". /clerkin-
7 Luo

8 Toro
long! standing , . /

. distant: inat* /trainee 
relative; accountant

Naguru
Naguru

Naguru.

Naguru

Naguru

Upper
Nakawa
Uppe?.-
Nakawa
Ntinda

Toro temporary 
Ankole /permanent

...... /iflA /
Acholi : permanent

Toro permanent

Ganda permane nt

Haya; temporary

Luo :/ :/-. permanent

4 year!
6 JpB.Ti

4 year! 

8 year; 

8 year! 

3 yeahj 

2 yearj

Ganda -permanent 12 year!

3  / /The .f irst-obvious; dis tixaction between the two;.networks Is/that 
Balengwa’s/"special friends11 are quite clearly more; his socio-economic, 
peehs than thqse distingiiished/as'members, of his network of close kin# 
This socio-economic distinction1 refers particularly to'differences in ' 
occup.atioh.and residence# It als6 suggests that the level of education 
among/wive s3 of Balengwa’s "special/friends" is/likely to be higher.
: ; ;But there are Ihdiyldukl/characteristics common; to/both networks#
Tribaliy/mixed marriages occur in both/networks. Wives/ of members 
of:/elther/network are regarded as temporary ahd1 pex/manent# Finally,/ 
'-tHare; •'are /in/both networks" links//which originally . stem from Balengwa!’s /_ 
wife* , z ' 3. ' 33 / ‘ ‘ ■ /



These features x-jduld seem, to derive from the relatively independent 
status assumed by wives-among centralised tribesmen, and the related 
factor of./a more fluid set of marriage regulations*. The two Luo : 
and Acholi “special: friends" have permanent wives of their own tribes, 
and these particular features do not apply to them. On the other 
hand,, since-] they •, have- been named, by Balengwa, as "special friends", it , 
-;may bb assumed that they .share with him and other members of the 
network the values of reciprocal visiting by couples, in each other’s 
homes, and of a relatively joint conjugal role-relationship. As 
segmentary tribesmen of this particular type, they may be compared 
with Okach#. /, •

I t ,is because of her relatively independent status, and also 
because of the relatively fluid marriage regulations among centralised 
tribespeople,■ t.hat Isoke’s wife was able to claim partial incorporation 
into; her husband’s leisure network of socio-economic peers, set especial) 
in Lower Nakawa and Kiswa, and so to constitute an intermediate 
conjugal role-relationship* . ■

Balengwa Vs//socio-economic status is-higher than Isoke’s, and his ;
.wife has become even more successfully integrated into his leisure
relationships * . She is .an Ankole,. bxit she went to school in Toro
district, and,/ip other ways, has assumed Toro values* , It is not 
difficult ,;.ahyxyay, /for /the ! linguistically and, to some extent, cultxirallj 
relat'e& ''-Ankple-qtp. do/this* " • : t ,

.•Balengwaf.s‘ close kin and "special friends" network are relatively 
loose-knit. Of the former only 1 and 3? both relatives of Balengwa’s 
wife, know each other, , In the "special/5friends" network, 1 , 3., 5 and.6
know: each other sufficiently well/to be on visiting' terms, though, /



almost by virtue of common or near residence, all members: of the 
network, with’ the exception*of the Ntinda resident, are.on nodding 
acquaintance with each;other. Comparing the two, the ."special friends" 
network ilgtt' seeia- to. be more close-knit - than the network of close 
/kin* ■, This is.hardly surprising since, unlike the two Luo discussed, 
the kin:network tends to be bilateral and there are no common interests 
around which it. is* even potentially1 likely to be mobilised*.

What is particularly significant about the "special friends" 
network is its prime importance for both Balengwa and his wife in their 
leisure relationships* • X did not ask Balengwa’s wife who her ..special 
friends were. This question, following on the same question to her 
husband, might have prejudiced her into feeling obliged to name her 
husband’s friends. Instead, I observed the visits she made independent! 
of ■her husband. These were very few and were made during the day 
while, her husband was at work* They involved neighbours and were 
never more than casual, occupying very little time. It was clear 
that'the ‘eight "special friends" whom Balengwa considered important 
were important to her too. It was only on visits,to these friends 
that slie; assumed formal dress, though there was no evidence that she ’
felt obliged or was under compulsion by her husband to do so.

The inevitable conclusion is. that both Balengwa and his wife 
saw the avenue to more' prestigeful,leisure associates,and activities f 
as restihg on their joint- participation in the special friends network. 
This, of course, necessitated a wholly joint conjugal role-relationship* 
It would have been both,superfluous and time-consuming for Balengwa’s 
wife to'have insisted on maintaining to any formalised extent her own 

independent leisure relationships. ,



, h)/'Summary; of Cases, 3 and 4/ ,/ ' ''/"' ' - - . 3 / / A

:The .stressing of a.wholly joint conjugal role-relationship derives 
from,,an emphasis. o;n family; autonomy,- which is especially seen in the;, - 
frequent -reciprocal visiting by* Balengwa and his wife to the home’ o£r A  

.each other: couple in-the special friends, network* \ A/Home. and spouse:/., 
are; thus regarded as integral to the If /urban status-images* fjiis; 
conception is shared/by; all members of the network., including .the Luo; 3 
and /Acholi/ 1 .This conceptiony it will be remembered, was also/shared; 
by Okach, the;] Naguru/ Liibv ' /--/A,; ■ ; A  ̂  .-*■/■ • ./

: The wife' ofqisbke, - the Lower Nakawa Toro, did, maintain her own/. ;
set;of friends, including some relatives, independently of her husband. 
At: the same ,time she ’made her claim for equality/of conjugal status/
- and/ insisted:' on /being brought partially into her husband’s leisure ; ; 
network of socio-ec.onomic peers* Their, conjugal role-relationship, 
while It was not segregated, needed to be no more than,intermediate. / 
to accommodate: the demands and requirements of each spouse. It follows 
that* their. Intermediate conjugal rrole-relationship _did not need to, , 
function'in./the contextiM6.f/febl.prbcal..visiting by couples to each /bther 
* Homesi. / :,It did; not, in other words emphasise family autonomy,; but* / 
.would/operate.;at /the beer-stalls of Lower Kiswa', or in. the suburbs.
//,.// /The fact /that; :some of Isoke’s wife’s leisure relationships were 
incorporated into/ tils; ;owh while other's were. maintained independently 
by her, together with/theother related factors .given above, meant 
that/his con jugal and leisxire. relationships.’were no more than loosely 

•'integrated--or mutually ‘determining*/
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Balengwa and his wife saw importance in maintaining the same 
special leisure relationships together. Thus, for Balengwa, his 
conjugal and leisure relationships are perforce highly connected.

For both Balengwa and Isoke, .-however, their conjugal and leisure 
relationships are only loosely integrated with or determined by those 
of kinship. Casual nob-marital sexual unions among their kin and 
fellowtribesmen are not condemned. Nor are tribally mixed marriages. 
Among segmentary tribesmen, both these features of conjugal and quasi- 
conjugal relationships are-condemned by kin and fellowtribesmen. /

i). General Nummary

The purpose of this chapter has been to test stage four of my’ 
ideal paradigm of' assumptions. ^

. This is that, among migrants of a segmentary tribe, the intercalary 
function of the urban local order in a leadership status-sequence indica 
the order’s intercalary function in non-leadership, status-sequences,

Among centralised tribesmen the local order does not have this 
intercalary function.

I'have considered non-leadership stqtus-sequences in the context 
of social mobility with special regard to leisure relationships.

The systems of stratification with which I have been concerned 
are partly reflected in the existence of formal voluntary associations 
and the sub-groups they represent. Two such systems may be discerned; 
one.for segmentary and the other for centralised tribesmen. The 
former have theirs almost exclusively set in town, hence the need for 
the establishment: of a hierarchy of urban tribal associations to



accommodate.the conflicting existence of segmentary groups which, in 
the rural areas, are theoretically egalitarian. The latter have 
theirs partly set in rural kingdoms in which horizontal divisions . 
according to access to land provide a ready-made tribal jystem of 
stratification* However, common to both segmentary and centralised 
tribesmen in town is the. (existence of locality and civic/political 
associations. Common to both, also, is the existence of ranked 
sub-groups and categories represented by these associations.

The significance of all these is that urban segmentary tribesmen 
are members of regular tribal and local groups. Urban migrants of. 
centralised tribes are also members of regular local groups, but 
their tribal groups are irregularly defined and rarely corporate.

Membership in urban local groups teaches both feegmentary and 
centralised tribesmen to assess .role behaviour according to non-tribaly 
socio-economic criteria., in addition to more familiar tribal criteria. 
Movements to more highly ranked local groups by segmentary tribesmen 
are regarded by fellowtribesmen as defections from one or more corporate 
kin or tribal groups. The absence of such latter groups among 
centralised tribesmen precludes movements to more highly ranked local 
groups being interpreted in this way.

While they may be condemned, these movements by segmentary 
tribesmen do.bring them into direct contact with higher status activitie 
and associates. Moreover, in practice, the movements enable them.to 
establish a greater number of relationships _,of. their own choosing , and 
to lessen the (density and frequency of former, more ascribed kin and 
tribal ties. This-partial, replacement-of ties involves the incumbent



in conflicts of role-expectation. Eventually, after the residential 
movement has been made .and the new ties forged, these conflicts are 
reduced in their intensity but they are not eliminated. The.-incumbent, 
must continue to manipulate conflicting expectations of role-behaviour 
carefully in order to avoid upsurges of open conflict.

: The/residential movements by centralised tribesmen are not
condemned; by their respective fellowtrib.esmen.. Indeed, they are 
■encouraged./.. New ties may replace old ones without evoking disapproval. 
The institution of patron-client relationships, among other factors, 
militates against, disapproval., , - . .

■ /Changing membership of.lower for higher status-groups is, in 
reality, not, as sudden as the residential movement, which merely 
symbolises/the rise; in Status. Beforehand, the individual status- 
aspirant xtfill have attempted to forge new relationships, with members 
of more highly evaluated status-groups. Full^acceptance into these 
relationships' ustially anticipates the general, rise, in .statusincluding 
the residential movement. Marginal or non-acceptance precludesor 
Inhibits this rise-. - ;• : .

At any stage of his stabus-sequence, the socially mobile migrant, 
is^really at the centre of a number of distinct, though sometimes 
-overlapping networks.'; The various group norms merely give vonteht ' " 
to the; relationships within these networks, tfhex̂ e ’ g'roup and network ’" ;
■largely coincide, pressures on individual behaviour are particularly 
strong. Where networks are loose-knit, these pressures are necessarily 
weak -or largely non-existent* • It would follow that the upward socially 
mobile migrantsv/ho . desires more individual choice of role behaviour



and partners will establish’"more of his relationships within .
relatively loose-knit networks;? ,/.'/> •

In ’following status-sequences, j have considered leisure 
relationships in conjunction .with kin.-and .conjugal relationships.

. On? the evidence of;’four; cases, X have, traced changes in the 
integration of thehe’ three relationships;. . . ' ;
. , : : , For segmentary tribesmen far-reaching changes in leisure neWorks 
of socio-economic peers, are "accompanied by- 'equally far-reaching . 
changes innetworks of .kin; \ .These;changes - are accompanied by. partial, 

'but;.'‘hot’ ‘totalIre'definitipn ';pfr;t;he;'/cdh-jugal. rble-relationship. The • 
conjugal- rble-relatiohship ̂ becomes,, even more important, in the. definition 
of leisure ,relatibhshlps ,, whilebecoming less dependent in its content 
upohikin-' relatUohstLips./'. • However., ' it;;;still remains' dependent 011 kin . 
relationships to' '̂..(no’ticedbly.. significant-.e'xtent’;

For centralised tribesmen, far-reaching changes in leisure netwokks 
Qf-ls6bi0 7ecpnpmic>lpeers. are/'not accompanied, by equally far-reaching 
changes in networks Of kin. The. latter remain, as they were originally 
largely independent"lof, the", former., . But, the far-reaching changes in 
leisure networks Of socio-economic peers do bring about a redefinition 
of the conjugal role-relationshipy; rather in the' manner of the changes 
'experienced by higher status segmentary tribesmen. . Conjugal and 
leisure relationships become somewhat highly integrated..

I car^illustrate' Ihe^cbncomitant changes in.interrelatedness in 
the three rolationships; by, simple ̂ symbolic notation. ̂ HIC,r, "C” , -ITLri«

This is not;, of icpurse, intended/iniimitatioh; or/parody of Nadelfs . 
elaborate- .systemv of/'hptationl taken from mathematics and symbolic 
.logic;r;,'vF.Nad.eiv.;1957> *. Cohen & West*



V, -o''are\:i;^en'vt6;sign 1 ^ 7 kinship Conjugal/and leisure relationships • ? ,
;/ respectively.// " ", . as in K; , Signifies .■-“loosely integrated*'.

■ K / xC . signifies "highly integrated";
, signifies ; "Integrated tor,a:,lesser. though s.till significant degree". i 

. : : •Ali'radke’tf/Urouhd two or /three , relationships'. indicates that., together,;1
t hey "Eire /determined equally, whether this be strongly or "'weakly., iby = V r 

• v;/;S".rei:a.tipnship •st.ah^ing >6ut’si:dbiit.e.'.'bracket.-, or,;.in, the 'absence- of the ?
: 1 ‘; lattery fhatithey are all highly integrated.; --■ ■ /; _ /i;l

, r : / .. Thus, the.;. status-seqiience:;.for segmentary tribesmen may move/from 
■ . . the.rdie't*se't:ao.cc.upied. by /AWuo’r . in. Lower Nakai/a and ’symbolised as: >1',
. . •• ;;/-i: •' " :: ;Ck <— >  a  ,«— >;■ ;l -): ■■; / ,

.to;-;the;irole’̂se t,;;occ:iipied by: Okach at-Naguru,/’symbolised as: ' :  ̂ ;-l V
' : Cc <£— > D  , .>■/’. _ :V\'I,'

; ■  :; In cphtr,ast;, the; statu'S^sequence. for centralised tribesmen may ; 
Vimoyelfr^ -occupied ’.by ..Isofcet. in-/Lower Nakawa,- symbolised*.
; v a s 1 1 ... ; • ■*/ I .. ’ • •• ■ . ; ;--I 1 1 ;/; _ ■ ■ ■■ :

to'thelrole^set, occupied-by'Balengwa at Naguru, symbolised as:
- - ; ;i:; i v"’' -■/  ̂• , c L i ; , .' , ; . ; ‘ : - :

. '* V-^Vv-;.-■: -lK.v/y: ; ' V / - ; \  ■ ^
/ The\'lniti$i-'r;ple£sets,;:of;‘.segment.hry and centrqllsed tribesmen . ; , 

V; *.i " differ in every/respect>. ’ The later'I higher* status,, role-sets have a.'VIt
i'.;--'/", 1 common,factor,;.■' ;;This Is;C •'.'•/I ■ ,/■ , 1



Thus,-though succesfully socially mobile segmentary and 
centralised tribesmen may still be distinguished by the respective, 
differences of kinship obligations,, they share an inclination.to 
integrate conjugal and leisure relationships. This integration 
necessitates -a joint conjugal role-relationship.

Segmentary hnd centralised tribesmen may continue to be regarded 
as; oubsaribing,to distinct systems of social stratification, though,, 
in their upper strata,:ihe;/distinction'is partially replaced by 
similarity. ;



; CHAPTER XX ‘ % - : . ‘

SUMMARY ;rAND CQNOLUSXONS ■ . ' ' A/;

,9.) Summary of. the Argument ■

I firstly described the city ward-of Kampala East*. Various 
social and ecoiogical features mark it off from the rest: of the city 
.and' from Greater:.:Kampala" as a whole* . Persons resident in the ward 
' may ;]De" regarded. ;as more committed, to urban life than most migrants.
Such; comraitment includes participation in urban systems of social 
stratification and mobility* My study is based on, the, people of ■- 
Nakawa and Naguru, two. public housing estates in Kampala East.
; I suggested,that the urban migrants of Kampala East may be said 
to be involved in three broad and:overlapping orders of relationships*
I distinguished these ordei’s as tribal, local and civic* Thus, any 
relationship between a person and another person, between a person and - 
a group, ox- between two groups may be- said to fall into one order, more 
than another* I further suggested that it is affiliations'and 
x-elationships of the civic order which tend- to influence, modify or 
alter affiliations and relationships of what 1 have called the two 
..primary orders. - * . ■

‘ The tribal order is significant, fbr the individual migrant in 
the;'existence of his own tribe and of his membershipin it. Though'.:,;, 
recognising, the -/individual identities, of respective trfbesp'eople in ; , 
Kampala, X ;considered in particular/.the wider distinction into two v 
super~tribal categories of centraii'sed and segmentary tribesmen. Among 
the'’latter, the .urban tribal order .tends to be. made up of regular, f:



corporate groups which may become represented by ,formal voluntary 
associations. Among the former no such groups are in evidence .. 
and there are no formal voluntary associations.

The local order is immediately significant for the urban migrant 
in the existence of ranked residential communities, or localities :as 
I have called them* A hierarchy of such localities exists. This ; 
hierarchy influences the ranking of primary and secondary local groups. 
On the housing estates studied, the ranking of residence within these ; : 
groups is particularly influenced by the fact: that.houses, are allocated' 
generally according to applicants1. economic status. Tribal membership 
is drrelevant in so far as it is not .the policy of the housing 
authorities to encourage the residential clustering of members, of the. 
same tribe. A result of these facts is that individual status, 
differentiation is often a more significant criterion of role performanc 
and assessment than individual tribal membership* Xt is often through 
wives that men are.difectly involved in neighbourhood and locality 
prestige and status competition. The conjugal role-relationship 
is thus immediately affected by the local order.

The tribal order may also be regarded as partly internally ranked. 
For centralised tribesmen this ranking or system of stratification is, 
rural and based on more or less de facto freehold land tenure. Though 
it is. rural, the system provides urban migrants with aspirations which 
can be pursued in conjunction with urban employment.. Segmentary 
tribesmen have as yet no widespread rural systems of de facto freehold 
land temire. It is as urban migrants that they get their first 
experience of any. clearly delineated system of social stratification.



The. ranked forms the tribal’associations of some of them take seem to 
have arisen in response, to a need, for the formal, or symbolic,, 
expression of the inevitable/socio-economic differentiation of fellow-, 
tribesmen in town. Among-centralised tribesmen the general absence 
of any urban tribal associations, let alone any ranking of them, seems 
to suggest that there is not a need to express symbolically the 
socio-economic differentiation of fellowtribesmen in town. By 
accommodating urban/systems of ranking, the traditional systems': of, 
such people may be said to fulfil, this need.. . - ••• /'

The civic, order is especially significant in this study in the 
distinctions between, the various occupational categories. Much of the/ 
behaviour in the tribal and local orders, which is based on socio-economi 
differences derives more or less directly from differences of 
occupational standing among people. , ,-v‘ ; . / - '

It is at the level of group analysis that the concepts of tribal 
and local.order continue to have relevance. And at the level,of 
categorical analysis, the concept of civic order 'continues to be 
• useful. / A,://’ ■ ;

. Thus, the representation of groups'and categories by formal urban 
voluntary associations determines/the pattexhs of leadership process.

For segmentary tribesmen we may speak of an ideal leadership 
status-sequence which exhibits the successive playing of leadership 
roles in tribal, locality and civic/political associations, vdiereas, 
for centralised tribesmen, this sequence omits tribal and begins in 
locality associations. Moreover, for segmentary tribesmen, locality 
associations seem to have a special significance for their leadership



status-seqttences by linking, in a gradual and intercalary manner, w .
. possibly conflicting tribal and ;non-tribal expectation^ of behaviour*.
; ' 'For centralised tribesmen there is not this.same- significance•. 
Since, to some extent, thbse formal;associations represent groups or 
categories,/and since the latter are stratified in some way, I then 
suggested.that there are similarities between leadership and ordinary 

/hon-leadership status-seqUences inthe successive roles, expectations 
and conflicts experienced in them by persons.who are socially mobile*
' To,explore this suggestion, t  found it useful to consider in 

detail some respective differences in.patterns of role-expectation 
between segmentary-and centralised tribesmen* .. At this level of 
role-analysis the concepts of tribal,/local, and civic, order cease to; 
be either relevant or useful* More useful concepts are those of 
role-set,, role-relationship, .and ego-centred network. These concepts ? 
do;not invalidate the" idea .of roles being played within or with 
reference to ‘ groups;* But, in addition, they may be used to consider! 
/the interrelatedness and mutual determinancy of certain relationships 
entered into by an ego * Since this level of analysis emphasises the 
’relationship existing and roles played in virtue of an ego, the concept 
of; network is often a .more precise tool than that of group* On the 
6ther.;hand, group-and netwprfc are not■ mutually1 exclusive concepts. 
Generally, they are analytically distinct-in so far as the persons 
comprised within the relationships of any given egofs netxfork may be 
drawn from a variety of groups, but, very occasionally,, group and 
network may largely coincide, as in the case of the immediate kin group 
and netwofkAof a/segmentary tribesman of low socio-economic status.



I related my approach of role-analysis to my general problem of 
social stratification and mobility by focusing attention on leisure 
or recreational relationships. I regarded' changes in these relationshi] 
as inevitable reflections of any system of social stratification. I 
considered leisure relationships in conjunction with kin and conjugal 
relationships. I considered, all three as moving together, in a general 
statu's-sequence. / : The status-sequence is that based on the movements 
from.lower to higher status localities. My specific problem w a s  to 
understand whether the facts of residence, thqt is, the local order,, 
had the same intercalary function for/these status-sequences among 
segmentary tribesmen as for those of-leadership. The corollary was 
to understand whether there.was a.parallel absence of this intercalary 
function among centralised tribesmen for non-leadership as well as 
leadership status-sequences. -
’ /After investigating four cahelstudles, I suggested that, in.Kampala 

.East, segmentary, tribesmen of low socio-economic-status; tend to be 
involved an mutually^ detemining . kin.,. conjugal and leisure relationships 
They tend, .also, to. live, in Lower .Nakawa or a .locality of similar 
residential status/and do not move/up from there. A wife*s independent 
network of relationships/are,limited-to .her own kin and a few neighbours 
and local: friends. A wife is expected to. share her husband's network 

of relationships with his.. own kin but' is largely .excluded from his . 
network of purely leisure relationships comprising socio-economic peers, 
of all tribes. \. - . ‘ . ■ -

: A segmentary tribesman of higher socio-economic status may move
progressively from Lower to Upper Nakawa or'to Naguru. Accompanying /. 
this /progressive physical/movement is. a gradual Integration of wife



into husband * s' leisure/network-of . Socio-economic peers, ; A close-knit 
network/of real '-kinvis.; gradually = partially,replaced by a :network of 
fellcwtribesmeh'f/some!of/whom. may be/kin, whose commohlbbnd is a desire 
for: greater freedorl from the obligations expected of their individual, 
conjugal/and family statuses by close kin. But, though lessened, . .• 
these obligations, to. dlose.\,kih are -not'completely thrown off.

,i Centralised tribesmen of low economic status .are generally not 
subject to.mutually determining kin, conjugal and leisure relationships.

. Husband and'wife- each maintains , independent -networks of kin, and non-kin. 
According; to- the values of the’., institution of patron-client relationship 

; the /husbanctv is .not answerable to kin for the/time, energy, and money 
/he m̂ y;.‘-.:sp'en,d-:'‘i.n....the.-xcjpihpany of s o’c io - e o o hpmi c ally superior non-kin and;/;
nonrf’ellowtr ib&smen, '/some .;of:whom: inevitably /Live in localities of 

/higher/status ,'than/hls ' own . / But ,/ for /those of his leisure relationship;
among sdcib-ecpnomicAxoeers', he Is answerable to his wife, who edpects 

/to;he;.brought/intof these-/;felatiphships, ;though' she’ does not feel '
. oblige d/to.. .relinquish her/ own /nor’ 'bring hef/-.husband/into them. :
/ /.:,/>; A'centralised'tribesmah/of higher socio-economic status is 
' dlstihghl’sheid̂ :in''"hisV/soc-iai/networks from his .lower socio-economic' 
/counter pari; by .-the stress-which/is; laid by both husband and wife . oil - /
: jointiparticipatibn/ih;^^’cokniori networks., -There continues to be no 
cohfllct of expectations ;by kin and,: non-kin socio-economic peers*
.ButIconjugal1and leisure relationships do assume a degree of mutual- . 
determinancy. It/'rs in,-this latter respect that both./segmentary: and 
centralised^/tribesmen;0i/.high‘ socio-economic /status' -most nearly - approach 
•suhhbri^tibnytb 'commbn; norms , of/urban upper- strata* 1 1./



-b) Some Implications of the Argument

, Ideally, an intensive study of an African town might take into 
account the■differences.obtaining between every individual tribespeople 
composing, the familiar; urban heterogeneity. On practical grounds 
this approach is.difficult. On other grounds, too, it may become 
.unjustified. There is the danger of overstressing the situation and 
neglecting the fact that there are urban institutions and relationships 
which are.external to those of any.single tribe, but-which may assume 
major, significance in certain fields of emotivity.

Epstein . make's, this, point, He acknowledges that, for certain 
areas of analysis:* concentrating attention on one or more individual 
-tribespeople is both justified'and legitimate. But he indicates that
where, as an example, "the range of enquiry....... is limited to the
development of political groups and institutions amongst urban Africans, 
.........the urban community cannot be regarded as being made up of a
number of independent•ethnic communities". This would seem to
parallelTmy own general finding of Chapter VI, that differences directly 
derived from tribal cultures, as in the distinction between segmentary 
arid centralised societies, are not especially significant in the wider 
scale context of political and trade union organisation, that is, in 
the civic, order. My study was not, of course, any more than marginally 
concerned with these aspects of urban organisation. It was more 
...concerned with the patterns of interpersonal relationship between kin, 
families, neighbours, friends and other associates. But the basic '

EpsteihV X?6'4, Urban Communities in Africa, in Closed Systems.
; / .and Open- Minds,;ed. M.Gluckman and E.Devons, M.U.P.



point. ■ still. holds,. External factors still operate,, either, to reduce 
/the/social and cultural distances between persons of different tribes, 
‘•'■fdr'-'-t.b'̂ modify’an1 urban tribespeople*s internal relationships.

This., obtrusion of external on internal relationships is particularl; 
noticeable oh/an urbah; public housing estate. . Again, in two separate , 
'articles, Epstein; illustrates the crucial significance that the 
physical and administrative features of an urban residential area may ,

: \  ' ' i  ■ • .. ■.have/for its populations. I have elaborated the Implications of
such significance in this thesis./'

How. does this obtrusion of external on Internal, relationships 
affeet otir view of^urban "adaptation" by migrants? We may assume that 
those tiost: "adapted" to urban life are those who have been in town 
lohgest.,/ahdlWh:o have the, largest economic and social .stakes there.
;,:Such stakes;; arb especially evident in the (development of urban status 
systems . : Though /it is not;: suggested .that all such migrants are : ■
constantlyfstruggling for higher status, a la&ge proportipn of them / 
-.wili/at 5leh’stkbe aware of their respective positions in some system 
oflranking t o w n T h e  persistence of internal relationships :
ampiag ’sdme tribespeople in the town in the face of the oppressive and 
!conflicting external relationships establishes one system of ranking. 
This system differs from that of tribespeople whose internal relationshi 
interlock1 faiily-,easily with' the urban external relationships. Thus, 
for Kampala East,/it is inaccurate to speak of a single system of 
social stratification. There is one each for segmentary and centralise 
^tribesmen. - ..■'/

 ̂ . A.L, Epstein, ‘1961/and 19.64.. .op# ?cit.



Bub these two systems are not mutually exclusive. External ,/'/ 
factors are .common ,;bo both. Relationships become moulded not to an / 
identical pattern, but'at,-least to a similar one. This, c&evelppment 
especially applies to those migrants Who are! the most- equipped to be 
immediately involved in Urban .stratification,; These'migrants are /those, 
of the higher, socio-economic categories and of;longer than average 
urban residence. We may-thus envisage two systems of stratification, 
each a fusion of traditional and urban.patterns of relationships. At 
the top, more prestigeful part !of the' systems, partial,convergence 
occurs. It is probably, a; justifiable ,assumption■that with raore and 
more migrants , staying longer 'in. town this partial, convergence will 
filter*/; down, the • two" ‘syst'eriis'*-../; p;-But:tthe'Vextent to which'there, will. ?/ ; 
ever be total convergence probably depends on changes and (development, 
to a uniform pattern ultimately throughout the whole of East Africar s . 
rural tribal areas, and on the cfeVelopment of urban-born generations.

But even the development to total convergence-, If ever- It . came, 
about, would probably-be accompanied by the development of a complex • 
plurality of urban-centred prestige hierarchies, : It/is conimohiy;,
acknowledged that modern, primarily industrial communities,./ as well as.- / 
some other complex societies , ,can‘be' regarded as haying possibly . 
independent hierarchies of occupation,. education, ..religion"* and sheer 
wealth,1- In most;; situations * two or more of these hierarchies are ., ; 
interrelated,'"but/in some they/are' not. : ;./ ■' ..

Familiar examples’; are. the '.relatlyely high prestige' enjoyed ■ in , .
■ Britain, for' instance., by scholars, teachers, or ,by- clergy, though - / 
hone of’ these are' necessarily well paid. In/Hindu -society, the 
prestige.of Brahmins.has ritual rather than economic sources.
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- I suggest that this development of potentially independent 
prestige hierarchies has not yet come to Kampala- East. Kampala East 
is not yet sufficiently established a "community". Persons do 
evaluate one another according to differences of education, income, 
and even religion, but not within a reasonably regularly and universally 
recognised system. This is not the case with regard to differences 
of occupation. As Merraft Fraenkel says for Monrovia, in Sierra Leone,

the established scale of occupational prestige....... follows
1the/ government hxerarchy. Virtually every householder in. Kampala 

East has ajjob. Virtually all jobs are directly or indirectly 
controlled by government as to their, positions on a scale of reward/ 
and prestige. Thus, in situations in which -relationships are still 
being rapidly modified, and in which persons themselves are still 
rapidly socially and physically mobile, the occupational prestige 
hierarchy provides a stable and relatively unchanging system of graded 
behavioural referents. It is the relative stability of this single 
prestige hierarchy which at once distinguishes developing urban 
communities In Affica from the longer established urban communities 
of more developed industrial nations and other complex societies, 
which may have a number of relatively stable hierarchies.

1 ■Me rtf an Fraenkel, 1964, o p.c it, p.214.



APPENDIX-: TO CHAPTER t ; /;

LUQ,UNION GENERAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS, MAX, 1963

, , In the following description of the Luo Union "annual" general 
elections,, votersaffiliations of location and wider tribal area . 
beeome apparent. ,So, too, do some of the properties of tribal
association leadership.
■ .The general;meetingvWas arranged rather hastily* Some Western . 
Luoi comprising members of Gem, Ugenya and Alegolocations^had 
complained that the-Luo Union team which plays in the Kampala and /; 
district football league was suffering too many defeats. Members of 
these, locations ,are :the> most numerous in Kampala* They suggested 
that aireason for.the Union team1s defeat was the small number of 
Î es t ern ;!|jUol'and. players in the team. ', They suggested, too,., that the., ; 
union as a whole'''had "become inactive. They proposed that - this general 
lethargy might be -further related' to, the fact that the :then members 1 
of the. UnionTs and Sports Club fs executive committees were from last ..

• and South Luoland,: : - '/ ' ■ “ ■’/ ,
/Easterners and Southerners argued that Westerners had never bothere 

to attend/meetings and never made the effort to get their own people 
„ elected into, off ice. The Westerners re^liedr/thhtttheydwere not 
asking for a change of all officersIbut .only for the replacement'- of/. ; 
the chairman. The chairman, KowidiOmolo, however, stated that in 
view ,of the complaints and suspicions of nepotism, it would be better, 
to have a new regime, and accordingly called a meeting for the election/ 
of all officers. The chairman had held almost uninterrupted office. . 
.since 1950 * no,t. long after the Unioh was. established. Now* he said, i 
he was tired pf ;! the complaints made about, him and wished; to retire. , 
Someone commented/that recently his.power had dwindled because the , 

v Westerners had relentlessly opposed him.

Throughout this thesis I have referred to Luo locations as subtribes, 
having-** regarded, them "as largely comparable to the Luhya subtribes..
In the present detailed description of a Luo Union annual election 
of officers, it, seems appropriate to return to the true designation 
of these units.
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; , The meeting was helch;ohv the piece of spare land outside Naguru 
Coiiimunity Gentre. ''•••'Abdu-t/' ̂ Ob, people Were';’’in• attendance • A few of 
them were‘ from other,tribes:. Since the meeting was to be hald in
i)hoLuo * : they .wbuld>h'c>t. /be? able to uhderstand i.proceedings * A number// ; 
of iiotables, were there,- ’including: Philip; Ahoma' from Nairobi, - then the ; 
Kenya Independence/celebrations officer, .who had a short while before 
been working iri Kampala*, Ker /(a, Luo of high rank).:,-had' come to 
represent the Kisumu;chairman of the wide-scale. Luo/Union, East Africa#

, The introductory speakers Were.Opio :Gkech,.the acting secretary,
. a trader with a"shop’-at-Nakawa/.es':tate;,yand>Martin:;Awubr'V-. an executive 
engineer in the:; Ministry; of;::^orks;jK^|)hla^ -an'd a teacher at the; ’/;.,■ 
•Kampala 'Techni'ca-l {iri'st'l£uie‘, whp: Wds; the previous; secretary of the tfnibr 
v ;Okech'gave a profress, report of the-Union since the last elections; 

in/1961# ‘ There werb; frequeht interruptions from the audience as to
/how.-the Unloi^s mbhey/had ieen s p e n t H e  brushed aside their questions 
.andvcalled upon :Kbr ’tb" ‘speak;’.. .. As Ker stood up,, an abu (like a trumpet, 

wv. an'dUmade from a large: gourd and, attached to , bamboo.) was sounded. /
: v Pee pie', we re very impr.e s s e d/ ’by •* this.i and ■; wait e d /expect an t ly. for. Ker t o 
- speak;./ -1 Ker. was, dressed in /Eutfbpearr clothes but”'- "with a hat like-. . .
Oginga Odinga's11,- /an&..j<flt^ whisk'.- / -He greeted the people and
cailed tipoii. the /deparMhg:Zchai^ to speak.,
V The chairmanlgave; his swansong. . -Not long after the Luo Union 

was started, in Kampala in/I9 4 7, heVwaSiits chairman., He was elected 
out of office a year later.. His. successor,. found the job a difficult . 
..one and Kowidi. was. called to serve again. Within a year * He said - 
that he had made thebUnion ,strong and effective in those.days, but now / 
he . felt weak and-unable /to lead it weii./ / He said hb had always• been 
anxious to protect' Luovin Kampala from discrimination and intimidation 
by the people of Uganda. , He/ explained that the kings- of Nyoro and. " .
Toro were "both LuoU,. /and that ? the; ICabaka of Buganda was related to 
them, and that in view-of this there was no reason for Luo to feel 
they were foreigners. , A retracing'Of Luo history revealed that they 
came!, from South Sudany ;'through• north, eastsouth and west Uganda, 
to .Nyanaa. Province’!f in Kenya.,/'Jand that, throughout this path, people, 
wer e,.; basic ally/on e.' He. emphasised that this gave,.Luo ..the moral right 
;tp; -Tly,e 'anywhere'/in/ Uganda A "/In /order to ■ show. his;. good faith in the;.'̂?c't



that the people of Uganda and the Luo*;of Kenya had common affinities, 
he had invited Dr. kilt on Obote ■ for the. /Uganda .Independence celebration 
at Kaguru Hall in October 1962, "as he was :.a. Nilotic". He. had * ’
wanted to urge the'Uganda premier ,not to; forget the Luo, as they had 
done a lot in achieving Uganda1 s‘ independence^ and as they, too, were "'v: 
Nilotes. . Unfortunately, he said, the visit' had been unable to take . 
,-place ; ■ . ‘ p-. ’ _ : .

The outgoing chairman finished his speech by putting forward ; 
some proposals he had.had in mind concerning the. buying of taxis or 
a bus In the.name of the Union for, repatriating, the bodies of persons 
who had died in Kampala, for social visits home,' and for fulfilling 
soccer teams1 travelling obligations. Clans and locations, he 
claimed, were wasting, money in having to hire "these Ganda vehicle's".
He hoped that now that he was retiring,. these proposals would still 
command attention.

Further discussion centred on the question of why the Union had 
In fact become weaker. The chairman was eventually called upon to 
speak again and he suggested that the Union had lost its influence 
during the Kampala.municipal council elections of .September 1962, 
when three high status Luo, one the previous secretary of the Union 
jjresent at the meeting, had fought against• each other for the council! 
seats . The .previous secretary had neglected his. wprk' for . the Union 
in/his municipal council campaign and each Luo:' candidate,; in ’stressing .. 
the contradictory policies of opposing political, parties, had-divided 
Luo'against Luo, so that both the’administration of the Union and the 
solidarity of Luo in Kampala had suffered. Furthermore, he claimed,: 
that at this time ordinary Luo themselves lost interest in the Union 
and continued to devote all their time, energy and money to clan . 
and location associations, . '

Each of the other notables spoke again, urging .the people to vote 
not according to a man^ .clan or location but according to his value, - : 
past and future, to the Union, ICer. noted that very few; present had 
paid their subscriptions and asked whether the votes of the majority 
might not be Invalid, since according to the constitution, only paid-up 
members.were entitled to vote, This suggestion was hotly contested



amid a shower of light-abuse :at Ker, arid it was agreed that all. Luo - 
present should .voteas; was the perennial practice. .- Nominations for 
offices, starting with that of chairman, were then invited.

: At this point, the, grouping and affiliations of voters according 
to location; and Wider tribal, area should be indicated* The wider ;, 
tribal areas are West,:East and South* and the locations constituting 
them are referred to by name• • It must be remembered that there, were 
more-members of the western locations^ particularly Ugenya,- Gem and 
Alego,: ;iniICampala and at .the 'meeting than of other locations. - . . .
■ '■ West , ' * :y; ; ■ East- ' ' ' South. ' ' ’/I - \ - '!!>,,
!■;.! I / - ■ U g e n y a A ; y E a s t  Kano Kar achuony 6 . -  '

y- Gem: !... -/ y-C! iv, West Kano- East' Nyokal ■ 1
y ■ , Alego : : .. ICisurno ’ , West Nyokal '
; vv Saluda ■ . Nyakach Kamunga ‘ :?

Asembo •' Kadeni '
'. / ' Seme • / v ' Kamagambo ! ..

,v 1 ■; ■ • '■,.Tinbo . * _ r • v Kindu-et al.
■! ■ : . Uyoma

Nominees, f or; .the post.of .Chairman (Jakomi and Vice-chairman (Jalup 
V- Jakorfl) in order of nomination: ’

1) Anyango (Gem)
2 ) Oswago (Uyoma) *
3) VGdiwuor (UgenyaX - ’ ’’ . '
4) Adero (Alego.) •
1) ANTANGO. is a : irmluka chief appointed by the Kabaka?s government 
for the Kampala suburb of Nysmwongo;, xHxere a large proportion-of Luo 
reside. He owns,and lets some- houses at Kiswa temporary housing area* 
and owns a club in his .own village of Nyamwongo. . He ‘has "many wives".. 
He. is greatly respected for his position-as chief and for the fact that 
he represents the. "foreigners", mainly Luo, in his area. He is 45 
and has been over 20 years in Kampala. Before becoming a muluka . 
chief, . he was a/trader." ; He' speaks no English but good Swahili and some 
Luganda. He is now a rich man "mainly through bribes" (I.e. gifts 
or tribute'not interpreted as such by Luo),. It is said that he has 
already built a permanent house at his home in Luoland,



2) QSWAGO is a storekeeper in a private firm and earns about 350/“*
He has eight years of education and speaks English well. He Is
38 years old and first came to Kampala In 1950, joining his present 
firm in 1951'*.- . He began , then as a storef s -messenger and? went to 
evening school to learn accounts and bookkeeping and so secured 
promotion.. In 1952 he was elected to the post of Luo Union seci^etary, 
in which he worked, hard and helped extend the Union*s influence. He 
it’ was who eventually instigated the Union^s sporting activities and so 
broixght the location associations together under the Union. He has' ./ ■ - ‘ icontinued to support the Union as an active member. He is married 
with five children'"-and lives in a 39/" house at Naguru. He keeps 
his;wife at home in Kenya "so that she may dig", and,he is recognised 
as a Luo who . refuses to neglect his land whereas others in tow'll do.
His children are also kept at home so that they may undergo their 
schooling there.

3) QDXWUOR also has eight years of education, works as a clerk and 
is referred to as an "educated man". He is extremely popular with 
people of. his own location (Ugenya) and is well known by most Luo.
;He wears expensive clothes and has a forceful personality. In this 
particular election, he was never cat-called by members of the crowd, 
though others,1 even successful nominees, were. He is a "young man" 
of 30, is married with 3. children, and has been 5 years.in Kampala, 
having previously worked in Nairobi. He lives at Naguru with his
family in a 52/- house. '

.4) ADEl̂ O has four years of education, does not speak English and is 
a mechanic of experience rather than training. He also owns a shop 
.at Nyamwongo, where'he lives. He is well known by members of his own 
location, Alego', and has been actively .concerned with the sporting 
affairs of the’Luo Union for some time. He, is 351 and married with 
six children, has.been In Kampala since 19491 joining the Union when 
it.was first established.
The Luo Union Sports:Club is a sub-committee of: the;Luo Union proper 
.and has separately held annual,elections of;ekecutIve committee office 
However, it defers in nominal allegiance' ahd subordination to the U hi



At these nominations for the office of -Chairman, Easterners 
and Southerners shouted and claimed that the fact, that- three of the 
four nominees were Westerners, and of the most closely allied locations 
at that, proved that' the people of Ugenya,/Alego and Gem had prepared 
their nominations before the meeting and;had campaigned for them*
They claimed that they themselves had been given too short a notice 
of the elections to consider their own nominations. Whatever the 
truth of these allegations, it was clear.from- the applause that greeted 
the introduction.of each nominee that the crowd was divided at this 
stage between support . for Anyango and Oswango, with the balance in 
favour of the' former, . Awuori, the previous secretary, who seemed 
to be handling matters at this stage, called for those people who 
supported Anyango to raise their hands. Most hands went up# He 
called Oswango1s name# Agaiii, most hands went up. Awuori claimed, 
that a lot of people must have voted twice and ,that this was not 
permissible. The voters shouted, "Shame, You should count the exact 
number". He replied, "That is not the system". They retorted, 
nDonft speak English".

Awuori then suggested-setting Anyango and Oswango apart and 
letting their respective followers go to them. - He called Anyango*s 
name', and a large body of people went over to where Anyango had moved, 
bringing a hesitant stream of persons in their wake.. Oswango was left 
with an obviously smaller number of supporters who whistled and booed 
and claimed that, "the illiterates" had moved over to Anyango because 
they were confused and.had just followed those who had moved first.

. Meanwhile -the votes were counted: Anyango had 195 and Oswango
had IO5 . The same system was .employed for Odiwuor and Adero, and 
again there was a mass movement of people, so that Odiwuor received/ 
i?5 votes and Adero’ none. Amidst, mpch grumbling, complaining, and 
even some threats at private re-election, Anyango was declared chairman 
and'Odiwuor vice-chairman. / ... , . ;

The Ke.r- intervened and said, "Piny ok ongle" ( tlw Iacpijisi Is not fh be 

fazihrireJfyi a ■Symboli-e pleU for tolerance, and urged : people not to base A- 
their voting and acceptance of leaders on their membership of locations* 
but to co-operate with each otheryin choosing the most suitable person
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for the job. There were further claims from the crox̂ d that "it was ! 
all arranged", and Ker was accused of being in league, with the 
organisers and of "consuming our money",.but the declaration of the 
two new officers was eventually generally accepted.

Nominees for the post of Secretary (Jagoro), and Assistant Secretary 1 
(Jaliip~^J^goro) in order"of nomination:

1) Owiti (Ugenya)
2)' Ov/ala (Alego. but living in Misumo)
3) Ajuoga (Karachuonyo) ,

1) .OWITI is a "medical dresser" at Mulago hospital. He is only 28 
but has been in Kampala since 1954. He is referred to as a "doctor" ; 
since he is well known by Luo for his "private" work of giving people 
injections and tablets for the relief of ailments. He is popular •. 
with members of his own location for his sociability and eagerness, to 
help any of them with his medical knowledge and appliances, often 
free of charge. He is an active man with nine years of education and
a good kpeaking knoi\rledge of English. He is married with two children*

2) QWALA is now an invoice clerk, of 32 years of age, in the city council 
He came, to Kampala in-1949 and in 195^ g°t a job as a cashier at the 
Speke Hotel. In 1957 he acquired a Peugeot car* The other membei's
of the hotel staff suspected him of having stolen some money so, it . 
is said, he quickly sold his. car andlbanked the money. He was discharg 
however, because it was decided to employ a European as a cashier.

He then got his present job and, instead of a car, acquired a; 
bicycle. On acquiring, this job, "he became a simple man and started 
to wear simple clothes". He also began attending Luo Union meetings, 
but did not mix with members of the executive committee and was not. 
very active in the Union.

Recently, in 1961/2, when people were suspecting, him of ^aloofness" 
and self-importance, he changed his manner and began to participate 
fully in the Union. He has always managed to be sociable with people 
on an individual basis, but kept apart from Luo Union meetings and
activities, and persons directly ‘connected with them.



He has a flair, .for gathering, small = informal groups of people' 1 ’ ’ 
around’him and talking politics or current affairs.. He: is married! 
with, three children and lives in a 3&/- house, at Naguru estate. " He 
.has' carried, his effect of humble .station to' the extent of* leaving his 
Kampala house empty, having sent nearly all, his/ furniture home to. ,.-,,! 
Kenya*, . .sHe has, only • inexpensive chairs in, his Naguru house now, v !t 
Whereas formerly he. had a big sofa. He used to wear a.beard "to ■- 
look political", but has since dispensed x̂ i th.it.. He doesnft tell 
people h o w much money he . has, but , it is thought that he must have a. I; 
healthy bank account. If this is so, he keeps it quiet, for fear .! 
that"people will run after , him and kill'him". . . ' . ! . ■:

5) AJUQGA. is 36 and works as a copy-typist in the . .Department of 1 :'/
Education in'.Parliament Buildings. He has seven years of education !
' and is fairly fluent in English. , He hasbeen in; Katipala twelve ..
years-. 1 He/has two children-by-his first wife.-who died in 1 9 5 9*
He.has remarried. He (Regularly attends all Luo meetings, including . 
those, of his . location association., . :

After these nominations, the■same procedure of-calling a name 
and. having people vote for it, this: time by the raising of hands, 
was/continued. And again,’the- first called, Owiti of Ugenya, and 
the second, Owala of Alego, were elected secretary and assistant 
secretary respectively, recording 176 and I65 votes.: These two /!';
are of-the majority Western locations, whereas Ajuoga,.who was last 
called; and recorded 95 votes, is of la Southern lqcatioh. Large! ! • 
numbers/ of Southerners and some sympathetic Easterners, again* • complained 
that the election was being rigged and many left, the; meeting in / 
dissatisfaction. >, •. -

Nominees for the post of /Treasurer (. Jakeno) and Assistant Treasurer I’; 
-v (,jnlup: Jakenoy~in^^der~of noiiiination:

i ) . Okech (Heme) ;v / . - / . 1;;
juiia- Anyaso i- a woman (Ugenya) ,•

3) P. Ofieno, (Ugenya) ! : : . i t'
% 4 ) Sigu (Kisumo)



1) QKECH is the acting secretary referred to in the beginning of - 
this account of the Union election. He is. a trader, owning a shop 
at Nakawa, and delivering some of.his goods by scooter. He seems 
to be doing well and is able to afford 120/- a month for his excellent 
shop'plot. He had-only had his shop at Nakawa for three months at The 
time of the elections., having lived .and traded at, Nyamwongo before.
He established his' shop. ‘-from capital realised ‘ through savings from a, 
.former job as a clerk,. . ,1 ' ■.

He is regarded as "polite" and "humble" and "talkative", and 
- is recognised for his. active support’ of. the Union, (He is chairman 
. of Seme location and official.of the; "breakaway" ICanu branch). . During, 
-the previous secretary^ municipal council campaign (Awuor, see above), 
he bec'ame- acting secretary and appeared to do ;,the job well. . He is 34 
and has been in Kampala ten years. - He lives with his wife .and three 
children in the back;room of his shop at-Nakawa, He speaks good Englis

ANYASO is the 30 year old wife of a Luo machine operator working 
in’Kampala who* though.now fat and forty, was a celebrated Union and 
location soccer player. ■’ They have no children. Anyaso herself ha£ 
eight years of education which is two more than her husband. Her 
mother had married a ,second time and. had come to Kampala with her husban 
.Anyaso used to visit her in the town and eventually met her own husband 
there. . While in Kampala slie had become interested in teaching children 
and; came tch do this under the auspices of the: Union. ' She began to 
attend Luo meetings, voiced‘her opinions occasionally, and tried, to 
persuade women to participate in its activities, especia3_ly that of' 
teaching in one. of the Luo schools in Kampala.

3) OTXENO is particularly noted for his productive efforts at 
strengthening his clan and location associations and participating fully 
in the Union's activities. He, is .-a typist and * has held the same job 
since coming to Kamb’nla over seven years ago. He wears "superior 
clothes, including/suits", is only 2 8, and lives at.Nyamwongo with 
his wife and two childrenki ■
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4) SIGU is a'.clerk'.and has been in , Kampaia over/ six years, He was ...a  
! - - a/cdepted by/;the city council as; soccer referee and. has worked 'hardy’y ,Aa

A' ■ kas:>suc-h for. the Luo Union's inter-ldcation competition* It was: o n . ! !
. - this' .basis .-that his name, wass ‘.'nominated'.,--though he -[did /not. * otherwise?

■ A-/1 seem/to!be a ;popular choice. He is 32, married, with 5 children,
• . and ll’ves at Naguru in a. 39/“? house* 1 , A /!-A- - -•• / ... ; *V r a  A.

1 /; ./The 1 only reaction to: the nominations themselves -was the apparent A-
. - V. pittright. re jection of a?Woman ' as treastirer.., / : Ttn;was pointed, out that . :.

the' previous treasurer was also a woman,- the'-"'wife of the:/departing A- : :
- a A chairman,'/who had' not, dpn'e./her :.job /wellI ,,This;, woman “treasurer- was ; /•
/ , at! the meeting and spoke, to defend herself /. : She apologised' to ;,ail ; /
! • 1: concerned. If they had felt that she had’been a bad treasurer, '.She a . • ‘.’A 

A  A; : .pointed outhowever, that- She:* had been . elected' to her .position^ and ./As
, had done her '.best* ’ She Aim ew, she said, .that those “who complained. X, \ v
/!.:/ about her-were the people who .had not, wished to, subscribe funds and - / 

!/! /;•' ’ who had made it their: business to dissuade others /from likewise;:„c /
:/ cohtributing., To 'act• like:- this was :fo ..act as though'/the/Luo were ,A A

/:.' . . not a tribe, and it made/her feel she herself was not a Luo* / She
Assured, Whoever might, succeed her .tha,t he need have/.no fear, since he 1 

. :. ! will have/been/elected to his position,. and, provided he does; his // •,
-y/.-A /best, will/ like her, be guilty of nothing, ' Ay ///'/. /;>' . /A-
.-AA'/. *A ■ Okec!h/!,s./hame was, failed.first. The claim that .those whose’ ’ a A-A
.1 names are’called first gef"/the- most,.votes, appeared-disproved her el. -I"
■ A since he’ was awarded only ,105® - He - was,.' fiver', from/ awminority’ 

Western tribe, whereas 0 tie no, who. "was called third', and. who was / /!.
: - . ./aWarded/176, the1 highest number pf votes,' was -of .Ugeijya,. one of the.; 1 * ■
/■,'•' /majority Western'-tribes. /The woman/Ayaiso re_c.ord.ed.. only.;- four /votes, /• >1 

/during; which banter/was- exchanged to the: effect that to ,-,give a woman;/ 
the post of treasurer was. to tempt someone into carrying her and the A 

/ Union's money off and. "marrying them boihU. It; was also stated as
shameful, to have to take a woman to court if/she embezzled the funds, , ; 
whereas a man would have topay up. or be jailed* - Sigu received 110 

voted since, by this time, the Kisumo and other Eastern location 
members had reftised to -raise their hands to vote,/ in protest against /
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the, a3;leged. rigging of the elections. Sign had even been told by then 
notvto;;bother to stand., , ' ' ■ ‘ ' A/i

./ /The' Westerners were clearly very satisfied at the, .results of / 1
the electiony and they, left the' area blowing their abu, while- their 
women,.gave oiit' a high-pitched, tpngue~flapping form of ululation 
known as sigalap;ala, aiid moved off in a. shuffling dance 
/,„■ The Easterners;and the- "few Southerners-who had remained were 
disgruntled, and; .continued in their, complaints. 'Many of them wanted; 
to know why buses/.had not. been 'provided . tq take them. home. . . The 
outgoing committee; Was blamed for not being able .to, organise a ./ v
collection of money ‘for this purpose.. They, said it was no \tfonder 
that the lbcationvasiociations had looked after their, own .Interests, 
since no. one could have; faith in the. Union.

The outgoing .secretaryAwuor, retaliated by stating that 1500/- 
had been sent to the headquarters at Kisumu, that this represented the 
money collected from;. 19-61; to' the present time, and that there were 
still 231/“ left in the Kampala Union's funds, . Invitations were then 
extended for membership for 5/***.? to which some people retorted, "Let 
the Westerners pay and become memberst .Let us continue to strengthen 
our location associations". Another’shabbily dressed man, whose 
location had not succeeded, said, "1 don't dress well,/but I can fight 
anytime because these are :.good clothes for fighting (i.e. rags).
Nor am I being fed.by you. If I am dismissed from work, I shall . • 
just go home"/ ■ He then left=not having had much effect on the crowd, 
Ikn "educated clerk" said,;/"The Luo. Union should be dead. I earn a .lot 
of money'and spend /it ■ well and as1-1 please,. People .should know what 
the Union-had; done, with its money, . I shall not be a/kember". .This 
man, too, was virtually- ignored. People felt their feelings ha/d*'been 
expressed, too,, strongly and amounted to little more -than';'abuse,.' : 

s? At about this time, anyway,. Ker was called upon , to be-greeted by 
his people'With money . - He placed'his kofia. (beaded cap) on the table
in front of him so ‘ that.; anyone who came iip to greet him might put-money 
in.it.' The money was to go to, Kisumu, capital town:of Lubland* , Ker,/ 
,Who was regarded as occupying the seat in the Union that Oginga Odinga- 
once had, closed , the meeting-. ’ . > ,



/ . The proceedings may be summarised thus.
-As a reaction to apparent -inactivity and- lethargy by the Union,- 

many Kampala Luo.called for a change of chairman* The protests 
appeared instigated, . in fact, by men from Western. Luoland , who aaw;'. V 
only Southern and Easterh Luo in office-,and attributed'the Union’s , 
inadequacy to this.; : When the ‘ election itself, got under way, the 
affiliations r of • location . aa well. as.iar,ear’became. evident r . , . t i  ::/ /

In.particular, the'three Western'locations of/Ugenya, Gem.and ,
Ale go,/who are/the most .numerous' in. Kampala and were so at the .meeting, 
■ acted and voted as', a, close-knit, almost exclusive group, to the extent 
that, of the eleven nominations, seven were of :these three locations.
Of the other If our, two were- Westernersy . so that the ;transfer of power 
from/the/ executive committee composed of Southerners and Easterners 

, to one composed.'Of‘̂ Westerners'was dramatic,* . ;
All; Of fibers/elected were Westerners, and all but one were of

- . • . - v : -  V '  1 ; ■  ■ . p ; vj . - : : A . ■ ,

the-three closely interacting lacttibns The organisers of the 
meeting were even accused of rigging the/elections; and there was so 
much/growing feeling against the --Westerhprs that, for the election of 
the final pair of officers, many npn-Westerners refused to vote, so 
that the number of voters droppped from a previous A75 und to 2 8%

In view of, this factionalism, and of the numerical imbalance of 
the voting population’s locations,* it is difficult to assess clearly 
the- qualities thought necessary in a leader by the electors.

However, . Certain general impressions may be drawn. Only four 
of the eleven candidates were regarded as particularly wealthy, though 
nine were regarded as having prestigeful occupations and were also 
distinguished;in this respect by their dress. Eight spoke English.

Nine of the eleven candidates had been in Kampala for seven years 
or more, wtich iipiediateiy accords them urban seniority. Urban 
seniority may be distinguished from biological seniority, since only 
four of: the, candidates’, were, 3,5 years of age or over though most were 
maaried, a - fact indicating the continuing importance of one aspect .-of;..
traditional social' majority *. . / •• v r . . - '

-A/' ; ■■ . ' A ■' . .
A Alego, Gem and Ugenya form an administrative ndivisionn. There

are apparently, four such divisions: Nyando, Bondo, Kamula, and..,Boro



A .;>Ten candidates were already renowned for their interest and 
. ‘ participation'in Lho:Union or location;/activities, None of the

current candidates were renowned for/non-tribal association activities,
■ though, in most years, for instance, the previous year, there are -A 
usually,one or two officers who are. 11 -

V ,, ^Location membership particularly.favoured by the voters, I have 
.,/ . illustrated, is that of'either Gem, Ugenya, or Alego. A ■-

• • \. Peripheral, criteria /of candidature are prestige of residence, 
oratory,' and .forcefulness of personality, as against humility and 

.. ' ’ ' a general absence of /"pride"# A A .'. : r '
:/A a .. Thus the impressions: .are that a certain length of urban residence ■

/., is required bef ore a man can AbeAexpected to be. nominated!since^allA A;
but/one of ;the nominees had'resided in’Kampala for seven years or more; 
that a, nominee is likely to haye a/relatively pr.estigeful occupation 

; A and,’/to a/lesser extent, is likely to have a knowledge of English;
arid . that. he will very .probably have been, active in the'"union or his /: 

. A " location la/activities/. , The membership or otherwise of a ^favoured
location*! 'has^/alriead^^een-"- discussed in the descriptipn of .the voter fs 

• factionalism. 1 .A A. /A. , A---\ A.A: - A ' / A ■ ■ / . . /  ./ ' ' - ••• ; : /■''■
..’a /a  ‘ Neither -wealth,A  age or being, renowned for "non-tfibkl. activities"'

■ ■ were frequently, instariced as attributes of nominees... It may/be ..noted, •
• -A- .nevertheless, that At he .previous secretary had been a, candidate/for
r A . the. Kampala municipal. Council but-," through -neglecting .his work for .
A- the/Union, had been cond.emne d/for .his par tic ipat ion in . irnon-tribal

' -activities11* The evidence woiild -suggest that leadership of a tribal 
- . . . bddy like.the Luo Unionis", regarded by • its,-members’ /as ; incom.patIble with

/'leadership or even just full participation in a nori-tribal’, civic 
(A./ p. association. ' At the/East^ African-wide level,y political leaders like ;
A / A^pmA-Mboya’ ■andAOgiriga Odiriga' may occasionally be cited as nominal leaders

/ ’or "patrons*l, though it.,'is .likely that even this is not encouraged by
their respective political parties for- fear of being accused of
"entrenching tribalism”• In fact, the Luo Union isAnot/aApolitical bodj
in its ..intentions.-but /purports to concern itself with/the (development A
' a a A A, A Wp://,.«/its Apeoplei- ,The incompatlbilitypof ’ ,and general socxal welfare; of/Luo trfDal and. ron-trxbal/assocxatxon
leadership’at A theA.Kampaia -.level1 is/evident/also .in/the; organisation and

■ activities, of variousAKANU.-branches/-in fhe 'towh.A. "" •/, . ’ . . A-
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